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We extend results by Mirzakhani in [Mir07] to moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers. In
particular we obtain equations relating Weil–Petersson volumes of moduli spaces of
Hurwitz covers, Hurwitz numbers and certain Hurwitz cycles on Deligne–Mumford
space related to those Riemann surfaces admitting Hurwitz covers of a specified
branching profile. We state the precise orbifold structure of the moduli space
of Hurwitz covers by applying ideas and results from Robbin–Salamon in [RS06].
Furthermore we prove compactness of the involved moduli spaces by applying SFT-
compactness in the Cieliebak–Mohnke version from [CM05].
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1. Introduction
1.1. The General Picture of Hurwitz Numbers
In 1891 Adolf Hurwitz started the systematic analysis of the counts of branched covers of
Riemann surfaces with prescribed branching profile in his paper [Hur91] which are nowadays
called Hurwitz numbers. Since then there have been many publications devoted to this problem
in various areas of mathematics such as complex analysis, combinatorics, algebraic geometry,
topology and symplectic geometry. In particular there has been a growing interest in Hurwitz
numbers starting in the 1990’s as they appeared in mathematical physics, Gromov–Witten
theory and algebraic geometry.
In order to specify a Hurwitz number one needs to fix a closed target surface X as well as n
partitions of the degree d P Ną0. One then considers equivalence classes of holomorphic maps
u : C ÝÑ X of degree d which have n branch points whose fibres have degrees corresponding
to the given partitions. Two such Hurwitz covers u : C ÝÑ X and u1 : C 1 ÝÑ X are called
equivalent if there exists a biholomorphism Φ : C ÝÑ C 1 such that u1 “ u ˝ Φ. The Hurwitz
number is now defined as the sum of these equivalence classes weighted by the inverse of the
number of automorphisms of the Hurwitz cover.
Due to the Riemann existence theorem one can relate these Hurwitz numbers easily to combina-
torial properties of the symmetric group Sd by building an appropriate cover of Xztn pointsu
with monodromy around these n points specified by choices of d permutations with cycle type
given by the partition and then gluing in holomorphic discs at the punctures. This way Hurwitz
was able to calculate lots of examples of Hurwitz numbers, see [Hur91] and [Hur01]. Nowadays
this can be used to calculate any concrete Hurwitz number with the help of a computer. However,
these algorithms might become very slow for higher degrees.
Besides the pure interest in calculating these numbers it turns out that they are related to
various other areas of mathematics. One example of a rather obvious connection is the relation
to Gromov–Witten theory. This subject, originally introduced by Mikhail Gromov in [Gro85] in
1985, consists of the study of moduli spaces of J-holomorphic maps from a Riemann surface
into a symplectic manifold. So-called Gromov–Witten invariants count equivalence classes of
these maps with prescribed marked points or tangential conditions. In this picture Hurwitz
numbers appear as numbers related to the Gromov–Witten invariants of the target Riemann
surface X. So the theory of Hurwitz numbers appears as the lowest-dimensional example of
Gromov–Witten theory which does not have a point as the target.1 This point of view was
used for example in [OP09] by Andrei Okounkov and Rahul Pandharipande by applying virtual
localization techniques to equivariant Gromov–Witten theory on CP 1.
It is common to restrict one’s attention to a subclass of Hurwitz numbers. For example one
can look at hyperelliptic ones which have a degree-2 cover over the sphere. One very famous
1Note that the Gromov–Witten theory of a point corresponds to intersection theory on the Deligne–Mumford
space which is far from trivial!
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class are simple Hurwitz numbers corresponding to an arbitrary branching profile over a special
point and with all other branch points being simple, i.e. only one degree 2 critical point and all
others unbranched in such a fibre. The double Hurwitz numbers are the same definition just
with arbitrarily chosen branching profiles over two such points. The simple Hurwitz numbers
have been intensely studied by e.g. Hurwitz in [Hur91] and Ekedahl–Lando–Shapiro–Vainshtein
in [Eke+01]. In the latter they prove the so-called ELSV formula
hg;k1,...,kn “ pK ` n` 2g ´ 2q!# Autpk1, . . . , knq
nź
i“1
kkii
ki!
ż
Mg,n
cpΛg˚,nq
p1´ k1ψ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ knψnq , (1.1)
where g is the source genus, K “ k1`¨ ¨ ¨`kn is the sum of the branching degrees over the special
point, Mg,n is the Deligne–Mumford space, cpΛg˚,nq is the total Chern class of the dual of the
Hodge bundle over Deligne–Mumford space and ψi is the i-th ψ-class on Mg,n. Eq. (1.1) relates
Hurwitz numbers with intersection numbers on Deligne–Mumford space. One might expect that
there is some relation between these two things as for a fixed target Riemann surface together
with a fixed covering one obtains a unique complex structure on the source such that the covering
is holomorphic. So Hurwitz numbers count certain Riemann surfaces admitting Hurwitz covers
as a source which in turn might be expressable by intersections of characteristic classes that
contain some kind of geometric information such as λ-, ψ- and κ-classes on Deligne–Mumford
space.
However, the relation between Hurwitz numbers and Deligne–Mumford spaces goes further
than that. Suppose we consider the moduli space of Hurwitz covers with varying source and
target complex structure but fixed branching profile. Denote this space by Mg,k,h,npT q, where
pg, kq and ph, nq correspond to the genera and marked points on the source and target surface,
respectively, and T denoting the branching profile. Then we have maps
Mg,k,h,npT q
fgtyy
ev
%%
Mg,k Mh,n
(1.2)
which assign to a Hurwitz cover its source and target surface, respectively. Such a triangle is
called a correspondence in algebraic geometry and is a main tool in determining the intersection
theory of the target spaces, see e.g. [Ful98]. Together with the additional structure of Deligne–
Mumford spaces such as forgetful maps and gluing maps describing the compactification divisors
geometers have been able to say a lot on the intersection theory of Deligne–Mumford spaces.
Regarding intersection theory on Deligne–Mumford spaces there is another famous result by
Maryam Mirzakhani in [Mir07] relating Weil–Petersson symplectic volumes of moduli spaces
of bordered Riemann surfaces and ψ-class intersections on Deligne–Mumford space. This is
achieved by applying a localization method for Hamiltonian torus actions on suitable moduli
spaces of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. She then proceeds to cut the surfaces into smaller ones
and applies a generalized McShane identity for lengths of closed simple geodesics on hyperbolic
surfaces to obtain a recursion formula for the Weil–Petersson volumes as well as the ψ-class
intersections on Deligne–Mumford space. In this thesis we will adapt the first part of these ideas
to moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers.
Note that one corollary that Mirzakhani obtained was that the generating function of ψ-class
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intersections on Deligne–Mumford space satisfies the Korteweg–de Vries hierarchy, a system of
partial differential equations originally coming from the theory of waves on water surfaces. This
result was first shown by Maxim Kontsevich in [Kon92]. Similarly the generating functions of
various types of Hurwitz numbers are related to other hierarchies, too. In particular Okounkov
proved in [Oko00] that the generating function of double Hurwitz numbers satisfies the Toda
lattice hierarchy. This in turn implies that the generating function of connected simple Hurwitz
numbers is a solution to the Kadomtsev–Petviashvili hierarchy, as was shown in [KL07]. These
properties of generating function of Hurwitz numbers make them very interesting to mathematical
physicists as these hierarchies appear in various toy models for quantum or topological gravity.
Yet another approach to Hurwitz numbers is the detailed investigation of properties of the
symmetric group Sd as was done in [GJ97]. They obtain the cut–and–join equation whose name
refers to the distinction that multiplying a permutation with a transposition can either increase
the number of cycles by one or decrease it by one. As we do not want to introduce too much
notation we will just state that this can be formulated as a second-order partial differential
equation for the generating function of simple Hurwitz numbers.
One more common idea for calculating simple Hurwitz numbers is to try to understand what
happens if one deforms the target Riemann surface of a Hurwitz cover by moving a simple
branch point to the special branch point. This makes the target surface nodal but it is indeed
possible to understand the relation between the corresponding Hurwitz numbers. This gives
a degeneration formula which can be found for example in the appendix of [OP09]. Note that
this can be a viable strategy in more general cases: Deform the target Riemann surface to make
it completely nodal such that all its components are spheres, calculate their Hurwitz numbers
and then put them back together by recalling how the Hurwitz numbers change when collapsing
curves.
The theory of double Hurwitz numbers was investigated in detail in [OP06]. They introduced
completed cycles as special formal linear combinations of cycles in the symmetric group which
could be used to formulate a precise relation between gravitational descendants2 of relative
Gromov–Witten numbers and Hurwitz numbers involving these completed cycles. This allowed
them to calculate for example generating functions for Gromov–Witten invariants of elliptic curves
in the so-called infinite wedge formalism, a special operator calculus adapted to calculations
involving Toda hierarchies.
We have seen that there exist many different approaches to Hurwitz numbers and we will
explain below how this thesis makes use of some of them, in particular the correspondence of
Deligne–Mumford spaces, Mirzakhanis ideas of applying fixed-point formulas for Hamiltonian
torus actions and relating Hurwitz numbers with ψ-class intersections on Deligne–Mumford space.
Before describing our approach in more detail let us say a few more words on compactifications
and generalizations.
Hurwitz numbers are defined as counts of smooth Hurwitz covers meaning that both source
and target are smooth Riemann surfaces. One major ingredient of Gromov–Witten theory as
well as intersection theory is compactness of the underlying moduli spaces, so we need some
kind of compactification of the space of smooth Hurwitz covers. There are different ways how to
approach this. One idea for simple Hurwitz covers with a sphere as the target is for example to
consider them as meromorphic functions on a Riemann surface with 8 as the special point. In
[Eke+01] this space is embedded into the space of generalized principal parts built from Laurent
2Gravitational descendants refers to the fact that one incorporates integrals of ev˚ψ-classes over the Gromov–
Witten moduli space.
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coefficients of the branched cover at the critical points in the fibre over 8. They then consider
the closure of the space of the set of smooth Hurwitz covers in that space and denote this as
the completed Hurwitz space. Another approach is the stable-maps compactification used e.g. in
[OP06] and [OP09]. This treats the Hurwitz covers as holomorphic maps and adds stable maps
as in Gromov–Witten theory. This means that one allows for example constant components
in the domain as well as components with an unstable underlying domain. One advantage is
that one can add arbitrary marked points to the moduli space which gives additional structure
that can be used. However, this space adds components “far away” from the smooth locus, for
example there are moduli spaces of stable maps consisting entirely of nodal maps. Another
common compactification of the space of Hurwitz covers are admissible covers. Here one adds
holomorphic maps between nodal Hurwitz covers which map nodes to nodes and such that the
cover has the same degree at the nodes from both sides. These degrees are called kissing numbers.
Admissible covers are used for example by Abramovich, Corti and Vistoli in [ACV01].
There are various ways how one can generalize Hurwitz numbers, we will mention only two. One
of them is to include a spin structure on the target surface in the data of the Hurwitz cover
and then count weighted equivalence classes of these pairs of Hurwitz covers with suitable spin
structures. The resulting number is called a spin Hurwitz number and various equations similar
to results on relative Gromov–Witten numbers were obtained by Junho Lee and Thomas H.
Parker in [PL13] using concentration principles for elliptic operators. Interestingly the same
result was obtained independently using completely different techniques, namely topological
quantum field theories, by Sam Gunningham in [Gun16]. Another generalization that has become
very popular in the recent years are tropical Hurwitz numbers. In [CJM10] Renzo Cavalieri, Paul
Johnson and Hannah Markwig define a tropical version of Hurwitz numbers and use them to
reprove for example the cut–and–join relation.
1.2. Our Approach
Now that we have mentioned various old and some new ideas surrounding Hurwitz numbers
we want to see how we will approach the topic in this thesis and how it relates to the other
techniques. The primary goal of this thesis is to apply the symplectic techniques from [Mir07]
to moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers. This means that we will define a moduli space of Hurwitz
covers with varying source and target complex structures giving us maps to the source and
target Deligne–Mumford space, respectively, as in Eq. (1.2).
We will mark the covers in the following way: Every branch point and every preimage of a
branch point will be marked, this means that even if a branch point has non-critical preimages
we still mark them. Also we do not mark any other points of the source. Both of these conditions
are in fact crucial for two reasons. First, this will allow us to use a mixture of stable-maps
and admissible-cover compactifications which captures the geometric intuition about nodal
Hurwitz covers very well and allows us to apply the techniques from [RS06] for the orbifold
structure of the moduli space. Secondly it solves the issue about differences of various ψ-classes
in Gromov–Witten theory. In Gromov–Witten theory there are two different notions of ψ-classes.
One comes from the pull-backs of the ψ-classes on Deligne–Mumford space via the evaluation
map and the others are directly defined on the Gromov–Witten moduli space as the Chern
classes of the line bundle whose fibre is the cotangent space at a marked point. But since
Gromov–Witten moduli spaces contain maps whose underlying domains are not stable these
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ψ-classes are different. By marking points in our way we will exclude non-stable domains which
allows us to prove that the ψ-classes are in fact equal.
Similar to [Mir07] we will consider also moduli spaces of bordered Hurwitz covers equipped
with marked points on the boundary. This will give us the structure of a torus action which
turns out to be Hamiltonian for the Weil–Petersson symplectic structure. We will then use
the Duistermaat–Heckman localization theorem to relate ψ-classes of these torus bundles with
volume integrals. The volume integrals will be computed from the Weil–Petersson volume of
Deligne–Mumford spaces of bordered Riemann surfaces and the degree of the evaluation map
given by Hurwitz numbers. This way there will be lots of hyperbolic aspects of Hurwitz covers
entering the discussion. However, we will not apply the McShane identity in the end because it
seems not clear how to simply cut Hurwitz covers in a usable way along closed simple geodesics
in the source surface.
Regarding subclasses of Hurwitz numbers we do not need to specialize beyond requiring that
the underlying surfaces are stable when including the marked points. It is possible that the
techniques developed in this thesis might simplify in special situations but apart from calculating
examples we have not pursued this direction any further.
1.3. Main Results
The main results of this thesis are as follows. Let Rh,n be the groupoid of stable Riemann
surfaces of type ph, nq as well as Rg,k,h,npT q the groupoid of Hurwitz covers pC, u,X,q,pq, where
u : C ÝÑ X is a branched cover such that p is a tuple of points on X containing all branch
points and q is precisely the set of preimages of the points p, u gives a bijection between the
set of nodes of the two surfaces and it has the same degree on both sides of a node and u
satisfies the branching profile specified in T . An orbifold structure on |Rg,k,h,npT q| is an orbifold
category Mg,k,h,npT q together with a functor Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rg,k,h,npT q which is a bijection
on the orbit spaces. Furthermore we define the Hurwitz number Hg,k,h,npT q P Q as the sum over
all equivalence classes of branched covers of fixed topological type and fixed branching profile
weigthed by the inverse of the size of the automorphism group.3 In Section 5.4 we prove
Theorem 1.1. There exists an orbifold category Mg,k,h,npT q of real dimension 6h ´ 6 ` 2n
together with functors ι : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rg,k,h,npT q and ev : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑMh,n such that4
• the functor ι is essentially surjective, faithful and full on the full subcategories of smooth
Hurwitz covers and smooth Riemann surfaces and has finite preimages on the locus of
nodal Hurwitz covers and nodal Riemann surfaces,
• the functor ev makes the following diagram commute:
Mg,k,h,npT q ι //
ev

Rg,k,h,npT q
ev

Mh,n // Rh,n
3Note, however, that our Hurwitz numbers differ from the usual ones by a combinatorial factor explained in
Section 2.2.
4Here, Mh,n denotes the orbifold category built from universal unfoldings as in [RS06].
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• there exist local coordinates around pC, u,X,q,pq P ObMg,k,h,npT q as well as pX,pq P
ObMh,n such that ev looks like
D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN ÝÑ D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN
px, z1, . . . , zN q ÞÝÑ
´
x, zK11 , . . . , z
KN
N
¯
,
where N is the number of nodes in X and
• the functor ev is a morphism covering of orbifolds on the full subcategories of smooth
Hurwitz covers with degree equal to the Hurwitz number Hg,k,h,npT q P Q.
The meaning of Theorem 1.1 is as follows. The category Rg,k,h,npT q is not by itself an orbifold
category because there are morphisms which give rise to families of a lower dimension. This can
be imagined by noticing that from [RS06] we see that morphisms between surfaces extend in a
unique way to surfaces nearby in the universal unfolding. So if
C
Φ //
u

C 1
u1

X
φ // X 1
is a morphism then φ extends to a family of morphisms of the correct dimension when varying
the target surface. However, this fixes variations of the source surfaces as well and depending on
Φ it is possible that these variations are not identical but only intersect in lower dimensional
manifolds.5 In the construction we will see that this phenomenon can only happen at nodal
Hurwitz covers.
In any case we need to exclude these morphism in the definition of Mg,k,h,npT q in order to obtain
an orbifold. The first two statements in particular imply that for smooth Hurwitz covers the
orbifold Mg,k,h,npT q contains all information about Rg,k,h,npT q and in particular the evaluation
functor on Mg,k,h,npT q is the same as the standard one. The other two statements say something
about the local structure of the evaluation functor. In particular it is not a covering but it is
branched over the locus of nodal Hurwitz covers. But again we see that on the smooth Hurwitz
covers it is a covering and its (orbifold-)degree computes the Hurwitz number. This idea is the
basis of many approaches to Hurwitz numbers, for example it can be found in [Eke+01] and
[OP09].
The second main result is a rigorous proof of compactness of |Mg,k,h,npT q|. Note that in a few
other compactifications such as the completed Hurwitz space from [Eke+01] compactness holds
by construction and the problem consists more of finding a way to understand and describe the
compactification locus. In our case, as the target surface can degenerate to a nodal surface it
is not completely clear how to apply e.g. Gromov compactness to such a surface. Instead we
apply SFT-compactness developed by Fre´de´ric Bourgeois, Yakov Eliashberg, Helmut Hofer, Kris
Wysocki and Eduard Zehnder in [Bou+03] in the version of Kai Cieliebak and Klaus Mohnke in
[CM05]. Theorem 1.2 is proven in Chapter 7.
Theorem 1.2. The moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers |Mg,k,h,npT q| and |Rg,k,h,npT q| are compact.
5Recall that the real dimension of Deligne–Mumford space is 6h´ 6` 2n but 6g ´ 6` 2k ě 6h´ 6` 2n using
Riemann–Hurwitz. This shows that there is enough space to have intersections which have a lower dimension.
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The third main result deals with the locus of source surfaces admitting a Hurwitz cover of
prescribed type. This is encoded by the Hurwitz class
Dg,k,h,npT q :“ fgt˚rMg,k,h,ns P H6g´6`2np|Mg,k|,Qq,
where |Mg,k| is the Deligne–Mumford space of the source surface. Here we use the forgetful
functor
fgtpC, u,X,q,pq :“ pC,qq.
We denote by Vh,npLq the Weil–Petersson volume of the moduli space of bordered Riemann
surfaces
Vh,npLq :“
ż
Mh,npLq
ω3h´3`nWP
p2piq3h´3`n ,
which is a polynomial in L2i , where the Li with i “ 1, . . . , n are hyperbolic lengths of the geodesic
boundaries.
In Section 8.3 we prove Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.3. We have
K ¨Hg,k,h,npT qVh,npLqr3h` n´ 3s “ÿ
αPNn,
|α|“3h`n´3
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
L2αl
2pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l2pβνpkqqkk
p2dq3h`n´3β1! ¨ ¨ ¨βn!
A
ψ1
pβνp1qq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψkpβνpkqqk , Dg,k,h,npT q
E
,
where r3h`n´3s denotes the terms of degree 3h`n´3 of Vh,n, d is the degree of the Hurwitz cover,
lj are the degrees of the Hurwitz cover at qj P C, K :“
nź
i“1
Ki with Ki :“ lcmtlj | j P ν´1piqu,
and ψj P H2p|Mg,k|,Qq are the Ψ-classes on the source Deligne–Mumford space.
Note that this equation relates Hurwitz numbers, Weil–Petersson volumes of moduli spaces of
bordered surfaces and Ψ-class intersections on Deligne–Mumford space. In Chapter 9 we will
workout a few explicit examples.
1.4. A Few Comments on Notation
Before giving an overview of the individual chapters let us give a warning and some comments
about notation. Looking into [RS06] one sees that the notation for a rigorous construction of
the orbifold structure on Deligne–Mumford space is already pretty involved. In our case every
object and morphism contains twice as many surfaces plus a map between them. This forces us
to make a few compromises and to try to stay consistent with our use of symbols. In particular
we will try to obey the following rules:
• Branching profile data will be denoted by T ’s.
• The topological type of Riemann surfaces will be pg, kq for source surfaces and ph, nq for
target surfaces.
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• Source Riemann surfaces will be denoted by capital roman letters at the beginning of the
alphabet so in particular C and D, target Riemann surfaces will be denoted by capital
roman letters at the end of the alphabet.
• Whenever we put hyperbolic metrics on a Riemann surface C with marked points q such
that these points are cusps we will talk about a hyperbolic metric on C although this
metric is not defined at the cusps.
• Marked points on the source surface will be denoted by q’s and marked points on the
target surface by p’s.
• Tuples will often be denoted by boldface letters.
• Running indices for marked points on the source will be j’s and those for marked points
on the target will be i’s. However, we will use these indices also for completely different
purposes.
• Biholomorphisms will usually be denoted by variations of the Greek letter φ, in particular
Φ for biholomorphisms of the source surface and φ or ϕ for those of the target surface.
• Quite often we will have to do constructions at nodes. In that case we will denote the two
sides of a node in the normalization of the surface by : and ˚, respectively.
• General categories will be denoted by C,G or H. This will be important in the chapter on
general orbifold structures. Categories of surfaces or Hurwitz covers will be denoted by R,
in particular the actual moduli space as a set is the orbit space |R|.6
• A category that carries more structure, in particular an orbifold category, will be denoted
by M. This means that the M categories will contain far fewer objects and morphisms
than the corresponding R ones. This is the same idea as in [RS06] or [HWZ11].
• In particular the Deligne–Mumford space will be denoted by |Mg,k| or |Rg,k|. Both spaces
will be in bijection but the former category has a manifold structure whereas the latter
contains all possible Riemann surfaces as objects.
1.5. Chapter Overview
We will now give an overview over the individual chapters.
In Chapter 2 we define our notion of Hurwitz covers. Recall that there are a few different
notions in particular in regards to nodal Hurwitz covers and marked points. One issue we have
is that we need to enumerate marked points on the source surface. This means that we have
a different notion of automorphisms and thus need to be careful how our notion of Hurwitz
numbers compares to the usual one. Next we prove a nodal version of the Riemann–Hurwitz
formula. This is because in Chapter 7 we need to consider the limit of this equation for nodal
curves in order to prove compactness. Furthermore we give a small recap of the combinatorial
description of Hurwitz numbers for completeness.
Afterwards we collect various fundamental statements about hyperbolic geometry of Riemann
surfaces in Chapter 3. We need this for our later considerations regarding the Weil–Petersson
symplectic structure as well as the compactness theorem. This includes some statements on
6Note that morphisms will always be isomorphisms of the corresponding objects and thus categories will be
groupoids.
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uniformization, multicurves, Teichmu¨ller spaces and collar neighborhoods. The latter subsection
is particularly important for the discussion of the gluing map which is used to treat bordered
Hurwitz covers in Chapter 6.
The Chapter 4 deals with orbifolds. We recall fundamental definitions and theorems and give
a few comments on orbifold structures and maps between orbifolds. In particular we give a
mostly self-contained introduction to bundles over orbifolds as well as their symplectic geometry.
Besides this we introduce the notion of a morphism covering which captures the properties of the
evaluation functor on the category of smooth Hurwitz covers. This is different from an orbifold
covering as it can have more automorphisms on the source orbifold whereas an orbifold cover
has the base automorphism group acting on the fibre.
In Chapter 5 we do the main technical work, constructing the orbifold structure on the moduli
space of Hurwitz covers. This essentially applies the ideas from [RS06] to our case. A local
calculation at nodes shows how a variation of the target complex structure can be lifted to
the source complex structure. This then allows to define deformation families by gluing in an
appropriate way at the nodes. The object manifold of Mg,k,h,npT q will then be defined by
ObMg,k,h,npT q :“
ğ
λPΛ
Oλ,
where Oλ are domains of the gluing maps Ψλ : Oλ ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q and the λ contain all the
necessary choices for the gluing construction. This is the same procedure as in [RS06]. We then
prove that morphisms come in families with a dimension determined by the relation between
certain holomorphic discs in the universal unfolding of the source surface. This allows us to
define the morphisms of Mg,k,h,npT q by only using those which have a family of the appropriate
dimension. We also prove Theorem 1.1 in that chapter.
Besides the usual Hurwitz covers we also need to deal with bordered Hurwitz covers similar to
Mirzakhani. To this end we define a gluing map in Chapter 6 which glues a hyperbolic pair of
pants to the target surface with two marked points. We extend the source surface by gluing
pairs of pants at every boundary component and extend the map such that one new marked
point is maximally branched and the other is regular. This allows us to pull back the orbifold
structure from a covering of the orbifold of closed Hurwitz covers.
In Chapter 7 we prove Theorem 1.2, i.e. the compactness result. We first define the topologies
on all the moduli spaces and then recall SFT-compactness from [CM05]. Next we construct
various objects on a sequence of Hurwitz covers such that we can interpret this sequence as a
neck-stretching sequence. After applying SFT-compactness to this neck-stretching sequence we
then show that the limit object is in fact a Hurwitz cover and that SFT-convergence implies
converges in our moduli space.
After having established all the technical statements we define the Weil–Petersson symplectic
structure together with various Hamiltonian torus actions on our moduli spaces in Chapter 8.
This is done akin to [Mir07]. Note that we define the various cotangent line bundles on moduli
spaces needed for ψ-classes in a rigorous way. Although this is basic we could not find detailed
explanations and proofs in the language of orbifolds and so provide them here. Apart from this
we use the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem in this chapter to prove Theorem 1.3.
In the last Chapter 9 we calculate the formula Theorem 1.3 in various examples. In particular we
calculate Hurwitz numbers with the help of a computer program and the Weil–Petersson volumes
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using Mirzakhanis recursion relation. This way we obtain explicit formulas for evaluations of
ψ-classes on the Hurwitz class Dg,k,h,npT q.
For completeness we give some more details in the appendix in Appendix A. This includes details
on the shifting maps in the SFT-compactness statement, calculations of the Weil–Petersson
volumes used in Chapter 9 as well as the SAGE/Python source code used for calculating the
Hurwitz numbers.
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2. Fundamentals on Hurwitz Numbers
2.1. Combinatorial Data and Hurwitz Covers
First we will fix the auxiliary parameters for our Hurwitz covers. We will try to be as consistent
as possible and use the same types of indices and abbreviations throughout the whole document.
The source surface will always be denoted by capital Latin letters C,D, . . . and the target
surface by later capital Latin letters like X,Y, . . .. These surfaces may be closed or compact
with boundary and this will usually be fixed at the beginning of the chapters. The source genus
will be usually denoted by g and the target genus by h.
If we have marked points or boundary components on the source these will be enumerated from
1 to k using the letter j as index and q for the point or BC for the boundary components, i.e.
qj P C or BjC, respectively. The marked points p or boundary components BX on the target
will be enumerated by i “ 1, . . . , n, i.e. pi P X or BiX, respectively.
Also we fix a surjective map ν : t1, . . . , ku ÝÑ t1, . . . , nu and partitions T1, . . . , Tn of a fixed
natural number d, called the degree of the Hurwitz covering. We require that the length of the
partition Ti is equal to |ν´1piq|. In principle this is enough to define Hurwitz numbers but we
will make a few more choices in order to simplify our treatment of the corresponding moduli
spaces. This means that we do in fact not just enumerate the n branched points but enumerate
all the k critical points. This means we write
Ti “
ÿ
jPν´1piq
lj @i “ 1, . . . , n.
These numbers l1, . . . , lk will be part of the combinatorial data we choose. Summarizing, the
combinatorial data that we fix is given by a tuple
T “
´
d, ν, tTiuni“1, tljukj“1
¯
,
where of course some of the elements contain the same information. Our main object of interest
will be Hurwitz covers.
Definition 2.1. Given some combinatorial data as above, the category Rg,k,h,npT q of closed
Hurwitz covers is defined as follows. Its objects and morphisms are given by
ObjRg,k,h,npT q :“ tpC, u,X,q,pqu ,
MorRg,k,h,npT q
`pC, u,X,q,pq, pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1q˘ :“ tpΦ, φqu ,
where
• C is a connected closed stable nodal Riemann surface of arithmetic genus g,
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• X is a connected closed stable nodal Riemann surface of arithmetic genus h,
• u : C ÝÑ X is a holomorphic map which is non-constant on every nodal component,1
• q “ pq1, . . . , qkq is a set of pairwise distinct points qj P C,
• p “ pp1, . . . , pnq is a set of pairwise distinct points pi P X,
• Φ : C ÝÑ C 1 is a biholomorphism,
• φ : X ÝÑ X 1 is a biholomorphism,
such that
• upqjq “ pνpjq for all j “ 1, . . . , k, u maps nodes to nodes and all preimages of nodes are
nodes,
• all critical points of u are contained in q or are nodes of C and thus all branch points of u
are contained in p or are nodes of X,
• the branching profile of u over pi is given by Ti and degqj u “ lj for all j “ 1, . . . , k and
i “ 1, . . . , n,
• the degrees of u at the two sides of a node on C coincide and u is surjective on a
neighborhood of the target node when restricted to a small neighborhood of any node,2
• Φpqjq “ q1j and φppiq “ p1i for all j “ 1, . . . , k and i “ 1, . . . , n and
• the following diagram
C
Φ //
u

C 1
u1

X
φ // X 1
commutes.
Remark 2.2. Note that in the definition of Rg,k,h,npT q we do not fix the target surface and
instead allow for morphisms to change the target surface as well. Also note that we immediately
allow for nodal Hurwitz covers, i.e. those where C and X contain nodes in contrast to the usual
smooth Hurwitz covers, where C and X are smooth. Although the preimage of a node cannot be
a circle since u is nonconstant, we need to explicitly require that nodes are mapped to nodes
and that there are no smooth points mapped to nodes as these objects cannot arise from the
kind of degeneration that we want to consider in this thesis. This excludes the following cases.
We need to understand how the various possible definitions of Hurwitz covers relate to each
other which will be explained in the next section.
2.2. Hurwitz Numbers
The usual definition of a Hurwitz number is as follows. Fix a smooth closed target surface X
of genus h as well as n branched points p1, . . . , pn P X. Furthermore we are given n partitions
1Here, a nodal or smooth or irreducible component is a connected component of the normalization of a Riemann
surface.
2We will call this property locally surjective at nodes for later reference. This means that u can not map both
sides of a node q P C to only one side of a node p P X, i.e. it excludes the third Figure in Figure Fig. 2.2.
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CX
u
2
1
p1 p11
q1
q19
Figure 2.1.: This is an example of a (nodal) Hurwitz cover of type p3, ν, t2` 1, 2` 1, 3, 3, 3, 2`
1, 2`1, 2`1, 2`1, 2`1, 2`1u, p2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1qq where we
have not written all the enumerations of the various points for readability. However,
we can infer e.g. νp1q “ 1 and νp19q “ 11q.
2 3
Figure 2.2.: The various conditions on the nodes in Definition Definition 2.1 of Hurwitz covers
exclude in particular the above illustrated cases. From left to right these pictures
correspond to non-nodal points being mapped to nodes, the two sides of a node
having different degrees, two sides of a node mapped to just one side of a node and
a node mapped to a smooth point. One other important forbidden case not depicted
is the one of a constant component.
T1, . . . , Tn of the degree d P N. Now a standard Hurwitz cover is a pair pC, uq with C a smooth
closed Riemann surface and u : C ÝÑ X such that u is holomorphic, its branched points are
given by p1, . . . , pn and the branching profile over pi is given by Ti. Two such standard Hurwitz
covers pC, uq and pC 1, u1q are called equivalent if there exists a biholomorphism φ : C ÝÑ C 1
such that
C
u   
φ // C 1
u1~~
X
(2.1)
commutes. Automorphisms of pC, uq are such maps φ : C ÝÑ C. Then we define the standard
Hurwitz numbers as follows.
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Definition 2.3. The category of standard Hurwitz covers RhpT1, . . . , Tn, X,pq is defined by
ObjRhpT1, . . . , Tn, X,pq :“ tpC, uq standard Hurwitz coveru ,
MorRhpT1,...,Tn,X,pq
`pC, uq, pC 1, u1q˘ :“  Φ : C ÝÑ C 1 a biholomorphism
s.t. u1 ˝ Φ “ u( .
Note that this category is a groupoid with finite automorphism groups and we define the standard
Hurwitz numbers HhpT1, . . . , Tnq by
HhpT1, . . . , Tnq “
ÿ
rxsP|RhpT1,...,Tn,X,pq|
1
|AutRhpT1,...,Tn,X,pqpxq|
,
where AutRhpT1,...,Tn,X,pqpxq is the automorphism group of x P ObRhpT1, . . . , Tn, X,pq and thus
by definition the same as the automorphisms of the Hurwitz cover in the sense of Eq. (2.1),
sometimes denoted by AutpC, uq as well. By |G| we denote the orbit space of a groupoid which
is the same as the set of equivalence classes.
Remark 2.4. Note that any branching profile Ti determines the degree d and by Riemann–
Hurwitz this determines the genus of the source surface. This is why this data is usually
suppressed in the notation. Also in contrast to the objects in our Hurwitz spaces from Section 2.1
the branched points are fixed and the critical points are not numbered. Furthermore one might
think that this definition depends on the target pX, p1, . . . , pnq but the purely combinatorial
description in the next Section will show that these numbers are indeed independent of these
choices.
Recall from the last section that we will consider instead tuples of Hurwitz covers where the
target space pX,pq is allowed to vary and our notion of morphism takes into account morphisms
of the target surface. In order to obtain Hurwitz numbers in our setting we thus need to fix the
equivalence class of the target surface instead of the actual surface. To this end we introduce
the category of stable Riemann surfaces. Note that all our categories will have markings and so
we will usually drop the word “marked” in front of “Riemann surfaces”.
Definition 2.5. The category Rh,n of closed stable nodal Riemann surfaces is defined by
ObjRh,n :“ tpX,pqu and
MorRh,n
`pX,pq, pX 1,p1q˘ :“  φ : X ÝÑ X 1( ,
such that X is a closed stable nodal Riemann surface of genus h with marked points p “ tpiuni“1
such that pi P X and pi ‰ pj for all i ‰ j. A morphism is a biholomorphism φ such that
φppiq “ p1i for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Remark 2.6. The category Rh,n is obviously a groupoid and its orbit space |Rh,n| is usually
called Deligne–Mumford space. Note that we have a well defined evaluation functor
ev : Rg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rh,n
by mapping pC, u,X,q,pq ÞÝÑ pX,pq and pΦ, φq ÞÝÑ Φ. This functor descends to a well-defined
map
ev : |Rg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rh,n| .
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We will use the following definition for Hurwitz numbers. So now T, g, k, h and n are combinatorial
data as in Section 2.1.
Definition 2.7. Given combinatorial data T “
´
d, ν, tTiuni“1, tljukj“1
¯
and an equivalence class
rY, rs P |Rh,n| of a smooth target surface we can define the Hurwitz number Hg,k,h,npT q as
Hg,k,h,npT q :“ |AutpY, rq|
ÿ
rC,u,X,q,psP|Rg,k,h,npT q|
s.t. evprC,u,X,q,psq“rY,rs
1
|AutpC, u,X,q,pq| . (2.2)
Remark 2.8. As we said earlier this definition differs from the standard one in two ways: First,
we vary the target surface pX,pq and thus include automorphisms of it, which forces us to
account for this overcounting by introducing an additional factor. And secondly we enumerate
all preimages, which means that we overcount by some combinatorial factor. This is explained
in Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 2.9. The standard Hurwitz numbers HhpT q and our version Hg,k,h,npT q are related
by
Hg,k,h,npT q “ K ¨HhpT1, . . . , Tnq, (2.3)
where the combinatorial factor K is given by
K :“
nź
i“1
dź
u“1
p#t1 ď j ď k | νpjq “ i, lj “ uuq!
and depends on n, k, d, ν and tljukj“1.
Remark 2.10. Although the combinatorial factor K seems strange it can be easily understood.
The difference between the two Hurwitz numbers comes from the fact that we enumerated the
preimages of the branch points p. However, if you fix the enumeration of the critical points q as
well as the map ν the only choice you have are permutations of the marking j in the same fibre
and with the same degree of u. Thus we obtain as a factor the product of all these factorials.
Due to the two differences in the definitions of Hurwitz numbers we will introduce an intermediate
Hurwitz space where the target surface varies but the critical points are not enumerated.
Definition 2.11. We define the groupoid R1g,k,h,npT q by
ObjR1g,k,h,npT q :“ tpC, u,X,pqu ,
MorR1g,k,h,npT q
`pC, u,X,pq, pC 1, u1, X 1,p1q˘ :“ tpΦ, φqu ,
where u : C ÝÑ X is a smooth Hurwitz cover, p Ă X are n enumerated points including
all branched points of u. In contrast to Rg,k,h,npT q the preimages of p are not enumerated.
Morphisms pΦ, φq are commuting diagrams
C
Φ //
u

C 1
u1

X
φ // X 1
such that φppiq “ p1i for all i “ 1, . . . n. Furthermore we define the intermediate Hurwitz number
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H1g,k,h,npT q as
H1g,k,h,npT q :“ |AutpY, rq|
ÿ
rC,u,X,ps
s.t. evrC,u,X,ps“rY,rs
1
|AutR1g,k,h,npT qpC, u,X,pq|
,
where the evaluation map is defined in the obvious way.
We will prove two propositions.
Proposition 2.12. Given some combinatorial data we have
H1g,k,h,npT q “ HhpT1, . . . , Tn, Y, rq.
Proposition 2.13. Given some combinatorial data we have
Hg,k,h,npT q “ K ¨H1g,k,h,npT q.
Proposition 2.12 and Proposition 2.13 together prove Theorem 2.9.
Both propositions will be proven by choosing representatives for the equivalence classes and
rewriting the equivalence relations as group actions.
Proof. (Proposition 2.12) Let tpCs, usqums“1 Ă ObjRhpT1, . . . , Tn, Y, rq be representatives for
the m equivalence class of |RhpT1, , . . . Tn, Y, rq|. Denote by B the full subcategory generated
by these m objects. It has only automorphisms which are precisely the automorphisms from
RhpT1, . . . , Tn, Y, rq. Thus
HhpT1 . . . , Tnq “
mÿ
s“1
1
|AutBpCs, usq| .
There exists an action by the group G :“ AutpY, rq on ObjB defined as follows. Let ϕ :
pY, rq ÝÑ pY, rq be a biholomorphism and pCs, usq P ObjB. Then ϕ ˝ us : Cs ÝÑ Y is
again a Hurwitz cover of the fixed type and therefore there exists t P t1, . . . ,mu such that
pCs, ϕ˝usq „RhpT1,...,Tnq pCt, utq. We define ϕ ¨ pCs, usq :“ pCt, utq. This is obviously well defined
and is a group action by G on ObjB.
Next we show that every class rC, u,X,ps P |R1g,k,h,npT q such that evrC, u,X,ps “ rY, rs has
a representative rCs, us, Y, rs. First we see that pC, u,X,pq „R1g,k,h,npT q pC,ϕ ˝ u, Y, rq because
there exists a biholomorphism ϕ : pX,pq ÝÑ pY, rq and thus the diagram
C
id //
u

C
ϕ˝u

X
ϕ // Y
commutes. Since this implies that pC,ϕ˝uq is a Hurwitz cover with target pY, rq it is equivalent in
RhpT1, . . . , Tnq to pCs, usq P ObjB for some s P t1, . . . ,mu. Thus there exists a biholomorphism
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Φ : C ÝÑ Cs such that
C
Φ //
ϕ˝u

C
us

Y
id // Y
commutes. Composing the two diagrams shows pC, u,X,pq „R1g,k,h,npT q pCs, us, Y, rq. This
implies that the set tpCs, us, Y, rqums“1 contains representatives of all equivalence classes in
|R1g,k,h,npT q|. However, some of them might still be identified in that groupoid as we will see
next.
We need to show three more statements to conclude the result:
(i) We have pCs, us, Y, rq „R1g,k,h,npT q pCt, ut, Y, rq ðñ pCs, usq „G pCt, utq for all s, t P
t1, . . . ,mu.
(ii) There exist surjective group homomorphisms
Fs : AutR1g,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y, rq ÝÑ AutGpCs, usq
for all s “ 1, . . . ,m.
(iii) The kernel kerFs is isomorphic to AutBpCs, usq for all s “ 1, . . . ,m.
Before proving these statements let us show that this does indeed imply the statement. Combining
Item (ii) and Item (iii) we get
|AutR1g,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y, rq “ |AutBpCs, usq| ¨ |AutGpCs, usq| @ s “ 1, . . . ,m.
All in all we have
H1g,k,h,npT q “ |G|
ÿ
rC,u,X,psP|R1g,k,h,npT q|
s.t. evrC,u,X,ps“rY,rs
1
|AutR1g,k,h,npT qpC, u,X,pq|
“
ÿ
rCs,us,Y,rsP|R1g,k,h,npT q|
for s“1,...,m
|G|
|AutBpCs, usq| ¨ |AutGpCs, usq|
“
ÿ
rCs,ussG
#rCs, ussG 1|AutBpCs, usq|
“
ÿ
pCs,usqPObjB
1
|AutBpCs, usq|
“ HgpT1, . . . , Tnq
where the intermediate sums go over all equivalence classes only, the subscript G denotes
equivalence classes with respect to the G-action and #r¨s denotes the number of elements in the
equivalence class.
Now we prove Item (i), Item (ii) and Item (iii).
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(i) Suppose pCs, us, Y, rq „R1g,k,h,n pCt, ut, Y, rq, i.e. there exists a morphism pΦ, ϕq such that
Cs
Φ //
us

Ct
ut

Y
ϕ // Y
(2.4)
commutes and ϕpriq “ ri for i “ 1, . . . , n. You can read this square as a triangle
implying pCs, ϕ ˝ usq „RhpT1,...,Tnq pCt, utq and thus pCt, utq “ ϕ ¨ pCs, usq for ϕ P G
which was to show. For the other direction notice that pCt, utq “ ϕ ¨ pCs, usq implies
pCs, ϕ ˝ usq „RhpT1,...,Tnq pCt, utq which gives a commuting triangle that expands to the
commuting square Eq. (2.4), which proves this direction as well.
(ii) Let pΦ, ϕq P AutR1g,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y, rq. Then we have
Cs
Φ //
us

Cs
us

Y
ϕ // Y
implying ϕ ¨ pCs, usq „RhpT1,...,Tn,Y,rq pCs, usq and therefore ϕ P AutGpCs, usq. This mappΦ, ϕq ÞÑ ϕ is clearly a group homomorphism and its surjectivity comes from the fact that
ϕ ¨ pCs, usq “ pCs, usq implies the existence of Φ : Cs ÝÑ Cs such that
Cs
Φ //
ϕ˝us

Cs
us~~
Y
commutes which can be expanded to the above square. At this point it is important that
in R1g,k,h,npT q we do not consider the critical points enumerated.
(iii) This is obvious as pΦ, idq P AutR1g,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y, rq satisfies
Cs
Φ //
us

Cs
us

Y
id // Y
and thus Φ P AutBpCs, usq, and similarly for the other direction.
Proof. Proposition 2.13 Similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.12 we begin by choosing exactly
one representative tpCs, us, Y, rqums“1 for every equivalence class in |R1g,k,h,npT q| and denote by
B the full subcategory of R1g,k,h,npT q generated by these elements which again contains only
automorphisms. Therefore we have
H1g,k,h,npT q “ |AutpY, rq|
mÿ
s“1
1
|AutBpCs, us, Y, rq| .
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Now we define another category A built out of B including enumerations. We define
ObjA :“ tpCs, us, Y,q, rq | s “ 1, . . . ,m,
q any admissible enumerationu
MorAppCs, us, Y,q, rq, pCt, ut, Y,q1, rqq :“
MorRg,k,h,npT qppCs, us, Y,q, rq, pCt, ut, Y,q1, rqq,
i.e. the full subcategory generated by the m Hurwitz covers including all admissible enumerations.
Here, “admissible” means that the Hurwitz cover with the enumeration satisfies T , so in particular
degqj u “ lj and νpjq “ i. A little bit of combinatorics tells us that given a Hurwitz cover there
are K possible enumerations as you can permute precisely those indices which have the same
degree inside their fibre. Thus A has K ¨m objects. Furthermore we define the map
F : ObjA ÝÑ ObjB
pCs, us, Y,q, rq ÞÝÑ pCs, us, Y, rq
forgetting the enumeration. We now show a few statements about A,B and F .
(i) Every class rC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q| with evrC, u,X,q,ps “ rY, rs has a representative
in ObjA and
|A| “ trC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q| s.t. evprC, u,X,q,psq “ rY, rsu
as well as
AutRg,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y,q, rq “ AutApCs, us, Y,q, rq
for every s “ 1, . . .m.
(ii) If pCs, us, Y,q, rq „Rg,k,h,npT q pCt, ut, Y,q1, rq then pCs, us, Y, rq “ pCt, ut, Y, rq, i.e. only
elements in the fibres of F are identified in Rg,k,h,npT q or A, respectively.
(iii) For every s “ 1, . . . ,m there exists a group action by
Gs :“ AutR1g,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y, rq “ AutBpCs, us, Y, rq
on the fibre F´1pCs, us, Y, rq.
(iv) For every s “ 1, . . . ,m we have
pCs, us, Y,q, rq „A pCs, us, Y,q1, rq ðñ pCs, us, Y,q, rq „Gs pCs, us, Y,q1, rq.
(v) For every s “ 1, . . . ,m we have
AutRg,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y,q, rq » AutGspCs, us, Y,q, rq.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Before proving these five statements let us show that this does indeed imply the proposition.
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ObA
ObB
F
K
pCs, us, Y, rq
Gs :“ AutBpCs, us, Y, rq
„A“„Gs
AutGspCs, us, Y,q, rq
pCs, us, Y,q, rq
Figure 2.3.: In every fibre of the map F the group AutBpCs, us, Y, rq acts by permuting the
enumerations. This way we can rewrite the groupoid structure of Rg,k,h,npT q via
the one of A and then via these group actions and use the class formula. Notice
that the group Gs does indeed depend on s.
We have
Hg,k,h,npT q :“ |AutpY, rq|
ÿ
rC,u,X,q,psP|Rg,k,h,npT q|
s.t. evprC,u,X,q,psq“rY,rs
1
|AutpC, u,X,q,pq|
“ |AutpY, rq|
ÿ
rCs,us,Y,q,rsP|A|
1
|AutGspCs, us, Y,q, rq|
“ |AutpY, rq|
mÿ
s“1
1
|Gs|
ÿ
rCs,us,Y,q,rsP|A|
s.t. F pCs,us,Y,q,rq“pCs,us,Y,rq
|Gs|
|AutGspCs, us, Y,q, rq|
“ |AutpY, rq|
mÿ
s“1
1
|Gs| ¨ K
“ K ¨H1g,k,h,npT q,
where we have used the class equation for the group actions Gs for s “ 1, . . . ,m.
It remains to prove the above five statements.
(i) This is essentially by definition of A. In the same way as in the proof of Item (i) for
Proposition 2.12 we can show that there exists a morphism pΦ, ϕq via which pC, u,X,q,pq
is equivalent to some pCs, us, Y,q1, rq where q1 “ Φpqq is some admissible enumeration
of the fibres over p. Since ObjA contains the combinations of pCs, us, Y, rq with any
admissible enumeration we have pCs, us, Y,q1, rq P ObjA. Since A is a full subcategory of
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Rg,k,h,npT q we have by definition
pCs, us, Y,q, rq „Rg,k,h,npT q pCt, ut, Y,q1, rq
ðñpCs, us, Y,q, rq „A pCt, ut, Y,q1, rq
AutRg,k,h,npT qpCs, us, Y,q, rq “ AutApCs, us, Y,q, rq.
(ii) This comes from the fact that morphisms in Rg,k,h,npT q or A are also morphisms in
R1g,k,h,npT q as there are less conditions on the latter ones. Thus equivalent objects in A are
mapped to equivalent ones in B but by definition ObjB contains only one representative
per class and thus they get mapped to the same object.
(iii) We define the group action of pΦ, ϕq P Gs in the obvious way. The element pCs, us, Y,q, rq
gets mapped to pCs, us, Y,Φpqq, rq. This is indeed a group action preserving the fibre of F .
(iv) This follows immediately from the definitions of the morphisms in A and the group action
of Gs. Notice in particular that by Item (ii). in A only objects in the fibre of F have
morphisms in between them.
(v) Again this follows from the definitions of A and the group action of Gs.
2.3. Riemann–Hurwitz Formula
The combinatorial data cannot be chosen freely, in particular it needs to satisfy the well-known
Riemann–Hurwitz formula. Unfortunately this relation is usually stated for smooth Hurwitz
covers and we need the appropriate version for nodal Hurwitz covers e.g. in the compactness
proof. Also we will need a version for branched covers of nodal surfaces with boundary that
have branched points only in the nodes. Before stating our version let us discuss various objects
describing properties of nodal surfaces.
Definition 2.14. Let C be a Riemann surface. Then according to [RS06] and [Hum97] we can
define
• its normalization rC as the Riemann surface obtained by removing all nodes and gluing
in two separate points, i.e. the unique (up to biholomorphism) closed Riemann surface
birationally equivalent3 to C such that the preimage of the nodes consist of finitely many
points,
• its signature graph Γ which has one vertex for each irreducible component with its genus
as a label and one edge for every node between the corresponding vertices and
• its arithmetic genus gapCq P N which is defined as gapCq :“ b1pΓq `
ÿ
α
gα where b1 :“
rkH1pΓ,Zq is the rank of the first homology of the signature graph Γ of C and gα is the
genus of the α-th connected component of the normalization rC.
Notice that we furthermore can consider the topological Euler characteristics of C as well as its
normalization rC which can be calculated in an easier way as it is smooth. They are related as
follows.
3Here, birationally equivalent means that there exists a holomorphic map σ : rC ÝÑ C such that σ is a
biholomorphism on Cztnodesu.
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Lemma 2.15. Let C be a closed nodal Riemann surface with δC P N nodes and rC its normal-
ization. Then we have for the topological Euler characteristics χ
χp rCq “ χpCq ` δC .
Proof. We show that gluing together the surface rC at two points corresponding to a node on C
reduces the topological Euler characteristics by one. By induction the result then follows.
Of course, this follows directly from additivity of the Euler characteristic but we give a short
proof anyway. So denote by σ : rC ÝÑ C the normalization and by tx, yu ÝÑ z the node and its
preimages. Choose two open discs around x and y in rC as well as the complement of two slightly
smaller closed discs around x and y. Denote the union of the two discs by B Ă rC and define
B1 :“ σpBq Ă C. The complement of the smaller disc is denoted by A Ă rC and its corresponding
set under σ is A1 :“ σpAq Ă C. We then have AY B “ rC and A1 Y B1 “ C as well as A » A1
because σ is a homeomorphism outside the node z. Furthermore it is easy to see that B is
homotopy equivalent to two points, B1 is homotopy equivalent to one point and AXB as well
as A1 XB1 are homotopy equivalent to two circles, respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
x y
z
rC
C
σ
A A
B
B
A1
B1
A1
Figure 2.4.: This figure illustrates the open sets by which the nodal surface as well as its
normalization at one node is covered. The sets A and A1 are in red, B and B1 are
in blue and AXB as well as A1 XB1 are in violet.
Since A and B as well as A1 and B1 cover rC and C, respectively, we obtain long exact Mayer–
Vietoris sequences in cohomology, that is
. . . ÝÑ Hnp rC,Zq ÝÑHnpA,Zq ‘HnpB,Zq ÝÑ HnpAXB,Zq ÝÑ . . . ,
. . . ÝÑ HnpC,Zq ÝÑHnpA1,Zq ‘HnpB1,Zq ÝÑ HnpA1 XB1,Zq ÝÑ . . .
which implies
χpAq ` χpBq “ χp rCq ` χpAXBq
χpA1q ` χpB1q “ χpCq ` χpA1 XB1q
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and thus
χp rCq “ χpAq ` 2´ 0 “ χpAq ` χpB1q ` 1 “ χpCq ` 1.
Next we relate the topological Euler characteristic of a connected closed nodal Riemann surface
to the number of nodes and the arithmetic genus. Note that the arithmetic genus has the
interpretation as the actual genus of the connected closed curve you obtain when replacing discs
around the nodes by cylinders.
Lemma 2.16. If C is a connected closed nodal Riemann surface we have
χp rCq “ 2´ 2gapCq ` 2δC .
Proof. Denote by v P N the number of vertices of the signature graph Γ of C. The number
of edges is given by δC , i.e. the number of nodes on C. Then we can calculate the Euler
characteristic of Γ as b0 ´ b1 “ v ´ δC . Note that since Γ is connected we have b0 “ 1 and v is
the number of connected components of rC. Thus v ` b1 “ 1` δC .
As rC is smooth we can calculate its Euler characteristics by adding 2´ 2gα for all connected
components α and obtain
χp rCq “ÿ
α
p2´ 2gαq “ 2v ´ 2
ÿ
α
gα
“ 2v ´ 2pgapCq ´ b1q “ 2p1` δCq ´ 2gapCq “ 2´ 2gapCq ` 2δC .
The first Riemann–Hurwitz formula we prove will be for smooth but disconnected Riemann
surfaces. This is of course a corollary to the usual Riemann–Hurwitz formula for connected
smooth branched covers.
Lemma 2.17. Let u : C ÝÑ X be a smooth Hurwitz cover of type T with possibly disconnected
surfaces C and X. In this case we have
χpCq “ dχpXq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q “ dχpXq ´ nd` k.
Proof. Decompose the target X into its connected components X “
ğ
α
Xα. The set of connected
components of C can be decomposed into disjoint sets Iα of those components mapped to Xα.
If we restrict u further to one component Cβ with β P Cα we obtain a connected branched
Hurwitz cover of some degree dβ. Thus we can calculate using the Riemann–Hurwitz formula
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for connected smooth surfaces from e.g. [For81]
χpCq “
ÿ
α
ÿ
βPIα
χpCβq
“
ÿ
α
ÿ
βPIα
pdβχpXαq ´
ÿ
pPCβ
pdegp u´ 1qq
“
ÿ
α
¨˝
dχpXαq ´
ÿ
pPu´1pXαq
pdegp u´ 1q‚˛
“ dχpXq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q.
Remark 2.18. Note that a very similar statement also holds true for bordered Hurwitz covers
which we will encounter in Section 6.1. In this case we require that C and X have k or n
boundaries, respectively, which are mapped onto each other according to the map ν and the
restriction u : BjC ÝÑ BνpjqX is of degree lj with no branched points on C. Then the map is an
actual covering and we have χpCq “ dχpXq where χ now also counts the boundary components.
Writing this out we obtain 2´ 2gpCq “ dp2´ 2gpXqq ´ nd` k.
Proposition 2.19. A nodal Hurwitz cover pC, u,X,p,qq P ObjRg,k,h,npT q satisfies the Riemann–
Hurwitz formula
χpCq “ dχpXq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q ´
ÿ
pPnodespCq
pdegp u´ 1q “ dχpXq ´ nd` k ´ dδX ` δC , (2.5)
where the Euler characteristic χ for a nodal compact Riemann surface refers to its topological Euler
characteristic. Note that for smooth Hurwitz covers this formula is the usual Riemann–Hurwitz
formula.4
Remark 2.20. Recall that our Hurwitz covers are by definition connected. However, normal-
izations of the surfaces might not be connected.
Proof. By definition of the normalization there exist birational maps σC : rC ÝÑ C and
σX : rX ÝÑ X which are biholomorphic outside the nodes. Thus we can pull back u to a
branched cover ru : rC ÝÑ rX having the critical points and degrees as u including two new critical
points with equal degree for every node. By Lemma 2.17 we have
χp rCq “ dχp rXq ´ ÿ
pP rC
pdegp ru´ 1q
4Also note that every node in C appears only once in the sum.
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and thus
χpCq “ χp rCq ´ δC
“ dχp rXq ´ ÿ
pP rC
pdegp ru´ 1q ´ δC
“ dχpXq ´
ÿ
pP rC
pdegp ru´ 1q ´ δC ` dδX
“ dχpXq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q ´ 2
ÿ
pPnodespCq
pdegp u´ 1q `
“dδX´δCh nl jÿ
pPnodespCq
pdegp u´ 1q
“ dχpXq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q ´
ÿ
pPnodespCq
pdegp u´ 1q.
From this we can deduce the version that we need later in the compactness proof.
Corollary 2.21. Let pC, u,X,p,qq P ObjRg,k,h,npT q be a nodal Hurwitz cover. Then we have
2´ 2gapCq “ dp2´ 2gapXqq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q “ dp2´ 2gapXqq ´ nd` k.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.19 we get
χpCq “ dχpXq ´ nd` k ´ dδX ` δC
where we can apply Lemma 2.16 to obtain
2´ 2gapCq ` δC “ dp2´ 2gapXq ` δXq ´ nd` k ´ dδX ` δC
from which the claim follows.
2.4. Combinatorial Description of Hurwitz Numbers
So far we implicitly assumed that there only exist finitely many equivalence classes in the sums
appearing for Hurwitz numbers. In this section we state the well-known result that Hurwitz
numbers can be calculated in terms of the symmetric group only which will tell us that
• all the sums are finite,
• Hurwitz numbers don’t depend on the target surface pY, rq and
• there exists an easy (but not very efficient) algorithm for computing these numbers.
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The last point will be important for examples. In the following we will just collect the most
important statements to understand the statement for higher-genus surfaces and the standard
Hurwitz numbers. From those it is possible to compute our Hurwitz numbers using Theorem 2.9.
Given combinatorial data pT1, . . . , Tnq, d, n and a target surface pX,pq with genus h we can look
at standard Hurwitz covers u : C ÝÑ X. First we need the fundamental group of the target X
with base point x0 P X such that x0 R p.
Proposition 2.22. Let pX,pq be a closed connected smooth Riemann surface of genus h and
with n marked points p1, . . . , pn and choose some base point x0 P Xzp. Then its fundamental
group is given by
pi1pXzp, x0q –
C
x1, . . . , xh, y1, . . . , yh, z1, . . . , zn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ hź
i“1
rxi, yis “ z1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zn
G
.
Proof. This is well-known and can be easily seen by moving all the punctures to a disc and then
using the van-Kampen theorem on the genus-g surface with boundary as well as the n-punctured
disc.
Now one can use covering theory to find an algebraic description of a smooth Hurwitz cover.
Since this is well-known we will only hint at the proof.
Theorem 2.23. Equivalence classes of standard Hurwitz covers of combinatorial type pT1, . . . , Tn, d, hq
are in bijection with equivalence classes of tuples
pη1, ρ1, . . . , ηh, ρh, σ1, . . . , σnq P pSdq2h`n
such that
•
hź
i“1
rηi, ρis “
nź
i“1
σi,
• the cycle decomposition of σi agrees with Ti for all i “ 1, . . . , n and
• the subgroup of Sd generated by the σi acts transitively on t1, . . . , du,
where
pη1, ρ1, . . . , ηh, ρh, σ1, . . . , σnq „ pη11, ρ11, . . . , η1h, ρ1h, σ11, . . . , σ1nq
ðñ Dτ P Sd : σ1i “ τ ¨ σi ¨ τ´1 @i “ 1, . . . , n
and η1i “ τ ¨ ηi ¨ τ´1, ρ1i “ τ ¨ ρi ¨ τ´1 @i “ 1, . . . , h.
Furthermore the corresponding automorphism groups are also isomorphic and thus
HhpT1, . . . , Tnq “
ÿ
rη1,ρ1,...,ηh,ρh,σ1,...,σns
as above
1
|AutSdpη1, ρ1, . . . , ηh, ρh, σ1, . . . , σnq|
.
Proof. This is again well-known. The proof proceeds as follows. For one direction you label the
preimages of the fibre u´1px0q and lift all elements in pi1pXzp, x0q to automorphisms of the fibre
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and thus elements in Sd. The images of the generators from Proposition 2.22 then satisfy the
three conditions above. Automorphisms of the cover together with reenumerations of the fibre
over x0 correspond to the common-conjugacy-class equivalence relation as stated in the theorem.
For the other direction note that such a tuple of permutations defines a surjective group
homomorphism pi1pXzp, x0q ÝÑ Sd and there exists exactly one equivalence class of coverings
C 1 ÝÑ Xzp inducing the map as monodromy map. Using the Riemann existence theorem you
can then prove that there is exactly one closed Riemann surface C together with a branched
cover u : C ÝÑ X such that C 1 ÝÑ Xzp comes from u by removing finitely many points.
Remark 2.24. The last theorem shows in particular that there are only finitely many terms
appearing in the sums for the standard Hurwitz numbers as well as our version. Furthermore it
allows for algorithms to compute these numbers as we will need them for examples in Chapter 9.
Notice, however, that the naive algorithms by making complete lists of all admissible tuples are
not very efficient as you need to compute common conjugacy classes of pd!q2h`n´1 elements.
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3. Some Basics in Hyperbolic Geometry of
Surfaces
Since we will switch between the complex and the hyperbolic description of Riemann surfaces
quite often we collect various useful statements and definitions in this chapter.
3.1. Uniformization
Under certain topological conditions any complex Riemann surface admits a unique hyperbolic
metric inducing the complex structure. The process of passing from a complex structure to this
particular hyperbolic structure is called uniformization.
Definition 3.1. An admissible Riemann surface C is a nodal punctured Riemann surface C
possibly with boundary of finite type1 equipped with a complex structure. This means that
around every point z P C there exists a coordinate chart φ defined on z P U Ă C such that
• (smooth points) φ : U ÝÑ C with φpzq “ 0,
• (boundary points) φ : U ÝÑ H with φpzq “ 0 or
• (nodal points) φ : U ÝÑ tpx, yq P C2 | xy “ 0u with φpzq “ 0
where φ is a homeomorphism onto its image and of course transition functions are biholomor-
phisms. Furthermore, we require that every smooth component is stable, i.e. it has only finitely
many automorphisms2 or equivalently
2´ 2g ´#tnodes, cusps, boundary componentsu ă 0
on each component.
Proposition 3.2 (See [Hum97], [Bus10] and [Hub06]). Each component of an admissible
Riemann surface C carries a unique hyperbolic structure g such that
(i) at smooth points the complex structure agrees with rotation by 900 in the direction of the
orientation induced by the complex structure,3
(ii) the boundary components are geodesics,
1Here, finite type means that C has finitely many smooth or irreducible components and every such component
is homeomorphic to a compact surface with finitely many boundary components of finite genus with finitely
many interior points removed.
2An automorphism is a biholomorphism which preserves cusps, nodes and boundary components. Usually, we
will consider enumerated cusps and boundary components so we will require the biholomorphism to respect
that enumeration.
3This is the same as g inducing the same conformal structure as the complex structure.
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(iii) every marked point is a cusp, i.e. there exists a neighborhood isometric to
tz P H | Impzq ě 1uäpz „ z ` T q
for some T P R,
(iv) pC, gq has finite area and
(v) pC, gq is complete.4
Of course we can also relate holomorphic maps to local isometries for the corresponding hyperbolic
metrics.
Lemma 3.3. Let u : C ÝÑ X be a holomorphic map between admissible Riemann surfaces C
and X. Now equip both Riemann surfaces with their unique hyperbolic metrics gC and gX from
Proposition 3.2. Then the map u is a local isometry of nodal surfaces.
Proof. Since u is holomorphic and C and X are two-dimensional this implies that u is conformal,
i.e. there exists a smooth function f P C8pC,Rq such that u˚gX “ f ¨ gC . Note that this
is because the pull back of the conformal structure of X under u yields the same conformal
structure as the complex structure on C which in turn is the same conformal structure induced
by gC . Also, the curvature of the pulled-back metric u
˚gX is constant ´1 and thus u˚gX is
hyperbolic. Furthermore, it is also complete, has finite area and the boundary components are
geodesics because they are preimages of the geodesic boundaries on X. By uniqueness of the
metric in Proposition 3.2 this implies u˚gX “ gC
3.2. Multicurves
Definition 3.4. A k-multicurve Γ “ prγisqki“1 on an admissible surface pC,qq with its hyperbolic
metric is a collection of free homotopy classes of simple closed curves γi on pCztnodes, marked pointsuq
satisfying
• that all classes rγis are not contractible on Cztnodes, marked pointsu and
• that intersection numbers rγis X rγjs “ 0 for all i ‰ j, i.e. all classes have pairwise disjoint
representatives.
By an essential homotopy class of a simple closed curve we mean a class that is not freely
homotopic to a point, a marked point or a node on C. The following lemma summarizes various
well-known statements on multicurves.
Lemma 3.5 (See e.g. [Bus10]). Let pC,qq be an admissible hyperbolic surface. Then
(i) in every essential free homotopy class there exists a unique geodesic representative and
two such geodesics realize the minimal intersection number of the corresponding two free
homotopy classes and
(ii) every k-multicurve with all non-essential classes having zero self-intersection can be com-
pleted to an essentially maximal multicurve, of which the number of essential components
only depends on the topology of the surface.
4Of course we allow that geodesics reach boundary components (not cusps) in finite time.
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Here, essentially maximal means that every other essential homotopy class of simple curves
intersects the maximal one and we do not have any restriction on the non-essential simple curves
in the multicurve. This implies that cutting the surface at the geodesic representatives of the
essential classes in the multicurve separates the surface into possibly degenerate hyperbolic pairs
of pants.
Remark 3.6. Note that we include the non-essential curves in the multicurve because later we
want to consider reference curves close to cusps. Imagine that one of the essential geodesics
collapses to a node. Then we want to replace the corresponding curve in the multicurve by some
simple curve close to that new node which corresponds to two cusps in the hyperbolic picture.
Figure 3.1.: This is an example of a maximal multicurve. However, notice that only the red
curves are essential and are needed for separating the surface into pairs of pants.
3.3. Teichmu¨ller Spaces
In this section we will define Teichmu¨ller spaces and fix some notation that we are going to use
later on. Note that all our Teichmu¨ller spaces will be those of possibly disconnected smooth
Riemann surfaces. There is a notion of augmented Teichmu¨ller spaces which incorporates nodes
on this level but it is more difficult in particular because it is not even locally compact. As
we will later construct coordinates on moduli spaces using gluing techniques we will only need
coordinates on the common Teichmu¨ller spaces.
Definition/Lemma 3.7. Let Σ be an oriented smooth surface without boundary with genus g
and fix n P N such that 2´ 2g´ n ă 0. Then the following spaces are in bijection and every one
is defined to be the Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n:
(i) The set of complex structures J P C8pΣ,EndpTΣqq with n-tuples of mutually different
marked points q on Σ inducing the given orientation up to diffeomorphisms of Σ isotopic
to the identiy.
(ii) The set of complete hyperbolic structures on Σzq having finite area inducing the given
orientation up to diffeomorphisms of Σ isotopic to the identity.
(iii) The set of marked Riemann surfaces of type pg, nq, i.e. pairs pC, fq where f : Σ ÝÑ C
is a homeomorphism, q Ă C is a set of n fixed points and C is a complex surface. Two
pairs pC, fq and pC 1, f 1q are identified if the map pf 1q´1 ˝ f : Σ ÝÑ Σ is homotopic to the
identity relative to the points q.
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Remark 3.8. Note that we did not require the surfaces to be connected. As the complex
structures on different connected components are independent of each other, we have
Tg,n “
ğ
0ďn1,...,nlďn
n1`¨¨¨`nl“n
lź
i“1
Tgi,ni ,
where the index i runs over all connected components who have genus gi and ni marked points.
Furthermore, in the case of marked Riemann surfaces one should think of the images fpqq as
the marked points.
Also note that there exist corresponding Teichmu¨ller spaces for bordered Riemann surfaces as
well. In this case we need to modify the definitions slightly:
(i) Holomorphic transition functions are required to be restrictions of biholomorphisms to the
upper half plane at boundary points.
(ii) Hyperbolic structures are such that the boundary components are geodesics and away
from the boundary the hyperbolic structure is supposed to be complete.
(iii) Markings are required to map boundary components to boundary components.
(iv) When identifying any two objects in any of the cases above we require the diffeomorphism
to map boundary components to boundary components and do not require the isotopy to
be the identity on the boundary components.
The corresponding Teichmu¨ller spaces can then be constructed for example by doubling the
surface and restricting to the fixed point set of the involution swapping the two halves.
The following is well-known.
Proposition 3.9 (See e.g. [Hub06]). The Teichmu¨ller space of connected Riemann surfaces of
genus g and n marked points such that 2´ 2g ´ n ă 0 is a contractible differentiable manifold.
Definition 3.10. There is a complex manifold together with a holomorphic map pi : Cg,n ÝÑ Tg,n
over Teichmu¨ller space with n holomorphic sections s1, . . . , sn, called the universal curve, such
that for all t P Tg,n, the fibre pi´1ptq together with the points s1ptq, . . . , snptq is contained in the
Teichmu¨ller equivalence class t.
Proposition 3.11 (See [HK14]). The universal curve pi : Cg,n ÝÑ Tg,n is a globally differentiably
trivializable fibre bundle. It does not possess any holomorphic sections except those of the n
marked points. Also there is a continuous bundle metric on pi which restricts to the hyperbolic
metric induced by uniformization on the fibre.
Remark 3.12. The universal curve pi is globally trivializable as a smooth fibre bundle because
the base Teichmu¨ller space is contractible. However, pi is also holomorphic and so one could
ask if this trivialization is holomorphic. It turns out that it is not because there are not enough
holomorphic sections. Note that the fibres are still biholomorphic to a surface in the Teichmu¨ller
class corresponding to the image of the fibre under pi. So in particular the universal curve Cg,n has
non-trivial topology and hence is not given by the forgetful map Tg,n`1 ÝÑ Tg,n. Nevertheless,
we can use uniformization on each of the fibres to obtain a vertical hyperbolic metric and thus a
map from the square of the vertical subbundle of TCpS,Zq to R which turns out to be continuous
in the base point and restricts to the hyperbolic structure on the fibre. The continuity is shown
in [HK14] by using the Kobayashi metric description of the hyperbolic metric.
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Remark 3.13. Note that the universal curve over the Teichmu¨ller space has a universal property:
For any flat family of surfaces η : P ÝÑ T such that the fibres are closed Riemann surfaces of
type pg, nq together with a marking of the family5 there exists a unique map ϕ : T ÝÑ Tg,n such
that ϕ˚Cg,n – P as a marked flat family of surfaces.
Also there is a properly discontinuous group action of the mapping class group MCGg “
pi0pDiff`pΣqq » Diff`pΣqäDiff0pΣq on the Teichmu¨ller space. The quotient is the moduli space
of (smooth) Riemann surfaces which carries an orbifold structure that we will use very intensively
in Chapter 5.
3.3.1. Fenchel–Nielsen Coordinates
In order to define Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates on Teichmu¨ller space we first need a set of simple
closed essential decomposing curves Γ :“ tγiu3g´3`ni“1 on Σ. Here, Σ has genus g and n marked
points. Now suppose we have a complex structure on Σ. Then we can uniformize this surface to
obtain a compatible hyperbolic structure. In particular, every free homotopy class of each of the
γi has a unique hyperbolic geodesic representative. This way we obtain 2g ´ 2` n hyperbolic
pairs of pants with geodesic boundaries or cusps. Denote the lengths of these 3g ´ 3` n closed
geodesics by l1, . . . , l3g´3`n. These give half of the coordinates and it remains to define the
twisting coordinates. However, we need some kind of “reference” for measuring the twisting
which is why these coordinates are best defined on a model for Teichmu¨ller space using marked
surfaces. Since we only need these coordinates for local descriptions, e.g. the symplectic structure
on the moduli spaces or for constructing orbifold atlases, we will not give full details but rather
describe a local version. Details can be found in [Hub06].
For the local version we still need to choose a multicurve Γ1 on Σ such that the γi are intersected
by the curves in Γ1 exactly twice and the arcs on every pair of pants each join two boundary
curves in Γ on that pair of pants. Such a multicurve can be constructed by choosing two points
on every γi P Γ and connecting these via three pairwise disjoint simple arcs on every embedded
pair of pants.
It is now possible to consider the unique geodesic representatives of two such arcs α and α1
meeting at a common point on γi such that they are perpendicular to the boundary curves. The
resulting geodesic arcs will no longer meet and we can consider the oriented normalized length
of the arc between these two points. Note that this is only well-defined “locally” as without
a reference we can not count how often we needed to wind around the geodesic γi. We can
repeat this construction for every geodesic γi P Γ to obtain angles τ1, . . . , τ3g´3`n which are
contained in a small interval. Note that they do not depend on which pair of arcs we use as the
geodesic representatives are precisely opposite of each other. The following picture summarizes
the construction.
In total, this defines a homeomorphism onto its image on a small neighborhood U Ă Tg,n of C,
FNΓ : U ÝÑ R3g´3`n` ˆ R3g´3`n.
Again notice that it is possible to make this globally well defined and then this map will be a
homeomorphism, see [Hub06]. In Section 5.2 we will use a slightly different version of Fenchel–
Nielsen coordinates on the parameter space of the plumbed family, i.e. after gluing surfaces at a
5A marking of a family is not a family of markings and its definition is rather subtle. See [HK14] for details. As
we will not need this here, we skip a discussion.
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αα1
γi
τi
Figure 3.2.: The green curve is part of the multicurve Γ1 which is used as a reference for calculating
twist coordinates. It consists of two arcs α and α1 which have unique homotopic
geodesic representatives such that they are perpendicular to the boundary geodesics.
The red curve then consists of these two geodesic arcs as well as a connecting arc
along γi. Notice that orientation conventions are not depicted here and we can
not count complete wraps of the red arc on γi around that geodesic as we have no
reference curve for measuring this.
node. Since the plumbing construction does not give points in Teichmu¨ller space but rather on
the quotient by the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by the Dehn twist of the collapsed curve,
one obtains twist coordinates defined up to multiples of 2pi but which extend to the nodal curve
with length equal to zero. This is explained in [HK14]. In particular we have Fenchel–Nielsen
coordinates
FNΓ : U ÝÑ C3g´3`n,
given by lie
τi in every component.
3.3.2. Weil–Petersson Symplectic Structure
This section deals with the Weil–Petersson symplectic structure on Teichmu¨ller space and later
on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces and its compactification, the Deligne–Mumford space.
Definition 3.14. If one identifies the cotangent space of Teichmu¨ller space at a hyperbolic
metric h on Σ with T˚rhsTg,n – Q2pΣq, i.e. the space of quadratic differentials on Σ, one defines
the Weil–Petersson inner product by
xq1, q2y :“
ż
Σ
q1q2
vol2h
,
where the notation for the integrand means λ´2pzqq1pzqq2pzqdz ^ dz if volh “ λdz ^ dz and
qi “ qipzqdz2. Also, quadratic differentials here are allowed to have certain types of poles at the
punctures.
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It turns out that this L2-inner product on the space of quadratic differentials is inherently
connected to the hyperbolic geometry of the underlying curve.
Theorem 3.15 (L. Ahlfors, [Ahl61]). The Weil–Petersson inner product is Ka¨hler.
Theorem 3.16 (S. Wolpert, [Wol83]). In Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates on Teichmu¨ller space
Tg,n the Weil–Petersson symplectic structure has standard form
ωWP “
3g´3`nÿ
i“1
dθi ^ dli.
Theorem 3.17 (H. Masur, [Mas76]). The Weil–Petersson Ka¨hler structure extends to the
Deligne–Mumford space.
Remark 3.18. Note that we can put two complex structures on the Deligne–Mumford space,
one using the complex structure on Teichmu¨ller space coming from the complex structure on
the underlying surface Σ acting on Q2pΣq and the other coming from the Weil–Petersson Ka¨hler
structure. It turns out that these structures are not compatible but isomorphic, even on the
differentiable level. This issue is well explained in [HK14], [WW92] and [Wol85]. In particular,
the map
Φ : D ÝÑ Rě0 ˆ r0, 2piq
which takes a gluing parameter z to the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates corresponding to the
corresponding glued-in cylinder is not differentiable at the origin. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Ap|a|, 1q
Ap|a|, 1q
Xa
z ÞÑ a
z
ψ1
ψ2
Figure 3.3.: This figure illustrates the complex gluing procedure where the colored boundaries
correspond to each other. Notice that the hyperbolic structure is determined by a
global PDE meaning that it is hard to determine where the corresponding hyperbolic
geodesic (drawn in blue) of the new annulus is actually situated. In particular, it is
not clear that the geodesic is contained inside of the glued-in annulus. Therefore its
length and twist are not easily computable as a function of a P C.
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3.4. Collar Neighborhoods and Hyperbolic Gluing
In this section we will discuss various suitable coordinate neighborhoods of hyperbolic geodesics
and cusps. In particular, we will find a local picture of Hurwitz covers in neighborhoods of
geodesics and define reference curves which we need later to define marked points close to cusps
and boundaries.
3.4.1. Collar and Cusp Neighborhoods
As we will do various constructions close to hyperbolic cusps and hyperbolic geodesic boundaries
we need a few statements on collar and cusp neighborhoods. In the following, C is a complete
hyperbolic surface of finite area.
Definition 3.19. Let γ Ă C be a closed simple geodesic with length lpγq. For w P R define
Awpγq :“ tp P C | distpp, γq ď wu. Then we call Awpγq a standard collar neighborhood of γ if
sinhpwq sinh
ˆ
lpγq
2
˙
“ 1.
The following statements give various properties and descriptions of standard collar neighbor-
hoods. Note that Aw1pγq is contained in Awpγq for w1 ă w.
Lemma 3.20. Any standard collar neighborhood Awpγq is isometric to
(i) the set r´w,ws ˆ RäZ with the metric dρ2` l2pγq cosh2 ρ dt2 with pρ, tq P r0, ws ˆ RäZ
and
(ii) the subset of the upper half plane defined as the interior of the following four curves: the
circle of radius 1, the circle of radius elpγq and the straight lines through the origin with
angle φ to the y-axis where φ satisfies tanφ sinh
ˆ
lpγq
2
˙
“ 1.
The latter model shows that the boundaries of the collar neighborhoods are curves of constant
geodesic curvature6 of length
lpγq
tanh
´
lpγq
2
¯ . Also, the geodesic is the vertical line from p0, 1q to
p0, elpγqq. See Fig. 3.4 for an illustration.
Proof. See [Bus10] for the well-known first part. For the second statement we can choose a
universal covering of the hyperbolic surface such that γ lifts to the vertical line through the
origin. This geodesic now corresponds to the element z ÞÑ elpγq ¨ z in PSLp2,Zq so we can pick
one representative for the closed geodesic from 1 to elpγq. Now the points of constant distance
from this line are given by hypercircles which are defined as these curves. It is well-known, see
e.g. [Hub06] that they are straight lines through the same ideal point, i.e. the origin in our case.
It remains to calculate the angle φ such that the distance w satisfies sinhpwq sinh
ˆ
lpγq
2
˙
“ 1.
This distance w is the hyperbolic length of any circular arc with the origin as the center between
the imaginary axis and the line through the origin with angle φ. Recall the following formula for
6However, these curves are not horocycles which have a geodesic curvature of 1.
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the distance in the Poincare´ upper half plane between two points on a circle of radius r with
angle φ about the origin
dist pp0, rq, pr sinφ, r cosφqq “ arsinhptanφq.
We thus have for φ
tanφ “ sinhpwq “ 1
sinh
´
lpγq
2
¯ . (3.1)
Now we can calculate the length of the boundary hypercircle, i.e. the straight line segment from
psinφ, cosφq to elpγqpsinφ, cosφq which is parametrized by
ηptq :“ ptelpγq ` p1´ tqqpsinφ, cosφq
for t P r0, 1s. We obtain
Lpηq “
ż
η
|η1ptq|hyp dt “
ż 1
0
elpγq ´ 1
ptelpγq ` 1´ tq cosφ
“ e
lpγq ´ 1
cosφ
ż 1
0
1
1` pelpγq ´ 1qtdt “
lpγq
cosφ
“ lpγq
b
1` tan2pφq “ lpγq
tanh
´
lpγq
2
¯ ,
where we have used Eq. (3.1) in the last step. Notice that hypercircles are automatically curves
of constant geodesic curvature as can be seen in e.g. [Hub06].
Recall that a horocycle on a hyperbolic surface is a curve with constant geodesic curvature 1.
In the Poincare´ half-plane model those are the circles tangent to the real axis and the lines
parallel to the real axis. On the contrary the curves of arbitrary constant geodesic curvature
are the straight lines and the circles intersecting the real axis. Also notice that horocycles have
centers, i.e. all perpendicular geodesics through a horocycle meet in one point called the center
of the horocycle. In the circle case this is the ideal (tangent) point on the real axis and for the
horizontal lines this is the point at infinity.
Definition 3.21. We call a neighborhood of a point z P C isometric to
p´8, log 2q ˆ RäZ
with the metric dρ2 ` e2ρdt2 for pρ, tq P p´8, log 2q ˆ RäZ a cusp neighborhood of z.
Proposition 3.22 (See e.g. [Bus10]). A cusp neighborhood is also isometric to
tz P H | Impzq ě 1u{pz „ z ` 2q
via the map pr, tq ÞÝÑ 2pt` ie´rq.
Lemma 3.23 (See e.g. [Bus10]). Any pair of standard collar neighborhoods of simple closed
geodesics or cusp neighborhoods are disjoint in the interior.
Lemma 3.24 (See Lemma 3.20 and [Bus10]). The boundaries of cusp neighborhoods are
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´w 0 w
t
ρ
γ
γ H
1
rγ
elpγq
φ
w
Figure 3.4.: Two possible parametrizations of a collar neighborhood. On the left hand side the
metric is given by dρ2 ` l2pγq cosh2 ρ dt2 where t P r0, 1s and on the right hand
side the metric is the one from the upper half plane
dx2 ` dy2
y2
. The black line
perpendicular to all the colored curves is a geodesic perpendicular to the central
geodesic γ and the boundary hypercircles of constant geodesic curvature.
horocycles of length 2. The boundaries of collar neighborhoods are curves of constant geodesic
curvature.
3.4.2. Hyperbolic Description of Hurwitz Covers Close to the Boundary
Consider a Hurwitz cover on surfaces with boundary, i.e. u : C ÝÑ X is holomorphic and u
maps the boundaries BjC to boundaries BiX for νpjq “ i. The map
u|BjC : BjC : BiX
has degree lj and we have
ÿ
j“1,...,k
νpjq“i
lj “ d. Now equip both surfaces C and X with their uniformized
hyperbolic metric as in Section 3.1. Thus the boundaries BjC and BiX are geodesics and u
is a local isometry. Furthermore, assume that we are given marked points on the boundaries
zj P BjC for all j “ 1, . . . , k such that upzjq “ upzj1q if νpzjq “ νpzj1q.
Lemma 3.25. If γ is a simple closed geodesic on X of length l with respect to the hyper-
bolic metric then its preimages under u are again simple closed geodesics with respect to the
corresponding hyperbolic metric. They have lengths mjl where mj is the degree of u on the
j-th preimage of γ. If we parametrize one such preimage η by arc length t ÞÑ ηptq then we
have upηptqq “ γptq for all t P r0, . . . ,mjls if we pick corresponding starting points such that
upηp0qq “ γp0q. The last statement also holds for geodesic arcs.
Proof. Since u is a local isometry with respect to the uniformized hyperbolic metrics, see
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Lemma 3.3, the preimage of a geodesic is again a geodesic. As u has finite degree the preimage
of γ is compact and thus consists of closed geodesics. If the preimage was not simple then the
image upxq of an intersection point x of the preimage would again be an intersection point of γ
which does not exist by assumption.
Now pick one connected component of a preimage of a curve γ. The map u restricted to this
curve is an isometric cover of degree m implying that its length is given by m ¨ lpγq. Furthermore
we can pick two points x P C and y P X such that upxq “ y and y P γ. Then the parametrization
by arc-length t ÞÑ cptq of the preimage has |c1ptq| “ 1 for all t P r0, 1s and therefore |pu˝cq1ptq| “ 1
as u is a local isometry. Thus the parametrization by arc-length is mapped under u to the
parametrization by arc-length. The statement from the lemma follows since we have chosen
corresponding starting points.
The following gives some kind of hyperbolic normal form for Hurwitz covers close to boundaries.
However, we postpone the precise definition of bordered Hurwitz covers until Chapter 6.
Lemma 3.26. Let a bordered Hurwitz cover u : C ÝÑ X and corresponding boundariesğ
νpjq“i
BjC ÝÑ BiX with degrees lj ě 1 for j P t1, . . . , ku and νpjq “ i together with marked
points on the boundary as above be given. Then there exist hyperbolic collar neighborhoods Uj
and Vi close to BjC and BiX with charts φj : Uj ÝÑ p´, 0s ˆ S1 and ψi : Vi ÝÑ p´, 0s ˆ S1,
respectively, such that u satisfies
ψi ˝ u ˝ \jφ´1j :
ğ
νpjq“i
p´, 0s ˆ S1 ÝÑ p´, 0s ˆ S1
pr, θq ÞÝÑ ψipupφ´1j pr, θqqq “ pr, ljθq pr, θq P Uj
and φ´1j
`t0u ˆ S1˘ “ BjC as well as φjpzjq “ 0 P RäZ for all j “ 1, . . . , k. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.5.
Proof. Choose a positive real number w P Rą0 such that
sinhpwq sinh
ˆ
d ¨ lpBiXq
lpBiXq
˙
ă 1.
This will ensure that preimages of collar neighborhoods of width w are within collar neighborhoods
of preimages of the geodesic BiX as the covering there has degree less than or equal to d and
using Lemma 3.25.
For BiX we define the collar neighborhood Vi :“ AwpBiXq together with a standard hyperbolic
coordinate chart ψi : Vi ÝÑ p´w, 0s ˆ S1 such that ψipBiXq “ t0u ˆ S1. Note that such a
coordinate chart is unique up to rotation after fixing the collar neighborhood. Fix this rotation
by requiring that the point 0 P S1 is mapped to the marked point upzjq for any j P ν´1piq.7
Now define the collar neighborhoods Uj with νpjq “ i as the connected component of u´1pUiq
containing BjC. Consider any point z P UjzBjC. The distance of z to BjC is realized by a
geodesic from z perpendicular to BjC which is contained in Uj . To see this recall that Uj is
7Note that this is well-defined by the requirement upzjq “ upzj1q for νpjq “ νpj1q as stated in the introduction of
this section. Furthermore, recall that here S1 “ RäZ.
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Uj
φj
ψi
Vi
u
C
X
zj
upzjq
p 0
0
0
φjppq
ψipuppqq r
r θ
ljθuppq
p´, 0s ˆ S1
ψi ˝ u ˝ φ´1j
Figure 3.5.: This illustrates Lemma 3.26. Notice that the boundary curve as well as the perpen-
dicular line are geodesics.
contained in the standard collar neighborhood of BjC. Call this geodesic γ. If γ was not mapped
injectively to Vi then its image would contain a geodesic loop which is not possible as its image
needs to be a geodesic from upzq and perpendicular to BiX because u is a local isometry. Thus
lpγq “ lpupγqq and we see that Uj “ AwpBjCq.
So we define φj : Uj ÝÑ p´w, 0s ˆ S1 as the standard collar neighborhood parametrization such
that φjpzjq “ 0. This is possible since the chart in Lemma 3.20 is only defined up to a rotation.
We can now infer in a similar way as above how the map u looks in these charts.
Is is easy to see that the parametrization φ : S1 ÝÑ BjC by φptq “ φjp0, tq is proportional to the
parametrization by arc-length and similarly for BiX. Lemma 3.25 thus gives ψi ˝ u ˝ φ´1j p0, θq “
p0, ljθq. Any other point pr, θq with r ‰ 0 is mapped to the point constructed in the following
way: First follow the unique geodesic from pr, θq to the boundary at p0, θq, then ψi ˝ u ˝ φ´1j
maps this point to p0, ljθq and then follow the geodesic perpendicular to p0, ljθq for the same
arc-length. Since the metric on the cylinder has no l-dependent prefactor in front of the dr2-term
we end up with the same r component, i.e. ψi ˝ u ˝ φ´1j pr, θq “ pr, ljθq.
We thus have
u´1pUiq “
ğ
1ďjďk
νpjq“i
AwpBjCq
and the required local picture which finishes the proof.
Remark 3.27. Notice that equivalent charts also exist at inner hyperbolic geodesics as the
standard collar neighborhoods exist around those geodesics as well.
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3.4.3. Hyperbolic Gluing
This section deals with gluing bordered Hurwitz covers along common geodesic boundaries of
equal length. This is essentially a hyperbolic version of unique continuation for holomorphic
maps.
Lemma 3.28. Let C1 and C2 be two oriented hyperbolic surfaces with geodesic boundary and
γi Ă Ci be two boundary geodesics of the same length. In the same way let X1 and X2 be
two hyperbolic surfaces with two given geodesic boundaries η1 and η2. Furthermore, let points
q1 P γ1, q2 P γ2, p1 P η1 and p2 P η2 be given. Also suppose we are given coverings u1 : C1 ÝÑ X1
and u2 : C2 ÝÑ X2 of degree d which are local isometries and satisfy upq1q “ p1 and upq2q “ p2.
Then the hyperbolic surfaces can be glued along the boundary to hyperbolic surfaces C and X
and the maps fit together to yield a smooth covering u : C ÝÑ X of degree d which is a local
isometry and restricts to ui on Ci Ă C.
Remark 3.29. Note that as usual when gluing along boundaries we need that the map identifying
the boundary components is orientation-reversing. See Fig. 3.6 for the setup.
S1
C1 C2
X1
X2
X
C
γ1 γ2
ν1 ν2
u1
u2
u
ι1 ι2
γ
q1
q2
p1
p2
η1
η2
ηp
q
Figure 3.6.: This figure shows the procedure of gluing surfaces with local isometries along common
geodesic boundaries.
Proof. As γ1 and γ2 are hyperbolic geodesics of the same length we can parametrize them by
arc length in the direction of their induced orientation with q1 and q2 as zeros. We denote these
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parametrizations again by γi : r0, 1s ÝÑ Ci. Now we can define the topological manifold
C :“ C1 \ C2äγ1ptq „ γ2p´tq
which has a manifold atlas on Czγ where γ is the image of γ1 and γ2 on C. Since both curves γ1
and γ2 are geodesics of the same length we can build charts around a point z P C as follows. For
both geodesics choose collar neighborhood parametrizations φ1 : p´w, 0s ˆ S1 ÝÑ C1 and φ2 :
r0, wqˆS1 ÝÑ C2. In these charts both hyperbolic metrics are given by φi˚ g “ dr2`l2 cosh2 r dθ2.
Now pick a small positive real number  and define
φz : Bpzq ÝÑ R2
x ÞÝÑ
#
φ1pxq x P C1,
φ2pxq x P C2,
where Bpzq is the union of the two metric (half-)balls in C1 and C2, respectively. As the
transition functions for these charts are either contained in one of the atlases of the Ci or are
given by the identity map on the collar neighborhoods, we see that this gives a smooth manifold
structure. Furthermore, the Riemannian metrics on both sides of γ are equal in these charts so
we obtain a hyperbolic surface such that γ is a geodesic.
We can do the same construction with the target surface X using the points p1 and p2 as
reference points for the gluing.
Since u1 and u2 both are local isometries they satisfy u1pγ1ptqq “ u2pγ2ptqq as γ1 and γ2 are
both parametrized by arc length and use the same point q1 “ q2 “ q as base point. Therefore
the map u given by ui on Ci is continuous on C.
Next we show that u is in fact C1 and holomorphic. To this end, choose coordinates at z P γ
using collar neighborhoods on C and on X. As u is a local isometry it needs to map geodesics
to geodesics and preserve angles between geodesics. Thus it looks like pr, θq ÞÝÑ pr, dθq in the
standard collar neighborhood charts where d is the degree of u on γ. This map is obviously
smooth and a local isometry as the lengths of γ and upγq differ by a factor of d which cancels.
Thus it is also conformal and therefore holomorphic. This proves Lemma 3.28.
3.4.4. Reference Curves
In this section we define reference curves which will be used later for marking points close to a
boundary component in such a way that the marking persists in the limit of geodesic boundary
lengths going to zero. This was introduced by Mirzakhani in [Mir07].
First we choose a continuous strictly decreasing function F : Rě0 ÝÑ Rą0 such that
l ă F plq ď l
tanh
`
l
2
˘
and 0 ă lim
lÑ0F plq ă 2.
Definition 3.30. Let C be an admissible Riemann surface with its hyperbolic structure. A
curve γ Ă C is called a reference curve at the boundary BjC or the cusp qj if
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(i) at a boundary component γ is given as the hypercircle8 of length F plpBjCqq or
(ii) at a cusp γ is given as a simple closed horocycle with length F p0q with the cusp as a center
and which is contained in its cusp neighborhood.
Lemma 3.31. Reference curves exist and are unique.
Proof. Consider a boundary component BjC with a standard collar neighborhood Aw. By lifting
to the hyperbolic plane in such a way that BjC lifts to the vertical line through the origin we
can use the second model from Lemma 3.20 to describe the situation.
Hypercircles in the hyperbolic plane are given by circular arcs intersecting the x-axis non-
perpendicularly or straight lines intersecting the x-axis non-perpendicularly. In the former case
their axis is the geodesic with the same intersection points as ideal end points and in the latter
case the axis is the vertical geodesic through the same ideal point. Notice that these are precisely
curves of constant curvature.
Using these results on hypercircles in the hyperbolic plane it is clear that there exists precisely
one such reference curve. Notice that the function F was chosen such that the length stays
between the length of the geodesic and the boundary of the collar neighborhood.
In the case of a cusp we can use the model in the upper half plane, i.e. tz P H | Impzq ě 1u with
z and z ` 2 identified for all z P H. Now the horocycles are the horizontal lines which are of
length
2
h
and thus there exists exactly one such horocycle of length F p0q.
Remark 3.32. Note that there exists a bijection between points on the boundary component
BjC and a reference curve located at this boundary component by following the geodesics
perpendicular to the boundary component. This bijection extends to a bijection of a reference
curve at a cusp and the circle of directions in the tangent space at the cusp. Again, see [Mir07]
for details.
Also note that the reference curves of geodesic boundaries converge to the reference curve of
the cusp when the boundary length goes to zero. This is because away from the boundary the
hyperbolic metrics converge in C8loc and thus the lengths converge and the curves stay curves of
constant geodesic curvature converging to one.
Although we don’t need this precise value notice that the hypercircle of length F plq has distance
arsinh
c
F plq2
l2
´ 1 from the boundary geodesic of length l. This can be seen by the same
calculation as in the proof of Lemma 3.20. In particular this length goes to infinity for lÑ 0 as
is expected because horocycles are “infinitely far away” from the cusp.
8Hypercircles are curves equidistant from a geodesic.
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4. Orbifold Structures
4.1. Orbifold Groupoids
4.1.1. Groupoids
In this chapter we will describe the type of structure we will put on the moduli space of Hurwitz
covers. As this will not be precisely an orbifold structure due to the local description as products
of discs glued at exactly one point we will denote this structure as s-orbifolds.
Definition 4.1. A (small) groupoid is a (small) category C “ pOb C,Mor Cq such that all
morphisms are invertible. This means that there exist structure maps
• i : Mor C ÝÑ Mor C which maps a morphism to its inverse,
• s : Mor C ÝÑ Ob C which maps a morphism to its source object,
• t : Mor C ÝÑ Ob C which maps a morphism to its target object,
• u : Ob C ÝÑ Mor C which maps an object to its identity morphism and
• m : Mor Csˆt Mor C ÝÑ Mor which maps two composable morphisms to their composition.1
Definition 4.2. A groupoid C is called
• Lie if Mor C and Ob C are smooth manifolds, s and t are submersions (such that in
particular Mor Csˆt Mor C is a smooth manifold) and all structure maps are smooth,
• e´tale if C is Lie and in addition all structure maps are local diffeomorphisms,
• proper if the map sˆ t : Mor C ÝÑ Ob C ˆOb C is proper,
• ep Lie or orbifold groupoid if it is e´tale, proper and Lie,
• non-singular if all stabilizers Gx :“ Morpx, xq for x P Ob C are trivial,
• effective if for each x P Ob C and g P Gx every neighborhood V Ă Mor C of g contains a
morphism h P V such that sphq ‰ tphq,
• stable if all stabilizers Gx are finite and
• connected if |C| is path connected.
We denote the orbit space by |C| :“ Ob Cäpx „ y ðñ Morpx, yq ‰ Hq.
Example 4.3. An important example is the Lie groupoid associated to a smooth action of a
Lie group G on a smooth manifold M . Is is called the translation groupoid and is denoted by
G˙M . Its objects are ObG˙M :“M , its morphisms MorG˙M :“ GˆM and the structure
maps spg, xq “ x, tpg, xq “ g ¨ x and mppg1, x1q, pg2, x2qq “ pg1 ˝ g2, x2q if x1 “ g2 ¨ x2.
1By Mor Csˆt Mor C we mean the set tpf, gq P Mor C ˆMor C | spfq “ tpgqu.
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The following are a few statements about ep-Lie groupoids and implications for their orbit spaces
taken from [McD05].
Definition 4.4. An ep-Lie groupoid is called symplectic or complex if the object and morphism
sets are in fact symplectic or complex manifolds and the structure maps are symplectic or
holomorphic.
An element g P Gx is an arrow g : x ÝÑ x but if it is a morphism in a stable e´tale Lie groupoid
C it actually “acts” on a neighborhood U Ă Ob C in the following sense.
Lemma 4.5. Given a stable e´tale Lie-groupoid C and an element x P Ob C there exist a
neighborhood U Ă Ob C of x and pairwise disjoint neighborhoods Ng Ă Mor C with g P Ng for
g P Gx such that s and t map each Ng diffeomorphically onto U .
Proof. See [RS06].
Remark 4.6. Given g P Gx we thus obtain a diffeomorphism φg : U ÝÑ U by mapping
sphq ÞÝÑ tphq for h P Ng, i.e. φg :“ t ˝ s´1. This means that for each x P Ob C there exists
a neighborhood U of x such that the stabilizer group Gx acts on that neighborhood via
diffeomorphisms. Note that if g P Morpx, yq then there still exist neighborhoods U, V Ă Ob C
with x P U and y P V such that the above construction gives a diffeomorphism φg : U ÝÑ V .
Note that such a neighborhood is not yet small enough to give some kind of orbifold chart
around rxs P |G| because there might be morphisms identifying two elements in U which do not
come from g P Gx in this manner. The following lemma from [ALR07] shows that it is possible
to choose an even smaller neighborhood good enough for this task.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be an effective ep-Lie groupoid. Then for any x P ObG there exist
neighborhoods Ux Ă ObG such that
(i) Gx acts on Ux as above,
(ii) any h P MorG such that sphq, tphq P Ux comes from the action of some g P Gx on U in the
sense of Remark 4.6 and
(iii) UxäGx Ă |G| is an open embedding.
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 1.44 in [ALR07].
Definition 4.8. An orbifold chart around a point x P ObG for an effective ep-Lie groupoid
G is a triple pUx, Gx, piq where x P Ux Ă ObG is an open neighborhood of x such that Gx “
Morpx, xq Ă MorG acts on Ux as in Lemma 4.7 together with a projection pi : Ux ÝÑ UxäGx
such that UxäGx is homeomorphic to its image in |G|.
Definition 4.9. An orbifold atlas of an orbifold groupoid G is a collection of orbifold charts
tpUi, Gi, piiquiPI as in Definition 4.8 such that the open sets |Ui| “ UiäGi cover all of |G|. Notice
that on every chart we have chosen implicitly a central point xi P ObG with xi P Ui and
Gi “ AutGpxiq.
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Remark 4.10. Notice that this definition of an orbifold atlas is not the standard one and in
particular is note enough to recover the whole orbifold. We are missing how to glue coordinate
charts, i.e. morphisms between different Ui’s as well as some information on how the groups
Ui are related. However, all this information is contained in the groupoid and as we will not
deal with orbifolds defined only via such an atlas this is good enough for us. One way how to
formulate such an actual atlas in our language is by choosing the full subcategory of G defined
by
ď
iPI
Ui and taking the fibre product along
ğ
iPI
Ui ÝÑ
ď
iPI
Ui. This category is equivalent to G in
the sense of 4.14 and it contains everything from the atlas in addition to information on how to
glue things together.
Proposition 4.11 (See [McD05]). If C is an e´tale Lie-groupoid then the following holds:
(i) If C is proper then it is stable.
(ii) The projection pi : Ob C ÝÑ |C| is open.
(iii) |C| is Hausdorff if and only if s ˆ t has closed image. In particular, if C is in addition
proper then the topology on the orbit space is Hausdorff.
(iv) If C is non-singular and proper, then its orbit space |C| is a manifold.
(v) If C is connected and proper and for some x P Ob C the stabilizer group Gx acts effectively
on a neighborhood of x, then C is effective.
(vi) If C is connected and proper, then the isomorphism class of the subgroup Kx Ă Gx which
acts trivially on a neighborhood of x P Ob C is independent of x P Ob C.
(vii) If C is connected and proper, then there exists an effective groupoid Ceff with the same
objects as C and morphisms MorCpx, yqäKy.
Lemma 4.12. Let G be an effective ep-Lie groupoid. There exists a full subcategory B Ă G
such that the inclusion is an equivalence of ep-Lie groupoids (see Definition 4.14 in the next
section) and such that B is again an ep-Lie groupoid such that for every object x P ObB the
preimages s´1pxq and s´1ptq in MorG are finite sets.
Remark 4.13. Note that the finiteness condition is equivalent to the fact that every equivalence
class rxs has only finitely many representatives x P ObB. Also this does not follow from the
general definition of an ep-Lie groupoid since we require s and t to be submersions from which
follows that s´1pxq is zero-dimensional but the properness only gives finiteness for psˆ tq´1px, yq,
i.e. after fixing source and target.
Proof. Cover ObG “
ď
xPX
Ux by orbifold charts as in Definition 4.8. Notice that |G| is Hausdorff
and second-countable because it is the image of an open quotient map and ObG is second-
countable and because of Proposition 4.11. Thus we can pick a subset I Ă X such that
ď
iPI
|Ui|
covers |G| in a locally finite way, i.e. for any class rxs P G there exist only finitely many i P I such
that rxs P |Ui|. Now define B as the full subcategory defined by
ď
iPI
Ui Ă ObG. By construction
every equivalence class has only finitely many representatives in ObjB with each only finitely
many automorphisms and thus source and target map have only finitely many preimages. This
B is an e´tale Lie groupoid as ObB is an open subset of ObG and all the structure maps are
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restrictions of smooth maps to open subsets. The properness is also clear as the diagram
MorB

sˆt // ObB ˆObB

MorG sˆt // ObG ˆObG
commutes where the vertical arrows are homeomorphisms onto their images. The equivalence is
also true by construction.
4.1.2. Equivalences
Next we define a few notions of morphisms between ep-Lie groupoids in order to explain the
notion of equivalent orbifold atlases and maps between orbifolds.
Definition 4.14. Let C, D and G be ep-Lie groupoids.
(i) A homomorphism φ : C ÝÑ D is a functor whose maps on objects and morphisms are
smooth and commute with all structure maps.
(ii) Two homomorphisms φ, η : C ÝÑ D are identified if there exists a natural transformation
α : φñ η which is smooth as a map α : Ob C ÝÑ MorD.
(iii) If φ : C ÝÑ G and ψ : D ÝÑ G are homomorphisms then we define the fibered product
of groupoids C ˆG D as the groupoid with objects Ob C ˆG D “ tpy, g, zq | y P Ob C, z P
ObD, g : φpyq ÝÑ ψpzqu and morphisms
MorCˆGDppy, g, zq, py1, g1, z1qq “
#
ph, kq | h : y ÝÑ y1, k : z ÝÑ z1,
s.t. g1φphq “ ψpkqg
+
.
Composition and structure maps are defined in the obvious ways.
(iv) A homomorphism φ : C ÝÑ D is called an equivalence if the map t˝pr1 : MorDsˆφOb C ÝÑ
ObD is a surjective submersion and the square
Mor C φ //
ps,tq

MorD
ps,tq

Ob C ˆOb C φˆφ // ObD ˆObD
is a fibered product of manifolds. This means that Mor C is diffeomorphic to the pull-back
of MorD along φˆ φ in such a way that all the maps are smooth and commute.
(v) C and D are called Morita equivalent if there exists a third ep-Lie groupoid G together
with two equivalences C φÐÝ G φ1ÝÑ D.
Remark 4.15. A few comments are in order.
(i) The definitions also make sense in the Lie groupoid setting. There are various statements
which properties are preserved under Morita equivalence like properness and effectiveness
and which ones are not like e´talness. However, we will only deal with orbifolds and thus
restrict everything to the ep-Lie groupoid case.
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(ii) Fibered products of groupoids are not always Lie groupoids because of transversality issues.
However, the submersion condition for an equivalence ensures that you can “compose” two
equivalences by their ep-Lie groupoid fibered product as in
G1 ˆ2 H
ρ
zz
ρ1
$$G

  
1
$$
H
2zz
3
C D E
In [MM03] it is proven that the fibered product always exists if one of the homomorphisms
is an equivalence. Also in the square the functor ρ is an equivalence whenever 2 is.
Composition of two equivalences is again an equivalence. Also note that the square does
commute only up to a (smooth) natural transformation.
(iii) The last statements show that Morita equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation where
transversality is proved via fibered products and symmetry is achieved by changing the
type of the diagrams as you can just “rotate” the triangle.
(iv) Notice that all natural transformations are automatically natural isomorphisms as all the
categories are groupoids.
(v) It is reasonable to consider homomorphisms only up to smooth natural transformations as
two such related homomorphisms descend to the same map on the quotient and induce
maps on morphism sets that are conjugated. For example if α : F ñ G for F ,G : C ÝÑ D,
then we have maps F : HomCpx, yq ÝÑ HomDpFpxq,Fpyqq and G : HomCpx, yq ÝÑ
HomDpGpxq,Gpyqq which have the same kernel and whose images are isomorphic by the
map pf : xÑ yq ÞÑ αy ˝ f ˝ α´1x .
(vi) The conditions for an equivalence imply in particular that the functor is essentially
surjective, i.e. all equivalence classes of the target groupoid are hit and that it is fully faithful
as the commuting diagram implies HomCpx, yq » HomDpφpxq, φpyqq. Thus equivalences
are in particular category equivalences.
(vii) This whole set of definitions and statements is actually an instance of the calculus of
fractions, see [GZ67]. In this language our equivalences are weak equivalences that we try
to invert artificially.
(viii) Note that an equivalence φ : C ÝÑ D induces a homeomorphism on the quotient spaces
|C| ÝÑ |D|.
4.1.3. Orbifolds and their Morphisms
From now on we will refer to ep-Lie groupoids as orbifold groupoids.
Definition 4.16. An orbifold is a topological space X together with a Morita equivalence class of
orbifold groupoids G together with a homeomorphism g : |G| ÝÑ X. This means pG, gq „ pH, hq if
and only if there exists an orbifold groupoid C with two equivalences  : C ÝÑ G and 1 : C ÝÑ H
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inducing a homeomorphism φ : |H| ÝÑ |G| such that
|H| φ //
h
  
|G|
g
~~
X
commutes. An orbifold groupoid and the corresponding homeomorphism representing the Morita
equivalence class of the orbifold structure is called an orbifold representation.
Now we can define various differential-geometric notions of maps and functions.
Definition 4.17. Let pC, cq and pD, dq be orbifold representations for orbifolds X and Y ,
respectively.
(i) A smooth function f on the orbifold X is a smooth function f : Ob C ÝÑ R such that
fpxq “ fpyq for all points x, y P Ob C such that Hompx, yq ‰ H.
(ii) A (strong) map between orbifolds X and Y is an equivalence class of a tuple p,G, φq and
a map f : X ÝÑ Y , where C ÐÝ G φÝÑ D such that G is an orbifold groupoid,  is an
equivalence, φ is a homomorphism of groupoids and the diagram
|C| φ˚˝
´1˚ //
c

|D|
d

X
f // Y
commutes. Two such strong maps
p,G, φ, fq : pX, C, cq ÝÑ pY,D, dq and
p1,G1, φ1, f 1q : pX, C, cq ÝÑ pY,D, dq
are identified if and only if there exists a homomorphism γ : G ÝÑ G1 such that
G


φ
  
γ

C D
G1
1
__
φ1
??
commutes up to smooth natural transformations.
Remark 4.18. Again, a few comments are in order.
(i) Notice that in the definition of equivalence between strong maps we did not say anything
about the map f : X ÝÑ Y because the two homomorphisms induce the same map on the
quotient space since they are related by a natural transformation. Also it is not trivial to
show that this is indeed an equivalence relation.
(ii) The obvious definition of a map between orbifolds would be a homomorphism inducing a
continuous map on the orbit spaces but this definition depends on the orbifold presentation
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so we allow for refinements of the structure and allow for homomorphisms that factor
through Morita equivalence.
(iii) The last point means that we need in fact to extend the definition of equivalence of maps
to Morita equivalent groupoids. However, this is easily done as any strong map between
orbifold groupoids induces a map on any Morita equivalent one by the fibered product
construction. Since we do not need this in this document we will skip the relevant diagrams.
(iv) Let us spell out the corresponding notion of isomorphism between two orbifolds pX, C, cq
and pY,D, dq. They are isomorphic if and only if there exist two strong maps p,G, φq :
pX, C, cq ÝÑ pY,D, dq and pρ,G1, ηq : pY,D, dq ÝÑ pX, C, cq such that their compositions
are naturally isomorphic to the identity, i.e.
Gφ ˆρ G1
ρ1
{{
φ1
##˝ρ1
		
G

  
φ
$$
G1
ρ
zz
η
C D C
C
id
hh
id
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commutes up to smooth natural transformation. The smoothness is crucial here to make
sure that e.g. the dimension is an actual invariant of orbifolds. Additionally one can trace
the automorphism groups through the diagram to see that these are indeed invariants as
well.
(v) In [Moe02] it is explained that although the notion of a strong map between orbifolds is
somewhat complicated one can in fact show that any strong map p,G, φq : pX, C, cq ÝÑ
pY,D, dq can be represented in the following way. Choose an open cover U “ tUiuiPI of
Ob C and define CU by Ob CU :“
ğ
iPI
Ui and HomCU px P Ui, y P Ujq :“ HomCpx, yq. Then
every strong map has a representative
CU


φ1
  
C D
for some cover U fine enough where φ is a homomorphism. This means we do not need to
pass to arbitrary wild equivalent groupoid categories.
4.2. Orbifold bundles and coverings
Definition 4.19. Let G be an ep-Lie groupoid and E be a manifold. We call E a G-space if
there exists an action of G on E, i.e.
• an anchor pi : E ÝÑ ObG and
• an action µ : MorGs ˆpi E ÝÑ E, written as µpg, eq “ g ¨ e
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which satisfy pipg ¨ eq “ tpgq, 1x ¨ e “ e and g ¨ ph ¨ eq “ pghq ¨ e for all suitable g, h and e.
Remark 4.20. Given a G-space E we can associate to it the translation groupoid E :“ G ˙ E
with objects Ob E :“ E and morphisms Mor E :“ MorGsˆpiE with the obvious structure maps.
There exists a homomorphism of groupoids piE : E ÝÑ G and the fibre of Ob E ÝÑ |E | is given
by pi
´1
E pxqäGx.
Definition 4.21. Let G be an ep-Lie groupoid and E a G-space. The we call E
(i) an orbifold cover over G if the map pi : E ÝÑ ObG is a covering. The translation groupoid
E can be considered as the total space of the covering.
(ii) E is called a (orbi-)vector bundle over G if pi : E ÝÑ ObG is a vector bundle such that
the action of G on E is fibrewise linear. Again, the ep-Lie groupoid E “ G ˙ E associated
to this bundle is the total space of the vector bundle.
(iii) E is called a principal Tn-(orbi-)bundle over G if pi : E ÝÑ ObG is a principal torus bundle
and the action of G on E is a fibrewise Tn-equivariant map.
(iv) A section σ of a vector bundle E over G as above is an invariant section of E ÝÑ ObG, i.e.
g ¨ σpxq “ σpyq for g : x ÝÑ y.
Remark 4.22. Note that the homomorphism piE : E ÝÑ G induces a projection pi|E| : |E | ÝÑ |G|
which is no longer a vector bundle as the type of the fibre might jump. Also, Gx acts linearly on
the fibre Ex for x P ObG.
The local picture for an orbifold cover pi : E ÝÑ ObG is as follows. Let x P ObG and Ux Ă ObG
a neighborhood of x such that pUx, Gx, ηq is an orbifold chart as in Definition 4.8. Then we
have pi´1pUxq –
ğ
iPI
Ui where each Ui is homeomorphic to Ux. Now Gx acts on pi
´1pUxq. Fix
one component Ui and consider the subgroup Gi of Gx mapping this component to itself. Then
the induced map pi|E| : |G ˙ E| ÝÑ |G| in a neighborhood of pi|E||´1Ui prxsq looks like the map
UiäGi ÝÑ UxäGx given by pi on the representatives.
Similarly we can look at vector bundles over orbifolds. So assume pi : E ÝÑ ObG is a vector
bundle and consider an orbifold chart pUx, Gx, ηq around a point x P ObG. Thus locally the
map on orbit spaces pi|E| : |G ˙ E| ÝÑ |G| looks like pi
´1pUxqäGx ÝÑ UxäGx. In particular
the fibre over rxs is given by pi´1pxqäGx. Note that the fibre over rxs thus do not need to be a
vector space and may depend on the point rxs.
Definition 4.23. An orbifold vector bundle morphism pΦ, φq : E ÝÑ F between two orbifold
vector bundles E ÝÑ ObG and F ÝÑ ObH is a vector bundle morphism
E
pi

Φ // F
pi

ObG φOb // ObH
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together with a homomorphism φ : G ÝÑ H such that
MorGsˆpiE µE //
φMorˆΦ

E
Φ

MorHsˆpiF µF // F
commutes. An isomorphism of orbifold vector bundles is an invertible orbifold vector bundle
morphism.
Remark 4.24. Of course one can generalize this notion of orbifold vector bundle morphisms.
It would be enough to require everything only up to Morita equivalence. However, we will
only need this notion for homomorphisms. Also we can modify this definition for e.g. principal
bundles by requiring the map Φ to be equivariant instead of linear. Furthermore note that these
definitions also make sense for a stable groupoid which has only a topology on the object space.
Before we look at examples we will say a few words about bundles on non-effective orbifolds
which might be such that they do not admit any local sections.
Definition 4.25. Let G be an ep-Lie groupoid. Then we call
(i) a morphism g P MorG ineffective if there exists a neighborhood V Ă MorG with g P V such
that sphq “ tphq for all h P V . The set of ineffective morphisms is denoted by Morineff G.
Also
(ii) we call a vector bundle E ÝÑ ObG good if Gx XMorineff G acts trivially on each fibre Ex
for all x P ObG.
Proposition 4.26. A good vector bundle E ÝÑ G has non-trivial sections in the sense that
for any e P pi´1ppq there exists a local section s such that sppq “ e. Also, any bundle over an
effective ep-Lie groupoid is good. Furthermore the space of global sections is a vector space.
Proof. If G is effective then by definition Gx X Morineff G “ tidxu which acts trivially on Ex
implying that the bundle E ÝÑ G is good. Given two sections σ1, σ2 : ObjG ÝÑ E their sum
σ1 ` σ2 and scalar multiples λσ1 are again invariant sections of E and thus the space of sections
forms a vector space.
Now use Lemma 4.12 to define an equivalent ep-Lie groupoid having a subset ObB Ă ObG
as objects. It is clear that it is enough to define a section σ : ObG ÝÑ E on the subset
ObB as every other object is identified with some object in B by the equivalence and we can
define σpyq :“ g ¨ σpxq for any g : x ÝÑ y with x P ObB. This is well defined because for
another z P ObB and h : x ÝÑ z we have g ¨ σpxq “ h ¨ σpzq because h´1g ¨ σpxq “ σpxq as
h´1g : x ÝÑ x P MorB. Also smoothness of the extension is clear as the action of g : x ÝÑ y
on a neighborhood of x P ObG is smooth.
So it remains to construct an invariant section of E ÝÑ B with prescribed value e at p P ObjB.
We will do this by averaging some arbitrary section of E ÝÑ B, hence why we passed to a sort
of “finite” full subcategory. First choose a section σ : ObjB ÝÑ E such that σpqq “ e for all q
equivalent to p. This is possible as E ÝÑ ObjB is a vector bundle over a manifold. Then define
σpxq :“ 1|s´1pxq|
ÿ
hPMorG
sphq“x
h´1 ¨ σptphqq
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for any x P ObjB. As we have seen various times in Section 2.2 the prefactor |s´1pxq| takes care
of the fact that the number of summands can jump. This map is indeed smooth and satisfies
σppq “ e. Furthermore it is invariant as for g : x ÝÑ y
g ¨ σpxq “ 1|s´1pxq|
ÿ
hPMorG
sphq“x
gh´1 ¨ σptphqq
“ 1|s´1pyq|
ÿ
kPMorG
spkq“y
k´1 ¨ σptpkqq
“ σpyq,
where we have used that g P Gx XMorineff acts as identity and that precomposition with g´1
induces a bijection s´1pxq ÝÑ s´1pyq.
If a bundle is not good and we have a morphism g P Morpx, xq which acts non-trivially on the
fibre Ex we obtain a condition on the sections, namely g ¨ σpxq “ σpxq. If g does not act as the
identity there is a vector in Ex through which there is no local section.
We will now discuss pull-backs of bundles.
Definition 4.27. Let E be a orbifold vector bundle over H and φ : G ÝÑ H a homomorphism.
Then we can define the pull-back bundle φ˚E over G in the following way. Define the vector
bundle φ˚E as the pull-back under φ : ObG ÝÑ ObH with the projection as the anchor map.
Now define the action of G on φ˚E by
µ : MorGs ˆpi φ˚E ÝÑ φ˚E
pg, px, eqq ÞÝÑ ptpgq, φpgq ¨ eq
where g P MorG such that spgq “ x and e P Eφpxq and φpgq ¨ e means the action of MorH on E.
Remark 4.28. Given an equivalence  : C ÝÑ D one can in fact define a pushforward ˚E of
an orbifold vector bundle or covering E ÝÑ Ob C to D which in turn allows one to pull-back
bundles along strong maps C ÐÝ G φÝÑ D and consequently also along Morita equivalences.
However, these definitions are somewhat tricky and induce category equivalences instead of
category isomorphisms of vector bundles over C and D only. All the maps in later applications
will in fact be given as homomorphisms so we will not need these details.
Also note that some sets of morphisms act on local sections of E in the following way. Given
some open set U Ă ObG we can look at smooth sections ϕ : U ÝÑ s´1pUq X t´1pUq and define
ΓpU,Eq ÝÑ ΓpϕpUq, Eq
s ÞÑ px ÞÑ ϕpxq ¨ spxqq
which is nothing but a local version of the pointwise Definition 4.19.
Example 4.29. (i) Consider the bundle T ObG ÝÑ ObG. This has the action
µ : MorGsˆpiT ObG ÝÑ T ObG
pg,Xq ÞÝÑ dxϕg ¨X
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where ϕg : U ÝÑ U is the unique smooth action of s´1pUq X t´1pUq Ă MorG on a
sufficiently small neighborhood U Ă ObG of x “ spgq “ pipxq with ϕgpxq “ g ¨ x P U . This
is clearly a bundle and if G is effective then it is even a good bundle. Sections of this
bundle are sections s : ObG ÝÑ T ObG, i.e. vector fields on the object manifold, that are
invariant under the morphism action. This is of course the intuitive definition of a vector
field on an orbifold.
(ii) Of course we can dualize the last example to obtain the cotangent bundle
T˚ObG ÝÑ ObG
which is an orbibundle via the action
µ : MorGsˆpiT˚ObG ÝÑ T˚ObG
pg, ωq ÞÝÑ `X ÞÑ ωpdyϕ´1g ¨Xq˘
where X P Ty˚ ObG. Again, a section of such a bundle is a 1-form on ObG which is
invariant under the local action of the morphisms via pullback. This can be stated slightly
differently as we will see in the next section.
4.3. Differential Forms on Orbifolds
Differential forms on orbifolds are essentially equivariant differential forms on the local orbifold
charts. In the ep-Lie groupoid setting this can be formulated as follows.
Definition 4.30. Let G be a ep-Lie groupoid. Then we define the de-Rham complex of differential
forms on G by Ω˚pGq :“ tα P Ω˚pObGq | s˚α “ t˚αu with the usual exterior differential.
In order to define integration of differential forms we need to choose a locally finite covering
with some sort of partition of unity in order to “localize” the computations.
Definition 4.31. Let G be an ep-Lie groupoid. Then we call a covering tUiuiPI locally finite if
(i) the sets Ui Ă ObG are open,
(ii) the union of their images on the orbit space covers the whole space, i.e. |G| “
ď
iPI
|Ui|, and
(iii) for every x P |G| there exist only finitely many i P I such that x P |Ui|.
Given a locally finite covering such that the sets Ui are orbifold charts together with some
automorphism group Gi we define a partition of unity subordinate to tUiuiPI as a family of
smooth real-valued functions fi : Ui ÝÑ R for i P I such that2
(i) fi is Gi-equivariant such that it factors through the open set f i :
UiäGi “ |Ui| ÝÑ R in
the quotient space,
(ii) the function fi : Ui ÝÑ R has compact support, and
(iii)
ÿ
iPIrxsP|Ui|
f iprxsq “ 1 for all rxs P |G|.
2Notice that these partition functions are defined on the object set! It is of course possible to define these
function on the orbit space as well.
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Remark 4.32. Let us note a few observations.
(i) A locally finite covering such that the pUi, Gi, piiq are orbifold charts is in particular an
atlas with the local finiteness condition. Recall that for us orbifold charts are always
centered around points x P ObUi such that Gi “ AutGpxq.
(ii) There always exists a locally finite covering via orbifold charts on an ep-Lie groupoid.
As the object set is locally compact the quotient space is it, too. Thus we can start by
choosing a cover via orbifold charts around all points and then choosing a locally finite
subcover.
(iii) Also there always exists a partition of unity subordinate to such a locally finite cover by
orbifold charts as the quotient is also second countable in addition to Hausdorff and thus
paracompact. So choose a continuous partition of unity tf iu subordinate to the cover of
|G| by the |Ui| for i P I and pull back f i to Ui. Now make the pulled-back function smooth
on Ui in a Gi-equivariant way.
(iv) As usual we need the local finiteness condition in order to have only finite sums when
defining integrals. Note that an equivalence class in |Ui| can still have more than one
representative in Ui as the central point can have automorphisms so we will need to divide
by the size of this automorphism group when defining integrals.
Definition 4.33. Given a locally finite covering of a n-dimensional orbifold groupoid G via
orbifold charts pUi, Gi, φiqiPI together with a partition of unity pfiqiPI subordinate to this atlas,
define the integral of an n-form α P ΩnpGq over G byż
G
α :“
ÿ
iPI
1
|Gi|
ż
Ui
fi ¨ α|Ui .
Note that this might not be finite as we did not require |G| to be compact. As usual, this is
independent of the choices as is explained e.g. in [ALR07]. Furthermore this is independent
of the representative in the Morita equivalence class by pulling back the orbifold charts and
partition of unity to the common ep-Lie groupoid via the equivalences and comparing the
integrals there. For this to make sense we need a notion of pulling back differential forms
on G via a homomorphism φ : G ÝÑ H. This is defined as pulling back α P Ω˚H via
φ : ObG ÝÑ H and noting that φOb ˝ s “ s ˝ φMor and similarly for the target map implying
that s˚φO˚bα “ φM˚ors˚α “ φM˚ort˚α “ t˚φO˚bα.
4.4. Morphism Coverings
We will need one more notion of a map between orbifolds, so let G and H be orbifold groupoids.
Definition 4.34. A homomorphism φ : G ÝÑ H is called a morphism covering if it is a covering
and local diffeomorphism on objects as well as morphisms (not necessarily of the same degree)
such that the lifting property holds:
For all x P ObG and all h P MorH such that φpxq “ sphq there exists a g P MorG such
that φpgq “ h and spgq “ x.
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ObOb Mor
(a)
ObObMor
(b)
Ob Mor
id
id
Ob
(c)
Ob Mor
id
id
Ob Mor
(d)
Figure 4.1.: This figure comprises some examples of morphism coverings. Morphisms are drawn
in red. Note that we did not draw the identity morphisms always explicitly, also
arrows indicate isomorphisms of course. Fig. 4.1a is in fact an equivalence as well
as a morphism covering. In Fig. 4.1b one sees an example of a morphism covering
whose target quotient space is not connected and thus its degree is not well defined
– the left hand side has degree
1
2
and the right hand side 2. Fig. 4.1c and Fig. 4.1d
are both morphism coverings of degree
1
2
. On the left side of the dashed line one
sees a “summary” of the picture and on the right hand side one can see the objects
and morphisms separately. The horizontal arrows refer to morphisms reflecting the
disc at the central point giving rise to one automorphism of the central point. Note
that in Fig. 4.1d the degree on the morphism set is two because we can compose
the automorphism on the source with the reflection. Also note that the morphism
discs already contain the inverse morphisms in form of the opposite point on that
same disc.
Remark 4.35. Note that a morphism covering is in fact different from an orbifold covering
because in the orbifold covering case the automorphism groups of the preimages in the “total”
space are subgroups of the automorphism group of the base point. This means that there are
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ObOb Mor
(a)
ObOb
(b)
ObOb Mor
(c)
Figure 4.2.: These are non-examples of morphism coverings. Note that we did not draw the
identity morphisms explicitly, also arrows indicate isomorphisms. Fig. 4.2a and
Fig. 4.2c are not morphism coverings because they do not satisfy the lifting property.
Fig. 4.2b is not a functor.
fewer automorphisms on the total space than on the base. In particular, the automorphism
group of a point in the fibre over a smooth point (which are dense if the base orbifold is effective)
is automatically trivial. In the case of the evaluation map for Hurwitz covers it is clear that a
Hurwitz cover can have automorphisms although the target surface has none. Therefore we can
not use the notion of an orbifold covering.
For morphism coverings there is a well-defined notion of a covering degree of φ. Before defining
this notion and proving its well-definedness we will prove a lemma about the local picture of a
morphism covering as well as the existence of a particular kind of charts adapted to morphism
coverings.
Definition 4.36. A compatible pair of atlases and partitions for the morphism covering φ :
G ÝÑ H consists of a locally finite atlas of orbifold charts tpUi, Hi, piiquiPI for H, a locally finite
atlas of orbifold charts tpV ji , Gji , ρji quiPI,jPJi on G, a partition of unity subordinate to the atlas
on H denoted by tfiuiPI with fi : Ui ÝÑ UiäHi ÝÑ R such that
(i)
ğ
jPJi
V ji Ă φ´1pUiq and φ|V ji : V
j
i ÝÑ Ui is a diffeomorphism,
(ii)
ğ
jPJi
Gji Ă φ´1pHiq and φ|Gji : G
j
i ÝÑ Hi is a diffeomorphism and
(iii) tfi ˝ φ : V ji ÝÑ RuiPI,jPJi is a partition of unity subordinate to the atlas on G.
Remark 4.37. Note that this means in particular that the V ji cover all equivalence classes in
|G| but because of the local finality condition we do not take all of the preimages of Ui under φ
but rather a finite subset and then use as Gji all the necessary morphisms of these V
j
i .
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The third condition plays a rather subtle role which is merely an artifact of how things are set
up. Consider the following situation: We have an actual covering between smooth manifolds G
and H, such as ObH “ D with MorH “ D representing the identity morphisms. On G we have
three discs D1,D2 and D3 together with three discs representing the identity morphisms and two
discs identifying two of the discs. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Now every element in |H| has
two equivalence classes in |G| as preimage. However, we could choose all three discs in ObG as a
locally finite atlas of orbifold charts which would satisfy all the conditions. But if we now pull
back the constant 1-function as a partition of unity on H we have two functions with value 1 on
one of the charts in G which doesn’t add up to one anymore. In order to make this impossible
we require the third condition which forced us to pick only one such orbifold chart on G as we
will see in the proof of Lemma 4.38.
φOb |φ|
|G|
ObG
Figure 4.3.: On the upper half we see the category G with objects left and orbit space right.
The two vertical arrows identify the two discs in ObG. The horizontal arrows are
the projection maps ObG ÝÑ |G| and ObH ÝÑ |H|. Pulling back the constant
1-function on ObH gives us two charts for the same disc in |G| which each are
equipped with the constant 1-function. The pulled-back partition of unity is thus
no longer a partition of unity.
Lemma 4.38. For any morphism covering φ : G ÝÑ H between compact ep-Lie groupoids there
exists a compatible pair of atlases and partitions.
Proof. Notice from Lemma 4.7 and in particular its proof in [ALR07] that given a neighborhood
U Ă ObH around a point x P ObH we can find an orbifold chart pVx, Gx, φxq around the point
rxs P |H| with Vx Ă U by restricting the neighborhoods for the local diffeomorphism s in the
construction to U . Thus we can find orbifold charts contained in some given neighborhood.
So first, for any x P ObH choose a neighborhood such that its preimages under φ are open
neighborhoods of ObG diffeomorphic to the one around x. Then choose an orbifold chart
contained in this neighborhood around x and denote it by pUx, Gx, φxq. Now we need to pick
appropriate points x in order to “cover everything”.
Note that because of the lifting condition in the definition of morphism coverings it is enough to
consider φ´1pUxq in order to have representatives for all preimages in φ´1prxsq. This is because
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of the following. It is clear that
ď
x1„x
φ´1px1q covers φ´1prxsq. But if h : x ÝÑ x1 is a morphism
in H then for any y P ObG such that φpyq “ x we have a morphism g : y ÝÑ y1 such that
φpgq “ h and thus φpy1q “ x1 as well as y „ y1, i.e. rys “ ry1s. This means that any element in
φ´1prxsq has a representative y P φ´1pxq.
φ´1pUxq
Ux
ObG
ObH
x
y
y1
x1h
g
rxs “ rx1s P |H|
Figure 4.4.: This figure explains how the lifting property in the definition of morphism covering
is used to find representatives of every class in φ´1prxsq by only looking at the fibre
φ´1pxq.
Now pick a (possibly infinite) subset I Ă ObH such that these tpUi, Hi, piiquiPI form a locally
finite atlas for H. Then pick a partition of unity subordinate to this covering. This way we
have found a locally finite atlas of H such that preimages of the Ui Ă ObH under φ contain
representatives of all classes in |H|. Furthermore we can make the orbifold charts pUi, Hi, piiq
smaller such that the source and target map in G are diffeomorphisms on the connected
components of φ´1pUiq. This way we can make sure that we obtain actual orbifold charts from
φ´1pUiq.
Now we can look at the connected components of the preimages φ´1pUxq Ă ObG which are by
construction diffeomorphic to Ux via φ. Since φ could have infinite degree on ObG we need
to pick a finite subset of these such that every equivalence class in φ´1prxsq P |G| has exactly
one representative. This is possible because |G| is compact and thus φ : |G| ÝÑ |H| is proper
meaning that φ´1prxsq is finite. Furthermore as we have seen above every element in φ´1prxsq
does have a representative in φ´1pUxq by the lifting condition. Therefore we can choose finitely
many connected components covering |φ´1pUxq|.
Doing this we obtain a finite set of points y in φ´1pxq P ObG for every x P I with neighborhoods
Vy Ă ObG defined as connected components of φ´1pUxq such that y P Vy. Their projection to
|G| covers the whole space by construction. We denote the index set for the neighborhoods in
the fibre over i P I by Ji. So we have now a covering of |G| by the open sets V ji Ă ObG where
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the index j P Ji runs over the preimages of i. By constructionğ
jPJi
V ji Ă φ´1pUiq.
ObG
MorG
MorH ObH
φMor φOb
s
t
t, s
s
t
s, t
Wg
ĂW kg
Ui
V ji
V j
1
i
Figure 4.5.: On the right hand side one can see the preimage φ´1pUiq Ă ObG for which we
choose a connected component as a representative for every class. On the left hand
side we pick one g P Hi together with its neighborhood Wg Ă MorH and its lifts ĂW kg .
These sets are morphisms relating the various connected components in φ´1pUiq
and we pick only those ones having source and target in the chosen V ji . An example
choice is marked in red. Note that this is nothing but the full subcategory generated
by the red objects.
Next we need to understand what happens with the morphisms. Let Wg Ă MorH be the
connected component of s´1pUxq X t´1pUxq containing g P Hx for an arbitrary x P ObH. Then
its preimage under φ : MorG ÝÑ MorH consists of a disjoint union of open sets
ğ
k
ĂW kg Ă MorG.
Recall that the V ji , Ui,Wg and
ĂW kg were chosen such that s : ĂW kg ÝÑ V ji , φOb : V ji ÝÑ Ui and
s : Wg ÝÑ Ui are all diffeomorphisms. Because φ is a homomorphism we have that
φOb ˝ s “ s ˝ φMor,
φOb ˝ t “ t ˝ φMor
which implies that all morphisms in ĂW kg have source and target in φ´1pUxq. Furthermore we see
that on ĂW kg the map φMor “ s´1 ˝ φOb ˝ s restricts to a diffeomorphism on every ĂW kg ÝÑ Wg.
By continuity the source of all morphisms in ĂW kg is contained in the same component of φ´1pUxq.
The same holds for the target but it might be a different component. For every g P Hx we will
only keep those preimages ĂW kg which have source and target contained in the same V ji . This
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means that we throw away all but finitely many connected components. Then we define
Gji :“
ğ
gPGi
ğ
k s.t.
spĂWkg q,tpĂWkg qĂV ji
ĂW kg .
We know by construction that Gji acts on V
j
i but it remains to see that these are all the
morphisms acting on this set. But this is clear as g P MorG with spgq, tpgq P V ji satisfies
spφpgqq, tpφpgqq P Ui and thus there exists a h P Hi such that φpgq “ h and thus φpgq PWg.
It remains to verify the statement for the partition functions. For this purpose we need to figure
out how many orbifold charts V ji we constructed around a given point rys P ObG. So suppose
φprysq “ rxs and the orbifold atlas pUi, φi, HiqiPi contains charts U1, . . . , Uk with xi P Ui for
i “ 1, . . . , k such that rx1s “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rxks “ rxs as the only charts around rxs. Then every Ui has
preimages V ji Ă ObG for j P Ji. They were chosen such that no V j1i and V j2i are identified for
j1 ‰ j2. Thus there can be at most one V ji containing rys in its quotient. However, there also
needs to exist at least one neighborhood containing a representative of rys as we have seen earlier.
Thus the only partition functions that have support in rys P |G| are these V ji for i “ 1, . . . , k and
j uniquely determined by i. Denote the preimages of xi in V
j
i by yi. On V
j
i we use the function
fi ˝ φ. Thus we have
kÿ
i“1
fi ˝ φprysq “
kÿ
i“1
fipφpyiqq “
kÿ
i“1
fipxiq “
kÿ
i“1
fiprxsq “ 1
where we abused notation by denoting the functions on objects as well as on the quotient by the
same name fi.
Remark 4.39. Note that we used the assumption of compactness in Lemma 4.38 only because
we need that there are only finitely many preimages φ´1prxsq P |G| as it is possible for infinitely
many preimages that some neighborhoods that we choose become smaller and we end up with
just a point in the intersection. However, we will apply this Lemma to the evaluation functor
between moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers and Deligne–Mumford spaces which will only be a
morphism covering on a dense open subset. But it is clear that we can still apply the Lemma if
we know that every equivalence class has only finitely many preimages which will be obvious for
the evaluation functor.
Lemma 4.40. Let φ : G ÝÑ H be a morphism covering between compact ep-Lie groupoids.
Furthermore let rxs P |H| together with representatives y1, . . . , yk of all preimages in φ´1prxsq
be given. Then there exist neighborhoods U of rxs P |H| and U1, . . . , Uk Ă ObG of y1, . . . , yk,
respectively, which are small enough such that for any rx1s P U all preimages ry11s, . . . , ry1ms P |G|
of rx1s can be represented by elements in U1, . . . , Uk.
Proof. This is because φOb : ObG ÝÑ ObH is a covering and ObH ÝÑ |H| is open. It
was essentially proven in the proof of Lemma 4.38. Choose the open neighborhood U around
x P ObH small enough such that φOb gives a diffeomorphism Ui ÝÑ U for every i P I and
φ´1ObpUq –
ğ
iPi
Ui. Then the sets Ui contain representatives of all preimages of rx1s P |U |. Now
pick k of these sets containing representatives y1, . . . , yk of |φ|´1prxsq. Next we make these open
subsets U , U1, . . . , Uk smaller such that source and target maps in G and H, respectively, define
diffeomorphisms on them. Now for some |x1| P |U | a representative of a preimage z P ObG under
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|φ| satisfies φObpzq “ x1 P U . Therefore z P Um for some m P I. But since U1, . . . , Uk contain
representatives of all preimages of x in ObG there must exist a morphism g with spgq P Um
and tpgq “ yi for some i P t1, . . . , ku. As the source and target maps are diffeomorphisms by
construction this morphism g extends to a morphism g1 P MorG with spg1q “ z and tpg1q P Ui
proving the lemma. See also Fig. 4.6.
x x1Ux
φ´1pUxq
Hx
P φ´1pHxq
Figure 4.6.: In the picture one sees a morphism g : y ÝÑ z between two preimages of x. Due
to the fact that s, t and φ are local diffeomorphisms this g extends to a morphism
between two preimages of a point x1 sufficiently close to x.
Proposition 4.41. If φ : G ÝÑ H is a morphism covering between compact ep-Lie groupoids
and |H| is connected then the number
deg φ :“ |Hx|
ÿ
rysPφ´1prxsq
1
|Gy| ,
where |Gy| denotes the number of automorphisms of y, is independent of the point x P ObG.
We call this number the degree of the morphism covering.
Proof. Consider a point rxs P |H|. From Lemma 4.38 and Lemma 4.40 we see that we
can choose a neighborhood Ux Ă ObH together with a group Hx “ AutHpxq and disjoint
pV1, G1q, . . . , pVk, Gkq in G such that φ´1prxsq “ try1s, . . . , ryksu for yi P Vi and Gi “ Gyi as part
of a compatible pair of atlases. Furthermore we can assume that φ restricts on objects to a
diffeomorphism on each component Vi ÝÑ Ux and that for a point rx1s P |H| all preimages in
|H| have representatives in some Vi for i “ 1, . . . , k. This situation as well as the nomenclature
is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
Using Lemma 4.40 we see that the yji cover all elements in φ
´1prx1sq. Furthermore by construction
of the charts there do not exist any morphisms between the elements of Vi and Vj for i ‰
j. However, it is possible that various elements from ty1i , . . . , yni u are identified. Again by
construction of the neighborhoods this identification comes the group action Gi. We can
therefore write
ty1j , . . . , ynj u “ I1j \ . . .\ Injj
for every j “ 1, . . . , k where the tIijuni“1 are the nj P N orbits of the Gj-action on Vj . We
therefore have the equalities
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φObjH
ObjG
Ux
V1
Vk
Hx
G1
G2
x
y1
yk
x1
xn
Hxn
y11
yn1
Gyn1
y1k
ynk
Gynk
Figure 4.7.: The charts pUx, Gxq and pV1, G1q, . . . , pVk, Gkq are centered around the representa-
tives of the preimages of rxs under φ. We denote the representatives of rx1s in Ux
by x1, . . . , xn and using the covering property of φ we denote the n preimages of
these points in Vi by y
1
i , . . . , y
n
i and their respective automorphism groups by Gyji
.
njÿ
i“1
|Iij | “ n
|Hx| “ n ¨ |Hx1 |,
|Gj | “ |Gij | ¨ |Iij | @i “ 1, . . . , nj ,
where |Gij | is the number of elements of the automorphism group along the orbit Iij of the
Gj-action. We can now calculate
degrxs φ “ |Hx|
kÿ
j“1
1
|Gj | “ |Hx1 |
kÿ
j“1
n
|Gj |
“ |Hx1 |
kÿ
j“1
njÿ
i“1
|Iij |
|Gj | “ |Hx1 |
kÿ
j“1
njÿ
i“1
1
|Gij |
“ degrx1s φ,
as Gji is actually isomorphic to the automorphism group of the elements in I
i
j in G and there are
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no identifications between the leaves and as was said at the beginning of the proof, all preimages
of rx1s have representatives in some Vj .
Proposition 4.42. If φ : G ÝÑ H is a morphism covering of two compact orbifold groupoids of
dimension n with degree deg φ, then we have for any n-form α P ΩnpHqż
|G|
φ˚α “ deg φ ¨
ż
|H|
α.
Proof. Choose any compatible pair of atlases and partitions for the morphism covering φ : G ÝÑ
H and use the earlier notation. We calculateż
|G|
φ˚α “
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
jPJi
1
|Gji |
ż
V ji
φ˚α ¨ fi ˝ φ
“
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
jPJi
1
|Gji |
ż
Ui
α ¨ fi
“
ÿ
iPI
1
|Hi|
ˆż
Ui
α ¨ fi
˙˜
|Hi| ¨
ÿ
jPJi
1
|Gji |
¸
“ deg φ ¨
ż
|H|
α,
where we have used the fact that φ : V ji ÝÑ Ui is a diffeomorphism in the first step and
Proposition 4.41 for the last step.
Lemma 4.43. If a morphism covering φ : G ÝÑ H is such that φ : AutGpxq ÝÑ AutHpφpxqq is
surjective for all x P ObG then it induces an actual topological covering on the orbit spaces.
Proof. Recall Fig. 4.7 and the proof of Proposition 4.41. We know that the image of a neighbor-
hood Ux Ă ObH of x P Ux gives a neighborhood of rxs P |H| and this is also true for the preimages
of y1, . . . , yk P ObG. Furthermore we know that there are no morphisms between elements in Vi
and Vj for i ‰ j. Also recall that x1, . . . , xn are the representatives of an arbitrary class rx1s close
to rxs P |H|. It is thus enough to show that for every j “ 1, . . . , k all preimages y1j , . . . , ynj are
equivalent. For this notice that by assumption φ : HomGpx, xq ÝÑ HomHpφpxq, φpxqq is surjec-
tive. This implies that for a morphism g P AutHpxq whose extension to Ux satisfies g : x1 ÝÑ xi
there exists an automorphism h P AutGpyjq whose extension to Vj identifies h : y1j ÝÑ yij . This
works for all i P t1, . . . , nu and therefore y1j „ ¨ ¨ ¨ „ ynj .
4.5. Algebraic Topology and Symplectic Geometry of Orbifolds
4.5.1. Algebraic Topology
Regarding the algebraic topology of orbifolds we will only need a few statements which are taken
from [ALR07], [Sat57] and [Sat56].
Definition 4.44. Let G be an orbifold groupoid and R a ring. Then we can define
(i) its (quotient) singular cohomology H˚p|G|, Rq and (quotient) singular homology H˚p|G|, Rq,
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(ii) its de Rham cohomology H˚pG,Rq :“ HpΩ˚pGq, dq defined via invariant differential forms
on ObG,
(iii) its orbifold singular cohomology Ho˚rbpG, Rq :“ H˚pBG, Rq as well as its orbifold singular
homology Horb˚ pG, Rq :“ H˚pBG, Rq and
(iv) its orbifold fundamental group piorb1 pG, x0q :“ pi1pBG, x0q
where BG :“ |G‚| is the geometric realization of the nerve of the groupoid G, i.e. a model for its
classifying space, see e.g. [Moe95].
Theorem 4.45 (See [Sat56] and [ALR07]). The following statements hold for a compact
oriented3 orbifold groupoid.
(i) There are isomorphisms of graded algebras Ho˚rbpG,Rq – H˚pG,Rq – H˚p|G|,Rq and
Ho˚rbpG,Qq – H˚p|G|,Qq.
(ii) We have Hnp|G|,Qq – Q for dimG “ n with a natural fundamental class rGs P Hnp|G|,Qq
as the generator.
(iii) BG satisfies Poincare´ duality over the rational numbers.
Remark 4.46. Note that for global quotients of manifolds by finite free group actions the first
statement is easy to see as an averaging argument gives you immediately that the de-Rham
cohomology of invariant forms calculates de-Rham cohomology of the quotient. Thus all the
stabilizers and the orbifold structure can be seen in the torsion part of Ho˚rbpG,Zq only.
Also note that the these statements show that as long as we use rational or real coefficients we
can treat the algebraic topology as if |G| was a manifold.
Definition 4.47. The Chern class c1pEq P H2pG,Rq of a good complex orbifold line bundle
E ÝÑ ObG is defined by first choosing an invariant connection ∇ on E ÝÑ ObG and
c1pEq :“ 1
2pii
rF∇s
where F∇ P Ω2pG, iRq is the curvature form of ∇. Here, an invariant connection means a C-linear
map ∇ : ΓpU,Eq ÝÑ Ω1pU,Eq for open sets U Ă ObG satisfying the Leibniz rule such that the
following diagram commutes
ΓpU,Eq ∇ //
g

Ω1pU,Eq
g

ΓpU,Eq ∇ // Ω1pU,Eq
for every smooth section g : U ÝÑ s´1pUqX t´1pUq Ă MorG acting in the obvious way pointwise.
Remark 4.48. A few comments are in order.
(i) Notice that an invariant connection does map invariant vector fields, i.e. invariant sections
of T ObG, to invariant forms. From this one can easily see that F∇ P Ω˚pGq.
(ii) Also convex linear combinations of the corresponding invariant connection forms are again
invariant and thus the space of invariant connections is convex. This implies that the usual
proof of the independence of the Chern class on the choice of connection works in the case
of orbifolds, too.
3An ep-Lie groupoid is called oriented if the object and morphism manifolds are oriented and all structure maps
are orientation preserving.
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(iii) Suppose we are given a homomorphism φ : G ÝÑ H together with a bundle E ÝÑ ObH.
Then we can pull back the bundle together with its connection and see
c1pφ˚Eq “ φ˚c1pEq.
Here it is of course essential that the map φ is indeed smooth.
(iv) In the case of a complex line bundle E over a manifold M one can show that c1pEq lifts to
H2pM,Zq. For a good complex line bundle over an orbifold G we have c1pEq P H2pG,Qq,
i.e. it lifts to singular cohomology with rational coefficients, see e.g. [ALR07].
(v) As usual if we talk about S1 or Tn-bundles then we can also define Chern classes. The
data of a S1-bundle over ObG defines a complex line bundle over ObG up to isomorphism
and we use this Chern class as the one for the S1-bundle. Similarly a Tn-bundle E
has n sub-S1-bundles by the n injective Lie-group homomorphisms S1 ÝÑ Tn into the
components. Then we define the Chern class c1pEq as the vector of the Chern classes of
these subbundles.
(vi) Unfortunately we will encounter bad bundles over our later non-reduced orbifold moduli
spaces. For these bundles it is not a priori clear how to define the Chern class in terms
of Chern–Weil theory as the definition of a connection might be empty if there are no
non-trivial sections. However, it urns out that one can always consider a bad orbifold
vector bundle as a restriction of a good orbifold vector bundle for which one case use
Chern–Weil theory to define characteristic classes. This can be done by recognizing that
the vertical tangent bundle VE ÝÑ E to the bad orbifold vector bundle E ÝÑ ObG is in
fact a good bundle and one has E – VE|ιpObGq where ι : ObG ÝÑ E is the zero-section.
The Chern–Weil characteristic classes defined in this way by pulling back via ι do end up
in H˚pG,Rq and satisfy the same properties as the usual characteristic classes on a good
bundle since they are restrictions of these classes. This is shown and explained in [Sea07].
4.5.2. Symplectic Geometry
Recall that a symplectic orbifold is an ep-Lie groupoid such that object and morphism manifolds
are symplectic and all structure maps are symplectomorphisms together with a homeomorphism
of the quotient to the topological space. This section describes the orbifold notion of symplectic
reduction and the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem. First, we have of course the usual Darboux
theorem.
Theorem 4.49 (Darboux). Let G be a symplectic orbifold groupoid. Then every point rxs P |G|
has an orbifold chart4 pUx, Gx, pixq with Ux Ă Rn and pix : Ux ÝÑ ObG continuous such that
Ux ÝÑ ObG ÝÑ |G| is a homeomorphism onto its image including rxs such that pix˚ω “ ω0 and
Gx acts on Ux via symplectomorphisms.
Remark 4.50. Note that we can reformulate this in a global way as follows. There exists a
symplectic orbifold groupoid H with an equivalence  : H ÝÑ G such that  is symplectic on
objects and morphisms and such that every rxs P |H| has only finitely many representatives in
ObH. This groupoid can be constructed by covering ObG with symplectic charts and then
choosing a locally finite sub covering U and defining H :“ GU .
4Note that we use the word orbifold chart slightly differently from before.
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Definition 4.51. Let G be a orbifold groupoid. We call a smooth group homomorphism
H ÝÑ IsompGq a group action by H on G. Here IsompGq means homomorphisms φ : G ÝÑ G of
orbifold groupoids such that there exists an inverse η : G ÝÑ G satisfying φ ˝ η “ η ˝ φ “ idG .
Note that these are equalities and not just identities up to natural transformation. Furthermore,
smooth means that the maps
Ψ : H ˆObG ÝÑ ObG
Φ : H ˆMorG ÝÑ MorG
are smooth maps.
Remark 4.52. (i) Comparing the definition of group actions on manifolds with this one, one
sees that we do not just require the group to act on the underlying topological space but
rather on the objects. This might not be necessary but it simplifies things a lot if we have
actual group actions on the object and morphism manifolds. This is why we require actual
invertible homomorphisms.
(ii) Note that isomorphisms induce homeomorphisms of the quotient space and that they
preserve automorphism groups.
(iii) Also note that the group action H on G gives two group actions on the object and morphism
sets which are compatible in a very specific way because pΨh,Φhq is a homomorphism of G
for every h P H.
Lemma 4.53. For every h P H and every g : x ÝÑ y in MorG we have
ΦhpgqpΨhpxqq “ Ψhpgpxqq.
Proof. Because pΨh,Φhq is a homomorphism we have
Ψh ˝ s “ s ˝ Φh,
Ψh ˝ t “ t ˝ Φh.
Now fix neighborhoods Ux, Uy, Ug and UΦhpgq close to x, y, g : x ÝÑ y and Φhpgq : Ψhpxq ÝÑ
Ψhpyq, respectively, such that we can invert s : Ug ÝÑ U : x and s : UΦhpgq ÝÑ Uy. We thus
have s|´1UΦhpgq ˝Ψh “ Φh ˝ s|
´1
Ug
and therefore
t ˝ s|´1UΦhpgq ˝Ψh “ t ˝ Φh ˝ s|
´1
Ug
“ Ψh ˝ t ˝ s|´1Ug
which gives the result as t ˝ s|´1UΦhpgqpxq “ Φhpgqpxq and t ˝ s|
´1
Ug
pxq “ gpxq.
Lemma 4.54. Given a group action H ÝÑ IsompGq by a Lie group H on an orbifold groupoid
G one can define a Lie algebra homomorphism h ÝÑ X pGq by sending X ÞÑ X, so in particular
infinitesimal vector fields of the action on objects are invariant.
Proof. Recall that
Xpxq “ d
dt |t“0
expptXq ¨ x
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and that we need to check g ¨X “ Xpyq for g : x ÝÑ y. Denote by ϕg the map acting on a
neighborhood Ux Ă ObG of x defined by g. First note that for h P H sufficiently close to the
identity in H we have
ϕΦhpgq “ ϕg
where they are both defined, i.e. UΦhpgq XUg. This is because Φhpgq and g are very close to each
other and the source and target maps are local diffeomorphisms defining ϕΦhpgq and ϕg. From
this and Lemma 4.53 follows
Ψh ˝ ϕg “ ϕΦhpgq ˝Ψh “ ϕg ˝Ψh,
where we have rewritten Lemma 4.53 as ϕΦhpgq ˝Ψh “ Ψh ˝ ϕg. Now we can calculate
g ¨Xpxq “ dxϕg
ˆ
d
dt |t“0
expptXq ¨ x
˙
“ d
dt |t“0
ϕgpΨexpptXqpxqq
“ d
dt |t“0
ΨexpptXqpϕgpxqq
“ Xpϕgpxqq “ Xpyq.
The fact that X ÞÝÑ X is a Lie algebra homomorphism follows from the usual statement on
manifolds.
Definition 4.55. Let H be a Lie group and G an orbifold groupoid together with an action
H ÝÑ IsompGq. Then we call
(a) the action symplectic if the actions Ψ and Φ are symplectic, i.e. if Ψh˚ωOb “ ωOb and
Ψh˚ωMor “ ωMor for all h P H.
(b) A map µ : ObG ÝÑ h˚ such that s˚µ “ t˚µ is called a moment map if
(i) its quotient map µ : |G| ÝÑ h˚ is proper,
(ii) it is Ad-equivariant, i.e. Ψh˚µ “ Ad˚h´1 ˝µ and
(iii) it satisfies
dxµ,Xy “ ´iXωOb (4.1)
for all X P h for the action Ψ on the object manifold.
(c) A symplectic action is called Hamiltonian if there exists a moment map µ for this action.
Remark 4.56. (i) Note that these definitions are verbatim the ones for manifolds except
that everything is required to be invariant under the morphism action.
(ii) In the definition of a symplectic action it is enough to require that one of the two actions
on objects or morphisms is symplectic.
Lemma 4.57. Let H be a Hamiltonian Lie group action on an orbifold groupoid G with moment
map µ : ObG ÝÑ h˚. Then the action of Φ on MorG is Hamiltonian, too, with moment map
s˚µ “ t˚µ.
Proof. As stated in the remark we have for h P H
Φh˚ωMor “ Φh˚s˚ωOb “ s˚Ψh˚ωOb “ s˚ωOb “ ωMor
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showing that Φ is a symplectic action on the morphism manifold.
Now define η : MorG ÝÑ h˚ by η :“ µ ˝ s. This is a smooth map and it is Ad-equivariant as
Φh˚η “ η ˝ Φh “ µ ˝ s ˝ Φh “ µ ˝Ψh ˝ s “ Adh˚ ˝µ ˝ s “ Adh˚ ˝η.
It remains to check that it satisfies Eq. (4.1). For this purpose we prove that the infinitesimal
vector fields of the Φ-action map under s and t to the infinitesimal vector fields of the Ψ-action.
This follows for any X P h and g : x ÝÑ y from
s˚XMorpspgqq “ ddt |t“0s
`
ΦexpptXqpgq
˘ “ d
dt |t“0
ΨexpptXqpspgqq “ XObpxq.
But then η,XMor and ωMor are all pullbacks of the corresponding objects on ObG via the local
diffeomorphisms s and t and thus Eq. (4.1) holds on MorG as well.
Theorem 4.58 (Symplectic Reduction). Let H be a compact Lie group acting on the orbifold
groupoid G in a Hamiltonian way with moment map µ : ObG ÝÑ h˚. Furthermore assume
that H acts freely on µ´1p0q Ă ObG. Then H acts freely on η´1p0q Ă ObG and the symplectic
quotient manifolds µ
´1p0qäH and η
´1p0qäH form a symplectic orbifold groupoid G  H
together with a symplectic homomorphism G|µ´1p0q ÝÑ G H where G|µ´1p0q means the full
subcategory orbifold groupoid defined by µ´1p0q Ă ObG.
Proof. If the Ψ-action on the objects is free then so is the action on morphisms because if there
were a fixed point g : x ÝÑ y such that Φhpgq “ g then g P HomGpΨhpxq,Ψhpyqq and thus
Ψhpxq “ x.
Since H is compact we can therefore form the two symplectic manifoldsˆ
µ´1p0qäH,ωOb
˙
and
ˆ
η´1p0qäH,ωMor
˙
satisfying piO˚bωOb “ ωOb|µ´1p0q and similarly for the morphisms. Notice that
s´1pµ´1p0qq “ η´1p0q “ t´1pµ´1p0qq
and therefore the morphisms in G acting on µ´1p0q are precisely those contained in η´1p0q.
Recall that because h acts via homomorphisms all the structure maps of G are equivariant with
respect to the actions Ψ and Φ. Therefore they descend to the quotients giving rise to a groupoid
G H with symplectic structures on object and morphism manifold.
Next we argue that this groupoid is in fact ep-Lie. All the structure maps are smooth because
they arise from equivariant smooth maps5 and so the local slice theorem gives charts for the
quotients on which the maps are smooth by assumption. Thus G H is Lie. For the source map
s consider the diagram
η´1p0q s //
piMor

µ´1p0q
piOb

η´1p0qäH s // µ
´1p0qäH
5Even the multiplication map m : MorGsˆt MorG ÝÑ MorG restricts to m : η´1p0qsˆtη´1p0q ÝÑ η´1p0q which
is again a manifold on which H acts diagonally.
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Because s is a local diffeomorphism we know that kerpdgpiOb ˝ sq “ TpΦHpxqq “ kerpdgpiMorq
and piOb ˝ s is a submersion. Therefore s is a submersion, too. The same argument works for the
other structure maps showing that G H is in fact e´tale. The structure maps are also symplectic
as we have piO˚bωOb “ ωOb|µ´1p0q and piM˚orωMor “ ωMor|η´1p0q and therefore their pullbacks are
along the projections agree. Next we show that G H is in fact proper. Consider the diagram
η´1p0q sˆt //
piMor

µ´1p0q ˆ µ´1p0q
piObˆpiOb
η´1p0qäH sˆt // µ
´1p0qäH ˆ µ
´1p0qäH
of commuting continuous maps. Notice that µ
´1p0qäH ˆ µ
´1p0qäH is locally compact and
Hausdorff and piOb ˆ piOb is a closed map by definition whose preimage of a point is H and thus
compact. Also, the restriction of sˆ t to η´1p0q is proper as η´1p0q “ psˆ tq´1pµ´1p0q, µ´1p0qq
and thus preimages of compact subsets of µ´1p0q ˆ µ´1p0q are contained in η´1p0q. Therefore
preimages of compacts subsets of µ
´1p0qäH ˆµ
´1p0qäH in η´1p0q are compact and thus their
image under piMor are also compact. Thus G H is indeed an orbifold groupoid.
The symplectic homomorphism G|µ´1p0q is given by the projection onto the quotients by H on
objects and morphisms.
Remark 4.59. Of course, if H is a compact Abelian Lie group then the equivariance condition
on the moment map says Ψh˚µ “ µ and we can do symplectic reduction not just at zero but at
any regular value ξ P h˚. So in particular we can try to compare the cohomology classes of the
reduced symplectic forms at nearby values ξ and ξ0.
Theorem 4.60 (Duistermaat-Heckman). Consider a Hamiltonian torus action Tn on the orbifold
groupoid G. Let ξ0, ξ1 P t˚ be two points contained in an open connected component U Ă t˚
such that every ξ P U is a regular value of the moment map µ and Tn acts freely on all µ´1pξq.
Then there is a natural identification of the de Rham cohomologies H˚pG  Hrξ0s,Rq and
H˚pG Hrξ1s,Rq such that in H˚pG Hrξ0s,Rq we have
rωξ1s “ rωξ0s ` 2pi
@
ξ1 ´ ξ0, c1
`
µ´1pξ0q ÝÑ G Hrξ0s˘D .
Remark 4.61. Note that in Theorem 4.60 we assume free group actions of Tn on the object
manifold. This is probably not necessary as [DH82] allows for this by passing to orbifold quotients.
In our case, however, we already start with an orbifold and thus have to figure out what the
symplectic quotient should be exactly. For example, if x P ObG has automorphisms and is a
fixed point of the Tn-action, what should the automorphisms of the quotient be? This task
seems non-trivial. As we don’t need this case, we state everything for the free action on objects.
Proof. The original proof from [DH82] can be adapted to work on the object symplectic quotients
which yields the result.
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5. Orbifold Structure on the Moduli Space of
Closed Hurwitz Covers
This section deals with the construction of the orbifold structure on the moduli space of closed
Hurwitz covers. It will be built from the corresponding orbifold structure on Deligne–Mumford
space constructed in [RS06]. All the later results build on this section.
We will need many similar moduli spaces and a somewhat consistent notation to distinguish
them. Essentially the main difference is that some spaces contain maps between Riemann
surfaces, some contain only Riemann surfaces and some also have marked points on the boundary.
Furthermore, some spaces contain marked complex curves (or hyperbolic surfaces with cusps)
whereas others contain Riemann surfaces with boundaries (or hyperbolic surfaces with geodesic
boundary components of arbitrary length including cusps).
These spaces are summarized in Table A.1 and Table A.2 in Appendix A.1. In this chapter we
will deal with the moduli space of closed Hurwitz covers from Definition 2.1. For this we first
choose and fix combinatorial data as in Section 2.1, i.e. a tuple´
g, h, k, n, T “ pd, ν, tTiuni“1q , tljukj“1
¯
.
In general we equip moduli spaces with orbifold structures in the following way. We will have a
(non-small) groupoid category C with objects Obj C whose orbit space |C| we want to equip with
an orbifold structure. This category includes all possible objects and so in particular will not
have any manifold structure. However it will have a topology on the orbit space. The orbifold
structure for |C| is then given by a second groupoid G with objects and morphisms as in C but
fewer of them and which do have a manifold structure such that G forms an orbifold groupoid
together with a homeomorphism |G| ÝÑ |C|. This homeomorphism will usually be induced by a
functor G ùñ C whose induced map on the orbit spaces is continuous. The following diagram
demonstrates the involved spaces.
MorG φMor //Mor C
ObG φOb //

Ob C

|G| |φ| // |C|
In this diagram the category C is usually a large category including all considered objects whereas
the category G is a small one and carries the geometric structure we want to put on |C| by
making sure that the map |φ| is a homeomorphism. In our case this will usually be an orbifold
structure on |C|, i.e. the category G will be an ep-Lie groupoid.
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Unfortunately this ideal picture will not be possible to realize as the moduli space of closed
Hurwitz covers will not be of this type. We will see in Section 5.3 that this space does not look
locally like an orbifold but rather somewhat branched. Thus we will describe a different orbifold
category whose orbit space has a continuous map to the actual moduli space and which is
“branched” over codimension two subsets. This will not cause problems for our later calculations
in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 because we will be interested in integrals of volume forms and
pointwise degrees mainly.
We will adhere to the following convention. Groupoids containing all possible objects will be
denoted by a cursive R. Note that this is the category, so the orbit space – which is usually called
the moduli space – will be denoted by |R|. By contrast, we will use M for the orbifold categories
which will contain far less objects and morphisms. So for example the Deligne–Mumford space
for us is |Rg,n| for the appropriate category Rg,n instead of the more common Mg,n. In order
to distinguish various similar moduli spaces we will use the number of indices to denote whether
a space contains just surfaces or pairs of surfaces with maps in between. This means that one
pair of indices like in Rg,n denotes a category of surfaces with genus g and n marked points (or
boundaries) and Rg,k,h,n implies that its objects are at least triples pC,X, uq with u : C ÝÑ X
a map having certain properties. We will use hats and tildes to denote that the objects of a
category have more data like additional marked points or free homotopy classes of curves.
Again, for reference, Table A.1 and Table A.2 summarize most of the categories used in this
thesis. The precise definitions can be found in Definition 2.1 as well as Section 6.1.
5.1. Complex Gluing
We will now describe how to glue Hurwitz covers close to nodes. Recall that a Hurwitz cover
u : c ÝÑ X maps nodes to nodes and all preimages of nodes are nodes. Also, the degree of the
Hurwitz covers from both sides of the node is equal and non-zero.
5.1.1. Setup
Let C and X be nodal closed stable connected Riemann surfaces of genus g and h, respectively.
Let u : C ÝÑ X be a branched covering of degree d. By rX and rC we denote the normalization of
the surfaces, i.e. possibly disconnected closed stable smooth Riemann surfaces with a holomorphic
map to rC and rX, respectively, such that it is biholomorphic outside of the nodes. Thus every
node has two preimages in the normalization.
We will describe a neighborhood in the moduli space of Hurwitz covers |Rg,k,h,npT q| of pC, u,X,q,pq.
Now fix a branch point p P X and its preimages q1, . . . , ql P C which are nodes in C and the
map u has local degree ki from both sides at qi for all i “ 1, . . . , l. We will denote the points
corresponding to the node in the normalization by q:i and qi˚ . Looking at the nodal points in the
normalization each component close to qi is mapped to only one component close to p. This
means we can distinguish between “sides” of a node qi, i.e. we will denote all neighborhoods
and nodal points in the normalization with j “ : if they are mapped under u to the component
containing p: in rX and likewise for qi˚ and p˚. Please be aware that the notation might be
slightly misleading. We are not interested in the marked points of u : C ÝÑ X but we are
interested in the fibre over a node. This is why we will use the latter l to denote the number of
nodal preimages of a node and k1, . . . , kl for the degrees at the nodes which are in particular not
fixed by the data T .
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5.1.2. Choice of Coordinate Neighborhoods on the Surfaces
In order to glue annuli into the surface we need appropriate coordinate neighborhoods on the
surfaces. Note that the usual normal-form theorem for holomorphic maps between Riemann
surfaces actually only modifies the chart in the domain. Thus the following slight generalization
holds.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose u : C ÝÑ X is a holomorphic map between closed smooth Riemann
surfaces and upq1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ upqlq “ p. Then there exist coordinate charts φi : Ui ÝÑ Vi Ă C
and ψ : U ÝÑ V Ă C such that qi P Ui, p P U , φipqiq “ ψppq “ 0 together with unique integers
k1, . . . , kl such that for all i “ 1, . . . , l we have ψ ˝ u ˝ φ´1i pzq “ zki .
Proof. Uniqueness of the degrees follows as usual. For existence choose first any coordinate
charts rφi and rψ such that rφipqiq “ ψppq “ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , l. Now for some integers ki we have
ψ ˝ u ˝ prφiq´1pζq “ ζkiehipζq. Define Fipζq :“ ζehipζqki which implies F 1i p0q ‰ 0 meaning that Fi is
invertible in the neighborhood of the origin. Then define φipxq :“ Fi ˝ rφipxq for all i “ 1, . . . , l.
These maps are local biholomorphisms around the origin and satisfy
ψ ˝ u ˝ pφiq´1pzq “ ψ ˝ u ˝ prφiq´1 ˝ F´1i pzq “ pFipF´1i pzqqqki “ zki
close to zero.
Now we apply Lemma 5.1 to the map u : rC ÝÑ rX for the points q:i ÞÝÑ p: and qi˚ ÞÝÑ p˚ and
thus obtain charts rφji : rU ji ÝÑ rOji Ă C and rψj : rV j ÝÑ ĂWj Ă C such that
• rφji pqji q “ 0, rψjppjq “ 0 and
• for all i “ 1, . . . , l and j “ :, ˚ we have rψj ˝ u ˝ prφji q´1pzq “ zki .
Lemma 5.2. Given u : C ÝÑ X as above there exist biholomorphic coordinate charts φji :
U ji ÝÑ D for i “ 1, . . . , l and j “ :, ˚ as well as ψj : V j ÝÑ D such that φji pqji q “ 0 and
ψjppjq “ 0 and such that ψj ˝ u ˝ pφji q´1pzq “ zki .
Proof. Since p has only finitely many preimages under u we can find an  ą 0 such that
u´1
´
p rψjq´1pBp0qq¯ Ă lď
i“1
rU ji for j “ :, ˚. Now define
• pψjq´1 : D ÝÑ rX by pψjq´1pzq :“ p rψjq´1pzq and
• pφji q´1 : D ÝÑ rX by pφji q´1pzq :“ prφji q´1p ki?zq as well as
• U ji :“ φji pDq and V j :“ ψjpDq.
Then we have
ψj ˝ u ˝ pφji q´1pzq “ ψj
ˆ
u
ˆ´rφji¯´1 p ki?zq˙˙ “ ψj ˆ´rψj¯´1 ´p ki?zqki¯˙
“ p
ki
?
zqki

“ zki .
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Lemma 5.3. If the V j ’s are fixed in Lemma 5.2 then the maps ψj are unique up to rotation.
For fixed ψj ’s and open sets U ji the charts φ
j
i are unique up to rotations by ki-th roots of unity.
Proof. This is just the standard argument. Suppose there are two such charts ψj , then their
transition function would be a biholomorphism from the unit disc to the unit disc fixing the
origin and is thus a rotation. Similarly, if for fixed ψj and U
j
i we have two such charts φ
j
i then
their transition function must be rotation and because of the standard from of u in these charts
the angle θ must be such that kiθ “ 2pim for some m P Z.
5.1.3. Gluing Surfaces
In this section we want to define a parametrized disc in the space of branched covers close
to the given u : C ÝÑ X by opening up the node p P X. This map will be denoted by
Φ : D ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q. It will depend on the following data.
Definition 5.4. A disc structure for a Hurwitz cover u : C ÝÑ X and a node p P X is a
collection of
• neighborhoods V :, V ˚ around the nodal points corresponding to p,
• neighborhoods U :1 , U1˚ , . . . , U
:
l , Ul˚ around the preimages of p and
• coordinate charts φji : U
j
i ÝÑ D and ψj : V j ÝÑ D such that ψj ˝ u ˝ φji pzq “ zki .
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The name disc structure is taken from [HWZ11].
First we define for each a P D with a ‰ 0 a surface Xa by
Xa :“
rXz´pψ1q´1pB˚|a|p0qq \ pψ2q´1pB˚|a|p0qq¯
z „ z1 ðñ
z P V1zpψ1q´1pB˚|a|p0qq,
z1 P V2zpψ2q´1pB˚|a|p0qq,
ψ1pzq ¨ ψ2pz1q “ a
(5.1)
and for a “ 0 we set Xa :“ X.
Of course the equivalence relation is meant to also hold if the roles of z and z1 are reversed.
Note that this corresponds precisely to the logarithmic gluing profile in Hofer–Wysocki–Zehnder,
[HWZ11].
Now we want to define the branched covering Φpaq “ pua : Ca ÝÑ Xaq. Denote by Ap|a|, 1q “
tz P C | |a| ď |z| ď 1u the standard annulus of modulus 1
2pi
ln
ˆ
1
|a|
˙
“ ´ lnp|a|q
2pi
.
Repeat the gluing construction at a node qi in C defining a surface Cb for a gluing parameter b P D.
Using the coordinate charts we obtain injective holomorphic maps pφji q´1|Ap|b|,1q : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Cb
for j “ : and ˚. Since the map u is fixed outside this image we have to extend the map on
the boundary to the annulus as a holomorphic map onto the target annulus. This will give us
conditions on the admissible b P D for fixed parameter a P D.
Note that if such an extension to the annulus exists then it is unique. One can see this
by representing such a holomorphic map as a convergent Laurent series. Observe that the
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q1
C
X
u
ψ:
ψ˚
V :
V ˚
U :l
U :1 U1˚
Ul˚
φ:l
φ:1
φl˚
φ1˚
z ÞÑ zkl
z ÞÑ zk1
z ÞÑ zkl
z ÞÑ zk1
Figure 5.1.: The left-hand side corresponds to the :-data and the right-hand side to ˚-data. The
outer discs are actual unit discs in the complex plane.
holomorphic map can be extended slightly over the boundary of the annulus and thus the
coefficients are given by a circle integral along any one of the boundaries.
Let us denote the glued in cylinder by
Za :“
pV : \ V ˚qz
´
pψ:q´1pB˚|a|p0qq \ pψ˚q´1pB˚|a|p0qq
¯
w „ w1 ðñ
w P V :zpψ:q´1pB˚|a|p0qq,
w1 P V ˚zpψ˚q´1pB˚|a|p0qq,
ψ:pwq ¨ ψ˚pw1q “ a
Ă Xa
and in the same way
Yipbq :“
´
U :i \ Ui˚
¯
z
´
pφ:i q´1pB˚|b|p0qq \ pφi˚ q´1pB˚|b|p0qq
¯
w „ w1 ðñ
w P U :i zpφ:i q´1pB˚|b|p0qq,
w1 P Ui˚ zpφi˚ q´1pB˚|b|p0qq,
φ:i pwq ¨ φi˚ pw1q “ b
.
Lemma 5.5. There exists a holomorphic map f : Yipbq ÝÑ Za extending the boundary
conditions u|BU1i and u|BU2i if and only if bki “ a.
Proof. We will use the φ:i and ψ
˚ charts to reformulate the extension problem on the standard
annulus. We have biholomorphisms (note that we denote these maps in the same way as we
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denoted the charts by a slight abuse of notation)
φ:i : Yipbq ÝÑ Ap|b|, 1q,
φi˚ : Yipbq ÝÑ Ap|b|, 1q,
ψ: : Za ÝÑ Ap|a|, 1q,
ψ˚ : Za ÝÑ Ap|a|, 1q.
Let us denote the local representative of f in the :-charts by v : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a|, 1q. The local
representation of the boundary condition from u at |z| “ 1 looks like vpzq “ zki because the
coordinate charts were chosen in such a way that u was locally given by z ÞÝÑ zki . The same
is true at the other boundary component but here the coordinates φi˚ and ψ
˚ were used so we
have to reformulate the boundary condition via the coordinates coming from φ:i and ψ
:.
We have
v|t|z|“|b|u “ ψ: ˝ u ˝ pφ:i q´1 “ ψ: ˝ pψ˚q´1 ˝ ψ˚ ˝ u ˝ pφi˚ q´1 ˝ φi˚ ˝ pφ:i q´1
and thus for |z| “ |b|
vpzq “ ψ: ˝ pψ˚q´1 ˝ ψ˚ ˝ u ˝ pφi˚ q´1
ˆ
b
z
˙
“ ψ: ˝ pψ˚q´1
˜ˆ
b
z
˙ki¸
“ a
bki
zki .
Now v : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a|, 1q Ă C is a holomorphic map which needs to be extendable to a
small open neighborhood of the annulus. Thus it can be written as a Laurent series converging
on a small open neighborhood of the annulus and therefore its coefficients can be calculated by
the usual Cauchy integral around a circle, e.g. |z| “ 1. Thus the holomorphic extension is unique.
Since vpzq “ zki extends the boundary condition to a map on any open annulus containing
|z| “ 1 we see that vpzq “ zki holds on the whole cylinder Ap|b|, 1q. Thus the other boundary
condition gives vpzq “ zki “ a
bki
zki and therefore a “ bki . This proves necessity of the relation.
The condition a “ bki is also sufficient for the existence of an extension because we can take the
above construction as the definition of v : Ap|a|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|b|, 1q and then define f :“ pψ:q´1˝v˝φ:i
which is well-defined and satisfies the requirements by construction .
Thus we see that the set of b “ pb1, . . . , blq that allow for holomorphic maps u : Cb ÝÑ Xa
extending the given map outside of the glued cylinder is given by
tpb1, . . . , blq P Dl | bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll u
and the map to the coordinate disc a ÞÝÑ Xa is given by pb1, . . . , bkq ÞÝÑ bk11 .
Remark 5.6. Note that the set tpb1, . . . , blq P Dl | bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll u is not a manifold in general
because e.g. for l “ 2 and k1 “ k2 “ 2 we have
tpb1, b2q P D2 | b21 “ b22u “ tpb1, b2q P D2 | b1 “ ˘b2u,
which is the union of two discs intersecting at the origin only. However, some of the cylinders
might be such that gluing them into the surface gives isomorphic covers which might have to be
identified when parametrizing inequivalent covers.
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In any case we can try to parametrize a disc of deformations of u : C ÝÑ X in the following way.
Definition 5.7. Define the map Φ : D ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q by
Φpwq :“ puw : Cbpwq ÝÑ Xapwqq,
where bpwq “ pw Kk1 , . . . , wKkl q and apwq “ wK and u is defined as above by gluing in the cylinders
Yipbpzqiq for i “ 1, . . . , l and extending the map as before. Here, K “ lcmpk1, . . . , klq denotes
the least common multiple. Also the marked points are enumerated in the same way as on the
original u and we do not have to specify anything new because the nodes are not enumerated.
Lemma 5.8. The map b : D ÝÑ tpb1, . . . , blq P Dl | bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll u given by bpwq “
pw Kk1 , . . . , wKkl q is injective.
Proof. Abbreviate ai :“ K
li
for i “ 1, . . . , l. Suppose b was not injective, then there exist two
complex numbers w1, w2 P D different from zero such that wa11 “ wa12 , . . . , wal1 “ wal2 . Then there
exists ξ P C such that w1 “ ξw2 which satisfies
ξa1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ξal “ 1.
Now notice that if the greatest common divisor gcdpa1, . . . , alq “ λ was not equal to one there
would exist natural numbers m1, . . . ,ml such that for all i “ 1, . . . , l we had ai “ K
ki
“ miλ and
thus
K
λ
“ miki meaning that K
λ
was also a common multiple of k1, . . . , kl. By assumption K
was the least common multiple, so λ “ 1 and thus the a1, . . . , al are coprime.
Since the lemma of Be´zout holds for l numbers there exist integers m1, . . . ,ml such that
1 “ gcdpa1, . . . , alq “ m1a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨mlal. Therefore
ξ “ ξgcdpa1,...,alq “ ξm1a1`¨¨¨`mlal “ pξa1qm1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pξalqml “ 1.
5.1.4. Gluing Isomorphisms
If we want to talk about orbifold structures on the moduli space we need to consider auto-
morphisms and more general any biholomorphisms between Hurwitz covers and the relation
between biholomorphisms of a nodal cover and biholomorphisms of nearby glued ones. Recall
that a morphism between two Hurwitz covers u : C ÝÑ X and v : D ÝÑ Y is given by
biholomorphisms Φ : C ÝÑ D and ϕ : X ÝÑ Y such that ϕ ˝ u “ u ˝ Φ. We denote such a
morphism by pΦ, ϕq : u ùñ v.
Remark 5.9. Note that a biholomorphism of a nodal surface is a biholomorphism of the
(disconnected) normalization which agrees on the two preimages of nodes and thus induces a
homeomorphism of the nodal surfaces. Secondly, note that such a biholomorphism needs to map
nodes to nodes and critical points to critical points preserving the degrees.
Remark 5.10. Since we need twice as many objects as before let us first fix the notation. We
will consider two Hurwitz covers between nodal surfaces u : C ÝÑ X and v : D ÝÑ Y with
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nodal points p P X and r P Y together with disc structures around those nodes. So in particular
we will describe biholomorphisms at every node locally. We will assume that the nodes have
both l preimages, that the kissing numbers of both Hurwitz covers k1, . . . , kl are the degrees of
the u at the two sides of the nodes and are equal, respectively, and that the enumerations of the
disc structures correspond to each other. The parameters for gluing u will be denoted by b P Dl
and a P D and those for gluing v by b1 P Dl and a1 P D. The disc structure of u has charts φ:i
and φi˚ as well as ψ
: and ψ˚. The disc structure charts of v will be denoted by ρ:i , ρi˚ , η
: and
η˚. The glued in cylinders will be denoted by Cipbiq, Dipb1iq, Xpaq and Y pa1q. Then we have the
following diagram of maps for the normalizations of the nodal surfaces
D D D D
U :i
φ:i
__
u

Φ
++Ui˚
φ˚i
??
u

Φ
33O:i
ρ:i
__
v

Oi˚
ρ˚i
>>
v

V :
ψ:
~~
ϕ
,,V ˚
ψ˚
  
ϕ 22W
:
η:
~~
W ˚
η˚
!!
D D D D
(5.2)
and for the glued surfaces
Ap|b|, 1q Ap|b|, 1q Ap|b1|, 1q Ap|b1|, 1q
Cipbiq
φ:i
ee
Φbb1
,,
φ˚i
99
ub

Dipb1iq
ρ:i
ee
vb1

ρ˚i
99
Xa
ψ:
yy
ϕbb1
,,
ψ˚
%%
Ya1
η:
yy
η˚
%%
Ap|a|, 1q Ap|a|, 1q Ap|a1|, 1q Ap|a1|, 1q
(5.3)
Note that we denoted the open sets underlying the disc structures by U ji , V
j , Oji and W
j ,
respectively. Also we will denote the morphisms by pΦ, ϕq : u ùñ v and pΦbb1 , ϕbb1q : ub ùñ vb1 .
Proposition 5.11. Let two nodal Hurwitz covers u : C ÝÑ X and v : D ÝÑ Y be given
together with nodes p P X and r P Y as well as disc structures around these nodes. Let
furthermore a morphism pΦ, ϕq : u ùñ v be given such that ϕppq “ r and which maps all the
coordinate neighborhoods of the disc structure of p P X to the coordinate neighborhoods of the
disc structure of r P Y keeping the enumeration of the preimages.
Then for each b P Dl there exists a unique b1 P Dl such that the morphism pΦ, ϕq induces a
morphism pΦbb1 , ϕbb1q : ub ùñ vb1 which coincides with pΦ, ϕq outside of
lğ
i“1
Cipbiq Ă Cb.
Proof. Use the notation from Remark 5.10. Given parameters a and b such that bkii “ a for
i “ 1, . . . , l we ask what the conditions are that the morphism pΦ, ϕq induces boundary conditions
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on the circles of the glued annuli Cipbiq such that these extend to biholomorphisms over the
annuli Cipbiq ÝÑ Dipb1iq and such that the center square in Eq. (5.3) commutes.
First note that the local representatives ρji ˝ Φ ˝ pφji q´1 : D ÝÑ D are biholomorphisms of the
unit disc fixing zero, therefore by the Schwarz lemma there exists an angle βji P r0, 2piq such
that ρji ˝ Φ ˝ pφji q´1pzq “ eiβ
j
i z on the whole disc. Analogously there exists an angle αj P r0, 2piq
such that ηj ˝ ϕ ˝ pψjq´1pzq “ eiαjz. Thus we see that the induced boundary conditions in the
respective charts are rotations by these corresponding angles.
Since pΦ, ϕq : u ùñ v is a morphism we can write down the relation v ˝ Φ “ ϕ ˝ u in the :- and
˚-representatives to obtain
eiα
: “ eikiβ:i ,
eiα
˚ “ eikiβ˚i .
(5.4)
To see this also recall that ψj ˝ u ˝ pφji q´1pzq “ zki and correspondingly for v. This gives
conditions on the rotation angles the morphism can induce in our charts.
Now suppose we glue u and v using the parameters b and b1. Then we need a “ bkii and a1 “ pb1iqki
in order to obtain glued maps. Note also that the maps
ρ:i ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφ:i q´1 : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|b1|, 1q
ρi˚ ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφi˚ q´1 : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|b1|, 1q
η: ˝ ϕbb1 ˝ pψ:q´1 : Ap|a|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a1|, 1q
η˚ ˝ ϕbb1 ˝ pψ˚q´1 : Ap|a|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a1|, 1q
need to satisfy the boundary condition z ÞÝÑ eiγz on the boundary |z| “ 1 for the appropriate
angle γ. As above such a holomorphic function defined on an annulus is actually uniquely defined
by its boundary because the holomorphic function is extendable to a small open neighborhood
and thus the Laurent coefficients can be calculated by the usual Cauchy integral. Thus the maps
do actually coincide with z ÞÝÑ eiγz on all of the annuli. Thus we only need to find necessary and
sufficient conditions that the map coincides on the inner boundary as well. E.g. reformulating
the first identity by inserting the transition functions we obtain
eiβ
:
i z “ ρ:i ˝ pρi˚ q´1 ˝ ρi˚ ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφi˚ q´1 ˝ φi˚ ˝ pφ:i q´1pzq
“ ρ:i ˝ pρi˚ q´1 ˝ ρi˚ ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφi˚ q´1
ˆ
bi
z
˙
“ ρ:i ˝ pρi˚ q´1
ˆ
eiβ
˚
i
bi
z
˙
“ b
1
i
bi
e´iβ
˚
i z
and thus b1i “ bieipβ
:
i`β‹i q. Similarly one obtains a1 “ aeipα:`α˚q by looking at the local represen-
tatives of ϕ.
Note that the angles α:, α˚, β:i and βi˚ are fixed by the given morphism, so these equations fix
unique b1 and a1. Also note that if these relations are satisfied we do indeed get a morphism
pΦbb1 , ϕbb1q : ub ùñ vb1 because the maps extend over the cylinder to a global biholomorphic map,
a1 “ b1lii holds indeed and vb1 ˝ Φbb1 “ ϕbb1 ˝ ub is true. The latter holds by definition outside of
the cylinders and on the cylinder local calculations show that it is again equivalent to Eq. (5.4)
which holds again by assumption.
Corollary 5.12. Let u : C ÝÑ X be a given Hurwitz cover with a nodal point p P X and a disc
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structure around p. Then there exists a morphism between ub : Cb ÝÑ Xa and ub1 : Cb1 ÝÑ Xa1
which is equal to the identity outside of
kğ
i“1
Yipbiq Ă Cb if and only if b “ b1.
Proof. Choose u “ v in the last theorem and use the same disc structure everywhere. Then since
the morphism is the identity outside of the glued cylinders all angles are zero and we obtain
b “ b1.
Proposition 5.13. Let two nodal Hurwitz covers u : C ÝÑ X and v : D ÝÑ Y be given
together with nodes p P X and r P Y together with disc structures around p and r. Suppose
there exists a morphism pΦbb1 , ϕbb1q : ub ùñ vb1 such that ϕbb1pXaq “ Ya1 for some b P Dl and
b1 P Dl and a “ bkii as well as a1 “ b1kii . Here ub : Cb ÝÑ Xa and vb1 : Db1 ÝÑ Ya1 are defined as
in Section 5.1.3 using the given disc structures and such that Φbb1 maps the glued cylinders onto
each other preserving the enumeration, i.e. Φbb1pCipbiqq “ Dipb1iq. Then there exists a unique
morphism pΦ, ϕq : u ùñ v which coincides with pΦbb1 , ϕbb1q outside of
lğ
i“1
U :i \ Ui˚ Ă C and
V : \ V ˚ Ă D.
Proof. First note that the only biholomorphisms of an annulus fixing the boundary components
setwise are given by rotations, see e.g. Farkas and Kra.1
Recall the proof of Proposition 5.11 and the coordinate chart diagrams Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3).
The local representatives
ρ:i ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφ:i q´1 : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|b1|, 1q
ρi˚ ˝ Φbb1 ˝ pφi˚ q´1 : Ap|b|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|b1|, 1q
η: ˝ ϕbb1 ˝ pψ:q´1 : Ap|a|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a1|, 1q
η˚ ˝ ϕbb1 ˝ pψ˚q´1 : Ap|a|, 1q ÝÑ Ap|a1|, 1q
are biholomorphisms of annuli preserving the boundary at |z| “ 1 and are thus given by rotations
by angles β:i , βi˚ , α
: and α˚, respectively. Again, because the diagram has two commute and
because the transition maps of the charts are holomorphic we obtain conditions on these angles
as in the proof of Proposition 5.11, namely
b1i “ bieipβ
:
i`β˚i q,
a1 “ aeipα:`α˚q,
eiα
: “ eikiβ:i ,
eiα
˚ “ eikiβ˚i ,
which are again the same conditions for the maps as above.
Therefore we can define a morphism Φ : C ÝÑ D by Φbb1 outside of
lğ
i“1
U :i \ Ui˚ and extend it
on U ji by z ÞÝÑ eiβ
j
i z in local coordinates φji and ρ
j
i and correspondingly for ϕ.
1Without the condition on the boundary components there also exist biholomorphisms that switch these boundary
components, namely z ÞÑ r
z
for r ď |z| ď 1.
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Remark 5.14. Note that the condition for pΦ, ϕq to map the glued cylinders onto each other is
rather restrictive and does not need to be satisfied for general Hurwitz covers and arbitrary disc
structures.
5.1.5. Analyzing Singularities of the Parametrization
Lemma 5.15. The set B :“ tpb1, . . . , blq P Dl | bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll u is a smooth complex curve
except at the origin for k1, . . . , kl ě 1 if at least one degree is strictly bigger than one. Otherwise
it is smooth everywhere.
Proof. The set from the lemma is the zero set of the map F : Dl ÝÑ Cl´1 given by
Dl Q b ÞÝÑ pbk11 ´ bk22 , bk22 ´ bk33 , . . . , bkl´1l´1 ´ bkll q P Cl´1.
Since F is holomorphic its differential is i-linear and thus rkR dbF “ 2 rkC dCb F and is given by
the matrix¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
k1b
k1´1
1 ´k2bk2´12 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
0 k2b
k2´1
2 ´k3bk3´13 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
0 0 k3b
k3´1
3 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl´2bkl´2´1l´2 ´kl´1bkl´1´1l´1 0
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 kl´1bkl´1´1l´1 ´klbkl´1l
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Thus we see
rkR dbF “ 2pl ´ 1q ´ 2#ti P t1, . . . , l ´ 1u | ki ą 1 and bi “ 0u
which implies that B is a smooth complex submanifold of complex dimension one except when
one bi and therefore all bi are zero.
Definition 5.16. Define K :“ lcmpk1, . . . , klq and bξ :“ bξ1,...,ξl : D ÝÑ B by
bξ1,...,ξlpwq :“ pξ1w
K
k1 , . . . , ξlw
K
kl q
where the ξi are such that ξ
ki
i “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . , l.
Lemma 5.17. Each map bξ1,...,ξl : Dzt0u ÝÑ B is an injectively immersed holomorphic (punc-
tured) disc.
Proof. Each bξ is an injective map by Lemma 5.8. As a polynomial in w, bξ is holomorphic
as a map from D to Cl. Since the complex structure on B is given by restricting the complex
structure on Cl we get that bξ : Dzt0u ÝÑ B is holomorphic. Its differential is given by
dwbξ “
ˆ
K
k1
ξ1w
K
k1
´1
, . . . ,
K
kl
ξlw
K
kl
´1
˙
dw
which is injective whenever w ‰ 0.
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Lemma 5.18. The discs bξ1,...,ξl cover all of B, i.e.
k1,...,klď
j1“1,...,jl“1
bξj1 ,...,ξjl pDq “ B, where the indices
are such that all combinations of roots are covered in Definition 5.16.
Proof. In order to show the lemma, first notice that bξ1,...,ξlpwq P B because´
ξiw
K
ki
¯ki “ wK “ ˆξjw Kkj ˙kj
for all i ‰ j and |ξwKki | ď 1. For the other inclusion we need to show that for any given
b “ pb1, . . . , blq such that bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll there exist ξ1, . . . , ξl and w P D such that bξ1,...,ξlpwq “ b.
For this, denote by a :“ bk11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bkll and a “ |a|eiα with α P r0, 2pis. Then define
w :“ Ka|a|ei αK and ξi :“ bie´i αki
ki
a|a| for i “ 1, . . . , l. Then we have that |w| ď 1 and ξkii “ b
ki
i e
´iα
|a| “ 1
as well as
bξ1,...,ξlpwq “ pξ1 k1
a|a|ei αk1 , . . . , ξl kla|a|ei αkl q “ pb1, . . . , blq.
This proves the statement.
Lemma 5.19. Let ξ1, . . . , ξl, η1, . . . , ηl P C be given such that ξkii “ ηkii “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . , l
and consider bξ : D ÝÑ B and bη : D ÝÑ B, where we abbreviate bξ :“ bξ1,...,ξl and bη :“ bη1,...,ηl .
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exist nonzero v, w P D such that bξpvq “ bηpwq.
(ii) We have Impbξq “ Impbηq.
(iii) There exist αi P S1 such that ξi “ αiηi for all i “ 1, . . . , l and a solution ζ P S1 of the
system of equations αi “ ζ
K
ki for i “ 1, . . . , l.
Proof. Item (i)ùñItem (ii): Suppose there exist nonzero v, w P D such that bξpvq “ bηpwq which
implies ξiv
K
ki “ ηiw
K
ki for i “ 1, . . . , l. If v1 P D then there exists λ P C such that v1 “ λv. Then
we have
bξpv1q “ bξpλvq “ pξ1pλvq
K
k1 , . . . , ξlpλvq
K
kl q “ pλ Kk1 ξ1v
K
k1 , . . . , λ
K
kl ξlv
K
kl q
“ pλ Kk1 η1w
K
k1 , . . . , λ
K
kl ηlw
K
kl q “ bηpλwq
which shows Impbξq Ă Impbηq and the other inclusion follows in the same way.
Item (ii)ùñItem (iii): Since bξ : Dzt0u ÝÑ B is a holomorphic injective immersion between
complex curves its inverse (defined on its image) is also holomorphic and thus b´1ξ ˝bη : Dzt0u ÝÑ
Dzt0u is a bounded holomorphic map defined on the punctured disc and can therefore be extended
to a biholomorphism b´1ξ ˝ bη : D ÝÑ D. Since this map also fixes the origin it must be a rotation
by some ζ P S1. This means that for all v P D we have bξpζvq “ bηpvq which implies for
i “ 1, . . . , l that ξipζvq
K
ki “ ηiv
K
ki . Since this holds also for v ‰ 0 we obtain ξiζ
K
ki “ ηi. Define
αi :“ ζ
K
ki which satisfy αki “ 1 because ξkii “ ηkii “ 1 and ζK “ αkii “ 1.
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Item (iii)ùñItem (i): We want to show that there exists a point v P D such that bξp1q “ bηpvq.
This equation is equivalent to ξi “ ηiv
K
ki for i “ 1, . . . , l. Since ξi “ αiηi by assumption we need
to find a solution to the equations αi “ v
K
ki for i “ 1, . . . , l which is again possible by (iii).
Remark 5.20. Note that condition (iii) implies αkii “ 1 and ζK “ 1 because ξkii “ ηkii .
Definition 5.21. Define P :“ tpξ1, . . . , ξlq P Cl | ξkii “ 1u. The group Z{KZ of K-th unit roots
acts on P by ζ ˝ ξ :“
´
ξ1ζ
K
k1 , . . . , ξlζ
K
ki
¯
.
Corollary 5.22. We have Impbζ˝ξq “ Impbξq.
Proof. By Lemma 5.19 the images of two discs bξ and bη are equal if and only if there exists
ζ P S1 such that ξ “ ζ ˝ η.
Lemma 5.23. The group Z{KZ acts freely on P.
Proof. Suppose ζ ˝ ξ “ ξ. Then ξiζ
K
ki “ ξi and thus ζ
K
ki “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . , l. By the proof of
Lemma 5.8 this implies ζ “ 1.
Corollary 5.24. The set B is parametrized by
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl
K
injective holomorphic discs which are
pairwise disjoint if you remove the origin of the disc.
Proof. The set B is covered by |P| “ k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl injective holomorphic discs which are equal if
and only if they lie on the same Z{KZ-orbit which consists of exactly K elements by the last
lemma.
5.2. Hyperbolic Description Of Gluing
This section deals with the construction of the Hurwitz deformation family which will be used
to construct the orbifold version of Rg,k,h,npT q.
5.2.1. Setup
Now we choose all those objects that we need in order to define a parametrization of a neighbor-
hood of a given nodal branched cover u : C ÝÑ X. The last point will depend on a compact set
K on the surface X which will be chosen after the first three steps2.
Definition 5.25. Given an admissible cover u : C ÝÑ X we make the following choices.
(i) A hyperbolic metric g on every connected component of the normalization rX of X such
that all special points3 are cusps and which is compatible with its complex structure and
orientation,
(ii) a set of decomposing curves on rX, i.e. a multicurve Γ of closed simple hyperbolic geodesics
such that rXzΓ consists of (open) hyperbolic pairs of pants,
2The purpose of this set is to make sure that the disc structure on X will be disjoint from all hyperbolic geodesics
in the slightly perturbed hyperbolic structures nearby.
3Recall that special points include marked points and nodes.
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(iii) a completion of the multicurve u´1pΓq to a set of decomposing curves of rC for its hyperbolic
metric. Note that preimages of closed simple hyperbolic geodesics under a local isometry
are possibly disconnected simple closed geodesics, so u´1pΓq can indeed be completed in
this way. Also note that the preimage of a pair of pants under a degree-d cover has Euler
characteristics ´d and may be disconnected. Having a pair of pants decomposition we
choose
(iv) a disc structure pV j , U ji , φji , ψjq at every node p P X such that the V j are contained in the
interior of the cusp neighborhood of the nodal points p: and p˚.
We call such a choice a hyperbolic deformation preparation.
Remark 5.26. A few comments are in order.
(i) We will refer to a hyperbolic metric on rXztspecial pt.u as a hyperbolic metric on rX with
cusps in the special points in order to avoid introducing yet another symbol. It will always
be clear from the context where the hyperbolic metric is actually defined.
(ii) Note that the hyperbolic metric on rX induces a unique hyperbolic metric on rC such that
u is a local isometry compatible with its complex structure and orientation such that the
special points on rC are cusps. This is because we can pull back the hyperbolic metric
outside of the special points which include all branched points so it is an actual cover.
(iii) The disc structure at a node is chosen to be contained in the interior of a cusp neighborhood.
The reason for this is that when we vary the hyperbolic structure the maximal cusp
neighborhood will change but we want to keep the fixed disc structure within a cusp region.
5.2.2. Local Parametrizations
Consider a branched covering u : C ÝÑ X in ObjRg,k,h,npT q of type T including enumerations
of the critical and marked points with one node p P X singled out as in Appendix A.1. We will
define a map Ψ : U ÝÑ ObjRg,k,h,npT q with U Ă R6h´6`2n and u P ΨpUq in the following steps:
(i) Vary the complex structure on X away from the node.
(ii) Pull back the uniformized hyperbolic structure on X via u.
(iii) Glue in the complex cylinders as in Section 5.1.5.
(iv) Modify the domain of parametrization by using Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates.
This family of Hurwitz covers constructed this way will later be used to define a manifold
structure on the sets of objects and morphisms in Rg,k,h,npT q. The last step is used to obtain
the symplectic Weil–Petersson structure on the resulting orbifold. Note that the word “local”
means in this context that the construction takes place at one node in X but we will of course
later on repeat this construction at all nodes in X. So in the following we will assume that the
target surface has only one node and then generalize later to more than one node.
Varying the complex structure on X away from the node
First do steps one to three in Section 5.2.1, i.e. choose a hyperbolic metric g of the normalizationrX and a set of decomposing curves Γ on rX as well as a completion of the multicurve u´1pΓq to
a set of decomposing curves on rC.
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Now consider the space Q :“ T rX,ZYtp˚,p:u which is the Teichmu¨ller space of the surface that
we obtain if we normalize the node p and consider the two new nodal points as marked points.
Note that this space is a manifold as it is either a usual Teichmu¨ller space if the normalization
is connected or the product of two Teichmu¨ller spaces if the node was separating. In both cases
the corresponding Teichmu¨ller space carries a universal family pi : C ÝÑ Q and is of dimension
6h´ 8` 2n. This universal family is again locally trivial as was described in Section 3.3. Also it
carries a continuous fibre metric η which on each fibre is the hyperbolic metric uniformizing the
complex structure of the underlying fibre, see Proposition 3.11.
The complex curve X defines a point r rXs P Q and so we can choose Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates
Φ : U ÝÑ V Ă R6h´8`2n in a small neighborhood around rXs P U Ă Q. For these coordinates
we use the earlier chosen set of decomposing curves. Using a trivialization Ξ : pi´1pUq ÝÑ U ˆ rX
of the universal Teichmu¨ller curve in a neighborhood of r rXs we obtain for each t P V a hyperbolic
structure on rX without special points by defining
gt :“
`
Ξ´1 ˝ ιt
˘˚
η,
where ιt : rX ÝÑ U ˆ rX is given by ιtppq “ pt, pq and η is the fibre metric as above. Thus we
can now associate to each t P U a hyperbolic surface p rX, gtq. This surface has various cusps,
two of which are interpreted as a nodal pair.
Pulling back the hyperbolic structure
Given the hyperbolic metric gt and the map
u : rCztspecial pointsu ÝÑ X ÝÑ rXztcuspsu
we pull back the hyperbolic metric gt from rX to rC outside of the cusps. This map is by definition
a local isometry and thus holomorphic for the corresponding complex structures. Denote the
new complex curve by rCu˚t which is just the surface rC with a new complex structure. Note
that the pulled-back hyperbolic metric is again complete, has finite area and is compatible with
the pulled-back complex structure outside the cusps and thus has cups at the punctures.
This construction does of course preserve the local degrees of the map u as we only modified
the structures on the surfaces and thus all the properties of a Hurwitz covering are preserved.
Switching back to the nodal picture we have thus constructed for each t P U a nodal Hurwitz
covering u : Cu˚t ÝÑ Xt.
Gluing of cylinders
Recall from Section 5.1.5 that a neighborhood of nodal branched covers in Deligne–Mumford
space of the source surface has possible gluing parameters at the l nodes in a fibre parametrized
by
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl
K
discs which are pairwise disjoint except at the central point. Thus we fix one such
disc bξ :“ bξ1,...,ξl : D ÝÑ B Ă Cl and describe one deformation for every such disc. Next we
build a “mixed” surface Xpt,aq for each pt, aq P U ˆ D as follows.
Recall that we have the universal curve over Teichmu¨ller space pi : C ÝÑ Q together with a
trivialization over U Ă Q and the hyperbolic fibre metric η. We choose a disc structure in the
interior of the cusp neighborhood around the nodes. This way, by restricting to a sufficiently
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small neighborhood U of r rXs P Q we can make sure that the disc structure is still contained in
the cusp neighborhood. To see this notice that η is continuous and that by Lemma 3.24 the
cusp neighborhood is bounded by a horocycle of length two. This implies that the boundary
of the cusp neighborhood depends continuously on the point in U and therefore if U is small
enough this boundary does not intersect a disc structure in the interior of the cusp region.
Next we glue in cylinders with parameter a as in Eq. (5.1) for the various fibres Xt in the family
for t P U . This way we obtain complex surfaces Xpt,aq for pt, aq P U ˆ D.
At the same time we glue in cylinders using bξpzq as a parameter in the surface Cu˚t and define
the map uz : Cu˚t,bξpzq ÝÑ Xt,apzq as in Definition 5.7 with apzq :“ bξpzqkii for any i “ 1, . . . , l.
Modifying the domain of parametrization
On the surfaces Xt,apzq we now have a set of decomposing curves by taking Γ and adding a curve
wrapping once around the glued-in cylinder. The surfaces fit together in a flat family Y ÝÑ UˆD
with Y :“
ğ
pt,zqPUˆD
Xt,apzq because Y is just the pull back of the plumbing family constructed in
[RS06] and [HK14] along the holomorphic map U ˆ D ÝÑ U ˆ D given by pt, zq ÞÑ pt, apzqq. A
flat family in our case is a proper holomorphic map between complex manifolds having at most
nodal points.
Together with the set of decomposing curves we thus obtain Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates
Φ : U ˆ D ÝÑ R6h´6`2n, see Proposition 6.1 in [HK14]. After shrinking the domain of Φ if
necessary this map is a homeomorphism onto its image by Theorem 9.11 in [HK14]. Thus we
obtain an open set U Ă R6h´6`2n such that the inverse Φ´1 : U ÝÑ U ˆ D is well-defined and
thus we can define Ψξ,u by parametrizing a family of Hurwitz covers via
Ψξ,u : U ÝÑ U ˆ D ÝÑObRg,k,h,npT q
w ÞÝÑ Φ´1pwq (5.5)
pt, zq ÞÝÑpuz : Cu˚t,bξpzq ÝÑ Xt,apzqq.
Note that this parametrization is defined in such a way that the point in U does indeed specify
the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates of the set of decomposing curves of the target surface, although
we used the complex formulation as an intermediate step. The definition of the map uz was
stated in Definition 5.7.
Remark 5.27. Let us node that we can of course repeat the construction at every note of the
target surface independently as the choices for the hyperbolic deformation preparation were such
that all the constructions happen “far away” from each other. This means that if the target X
has 0 ď l ď 3h´ 3` n nodes then we obtain a map
Ψξ,u : U ÝÑ U ˆ Dl ÝÑObRg,k,h,npT q
w ÞÝÑ Φ´1pwq
pt, zq ÞÝÑpuz : Cu˚t,bξpzq ÝÑ Xt,apzqq
where U is a product of the Teichmu¨ller spaces of the smooth components of X.
Remark 5.28. By constructing this family of Hurwitz covers we also build families of nodal
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Xu
C
U
Xt
Cu˚t Cu˚t,bξpzq
uz
Xt,apzq
U ˆ D
U
Φ
Figure 5.2.: This diagram illustrates the process how we constructed the Hurwitz deformation.
First we vary the hyperbolic structure on the smooth part of X, then we pull this
back to C, next we glue in the local construction from Section 5.1 and then we
reparametrize by using Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates as in [HK14].
Riemann surfaces, namely ğ
pt,zqPUˆD
Cu˚t,bξpzq ÝÑ U ˆ Dl
for the source surface and ğ
pt,zqPUˆD
Xt,apzq ÝÑ U ˆ Dl
for the target surface. Note that the latter one was built in precisely the same way as the universal
unfolding of the target surface, i.e. this is a universal unfolding of X, see Section 5.3.2 for more
explanations. Anyway, suppose we have fixed a nodal Hurwitz cover u : C ÝÑ X and equipped it
with a hyperbolic deformation preparation together with maps bξp : D ÝÑ Bp Ă C#tnodes over pu
for every node p in X. Then we obtain an unfolding of the source surface C and thus it comes
with a unique holomorphic map into the universal unfolding BC of C in a small neighborhood
of the central point. We define the set Apu : C ÝÑ Xq Ă BC or Apuq as the union of all these
images over all possible choices of discs bξp for all the nodes p P X. Thus Apu : C ÝÑ Xq Ă BC
describes the set of complex structures close to C constructed via the above Hurwitz deformations.
We will see in Lemma 5.35 that the germ of this set is indeed independent of the choices.
5.3. Construction of an Orbifold Structure on the Branched Cover
of the Moduli Space of Closed Hurwitz Covers
5.3.1. Manifold Structure on the Set of Objects
The purpose of this section is to use the prior gluing constructions to define an orbifold structure
for the category Rg,k,h,npT q. Thus we will define an orbifold category Mg,k,h,npT q with an
homeomorphism from its orbit space to |Rg,k,h,npT q|. We will define an ep Lie-groupoid with
compact orbit space which will be a morphism covering over the moduli space of complex
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structures of the target surface and which will have a continuous map to the actual moduli space
of Hurwitz covers. This map will be branched in a certain way over isomorphism classes of nodal
Hurwitz covers and comes from the local description in Section 5.1.5. This chapter deals with
the manifold structure on the objects.
So suppose we are given the following objects:
• A countable set Λ of Hurwitz covers.
• For any λ P Λ a family of Hurwitz covers Ψλ defined on Oλ which is constructed as in
Section 5.2.2 deforming the Hurwitz cover λ.
Here, the index λ actually contains a bit of extra data besides the (central) Hurwitz cover
uλ : Cλ ÝÑ Xλ necessary for defining Ψλ. This means that λ includes
• a hyperbolic deformation preparation (see Section 5.2.1),
• a choice of ξ P Cmp with ξki “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . ,mp for each node p in the target space
where mp is the number of nodal preimages of the node p in C
λ and4
• an enumeration of the branched and nodal points as well as
• open neighborhoods in the Teichmu¨ller spaces of the normalization of Xλ.
Since |Mh,n| is covered by finitely many strata which are manifolds and since every surface X
has only finitely many equivalence classes of Hurwitz covers of fixed type T it is possible to
choose a finite set Λ such that all equivalence classes in |Rg,k,h,npT q| are covered by
ď
λPΛ
|Ψλ|.
Also note that given such a set we can of course refine the covering by enlarging Λ such that the
sets Oλ become smaller. This will be necessary because we need to choose the Oλ such that a
certain set of fibre-isomorphisms from ΨλpOλq to Ψλ1pOλ1q becomes a manifold, see Section 5.3.2.
So, up to possible later refinements of the choice of Λ we make the following definition.
Definition 5.29. The object set of the orbifold category of Hurwitz covers of type T , denoted
by Mg,k,h,npT q, is defined by
ObMg,k,h,npT q :“
ğ
λPΛ
Oλ.
Note that by construction the sets Oλ already have a topology and even two (non-equivalent)
manifold structures: First, Oλ Ă R6h´6`2n are values of Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates and
secondly the map
´
Φλ
¯´1
: Oλ ÝÑ UλˆDk from the definition of the family Ψλ in Eq. (5.5) is a
local homeomorphism and UλˆDk is a manifold because Uλ is a neighborhood in a Teichmu¨ller
space of the normalization of Xλ. The index k is just used as a place holder for the number of
nodes on Xλ as we need a disc for describing the opening of every node in the target surface. By
Remark 3.18 the map Φλ is a homeomorphism but it is not differentiable on the locus of nodal
Hurwitz covers. We can thus distinguish between the Fenchel–Nielsen differentiable structure
and the complex one via gluing discs Dk.
5.3.2. Manifold Structure on the Set of Morphisms
Definition 5.30. A triple pb, pΦ, φq, cq with b P Oλ, c P Oλ1 and a morphism of Hurwitz covers
pΦ, φq : uλb ñ uλ1c is called a fibre isomorphism. Given two families Ψλ : Oλ ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q
4In particular these values ξ and mp depend on λ and are not fixed in any way by the choice of combinatorics
except that there are fewer than 3h´ 3` n nodes in the target and every node has at most d preimages.
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and Ψλ
1
: Oλ
1 ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q deforming two Hurwitz covers uλ : Cλ ÝÑ Xλ and uλ1 :
Cλ
1 ÝÑ Xλ1 as in Section 5.2.2 we define
Mpλ, λ1q :“ tpb, pΦ, φq, cq | b P Oλ, c P Oλ, pΦ, φq : uλb ñ uλ1c u.
Remark 5.31. We would like to show that these sets Mpλ, λ1q are manifolds and the obvious
structure maps from Rg,k,h,npT q are smooth as we could then define
MorMg,k,h,npT q :“
ğ
pλ,λ1qPΛˆΛ
Mpλ, λ1q
in order to obtain an orbifold structure for |Rg,k,h,npT q|. Unfortunately this is not the case
because two deformations of the same Hurwitz cover using different maps bξ (see Section 5.1.5)
have an isomorphism in the middle fibre which cannot be extended to the other fibres. Thus
these Mpλ, λ1q will sometimes be lower dimensional as they are isolated in the directions of the
variation coming from the opening of the node. So in order to get an ep-Lie groupoid we need
to restrict to those pairs pλ, λ1q such that Mpλ, λ1q has the correct dimension. The resulting
orbit space |Mg,k,h,npT q| then has an orbifold structure with a continuous map to the actual
moduli space of Hurwitz covers |Rg,k,h,npT q| which will be however not a homeomorphism but
“branched” over the locus of nodal Hurwitz covers, see Section 5.4.
Proposition 5.32. Given two Hurwitz deformation families Ψλ and Ψλ
1
the set Mpλ, λ1q is
naturally a manifold and its components are either of the same dimension as ObMg,k,h,npT q,
i.e. 6h´ 6` 2n, or at least two dimensions less.
The proof of this proposition is the goal of this Section 5.3.2.
Universal Unfoldings
Before we begin with the proof of Proposition 5.32 we will cite two theorems from Robbin–
Salamon [RS06] and then prove some lemmas that we need for the proposition.
Proposition 5.33. Every closed stable marked Riemann surface C has a unique universal
marked nodal unfolding ppiC : QC ÝÑ BC , S˚, bq which
• consists of connected complex manifolds QC and BC such that piC is a surjective proper
holomorphic map and dimCQ
C “ dimCBC ` 1,
• every critical point of φC is nodal,
• b P BC and ppiCq´1pbq “ C is the central fibre and
• S˚ “ pS1, . . . , Snq are pairwise disjoint complex submanifolds of QC which are mapped by
piC diffeomorphically onto BC .5
• Such a marked nodal unfolding ppiC : QC ÝÑ BCq is called universal if for every other
nodal unfolding piD : QD ÝÑ BD as above and any fibre isomorphism f : C ÝÑ D there
exits a unique germ of a morphism pΦ, φq : ppiC , bCq ÝÑ ppiD, bDq such that ΦpSCi q Ă SDi
for all i “ 1, . . . , n extending f on the central fibres. See [RS14] for details of the definition
of fibre isomorphism, morphism and germ in this setting.
5These submanifolds correspond to marked points of the fibres.
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Here, uniqueness of the universal marked nodal unfolding has a particular meaning that we do
not need to investigate further for our purposes.
Proof. These are the main theorems 5.5 and 5.6 in [RS14].
Proposition 5.34. Let piC : QC ÝÑ BC be a universal unfolding of a closed nodal Riemann
surface C. There exist coordinates in a small neighborhood of the base point bC P BC in U ˆDm
where U is an open neighborhood of the product of Teichmu¨ller spaces of the smooth components
of C and m is the number of nodes in C by the usual gluing construction. All the necessary data
for the definition in Robbin–Salamon is included in the choice of a disc structure. Furthermore
there exist local Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates on BC induced by the choices in a hyperbolic
preparation deformation.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 5.6 in [RS14] and notice that the construction of YΓ ÝÑ PΓ
in [HK14] corresponds to the one in Robbin–Salamon so we can use Proposition 9.1 in [HK14].
However, the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates give a non-equivalent smooth structure which is “only”
diffeomorphic to the other one, so in particular the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates are not smooth
in the complex coordinates.
Comparing Hurwitz Deformations in Universal Unfolding of the Source
Lemma 5.35. Let u : C ÝÑ X be a nodal Hurwitz cover with m nodes p1, . . . , pm P X and a
hyperbolic deformation preparation around these nodes. Furthermore denote the degrees of u at
the nodes over pi by k
j
i P N for j “ 1, . . . ,mi. Here, a node pi has mi nodal preimages. There
exists a neighborhood UX Ă BX and a neighborhood UC Ă BC such that for every smooth
surface Y P BX there exist at most
mź
i“1
k1i ¨ ¨ ¨ kmii
surfaces D P UC with the property that there exists a Hurwitz cover v : D ÝÑ Y .
Proof. Use the disc structure to obtain Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates on a neighborhood UX of
the target surface. This includes in particular a choice of a set of decomposing curves as well as
some specified geodesics perpendicular to the boundary geodesics on the pairs of pants. Once
these objects are chosen we lift the geodesics bounding the pairs of pants to C and complete
this set of simple closed curves to a decomposing one and choose geodesic representatives in
the additional free homotopy classes. Also we choose lifts of the specified perpendicular line
segments to the pairs of pants containing the preimages of the new geodesics arising from the
nodes in C. Denote all curves as in the Fig. 5.3.
Note that we do this at every node in X but in order to simplify notation we deal with every
node separately. Thus we drop the index i for the m nodes and instead enumerate the preimages
of one arbitrary but fixed node with index j “ 1, . . . , l. We denote the degrees at the j-th
preimage node by kj .
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γ˚
γ:
a˚
a:b
˚
rηl˚
η:
rη1˚
rη:1
ral˚
rb˚il ra:l
rb˚i1 ra:1ra1˚
η˚
rη:lrγl˚
rγ:l
rγ1˚
rγ:1
v
Figure 5.3.: Chosen curves and points for the proof of Lemma 5.35. Depicted are only the pairs
of pants bordering the node and the hyperbolic geodesic in the free homotopy class
of the node and its preimages. Objects with a tilde on top come from lifts from
the target. In particular the point b˚ is the point which is identified with a: in the
chosen target surface and the other blue points rb˚ij are all lifts of b˚. Here the lower
index refers to the number of the geodesic and the upper index runs from 1 to kj forrγj˚ , where kj is the degree of u : C ÝÑ X at the j-th preimage of the node under
investigation.
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Now consider a Hurwitz covering v : D ÝÑ Y such that D and Y are contained in small
neighborhoods of the universal unfoldings of C and X, respectively and such that the node
p P X was smoothened to a curve in Y and thus also its preimages are smooth. This means that
the length of the geodesic representative γ of the free homotopy class corresponding to p is close
to zero. As the covering v is an actual covering close to this curve and thus isometric in the
uniformized hyperbolic metrics, the length of γ specifies the lengths of the preimages. So by the
way we have chosen our Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates this fixes the lengths of the curves rγj˚ andrγ:j to be kjlpγq for each j “ 1, . . . , l. This means that in order for a surface D to be close to C
in Teichmu¨ller space and admit a covering over Y we can only vary the twist parameters as the
lengths of the geodesics are fixed by Y .
As the surface Y is fixed we see that the point a:, which is one of the reference points used for
measuring the twist coordinates, is identified with a unique point b˚ on γ˚. This means that in
order for the glued map on D to be well defined we need that the lifts ra:j are identified with lifts
of b˚. But for each j “ 1, . . . , l there are only kj possibilities. Thus in total there are at most
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl possibilities for combinations of twist parameters at the opened preimages of the node
p P X. Since we can choose these independently for all nodes we obtain the result in the lemma.
Note that all these glued surfaces do indeed give smooth coverings as by Lemma 3.28 isometric
coverings of surfaces with boundary geodesics of the same length can always be uniquely glued
together if the maps coincide on one boundary point.
Remark 5.36. We will need a few conclusions from this lemma.
(i) First notice that for every node with nodal degrees k1, . . . , kl we have constructed
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kl
K
families Ψu : UX ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q in Eq. (5.5) that are each a K-fold cover of the
constructed target family by Corollary 5.24. Thus we actually have constructed all the
possible complex structures D having a Hurwitz cover D ÝÑ Y close to D in BC .
(ii) Note that a hyperbolic deformation preparation for the central fibre uλ : Cλ ÝÑ Xλ induces
a hyperbolic deformation preparation for all the deformed Hurwitz covers uλb : C
λ
b ÝÑ Xλb
in a straight forward way because we only need the data at the not-yet-opened nodes.
This way we can define Ψu
λ
b using this data and all the corresponding objects are naturally
elements of the family Ψλ.
(iii) Also notice that the set Apu : C ÝÑ Xq does not depend on the choices for the hyperbolic
deformation preparation in a small enough neighborhood of C P BC as this set contains
all complex structures close to C admitting a Hurwitz cover to a surface close to X and
any other choice of data parametrizes locally the same complex structures close to X.
Next we want to further describe the relation between the complex structures on the source
surface constructed by two deformation families Ψλ and Ψλ
1
for which there exists a fibre
isomorphism pb, pΦ, φq, cq with b P Oλ and c P Oλ1 . Recall from Remark 5.27 that both Hurwitz
deformation families give rise to corresponding unfoldings parametrized by Oλ and Oλ
1
of
the source surfaces Cλb , C
λ1
c and C
λ1 , where Cλ
1
is the central source surface of the Hurwitz
deformation family Ψλ
1
and the indices b and c refer to the constructed surfaces at points
b P Oλ and c P Oλ1 , respectively. Notice that all three surfaces have inclusions into the universal
unfolding QC
λ1
, Cλ
1
as the central fibre, Cλ
1
c as an inclusion because of the way we constructed
the deformation family and Cλb via the morphism Φ and the inclusion into the universal unfolding.
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Now use the universal property of a universal unfolding from Proposition 5.33 to extend these
inclusions to holomorphic maps from small neighborhoods of b P Oλ and c P Oλ1 to BCλ1 , i.e.
ρλb : O
λ Ą Ub ãÝÑ BCλ
1
ρλ
1
c : O
λ1 Ą Uc ãÝÑ BCλ
1
ρλ
1
: Oλ
1
ãÝÑ BCλ1 .
λ λ
1
Oλ
1
Oλ
pΦ, φq
b
c
Ub Uc
Xλb
Cλb
uλb
Xλ
1
c
uλ
1
c
Cλ
1
c P BCλ
1
Φ
φ
Figure 5.4.: These are the objects that we start with: A fibre isomorphism pb, pΦ, φq, cq PMpλ, λ1q
whose neighborhood we want to construct.
We will denote the corresponding maps on the families themselves by rρ. Furthermore notice
that the morphism φ : Xλb ÝÑ Xλ1c extends to a locally unique morphism between the unfoldings
of Xλb and X
λ1
c as was shown in [RS06]. Denote the extension between the total spaces of the
universal unfoldings by rηb,c. The situation is summarized in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.
Lemma 5.37. Consider the set Apuλ1c q Ă BCλ
1
c , defined in Remark 5.28 as well as BX
λ1
c .6 Then
there exist open neighborhoods Vc of c P Apuλ1c q and Wc of c P BXλ
1
c with a homeomorphism
Vc ÝÑ V ˆB1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBp Ă V ˆ Dm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Dmp
and biholomorphism
Wc ÝÑ V 1 ˆ
ph nl j
Dˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ D
6The set Apuλ1c q describes the set of complex structures on the source surface close to Cλ1c admitting Hurwitz
covers close to uλ
1
c as constructed in the earlier sections.
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Uc
λ1
Oλ
1
λ
Oλ
Ub
b
c
BC
λ1
QC
λ1
rρλ1c
ρλ
1
c
ρλb
rρλb
pΦ, φq
rηb,c
Cλb
Xλb Xλ
1
c
C C
λ1
c
Cλ
1
c
Figure 5.5.: The two central sets are those from Fig. 5.4. Note that both smaller neighborhoods
Ub and Ub define nodal unfoldings of the source surface (upper half) as well as of the
target surface (lower half). These families then induce locally unique morphisms
into the corresponding universal unfoldings.
such that in these coordinates the map Cλ
1
x ÞÑ Xλ1x is given by
V ˆB1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBp ÝÑ V 1 ˆ Dˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ D
pt, pb11, . . . , b1m1q, . . . , pbp1, . . . , bpmpq ÞÝÑ pt1, pb11ql
1
1 , . . . , pbp1ql
p
1 q.
Here we use the convention that the target surface Xλ
1
c has p nodes and the i-th node has mi
nodal preimages in Cλ
1
c with degree l
i
j with j “ 1, . . . ,mi. Also the sets V and V 1 are open sets
in Teichmu¨ller space around the point corresponding to the smooth components of the source
an target surface, respectively. Furthermore the set Bi is the set of admissible gluing parameters
defined in Lemma 5.15 for the nodes in Cλ
1
c over the i-th node in X
λ1
c .
Proof. This follows immediately from Definition 5.7 and the construction in Section 5.2.2.
Lemma 5.38. Both images of ρλb and ρ
λ1
c are contained in Apuλ1c q Ă Apuλ1q, see Remark 5.28
for a definition of these sets. The intersection of these two sets is a complex submanifold of BC
λ1
of real dimension 6h´ 6` 2n or at least two dimensions less. The germ of this intersection and
in particular its dimension is independent of all the choices except the maps bξ for every node of
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the target surface.
Proof. Notice that for x P Ub Ă Oλ the curve QCλ
1
ρλb pxq is biholomorphic to C
λ
x via rρλb . This curve
does indeed possess a Hurwitz cover map of type T , namely
rηb,c|Xλx ˝ uλx ˝ ´rρλb |Cλx¯´1 : QCλ1ρλb pxq ÝÑ Xλ1ηb,cpxq.
If we choose x sufficiently close to b the target and source surface of this Hurwitz cover are
contained in small neighborhoods of the fibre over ρλb pbq “ ρλ1c pcq such that by Lemma 5.35 and
Remark 5.36 the source surface must be contained in Apuλc q. Since this argument works for all
points x P Ub we have that Im ρλb Ă Apuλ1c q.
The fact that Im ρλ
1
c Ă Apuλ1c q follows in a similar but easier way directly from Lemma 5.35 and
Remark 5.36.
We have that Apuλ1c q Ă Apuλ1q if we choose the induced hyperbolic deformation retractions as
was explained in Remark 5.36. As the families x ÞÑ Cλx and y ÞÑ Cλ1y for x P Oλ and y P Oλ1
factor through a parametrization via an open set in Teichmu¨ller space and glued-in discs in the
same way as the complex structure on universal unfoldings is defined it is easy to see that their
images in QC
λ1
are indeed complex submanifolds. In order to compute their dimensions choose
coordinates as in Lemma 5.37, i.e. we have the diagram
V ˆ Dˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ D
pt,zqÞÑCλpuλ
b
q˚t,bξpzq //
pt,zqÞÑXλ
t,apzq ++
V 2 ˆB1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBp
pt,yqÞÑpt1,ylq

V 1 ˆ Dˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ D
.
Here, the horizontal map is the local representative of the unfolding of the source surface
constructed from Cλb , i.e. ρ
λ
b , the vertical map is the local representative of the map which
maps the source surface to the corresponding target surface and the diagonal map is the local
representative of the map ηbc. Since ηbc is a submersion because both source and target are
coordinate neighborhoods in universal unfoldings we see that the horizontal map needs to be a
submersion for dimensional reasons. Thus we have dimR Im ρ
λ
b “ 6h´ 6` 2n “ dimR Im ρλ1c .
It remains to analyze the intersection of Im ρλb and Im ρ
λ1
c in Apuλ1c q Ă Apuλ1q Ă QCλ
1
. By
construction the intersection is not empty as the central fibre corresponding to ρλb pbq “ ρλ1c pcq
is contained in both images. Also we know that it maps holomorphically into Apuλ1c q and is a
submersion. Thus it needs to map holomorphically into every set Bi and V . But since every
Bi is a one-point union of complex discs we can determine the intersection of Im ρ
λ
b and Im ρ
λ1
c
quite easily. In every factor Bi the two sets either agree or they consist of the central point only.
From this the dimension count
dimR Im ρ
λ
b X Im ρλ1c “ 6h´ 6` 2n´2#ti s.t. the intersection of
Im ρλb and Im ρ
λ1
c in Bi is just a pointu
immediately follows. This proves the dimensional part of Proposition 5.32.
It is clear that the dimension of Im ρλb X Im ρλ1c does not depend on the choices for the coordinates
except for the discs bξi for the p nodes. Also we get that the dimension is locally constant in
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b and as Oλ is connected we see that this dimension really only depends on the choice of the
discs.
The last lemma allows us to define the morphism set of our category Mg,k,h,npT q. Note that
we can talk of the order of a fibre isomorphism pb, pΦ, φq, cq meaning the dimension of this
intersection.
Definition 5.39. We define
MorMg,k,h,npT q :“
ğ
λ,λ1PΛ
Mpλ, λ1q
with
Mpλ, λ1q :“ tpb, pΦ, φq, cq | fibre isomorphisms with b P Oλ, c P Oλ1
s.t. their order is 6h´ 6` 2nu.
It remains to define manifold charts on this set.
Proposition 5.40. The manifold structure on MorMg,k,h,npT q can be defined by the following
charts on a neighborhood of pb, pΦ, ϕq, cq PMpλ, λ1q:
Ub ÝÑMpλ, λ1q
x ÞÝÑ
ˆ
x,
ˆ´rρλ1c |Cλ1x ¯´1 ˝ rρλb |Cλx , rηb,c|Xλx
˙
,
´
ρλ
1
c
¯´1 pρλb pxqq˙ ,
“: px, pΦx, ϕxq, yq
where we vary the points pb, pΦ, φq, cq and the neighborhoods Ub as long as they are small enough
such that the unique extensions of the corresponding morphisms into the universal unfoldings
of all involved curves exist. Also y denotes the base point of ϕxpxq P BCλ
1
which is given by
y “
´
ρλ
1
c
¯´1 pρλb pxqq.
Proof. It remains to check that
(i) the image consists indeed of fibre isomorphisms,
(ii) these maps are injective and
(iii) transition functions are smooth.
For this purpose we use again the conventions from the last lemmas. Notice first that the
universal property of a universal unfolding gives uniqueness of the extended morphisms and thus
for any x P Ub we have pηλ1c q´1pηλb pxqq “ pρλ1c q´1pρλb pxqq and denote this point by y P Oλ1 . Then
we have the diagram
Cλx
Φx //
uλx

Cλ
1
y
uλ
1
y

Xλx
ϕx // Xλ
1
y
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where the horizontal maps Φx “
´rρλ1c |Cλ1x ¯´1 ˝ rρλb |Cλx and ϕx “ rηb,c|Xλx are biholomorphisms by
construction. The diagram commutes because by Remark 5.36 and Corollary 5.12 we have at
most one Hurwitz cover between Cλ
1
y and X
λ1
y if we fix the cover on the smooth part. Thus the
image is indeed a fibre isomorphism.
The maps are injective as they are injective on the first component. It remains to show that the
transition functions are smooth. So let
Ub ÝÑMpλ, λ1q ÐÝ Uc
be two such coordinate charts with a common intersection. Note that now b and c are points in
Oλ. Then by definition of the charts we have that Im ρλb and Im ρ
λ
c are submanifolds of B
Cλ
1
.
Furthermore the maps ρλb and ρ
λ
c coincide wherever both are defined by the uniqueness property
of universal unfoldings. Thus the transition function for our charts are the restrictions of the
transition functions of MorMg,k to smooth submanifolds which are again diffeomorphisms.
Note that this defines a manifold structure on the set MorMg,k,h,npT q because by Item (i) and
Item (ii) we obtain subsets bijective to open subsets of Oλ, so we can define a topology on
Mpλ, λ1q by taking the coarsest topology such that all these sets are open. This way by Item (iii)
we obtain a smooth atlas on MorMg,k,h,npT q.
Theorem 5.41. With the above definitions and the obvious structure maps the groupoid
Mg,k,h,npT q is an orbifold groupoid.
Proof. We need to check the following properties:
(i) Mg,k,h,npT q is a groupoid.
(ii) All structure maps are smooth submersions.
(iii) The map sˆ t : MorMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ ObMg,k,h,npT q ˆObMg,k,h,npT q is proper.
For the first statement we need to check that if pb, pΦ, φq, cq P MorMg,k,h,npT q then pc, pΦ´1, φ´1q, bq P
MorMg,k,h,npT q. But for this we only need to check the dimension of the intersection of the
images of the extended morphisms into the universal unfolding of the source surface of the
target Hurwitz cover. By the uniqueness property of the extended morphism into the universal
unfolding we have that Im ρλ
1
c “ Im ρλv implies the same for the image of this set in BCλb which
is the dimension in question for the inverse morphism. Thus Mg,k,h,npT q is indeed a groupoid.
Next we verify that the structure maps are smooth submersions. Let us spell out how the source
maps looks in coordinates close to a point pb, pΦ, φq, cq P MorMg,k,h,npT q
Ub ÝÑMpλ, λ1q ÝÑ Oλ
x ÞÝÑ
ˆ
x, pΦx, ϕxq ,
´
ρλ
1
c
¯´1 pρλb pxqq˙ ÞÝÑ x
which is obviously a smooth submersion. Similarly the target map is given by b ÞÝÑ
´
ρλ
1
c
¯´1 pρλb pxqq
which is a smooth submersion as this is precisely the transition function from the Deligne–
Mumford orbifold groupoid Mh,n as was defined in [RS06]. The inverse and identity maps
are smooth submersions by the same argument as the target and source map, respectively.
For the multiplication map we can choose coordinates close to pb, pΦ, φq, cq, pc, pΦ1, φ1q, dq and
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pb, pΦ1 ˝Φ, φ1 ˝ φq, dq to obtain charts in a neighborhood in MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆt MorMg,k,h,npT q
such that
Ub ÝÑMorMg,k,h,npT qsˆt MorMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ MorMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Ub
x ÞÝÑ `px, pΦx, φxq, yq, py, pΦ1y, φ1yq, zq˘ ÞÝÑ px, pΦ1y ˝ Φx, φ1y ˝ φxq, zq ÞÝÑ x
which is of course a smooth submersion on the manifold Oλ.
It remains to prove the properness of the map sˆ t. Notice that the map is given by
sˆ tpb, pΦ, φq, cq “ pb, cq
and recall that the corresponding maps on the Deligne–Mumford orbifold groupoids Mg,k and
Mh,n are proper. We will prove sequential compactness of the preimage of a compact set as
MorMg,k,h,npT q is clearly second-countable. So consider a sequence tpbk, pΦk, φkq, ckqukPN Ă
MorMg,k,h,n. Then we obtain a subsequence
tpbk, pΦk, φkq, ckqukPN Ă MorMg,k,h,n
such that all four sequences converge individually because the bk and ck are contained in a
compact subset of ObMg,k,h,npT q and Φk, φk are contained in preimages of sˆ t on Mg,k and
Mh,n of a convergent subsequence. Thus all the surfaces and maps do indeed converge in the
appropriate spaces. It is clear that the property of being a morphism of Hurwitz covers is closed
in our topology as all the surfaces and maps converge in C8loc away from the nodes and thus
preserve the diagram in the limit. Therefore this subsequence converges to a fibre isomorphism.
The order of the limit fibre isomorphism is still the maximal one as the sets Mpλ, λ1q are given by
points where two manifolds agree and thus limit points of sequences contained in both manifolds
are still contained in the same manifolds implying that the limit has the same order.
5.4. Properties of Maps between Moduli Spaces of Hurwitz Covers
Recall that until now we have constructed the following groupoids as well as defined a few more:
(i) the target and source Deligne–Mumford groupoids Rg,k and Rh,n and their orbifold
groupoids Mg,k and Mh,n,
(ii) the orbifold groupoid of nodal Hurwitz covers Mg,k,h,npT q and
(iii) the groupoid of all nodal Hurwitz covers Rg,k,h,npT q.
In this section we will introduce various obvious maps between these spaces and prove some of
their properties. In particular we need to talk about the difference between the orbifold groupoid
Mg,k,h,npT q and the actual moduli space of nodal Hurwitz covers Rg,k,h,npT q. We will assume
that the same families of source and target surfaces that we used for constructing the orbifold
structure on Mg,k,h,npT q are also used for the orbifold structure of Mg,k and Mh,n. We can
assume this because it is known from [RS06] that different choices of universal unfoldings give
rise to Morita equivalent ep-Lie groupoids for the Deligne–Mumford moduli spaces.
Definition 5.42. We define the forgetful functors fgt : Rg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rg,k by
fgtObpC, u,X,q,pq :“ pC,qq
fgtMorpΦ, φq :“ Φ
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and its “restriction” fgt : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑMg,k by
fgtObpbq :“ pCλb ,qq for b P Oλ
fgtMorpb, pΦ, φq, cq :“ Φ.
These functors descend to maps on the corresponding orbit spaces.
Additionally we have the following evaluation functors.
Definition 5.43. We define the evaluation functors ev : Rg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rh,n by
evObpC, u,X,q,pq :“ pX,pq
evMorpΦ, φq :“ φ
and ev : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑMh,n by
evObpbq :“ pXλb ,pq for b P Oλ
evMorpb, pΦ, φq, cq :“ φ.
These functors descend to maps on the corresponding orbit spaces.
Furthermore we have the inclusion from our moduli space into the actual moduli space of Hurwitz
covers.
Definition 5.44. We define the inclusion functor ι : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rg,k,h,npT q as the obvious
inclusion of categories
ιObpbq :“ pCλb , uλb , Xλb ,q,pq for b P Oλ
ιMorpb, pΦ, φq, cq :“ pΦ, φq.
Remark 5.45. This functor descends to a not necessarily injective map
ι : |Mg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q|.
Notice that there are also inclusion functors for the Deligne–Mumford orbifolds which descend
to actual homeomorphisms on their orbit spaces.
These functors obviously satisfy the following commuting diagram.
Mg,k,h,npT q ι //
ev

fgt

Rg,k,h,npT q
ev

fgt
  
Mh,n ι // Rh,n
Mg,k ι // Rg,k
(5.6)
The following proposition states the main properties of these functors.
Proposition 5.46. In the situation as above we have that
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(i) all functors in Eq. (5.6) induce continuous maps on orbit spaces,
(ii) the functor fgt : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑMg,k is a homomorphism and
(iii) the functor ι : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rg,k,h,npT q is essentially surjective7 and faithful everywhere
and its restriction to the full subcategory of smooth Hurwitz covers is additionally full.
Proof. Note that Item (i) does not make sense so far as we have not defined any topology on
Rg,k,h,npT q yet. We will define a topology on its orbit space in section 7.1. It will be such
that the induced map ι on orbit spaces is a quotient map and thus continuous by definition.
Furthermore the functors ι induce homeomorphisms on Deligne-Mumford spaces which is the
content of Theorem 13.6 in [RS06].
The functor ev is continuous on objects and morphisms because in local coordinates it is given
as product of a homeomorphism on an appropriate Teichmu¨ller space times maps a : z ÞÑ zl
for certain powers l P N for every node in the target surface. In the next paragraph we will
show that fgt is smooth on objects and morphisms. Using the universal property of quotient
topologies we thus see that the corresponding maps on |Rg,k,h,npT q| are continuous as well.
Recall that the functor fgt on objects can be described as an inclusion of Oλ P BCλ as Oλ defined
a nodal family of source surfaces. This inclusion comes from the universal property of BC
λ
and is thus smooth and in particular continuous. The same argument works for the morphisms.
Thus fgt is a homomorphism.
It remains to prove Item (iii). By choice of the index set Λ the functor ι is essentially surjective.
It is obviously injective on morphisms as it is given by
ιMorpb, pΦ, φq, cq “ pΦ, φq.
Now consider the restriction of the functor ι to the full subcategory generated by the open
submanifold M˚g,k,h,npT q of smooth Hurwitz covers. Then ι obviously restricts to a functor to
the full subcategory R˚g,k,h,npT q generated by smooth Hurwitz covers. Now recall from the proof
of Lemma 5.38 that the order of a morphism
pΦ, φq P HomRg,k,h,npT q
´
pCλb , uλb , Xλb qb,pbq, pCλ1c , uλ1c , Xλ1c qc,pcq
¯
is determined by the number of nodes in the target surface such that the discs bξ and bξ1 in Apuλ1c q
intersect in single points. But since there are no nodes in the target surface every morphism has
full order and is thus included in the morphisms of HomM˚g,k,h,npT qpb, cq already. Thus ι is full
on the full subcategory of smooth Hurwitz covers.
Remark 5.47. Note that Proposition 5.46 shows in particular that the restriction of ι to the
full subcategory of smooth Hurwitz covers is a bijection on orbit spaces. Thus the moduli space
|Rg˝,k,h,npT q| of smooth Hurwitz covers carries an actual orbifold structure.
Before continuing with the main theorem on the evaluation functor let us modify the definition
of Mg,k,h,npT q a little bit by possibly adding more elements to our index set Λ. We will choose
Λ by first covering the target moduli space by small enough neighborhoods tUiuiPI such that the
7Recall that a functor f : C ÝÑ D is called essentially surjective if every object in D is isomorphic to an
object in the image of Ob C under f , it is called faithful, if for every x, y P Ob C the map f : HomCpx, yq ÝÑ
HomDpfpxq, fpyqq is injective and it is called full, if this map is surjective for every x, y P Ob C.
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universal unfoldings of their central surfaces Xi P Ui cover the target moduli space. Then we add
representatives for all equivalence classes of Hurwitz covers with these Xi as target. Furthermore
if Xi has nodes we add all choices of discs bξ for the resolutions of the source surface. This gives
a finite set λ together with deformation spaces Oλ for our Hurwitz deformations.
Theorem 5.48. The functor ev : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Mh,n is a morphism covering of degree
Hg,k,h,npT q on the full subcategory of smooth Hurwitz covers. Additionally at a nodal point
pC, u,X,q,pq P ObMg,k,h,npT q there exist smooth coordinates such that the map evOb looks
like
D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN ÝÑ D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN
px, z1, . . . , zN q ÞÝÑ
´
x, zK11 , . . . , z
KN
N
¯
,
where D Ă C is the unit disc, N ě 0 corresponds to the number of nodes of X and Ki is the
least common multiple of the degrees of u at the nodes above the i-th node of X. Furthermore
the set where zi ‰ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , N corresponds exactly to the subset of smooth Hurwitz
covers. We will refer to such a map as a branched morphism covering between the orbifolds.
Proof. Before proving the morphism covering property let us first show the local statement on
object spaces. Choose coordinates around a point
pC, u,X,q,pq P ObMg,k,h,npT q
as in Eq. (5.5), i.e. a disc in Teichmu¨ller space of the normalization of the target surface and
discs bξi for smoothing all nodes with indices i “ 1, . . . , N of the target. This means that ξi is
a vector with roots of unity as entries, one for each node over the i-th node of corresponding
order and the gluing parameters for the target surface are described by maps ai for i “ 1, . . . , N .
Then we can use the same disc structure for describing a neighborhood of the target surface in
its universal curve. For these choices the map ev is just given as
ev : D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN ÝÑ D3k´3`n´N ˆ DN (5.7)
pt, z1, . . . , zN q ÞÝÑ pt, a1pz1q, . . . , aN pzN qq
where the maps ai : D ÝÑ D are given by Definition 5.7, i.e. z ÞÑ zKi if we denote by Ki the
least common multiple of the degrees of u at the nodes over the i-th node in Xλ. This shows
the local statement.
Now let us consider the functor ev : M˚g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ M˚h,n on the full subcategory of smooth
Hurwitz covers denoted by M˚g,k,h,npT q ĂMg,k,h,npT q. Consider a point x P ObM˚h,n. This
point is contained in the deformation space of a universal unfolding of some Xλ, possibly with
nodes. By construction all preimages of x in ObM˚g,k,h,npT q are contained in
ğ
λ1PΛpλq
Oλ
1
where
Λpλq is the subset of λ1 P Λ such that Xλ1 “ Xλ.8 Since x corresponds to a smooth target
surface it has all gluing parameters unequal to zero meaning that it is contained in the regular
part of the map
pt, z1, . . . , znq ÞÑ pt, zl11 , . . . , zlnn q
8Recall that λ P Λ contains more information than just the target surface.
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where it is obviously a covering. Thus we can restrict to a small neighborhood around x P ObM˚h,n
and see that its preimage is given by the disjoint union of various “roots” of this set over all λ
which contain x in a neighborhood. Thus ev is a covering on objects. As the morphisms are also
parametrized by the same coordinates we can easily see that ev is also a covering on morphisms.
It remains to show the lifting property for a morphism covering. To see this let b “ pC, u,X,q,pq P
ObM˚g,k,h,npT q and φ P MorM˚h,n with φpX,pq “ pX 1,p1q be given. Then there is a morphism
pid, φq between pC, u,X,q,pq and pC, φ˝u,X 1,q,p1q in the category Rg,k,h,npT q. By construction
of the set λ this Hurwitz cover has a an equivalent cover in ObM˚g,k,h,npT q and the corresponding
morphism is included in MorM˚g,k,h,npT q because the target surface is smooth and thus all
morphisms have maximal order.
The degree of the morphism covering is clearly given by Hg,k,h,npT q by comparing Proposition 4.41
and Eq. (2.2).
We will later show that the category Mg,k,h,npT q is a compact orbifold category and thus carries
a rational fundamental class as was mentioned in Theorem 4.45. We define
Definition 5.49. The rational singular cohomology class
Dg,k,h,n,pT q P H6h´6`2np|Mg,k|,Qq
is called the Hurwitz class and is defined as
Dg,k,h,npT q :“ fgt˚rMg,k,h,npT qs.
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6. Orbifold Structure on the Moduli Space of
Bordered Hurwitz Covers
6.1. Definitions
In this section C and X denote admissible Riemann surfaces, see Definition 3.1. This means
that they can have actual boundary components and punctures. We will interpret the punctures
as marked points. Both types of objects will be referred to as boundary components. If the
component is a circle we denote it by BjC for j P t1, . . . , ku and if it is a marked point we denote
it by qj for j P t1, . . . , ku. So in particular we will fix the total number of boundary components.
The surface X will as usual be of genus h and have n such boundary components which might
be either actual circles or marked points. Again we denote actual boundary components by BiX
for i P t1, . . . , nu and marked points by pi for i P t1, . . . , nu. In both cases we require that all
boundary components are enumerated with indices j P t1, . . . , ku and i P t1, . . . , nu.
Again, we fix a surjective map ν : t1, . . . , ku ÝÑ t1, . . . , nu and partitions T1, . . . , Tn of a fixed
natural number d, called the degree of the Hurwitz covering. We require that the length of the
partition Ti is equal to |ν´1piq| and that Ti “ tljujPν´1piq satisfies
Ti “
ÿ
jPν´1piq
lj @i “ 1, . . . , n.
Also we will now need reference curves close to the boundary of the target surface. So recall
from Section 3.4.4 that a reference curve at a boundary BiX or pi is a closed simple curve
of constant curvature 1 and a fixed length F pLpBjCqq or F p0q, respectively.1 Here we fixed a
suitable function F : Rě0 ÝÑ Rě0 beforehand for which we require a slightly stronger inequality
than in Section 3.4.4. This is because a d-fold cover of a reference curve of length F pLq has
length dF pLq and we want this curve to be still contained in the collar neighborhood of the
boundary geodesic of length dL. As dL is larger than L the corresponding collar neighborhood
on C is actually thinner than the one on X. So if we want to ensure that preimages of the
reference curves on X are also reference curves on C, we require
L ă F pLq ă L
tanh
`
dL
2
˘
and 0 ă d lim
LÑ0F pLq ă 2. Notice that close to a boundary BjC with degree lj we then have
ljL ă ljF pLq ă L
tanh
`
dL
2
˘ ă L
tanh
´
ljL
2
¯
1To avoid confusion with the branch degrees we will temporarily denote the length of a curve by L.
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which are precisely the inequalities we need to ensure that a reference curve of length ljF pLq
exists close to the boundary of length ljL. In principle the definition of our spaces will then
depend on this function F but since it won’t matter for our considerations we will drop it.
Given such a choice of a function F we can define the reference curves ΓipXq close to BiX or
pi P X. Since u : C ÝÑ X is a hyperbolic local isometry the preimages of ΓipXq are contained
in the collar or cusp neighborhoods of C and have also constant geodesic curvature and length
ljF pLpBiXqq ď dF pLpBiXqq implying that this is also a reference curve on C close to BjC or pj .
Denote this reference curve by ΓjpCq. Note that this follows from Lemma 3.26 as well as the
uniqueness and existence of reference curves in Lemma 3.31.
Definition 6.1. We define the category pRg,k,h,npT q of bordered Hurwitz covers with g, k, h, n, d P
N and T “ pT1, . . . , Tn, d, ν, tljuk1q as above to consist of
Ob pRg,k,h,npT q :“ tpC, u,X,q,p, zqu
where
• C is an admissible Riemann surface of genus g with k boundary components,
• X is an admissible Riemann surface of genus h with n boundary components,
• the tuples q denote the set of boundary components, i.e. for any j P t1, . . . , ku the
element qj is either a marked point qj or a boundary component BjC and similarly for any
i P t1, . . . , nu the element qi is either a marked point pi or a boundary component BiX,
• u : C ÝÑ X is holomorphic such that all critical points and branch points are special (i.e.
marked or nodal, not boundary) points on C, respectively on X, and at every node u
satisfies all the conditions of a Hurwitz cover,
• for all j “ 1, . . . , k we have upqjq “ pνpjq,
• z is a tuple of marked points zj P ΓjpCq on the reference curve ΓjpCq defined above
satisfying the condition upzjq “ upzlq @j, l “ 1, . . . , k s.t. νpjq “ νplq and
• the branching profile over pi is given by Ti, i.e. the degree of u at qj (either the degree
z ÞÑ zlj or the degree u : BjC ÝÑ BiX) with νpjq “ i is given by lj .
Its morphisms are defined as
Hom pRg,k,h,npT qppC1, X1, u1, z1q, pC2, X2, u2, z2qq :“ tpΦ, φqu
where
• Φ : C1 ÝÑ C2 and φ : X1 ÝÑ X2 are biholomorphisms,
• the diagram
C1
Φ //
u1

C2
u2

X1
φ // X2
(6.1)
commutes and
• the chosen enumerations agree, i.e. ΦpqjpC1qq “ qjpC2q and φppipX1qq “ pipX2q as well
as ΦpzipX1qq “ zipX2q @i “ 1, . . . , n.
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Note that such a map necessarily preserves types of boundary conditions as well as their degrees.
Remark 6.2. Note that the condition upzjq “ upzlq with νpjq “ νplq ensures that we actually
have well-defined marked points close to the boundary BνpjqX as well. We will use these marked
points later on, too. Also note that we require that all critical points are marked, i.e. contained
in q, which in turn means that if all boundary components are circles then the map u is an
actual cover.
We also need a modified version of the orbifold category of Hurwitz covers. This category
will be denoted by rRg,k,h,npT q where again g, k, h, n, d P N, ν : t1, . . . , ku ÝÑ t1, . . . , nu and
T “ pT1, . . . , Tn, d, ν, tljuk1q are the combinatorial data.
Definition 6.3. Define the category rRg,k,h,npT q with even n as follows. Its objects are tuples
Ob rRg,k,h,npT q :“ tpC, u,X,q,p,Γqu
where
• C and X are closed stable nodal Riemann surfaces of genus g and h, respectively,
• q is a k-tuple of marked points on C and p is a n-tuple of marked points on X,
• u : C ÝÑ X is a holomorphic map of degree d which satisfies upqjq “ pνpjq for all
j “ 1, . . . , k,
• all critical and branched points of u are special points, i.e. they are contained in the tuples
q and p, respectively, or are nodal,
• the branching profile over pi is given by Ti, i.e. the degree of u at qj is given by lj which
is contained in the partition Tνpjq,
• u maps nodes to nodes and all preimages of nodes are nodes, the degrees of u from both
sides agree and u is locally surjective at nodes and
• Γ is a multicurve (see Section 3.2) on X, such that every curve in Γ is simple and bounds
either
– a disc with exactly two marked points or
– a disc with a node whose other smooth component is a sphere with exactly two
marked points in addition to the node.
Furthermore we require that the marked points p (i.e. the branch points of u) are either
contained in such a pair of pants or a completely nodal spherical component. Also we
require that the labels of the branch points contained in one such disc from above differ by
exactly one.
Its morphisms are given by pairs of maps
pΦ, ϕq : pC, u,X,q,p,Γq ùñ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1,Γ1q
such that
• Φ : C ÝÑ C 1 and ϕ : X ÝÑ X 1 are biholomorphisms which commute, i.e. ϕ ˝ u “ u ˝ Φ,
• ΦpqjpCqq “ qjpC 1q, ϕppipXqq “ pipX 1q for all i “ 1, . . . , n and j “ 1, . . . , k and
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• ϕ˚pΓrq “ Γ1r for all r “ 1 . . . , |Γ| “ |Γ1|.
Remark 6.4. Note that a simple free essential homotopy class on X can be lifted to a set of
simple free essential homotopy classes on C such that every element covers a given representative
curve and the sum over the degrees is the total degree of u. This can be seen e.g. by passing to
the unique geodesic representative in the homotopy class. Given the multicurve Γ on X we thus
obtain an associated multicurve on C whose elements are simple free homotopy classes and the
preimages of essential ones on Γ will also be essential.
6.2. An Embedding of the Moduli Space of Admissible Hurwitz
Covers
6.2.1. Definition of the Gluing Map on Objects
Given combinatorial data g, k, h, n, T, tljukj“1, d, ν we want to associate new combinatorial datarg,rk,rh, rn, rT , trljurkj“1, rd, rν such that we can define a functor
glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRrg,rk,rh,rnp rT q (6.2)
which we can use to pull back the symplectic orbifold structure of the latter space. We will
construct this last structure in Section 6.3.
The associated combinatorial data will be the following:
rg “ g rk “ kÿ
j“1
plj ` 1q “ nd` k
rh “ h rn “ 2n (6.3)
rd “ d rν “ j ÞÑ
$’’’’&’’’’%
2νpiq ´ 1 j “
i´1ÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q ` 1
2νpiq
i´1ÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q ` 1 ă j ă
iÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q
rTi “
$’’&’’%
dh nl j
1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1 2 | i
T i`1
2
2 - i
rlj “
$’’’’&’’’’%
li j “
i´1ÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q ` 1
1
i´1ÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q ` 1 ă j ă
iÿ
m“1
plm ` 1q
Because this might look strange at the first glance, Fig. 6.1 summarizes the way this data is
chosen.
Remark 6.5. Note that with this choice of rT the objects in rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q have the property
that the preimages of the “bounded” objects of the multicurve Γ under u consist of discs or
spheres, respectively. This is because every connected component of the preimage might have
some degree d1 and genus g1 and we obtain
2´ 2g1 “ d1p2´ 2 ¨ 0q ´ 2pd1 ´ 1q “ 2.
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The count for the degrees can be easily seen in Fig. 6.1.
u
C
X
l1 “ 3
B1X
l2 “ 2
l3 “ 1
B2X
rp1 rp2
rq1 rq2rq3 rq4
rp3rp4
rq5
rq8
rq6
rq7
rq9
z1
upz1q
upz2q “ upz3q
z2
z3
y1 y3
y2
Figure 6.1.: Given a bordered Hurwitz cover u : C ÝÑ X we will glue discs (or rather hyperbolic
punctures spheres with one geodesic boundary) to the source and target surface.
These will always contain one fully branched point and one regular point which
is marked nevertheless in order to make the target disc stable. The degree in the
picture are rl1 “ 3,rl2 “ rl3 “ rl4 “ 1,rl5 “ 2,rl6 “ rl7 “ 1,rl8 “ 1,rl9 “ 1.
Now suppose we are given an object pC, u,X,q,p, zq P pRg,k,h,npT q. We will do the following
modifications:
1. Glue in hyperbolic pairs of pants to the boundary components of the target surface X and
choose biholomorphic charts for these.
2. Fix a particular covering of such a pair of pants and uniformize it.
3. Glue together these covers along the boundary components.
4. Add specific branched covers at the branched points.
5. Enumerate everything in an appropriate way.
Remark 6.6. There are various ways how we can modify a Hurwitz cover with boundary to
obtain an actual branched cover. In particular we could choose collar neighborhoods of the
boundary components, glue in a standard disc and extend u over that disc as the map z ÞÑ zlj .
This is a standard technique which can for example also be used to prove the Riemann existence
theorem. However, in our case it causes difficulty because it is hard to control how the complex
structure depends on the choice of the collar neighborhood. In particular we get problems when
trying to prove injectivity of the gluing map because we would need to restrict a biholomorphism
to the interior but we can not “refind” the boundary as the uniformization might give us a
different hyperbolic geodesic representative. In order to avoid this problem we will instead build
the new Hurwitz cover by gluing together hyperbolic surfaces.
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Glue in Hyperbolic Pairs of Pants to Target Surface X.
First we do the same thing as Mirzakhani, see [Mir07], and glue appropriate hyperbolic pairs of
pants to X.
To this end uniformize the surface X such that all special points are cusps and the boundary
components are geodesics. For any such boundary geodesic BiX we can now build the corre-
sponding pair of pants Σpiq with one geodesic boundary component of the same length as BiX
and two punctures. Such a pair of pants is unique up to unique isometry if we distinguish the
two punctures. We do this by enumerating one puncture with rp2i´1 and the other rp2i.
Mark one point yi on the boundary of Σpiq which is the endpoint of the unique geodesic that
is perpendicular to the boundary of the hyperbolic pair of pants and goes up the cusp rp2i´1.
We build a new hyperbolic surface by gluing all these pairs of pants to X along their common
boundaries and requiring that the marked point upzjq P BiX coincides with yi, see Fig. 6.1.
However, the final surface rX will also be modified along branched points.
Now we fix a biholomorphic chart φi : Σpiq ÝÑ D Ă C for this pair of pants. Such a chart exists
by the Riemann mapping theorem and it is unique up to rotation if we require that φiprp2i´1q “ 0.
Using this rotation we can assume that φiprp2iq P p´1, 0q is on the negative real axis. Since
reflection by the real axis is an anti-holomorphic map and thus an isometry for the uniformized
pair of pants D with nodes 0 and φiprp2iq we see that the positive real axis r0, 1s Ă D is a geodesic
perpendicular to the boundary S1 and going up the cusp 0. Thus φipyiq “ 1, see Fig. 6.2.
Fixing a cover of glued hyperbolic pairs of pants
We will glue the standard degree-lj cover to the boundary BjC ÝÑ BiX. For this purpose
consider the map z ÞÝÑ zlj from D to D. On its image we have the marked points or cusps
0, φiprp2iq P D as well as the marked point 1 “ φipyiq which will be glued to upzjq P BiX. Thus
we mark the lj preimages of φiprp2iq under this map which will be lj points contained in rq.
However, their precise enumeration will be explained at the end. Furthermore we mark 0 as a
critical point of degree lj and for gluing purposes we mark 1 P D. However, the latter point will
not be included in the list of marked points rq later on.
Now uniformize this surface such that the unit circle becomes a geodesic and such that all
the lj ` 1 interior marked points become cusps. This way we obtain hyperbolic surfaces rΣpjq
for every j such that νpjq “ i together with conformal coverings fj : rΣpjq ÝÑ Σpiq mapping
cusps to cusps and boundaries to boundaries which are thus local isometries in the hyperbolic
metrics and coverings of degree lj . Also this means that the length of the boundary of rΣpjq is
lj ¨ lpBiXq “ lpBjCq.
Using Lemma 3.28 we see that we can glue the fj : rΣpjq ÝÑ Σpiq to u : BjC ÝÑ BiX such that
we obtain hyperbolic surfaces containing C and X together with a holomorphic extension of the
map u. This extension will have new critical and branch points and cusps corresponding to the
earlier marked points.
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z ÞÑ z4
00 1 “ φipyiqφiprp2iq
Figure 6.2.: These are the standard disc covers that we glue in. On the right side you can see
the target disc with three marked points and on the left you see the source disc
where one point is completely branched and the others are regular. Notice that in
both parts we fix the rotation of the boundary geodesic by identifying 1 with the
corresponding marked point on the boundary which comes from the reference curve.
Remark 6.7. Note that we don’t mark the points zj as they can actually be recovered from a
pair of pants decomposition and the usual Fenchel–Nielsen coordinate construction. However, we
will remember the free homotopy classes of the former boundaries on X and so by Remark 6.4
we obtain lifted free homotopy classes on the modified C. This way we will be able to refind
these boundaries by looking at the unique geodesic representative in this class.
Note that this cover is actually unique in the following sense.
Proposition 6.8. There exists only one equivalence class of branched degree-k covers f : U ÝÑ
D such that 0 is the only branched point and is fully branched. Here, equivalence means
that there exists a biholomorphism φ : U ÝÑ U 1 such that f 1 ˝ φ “ f for f : U ÝÑ D and
f 1 : U 1 ÝÑ D. Also every two such equivalent branched covers are biholomorphic in a unique
way given by multiplication by a k-th root of unity.
Proof. Suppose we are given a branched cover f : U ÝÑ D of degree k. Denote p :“ f´1p0q.
Since f is branched only around zero it induces an actual covering f : Uztpu ÝÑ Dzt0u. Using
the local form for the branched cover f close to p we see that a small curve in Uztpu around p is
mapped to the homotopy class of t ÞÑ e2piikt, i.e. k times the generator of pi1pDzt0u, 1q where we
have chosen 1 P Dzt0u and q P Uztpu with fpqq “ 1 as the base points for fundamental groups
as well as for the covering arguments. Thus the image of f˚ in pi1pUztpu, qq is the same as the
image of g : Dzt0u ÝÑ Dzt0u given by gpzq “ zk in pi1pDzt0u, 1q. Therefore the map f lifts in
the following diagram to a map h : U ÝÑ Dzt0u.
Dzt0u
g

Uztpu
h
::
f // Dzt0u
The map h : Uztpu ÝÑ Dzt0u is smooth and holomorphic as it is locally given by f´1 ˝ g. By
the removable singularity theorem it extends to a holomorphic map h : U ÝÑ D. It is injective
as f and g are both of degree k and surjective by openness. Thus its differential is everywhere
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nonzero and it is therefore a biholomorphism. The lift h was unique after choosing a preimage
of a regular base point in Dzt0u under g, i.e. there are k different lifts. However this means
that any branched cover f : U ÝÑ D of this type is equivalent to the standard branched cover
z ÞÝÑ zk.
It remains to show that two such biholomorphisms differ only by a k-th root of unity. Suppose we
have constructed biholomorphisms h : U ÝÑ D and h1 : U ÝÑ D in this way. Then we obtain a
biholomorphism h1 ˝ h´1 : D ÝÑ D preserving the origin which is thus given by a rotation. Since
this map needs to preserve fibres of z ÞÝÑ zk the rotation needs to be a k-th root of unity.
Remark 6.9. Proposition 6.8 says in particular that after choosing the hyperbolic pair of
pants Σpiq there exists only one way of gluing a branched covering of genus zero with type
p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1, ljq and one boundary component to BjC if we require that a marked point on BjC is
identified with 1 P D. The lj different isomorphisms in the proposition correspond to the choice
of the lj lifts which in turn correspond to the lj possible identifications of the boundary BjC
with S1. This identification is then fixed by the choice of zj in the fibre u
´1pupzjqq.
Modifying the Cover at Critical and Branched Points
Now we modify the surfaces and the map at the critical and branch points. Let pi “ pi be a
branch point and qj “ qj P C a critical preimage.
Add a complex sphere CP 1piq to X in such a way that r0 : 1s P CP 1piq and pi are a nodal pair.
Furthermore glue a complex sphere CP 1pjq to C such that r0 : 1s P CP 1pjq and qj form a nodal
pair. On CP 1pjq define the map fj : CP 1pjq ÝÑ CP 1piq by
fjprx : ysq “ rxlj : ylj s.
This map has two fully ramified critical points r0 : 1s and r1 : 0s, one of which will be a nodal
point in rX and r1 : 0s which will be marked as will be its image r1 : 0s P CP 1piq. In order to
make the image component stable (at the moment it is a sphere with two special points) we
also mark the point r1 : 1s P CP 1piq as well as its preimages rζklj : 1s P CP 1pjq, where ζlj is a
primitive root of unity. Note that these preimages all have degree 1 but we mark them anyway.
We do this for all i such that pi is a branched point. The maps fit together as they coincide on
the new nodal points by construction.
This way we obtain surfaces rX and rC as well as a map u between them which can be either seen
as a branched cover of closed nodal complex curves or as a locally-isometric covering between
complete nodal hyperbolic surfaces with cusps and finite area.
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fj
r0, 1s „ qj r0, 1s „ pi
r1, 1sζklj
r1, 0sr1, 0s CP 1pjq CP 1piq
Figure 6.3.: This is an illustration of the spheres that we glue in at punctures.
Enumeration and Homotopy Classes of Curves
Now that we have defined the map ru : rC ÝÑ rX we need to specify the remaining data.
As was described above on the surface rX we mark the following points:
• If pi “ BiX is an actual boundary component then we mark the cusps of the glued-in
hyperbolic pair of pants.
• If pi “ pi is a branched point then we mark r1 : 0s, r1 : 1s P CP 1piq.
Here, one point is marked because we need to mark all branched points. The second one is
marked in order to make the glued surface stable. Note that in both cases these additional
points are not branched and thus we have d preimages – on each connected component lj-many.
As we need to mark every preimage of a branched or marked point we mark the following points
on the surface rC as seen above:
• If qj “ BjC is an actual boundary component then we mark 0 P Dpjq and the lj preimages
of the image of the other cusp under the biholomorphic chart φi.
• If qj “ qj is a critical point then we mark r1 : 0s P CP 1 and all rζklj : 1s P CP 1.
Note that every marked point is in one of the new glued components. Furthermore every such
component in the target has one branch point and one marked non-branch point but the spheres
also have a nodal point that is branched but not marked. Also the components in the source
have one point of (maximal) degree lj and lj simple marked points.
Regarding the enumeration of the marked points we work as follows. First we order everything
according to the index j or i that was used to glue. Then we start at the lowest index and assign
the first not-yet-used index for the branched point or the completely branched preimage of that
point, respectively. Then we denote the remaining point on the target component by that index
plus one. On the preimage we mark again first the point of degree lj and then continue with the
lj preimages of the other cusp in the positive direction starting from the direction of 1. This
ordering is also well-defined on CP 1 if we start with r1 : 1s and then increase the power of the
lj-th root of unity in the first component. See the next picture as an illustration.
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z ÞÑ z4
M ` 1N ` 1 M ` 2
N ` 2
N ` 3
N ` 4 N ` 5
Figure 6.4.: This figure illustrates the enumeration scheme we are using for the example of a
disc. Note that M and N are the number of marked points already assigned on the
target and source surface, respectively, before arriving at this particular boundary
component.
It remains to define the free homotopy classes of simple closed curves on rX denoted by Γ. Of
course we choose all the images of the free homotopy classes of the boundaries BiX as well as
the reference curves on X close to nodes under the inclusion X ãÝÑ rX. Recall that ΓjpCq denotes
a reference curve on C close to BjC or qj and we chose the lengths such that they correspond to
one reference curve close to BνpjqX or pνpjq, respectively. Note that the preimages of Γ on C
then correspond to the simple free homotopy class of the curves ΓjpCq, i.e. the boundary curves
or the reference curves close to a node.
The enumeration and various definitions are illustrated in Figure 6.5. Note that this figure draws
the hyperbolic picture, i.e. after making all these choices we equip the surfaces including the
spheres with the unique hyperbolic metric such that all marked points (i.e. not the points zj)
and nodes are cusps. Here we stress once more that the construction was done in such a way
that the former boundary components BjC were geodesic in the hyperbolic structure on C but
are now still geodesic in the uniformized hyperbolic structure in rC because we built the surfaces
from gluing along geodesic boundaries instead of gluing along conformal cylinders.
To sum up we have defined a map
glue : Ob pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
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ru with d “ 3
rX
rC
B2X
upz2q
p1
upz1q
rp1
rp2
rp3
rp4
B2C
B3C
q1
q4
rq1
rq2 rq8
rq9rq10
rq3
rq4
rq5
rq6rq7
z1
z4
z2
z3
Γ1pXq
Γ1pCq
Γ4pCq Γ3pCq
Γ2pCq
Γ2pXq
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
Figure 6.5.: This figure illustrates the various enumeration conventions. Note that the surfaces
are drawn hyperbolically so the enumeration order of e.g. rq6 and rq7 is not clear from
the picture. Also the colors are there just for visibility. Note that we do neither
mark nor modify the interior nodes. However, there are new nodes appearing due to
the existence of branched points on the left hand side. The small numbers show the
local degree of the corresponding node/critical point/boundary component. Note
that the reference curves ΓipXq and ΓjpCq are not explicitly part of the data in
pC, u,X,q,p, zq but are uniquely fixed by the choice of a function F beforehand,
see Section 6.1.
6.2.2. The Gluing Map on Morphisms
Next we show how to extend a morphism
pΦ, ϕq : pC, u,X,q,p, zq ÝÑ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1q
in rRg,k,h,npT q to a morphism
prΦ, rϕq : p rC, rX, ru, rq, rp,rzq ÝÑ pĂC 1,ĂX 1, ru1, rq1, rp1, rz1q
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in rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. This is a local problem. Since we modified the surfaces and their data only
at boundaries and critical points we only need to extend the maps in those neighborhoods.
Boundary Components
Consider a boundary component BiX together with its preimages BjC where u has degree lj
and νpjq “ i on pC, u,X,q,p, zq as well as the corresponding objects in pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1q,
denoted by BjC 1 and BiX 1. This means that ΦpBjCq “ BjC 1 and ϕpBiXq “ BiX 1.
In order to prove that the isomorphisms Φ and ϕ extend over the glued in pairs of pants we
need to show that the holomorphicity of these maps implies that on the boundary of the pairs of
pants they are given by the identity map in the glued-in disc charts.
We will start with the target surfaces rX and ĂX 1. Consider ϕ : BiX ÝÑ BiX 1. Since ϕ is an
isometry it preserves the length of the boundary geodesic. Thus the glued-in pairs of pants are
identical. Since they are glued in such a way that yi and y
1
i are identified with zi and z
1
i we can
extend the map ϕ on these pairs of pants by the identity map and use Lemma 3.28 to see that
this gives a well-defined extension.
In the same way we can extend Φ as the identity map in charts over the pairs of pants Σpjq.
Recalling how we defined the enumeration and that orientations agree one sees easily that this
extension of Φ to rΦ preserves enumerations of marked points.
Punctures and Free Homotopy Classes
There is nothing to show at the marked points qj and pi because we glued in some standard
spheres with a fixed map. Thus we can extend Φ and ϕ by the identity on these spheres. Thus
we obtain maps rΦ : rC ÝÑ ĂC 1 and rϕ : rX ÝÑ ĂX 1 which intertwine ru and ru1 and preserve all the
marked points and their enumerations. Also, the free homotopy classes Γ and Γ1 are mapped to
each other via rΦ and rϕ because the original maps Φ and ϕ preserved the boundary components
of the bordered surfaces.
All in all we see that we obtain a map
glueMor : Mor pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Mor rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
It is easy to see that this gives indeed a functor glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
Remark 6.10. Notice that this extension of the morphisms is in fact unique under our assump-
tions. At a boundary the holomorphic map on the glued punctured disc is determined by its
boundary condition and this boundary condition is determined by requiring that certain points
agree, in our case the (arbitrarily fixed) point yi corresponding to 1 P D and the unique endpoint
of the lift of the positive real line segment on the disc to the fully branched marked point and
zi. On the other hand at a pair of corresponding punctures we added spheres and required the
marked points to be mapped to a specific marked point. But since these are at least three points
this also fixes the biholomorphism.
6.2.3. Properties of the glue-Functor
Next we want to analyze the functor glue a bit further. First we show that glue is essentially
surjective and afterwards we determine the fibre of glue |Ob, it will consist of a single point or a
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product of circles if there are degenerate boundary components. At the end we will see that the
same property holds for glue |Mor.
Lemma 6.11. The functor glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is essentially surjective.
Proof. Let a Hurwitz cover p rC, rX, ru, rq, rp, rΓq P Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q be given. First uniformize X
to obtain a hyperbolic metric. We will cut the Hurwitz cover along the curves in the essential
classes in rΓ and the cusps corresponding to spheres with two marked points in the target.
In every essential class in rΓ we can find a unique closed simple geodesic representative whose
preimages under ru are closed simple geodesics and separate the Hurwitz cover into a covering of
a pair of pants with boundary with two marked points, one of which is regular and the other one
completely branched. Recall that by Remark 6.5 the preimage of this pair of pants consists of a
disjoint union of discs with marked points. Now cut the Hurwitz cover along these geodesics.
At every nodal sphere with two branch points in X we have again by Remark 6.5 that its
preimage consists of nodal spherical components. Remove these nodal spheres.
As the map T ÝÑ rT defined in Eq. (6.3) is invertible we can define an enumeration of the new
boundary components and cusps left over from the cutting procedure. This way we obtain a
bordered Hurwitz cover u : C ÝÑ X of type T with an enumeration of the boundary components
and cusps. It remains to define the points on the reference curves. At cusps we can use any
point we want because they came from nodes where we do not have any kind of information that
we can recover from the nodal sphere. At a essential curves giving rise to geodesic boundaries
we can pick the end point of the unique hyperbolic geodesic perpendicular to this curve and
going up the cusp with the lower index. This defines z.
It is now easy to see that for these choices we have
gluepC, u,X,q,p, zq “ p rC, rX, ru, rq, rp, rΓq
and that pC, u,X,q,p, zq P Ob pRg,k,h,npT q. This is due to the fact that by uniformizing and
gluing hyperbolic surfaces along their geodesic boundary as well as cutting along geodesics we
effectively realize C as a subset of rC and similarly for X. Also by Proposition 6.8 there exists
only one equivalence class of Hurwitz covers that we can glue to the boundary component of the
fixed type and using the given enumeration.
Notice that glue is not injective on objects.
Lemma 6.12. The fibre of the glue-functor on objects is given by
glue´1Obp rC, rX, ru, rq, rp, rΓq “ tpC, u,X,q,p, zq | zj arbitrary at punctures qju
where C, u,X,q,p and zj at non-degenerate boundary components are fixed by the image
p rC, rX, ru, rq, rp, rΓq.
Proof. This is clear from the proof of Lemma 6.11.
Remark 6.13. Notice that the Tn-action on Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q given by Fenchel–Nielsen
twisting along the curves in Γ has a fixed point when their lengths are zero. On pRg,k,h,npT q,
however, the corresponding action by rotating the points z is actually free. This was one of the
major ideas of Mirzakhani in [Mir07].
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Now suppose we are given two bordered Hurwitz covers
pC, u,X,q,p, zq and pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1q
which are mapped under glue to p rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓq and pĂC 1, ru1,ĂX 1, rq1, rp1, rΓ1q and also a morphism
prΦ, rϕq : p rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓq ÝÑ pĂC 1, ru1,ĂX 1, rq1, rp1, rΓ1q. Then we would like to show that we can
construct from this morphism of Hurwitz covers a unique morphism of the corresponding Hurwitz
covers with boundary, i.e.
pΦ, ϕq : pC, u,X,q,p, zq ÝÑ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1q.
However, this statement can not be true because in the gluing construction at the nodes we
forget the marked point z so this map can only be injective up to the position of the points. We
prove
Proposition 6.14. Consider the functor glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q and a morphism
prΦ, rϕq P rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q with
prΦ, rϕq : p rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓq ÝÑ pĂC 1, ru1,ĂX 1, rq1, rp1, rΓ1q.
Then for every pC, u,X,q,p, zq P glue´1Obpp rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓqq there exists a unique morphism
pΦ, ϕq : pC, u,X,q,p, zq ÝÑ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z2q
which agrees with a given prΦ, rϕq everywhere except on the points zj P ΓjpCq at punctures qj
and is thus mapped to prΦ, rϕq under glue.
Proof. To this purpose uniformize first the surfaces rC, rX,ĂC 1 and ĂX 1 to get hyperbolic metrics
such that all the marked points and nodes are punctures. For these metrics the maps rΦ and rϕ
are isometries and ru and ru1 are local isometries.
Now consider the unique geodesic representatives in Γ and Γ1 which are essential curves. By
construction of the closed surfaces we know that these geodesics are given by the boundary
curves BjC Ă rC, BjC 1 ĂĂC 1, BiX Ă rX and BiX 1 Ă ĂX 1. Since rΦ and rϕ are isometries and preserve
the free homotopy classes they map these boundary components onto each other.
Thus we can restrict rΦ and rϕ to the interior surfaces C,C 1, X and X 1 by cutting at the
boundaries and the nodes having one component with marked points. These maps Φ : C ÝÑ C 1
and ϕ : X ÝÑ X 1 obviously intertwine u and u1 and also preserve the enumeration of q and z.
However we need to check whether they preserve the marked points z and z1 as well.
Consider first zj P ΓjpCq with qj “ qj a critical point. Then we can not say anything about the
relation of z1j and Φpzjq as we do not use these points in the construction of the closed Hurwitz
cover. Thus the preimage of the map glue always consists of all possible choices for such marked
points zj close to critical points.
Now consider zj P ΓjpCq » BjC close to an actual boundary component qj “ BjC. For this
purpose switch to a local description of the pairs of pants Σpjq Ă rC and Σ1pjq Ă rC. We defined
the maps ru and ru1 on them by first choosing biholomorphisms with the unit disc. They were
required to map the lowest-indexed cusp to 0 P D and the boundary to the unit circle meaning
they are unique up to a rotation. However, since Φ also preserves the enumeration of the other
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marked points this means that the map Φ is given by the identity on these discs. Thus 1 is
mapped to 1 and we can recover zj and z
1
j as the preimages of 1 under their respective charts.
Thus Φpzjq “ z1j .
6.3. Pulling Back the Orbifold Structure
6.3.1. Orbifold Structure on rRg,k,h,npT q
In this section we will define an orbifold structure for rRg,k,h,npT q for which we will use essentially
that the object and morphism spaces are locally homeomorphic to those of Mg,k,h,npT q.2
Consider an object λ “ pC, u,X,q,p,Γq of a class in rRg,k,h,npT q. First we can build the family
Ψλ : Oλ ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q as in Section 5.2.2 after choosing the objects from Section 5.2.1, i.e.
hyperbolic metrics, sets of decomposing curves, compact sets including the boundary horocycles
away from the nodes, disc structures as well as some roots of unity ξ for all the nodes. We require
that the sets of decomposing curves include the free homotopy classes of curves Γ. Regarding
notation these choices are again included in the symbol λ.
This family describes a variation of C,X and u as well as q and p, so it remains to describe
the free homotopy classes of curves at the neighboring Hurwitz covers. Suppose the marked
points pi and pi`1 are on the same pair of pants bounded by either a node or a curve in Γ. If
it is bounded by a curve then this curve still exists in the glued surface Ψλpbq for b close to
the original surface λ and we can use this one. If it is bounded by a node then there are again
two possibilities. Either on Φλpbq this node was not modified and we can keep the same class
of curves or it was opened. If it was replaced by a cylinder we define the corresponding new
element in Γ to be the curve wrapping once around the glued in cylinder. This means that as
objects we can still use
Obj ĂMg,k,h,npT q :“ ğ
λPΛ
Oλ,
where the λ now include a choice of free homotopy classes of curves Γ, the maps Ψλ include
the construction as outlined above and the set Λ ranges over a large enough set of possible
choices to cover all equivalence classes in | rRg,k,h,npT q|. As in Section 5.3 this defines a manifold
Ob ĂMg,k,h,npT q.
Now we need to look at the morphism set. Again, as in Section 5.3.2 we define Mpλ, λ1q as the
set of all fibre isomorphisms of correct order between ΨλpOλq and Ψλ1pOλ1q where we require
now that each fibre isomorphism also respects the homotopy classes of curves Γ. Also we define
Mor ĂMg,k,h,npT q :“ ğ
λ,λ1PΛ
Mpλ, λ1q.
Now we need to show that these sets Mpλ, λ1q are still manifolds. Recall that we obtained charts
for these sets by continuing the morphism between the central fibres λ and λ1 in a unique way
by looking at the universal unfoldings of the source and target surfaces. Notice that the free
homotopy classes of curves defined above in neighborhoods of λ and λ1 in the family are clearly
preserved by the extended morphisms from Section 5.3.2. Thus we get again manifold charts for
2Note that we temporarily use g, k, h, n and T in this section for readability. This section will of course be
applied to rg, rk,rh, rn and rT .
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Mpλ, λ1q. All the other properties of an orbifold groupoid follow immediately from the fact that
Mg,k,h,npT q is an orbifold groupoid.
This equips |ĂMg,k,h,npT q| with an orbifold structure and we have the inclusion functor
ι : ĂMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,k,h,npT q (6.4)
which still has the same properties as in Proposition 5.46, i.e. it is not surjective on morphisms
as we dropped all those that had a lower order in ĂMg,k,h,npT q.
6.3.2. Orbifold Structure on pRg,k,h,npT q
We will see later that there is a symplectic Hamiltonian Tn-action on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q by rotating
the glued-in pairs of pants in the target surface. Unfortunately this action is not free in the
nodal case which is why we look at the space xMg,k,h,npT q instead. This space will have a free
Tn-action by rotating the points on the reference curves close to the boundaries and cusps.
Unfortunately this space is not an orbifold as by Lemma 6.12 an inner point in the orbifoldĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q gets replaced by a circle. Thus it is rather something like an orbifold with
corners, a more difficult concept that would lead us to far away. Instead we will equip the “inner”
part consisting of actual bordered Hurwitz covers with an orbifold structure and the whole orbit
space with a topology only. This will be enough to describe the limit Chern class at the fixed
locus of the torus action.
Define pR˝g,k,h,npT q as the full subcategory of pRg,k,h,npT q such that the Hurwitz covers have
actual boundary components and no cusps. Notice that they can still have interior nodes, i.e.
the full subcategory of smooth Hurwitz covers will still be denoted by pRg˝,k,h,npT q. Also definerR˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q as the full subcategory of
glueOb
´
Ob pR˝g,k,h,npT q¯
in rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. This category consists of those Hurwitz covers pC, u,X,q,p,Γq where every
element in the multicurve Γ bounds a disc with two marked points, i.e. the curves are not
contractible to a node. Note that this is an open condition3 and thus Ob rR˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q Ă
Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is an open subset, i.e. we can restrict the orbifold structure ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
to this subcategory.
By Lemma 6.11, Lemma 6.12 and Proposition 6.14 we have that
glue : pR˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rR˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q
is a category equivalence which induces a bijection on orbit spaces and thus we can pull back
the orbifold structure from ĂM˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q in an obvious way. Therefore we have
Lemma 6.15. The groupoid pR˝g,k,h,npT q carries a natural orbifold structure given by
ĂM˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ rR˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q glue´1ÝÝÝÝÑ pR˝g,k,h,npT q.
3Although we will define the topology only in Section 7.1.
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Definition 6.16. We can thus define the orbifold groupoid
xM˝g,k,h,npT q :“ glue´1pιpĂM˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT qqq.
Furthermore suppose we are given a topology on rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q:4 Then we can define a topology
on pRg,k,h,npT q by taking the coarsest topology on rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q such that the glue functor is
continuous. This makes the map glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q an open quotient map.
6.3.3. Maps to Moduli Spaces of Admissible Riemann Surfaces
In addition to the moduli spaces of bordered Hurwitz covers we will also need moduli spaces of
bordered Riemann surfaces. To this end we make the same definitions as [Mir07]. Also note that
these are the obvious definitions for the target surfaces from pRg,k,h,npT q and rRg,dk`n,h,2np rT q.
We need to choose a function F : Rě0 ÝÑ Rě0 as in Section 6.1.
Definition 6.17. The category of admissible Riemann surfaces with marked points on the
boundary pRh,n is defined as follows. Objects are tuples pX,p, zq where
• X is an admissible Riemann surface with genus h and n possibly degenerate boundary
components p,
• z P Xn is a tuple of marked points zi P ΓipXq at the reference curves ΓipXq defined with
respect to the function F on the uniformized hyperbolic surface X close to the possible
degenerate boundary component pi
and morphisms between pX,p, zq and pX 1,p1, z1q are given by biholomorphisms φ : X ÝÑ X 1
such that φppiq “ p1i and φpziq “ z1i for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Similarly we define the corresponding moduli space of glued Riemann surfaces.
Definition 6.18. The category of closed Riemann surfaces with a multicurve rRh,2n is defined
as follows. Objects are tuples pX,p,Γq where
• X is an closed Riemann surface with genus h and 2n marked points p and
• a multicurve Γ on X such that every curve in Γ is simple and bounds either
– a disc with exactly two marked points or
– a disc with a node whose other smooth component is a sphere with exactly two
marked points in addition to the node.
Furthermore we require that all the marked points p are either contained in such a pair of
pants or a completely nodal spherical component. Also we require that the labels of the
branch points contained in one such disc from above differ by exactly one.
The morphisms between pX,p,Γq and pX 1,p1,Γ1q are defined to be biholomorphisms φ : X ÝÑ
X 1 such that φppiq “ p1i and φpΓiq “ Γ1i, where the last equality means that the multicurves are
freely homotopic.
4This topology will be defined in Section 7.1.
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In the same way as in Section 6.3.1 we obtain an orbifold structure ĂMh,n on rRh,n by incorporating
the choice of the Γ into the universal unfolding. This is the same orbifold structure as Mirzakhani
defines in [Mir07]. Also we can repeat the constructions in Section 6.2 to obtain a functor
sglue : pRh,n ÝÑ rRh,2n
which also allows us to pull back the orbifold structure from rR˝h,n to pR˝h,n, where the symbol ˝
stands for the full subcategory of Riemann surface whose boundaries are non-degenerate and
all elements in the multicurve are non-contractible, respectively. Again, the symbol ˝ refers to
the full subcategory of completely smooth curves. The topology on | rRh,n| is induced by the
bijection ι : |ĂMh,n| ÝÑ | rRh,n| and the topology on the moduli space | pRh,n| will be defined in
Section 7.1.2.
It remains to say a few words about the obvious evaluation and forgetful functors.
Definition 6.19. We define the obvious forgetful and evaluation functors
xfgt : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ pRg,kxfgtObpC, u,X,q,p, zq :“ pC,q, zqxfgtMorpΦ, φq :“ Φ
and
pev : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ pRh,npevObpC, u,X,q,p, zq :“ pX,p, upzqqpevMorpΦ, φq :“ φ
and
rev : rRg,nd`k,h,2npT q ÝÑ rRh,2nrevObpC, u,X,q,p,Γq :“ pX,p,ΓqrevMorpΦ, φq :“ φ
which clearly restrict to the corresponding functors on the M-categories if we take care of using
corresponding universal unfoldings in the definitions of the orbifold categories.
Remark 6.20. Notice that there is no Ăfgt as Γ is a multicurve on X bounding a pair of pants
with two marked points or a node with a twice-punctured sphere attached. Although u´1pΓq
consists of a simple multicurve, the individual curves do not necessarily bound just two marked
points each.
In contrast on pRg,k,h,npT q we have the condition that upziq “ upzjq if νpiq “ νpjq and thus
upzq :“ pupzjq for some j s.t. νpjq “ iqni“1 is well-defined.
Lemma 6.21. The functors defined in Definition 6.19 are all homomorphisms on the correspond-
ing orbifold categories xM˝g,k,h,npT q and ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. Furthermore the following diagram
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commutes for the R-categories as well as the corresponding M-categories.
pRg,k,h,npT q
xev

glue // rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
Ăev

// Rg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
ev
pRh,n sglue // rRh,2n // Rh,2n
(6.5)
where the two right functors just forget the multicurve. Additionally we have that
rev : ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ ĂMh,2n
is a branched morphism covering. This implies that
pev : xM˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ xM˝h,2n
is a branched morphism covering.
Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 5.46 we can easily see that all the functors
are homomorphisms because we constructed the differentiable structure from the universal curve
of the target surface.
Also the fact that the diagram in Eq. (6.5) commutes is directly clear from the definitions of the
categories and the maps.
Recall from Section 6.3.1 that the orbifold structure on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is defined via Hurwitz
families Ψλ : Oλ ÝÑ Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q that are constructed from the usual Hurwitz family
from Section 5.3 by equipping every fibre with the multicurve corresponding to the one of the
central fibre that is part of the data in λ. This means that both horizontal functors in Eq. (6.5)
which forget the multicurves are covers on objects. Locally the functor rev on objects thus looks
like ev which has the required form of a branched morphism covering. The morphism covering
condition for rev : ĂMg˝,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ ĂMh˝,2n is also easily verified, again in the same way as in
the proof of Proposition 5.46.
Notice that for the right choices of parameter sets Λ we can see that the category isomorphisms
glue : pR˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rR˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q and sglue : pRh,n ÝÑ rRh,2n give rise to isomorphisms of
orbifold groupoids
glue : xM˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ ĂM˝g,nd`k,h,2np rT q,
sglue : xMh,n ÝÑ ĂMh,2n
in the sense of compatible diffeomorphisms on object and morphism manifolds. But this implies
that pev is a morphism covering, too.
Remark 6.22. It is interesting to think about the degree of rev and rev in contrast to ev. One can
see that the horizontal maps forgetting multicurves in Eq. (6.5) are coverings on orbit spaces of
the same degree. Thus deg rev “ deg ev. However, the smooth Hurwitz covers in Rg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
have a very particular structure, namely they are Hurwitz covers in Rg,k,h,npT q with additionally
marked nd non-critical points. It is clear that this in fact a bijection. The corresponding Hurwitz
numbers should hence differ by a factor coming from the possible additional enumerations of
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the trivial fibres which is K “
nź
i“1
Ki with Ki “ lcmtlj | j “ 1, . . . , k with νpjq “ iu. We will
see this again in Lemma 8.43.
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7. SFT-Compactness and Topology
7.1. Topology on Moduli Spaces
7.1.1. Closed Hurwitz Covers
By defining an orbifold structure on Mg,k,h,npT q and xMg˝,k,h,npT q we have equipped their orbit
spaces with a topology. However, we still need to
(i) define a topology on |Rg,k,h,npT q| and | pRg,k,h,npT q|,
(ii) prove that the orbit spaces |Mg,k,h,npT q| and |Rg,k,h,npT q| are compact and
(iii) that the boundary length functions on | pRg,k,h,npT q| and | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q are proper.
Before stating this in detail, let us recall the notion of convergence of surfaces in the Deligne–
Mumford space.
Definition 7.1. A sequence rXk,pks P |Rh,n| converges to rX,ps P |Rh,n| if after removing
finitely many elements in the sequence there exist maps φk : Xk ÝÑ X together with curves
γik Ă Xk for i “ 1, . . . ,m such that
• the maps φk map each γik to a node in X independent of k,
• the maps φk|XkzŤmi“1 γik : Xkz
mď
i“1
γik ÝÑ Xz
mď
i“1
φkpγikq are diffeomorphisms of nodal surfaces
and we denote their inverses by ψk,
• the pull-back complex structures ψk˚Jk converge in C
8
loc to J on Xz
mď
i“1
φkpγikq and
• the marked points φkppikq converge to pi for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Remark 7.2. Let us make a few remarks for this section.
(i) Note that the convergence of the complex structures implies convergence of the corre-
sponding hyperbolic structures to a hyperbolic metric on pX,pq. So if we denote by gk
the unique complete hyperbolic metric with finite area induced by Jk on Xk we see that
ψk˚gk Ñ g in C8loc on Xz
mď
i“1
φkpγikq. Also we can choose the curves γik to be closed simple
geodesics of gk.
(ii) Also note that by the words “diffeomorphism” and “C8loc-convergence” we actually mean
the corresponding version for nodal surfaces as we allow for already existing nodes. These
notions are summarized in Fig. 7.1.
(iii) By Theorem 13.6 from [RS06] we know that a sequence rXk,pks P |ObRh,n| converges
to rX,ps P |ObRh,n| in the sense as above if and only if the sequence converges in the
topology induced by the orbifold structure Mh,n after possibly removing finitely many
points in the sequence.
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pXk,pkq
p1k
p2k
φkψk
γ2k
γ1k
Jk
ψk˚Jk Ñ J
φkpp1kq Ñ p1
φkpp2kq Ñ p2
pX,pq
Figure 7.1.: This illustrates the objects needed in the definition of Deligne–Mumford convergence.
Next we define the topology on |Rg,k,h,npT q|.
Definition 7.3. Define the topology on |Rg,k,h,npT q| as the finest topology such that the
surjective map ι : |Mg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q| is continuous. Thus the map ι is a quotient
map and |Rg,k,h,npT q| is equipped with the quotient topology.
We will need to relate this topology to a notion of convergence to broken holomorphic curves for
which we have various compactness theorems available.
Note that we have the following basic statement.
Lemma 7.4. The map ι : |Mg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q| is proper.
Proof. Quotient maps are closed and thus it is enough to check that preimages of points are
compact. But this is clear because for every Hurwitz cover there are only finitely many choices
for the discs in the definition of the Hurwitz deformations at nodes.
Next we show how to interpret this topology on |Rg,k,h,npT q|.
Proposition 7.5. A sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks P |Rg,k,h,npT q| converges to
rC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q|
if and only if after removing finitely many members of the sequence
• there exist tuples of simple curves Γk Ă Ck and Θk Ă Xk such that
u´1k pΘikq “
ğ
jPIi
Γjk and ukpΓikq P Θk @i,
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• there exist maps φk : Ck ÝÑ C and ρk : Xk ÝÑ X which map Γik and Θik for every i to
one fixed node in C and X depending on i, respectively,
• such that φk and ρk are diffeomorphisms of nodal surfaces outside the curves and their
images,
• the marked points φkpqjkq and ρikppikq converge to p and q, respectively,
• the complex structures pφkq˚jk and pρkq˚Jk converge to j and J , respectively, in C8loc
outside the images of the curves above and
• the maps ρk ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k : Cz
ď
i
φkpΓikq ÝÑ Xz
ď
i
ρkpΘikq converge in C8loc to u away from
the images of the curves and uniformly on C.
Remark 7.6. We reformulate the topology on |Rg,k,h,npT q| in this way because from SFT-
compactness we will extract a subsequence having these properties and thus giving us sequential
compactness. Note that this description is merely a consequence of the fact that we defined the
orbifold structures from the data in the universal unfoldings of the target and source surface
and thus can use the reformulation of the topology from [RS06].
Proof. First assume that we are given a sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks P |Rg,k,h,npT q| converging
to rC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q| in the topology defined in Definition 7.3. As ObMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ
|Mg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q| is a quotient map there exists a sequence of representatives of
rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks in a neighborhood of pC, u,X,q,pq P ObMg,k,h,npT q after removing finitely
many members of the sequence. As the object set was built from the coordinate charts on the
target universal curve we can apply Theorem 13.6 from [RS06] to conclude that the sequence
of target surfaces pXk,pkq converges to pX,pq in the sense of Definition 7.1. Recalling that we
built the source surfaces in the Hurwitz deformation as a subset of the universal unfolding of
the source surface we get the same type of convergence on the source surface.
It remains to verify the convergence of the maps and to fix a choice of “collapsing curves” that
satisfies Proposition 7.5. We will choose the curves in the complex gluing description as it
is not easy to show the uniform convergence of the maps over the nodes in the hyperbolic
description. So choose a disc structure around the collapsed nodes in the limit Hurwitz cover
pC, u,X,q,pq P ObMg,k,h,npT q and associate gluing parameters for all the nodes in the sequence
pCk, uk, Xk,qk,pkq such that Ψptk, zkq “ pCk, uk, Xk,qk,pkq for some choices of discs in the
definition of Ψ as the sequence might “jump” between the branches. See Fig. 7.2 for an
illustration and recall that Ψ : Qˆ DN ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q was defined for an open subset Q of
Teichmu¨ller space and one disc for every one of the N nodes in the central target X. The gluing
parameters for the M source nodes of one node in X were then specified by the choice of one
disc b : D ÝÑ DM for every node in X. See Section 5.2.2 for more details. We will denote the
constructed Hurwitz covers by Ψptk, zkq “ pubpzkq : Cu˚tk,bpzq ÝÑ Xtk,apzq-
Note that we need to investigate the convergence of the maps in C8loc away from the nodes and in
C0 at the nodes. The first part is trivial as Ψ was built such that uk is not modified outside the
disc structure and thus converges there in C8loc trivially. Now we need to look more closely at the
nodes but it is enough to do this separately for every new limit node p P X. Its preimages will
be enumerated by j “ 1, . . . ,m with degrees lj which we should not confuse with the parameters
specifying the degrees of u at qj . The gluing parameters will be denoted by ak for the one of the
target surface in the k-th element in the sequence. Correspondingly the gluing parameters for
the preimages of the node p will be denoted by bjk. Recall from Fig. 7.2 that we used the charts
from the disc structure to glue in modified discs specified by the gluing parameters.
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z ÞÑ zkj z ÞÑ zkj
bkj b
k
jb
|bkj |
b
|bkj |
C
X
p
qj
Γj
Θ
Ck – Cu˚tk,bk
Xk – Xtk,ak
ak akb
|ak|
b
|ak|
Figure 7.2.: Recall the gluing procedure from Section 5.1. We define the curves Γjk and Θk as
those circles with radius the square root of the modulus. This way we can define
the diffeomorphisms outside the curves onto the nodal surfaces in a straight-forward
way.
We will now define the curves that we remove from the surfaces together with diffeomorphisms
to the target nodal surface with nodes removed. For every fixed index k in the sequence we
define a curve Γjk as the image of the circle of radius
b
|bjk| on Cu˚tk,bk and the curve Θk as the
image of the circle of radius
a|ak|. Sinceb
|bjk|
lj “a|ak| and
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xa|x|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “a|x|
it does not matter on which side of the node we define the curve and Γjk gets indeed mapped to
Θk under ubk . Now choose a family of diffeomorphisms gs : r
?
s, 1s ÝÑ r0, 1s for s P r0, 1q such
that
(i) gspxq “ x´?s in a small neighborhood of ?s and gspxq “ x in a small neighborhood of 1
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and the sizes of these neighborhoods are independent of s for small s and
(ii) for every S P p0, 1s, gs|r?S,1s converges to the identity function in C8pr
?
S, 1sq as s ÝÑ 0.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.
gs
?
s
gs1
?
s1 1
1
0
Figure 7.3.: This figure illustrates the kind of radial scaling function that we use for the diffeo-
morphisms outside the curves on the glued-in cylinders. Note that s1 ă s and for
every s the smooth function has slope one next to the interval boundaries. Also
they clearly converge in C8 on compact sets in p0, 1q to the identity function.
With this choice we can define maps on the glued-in cylinders by
tz P C |
b
|bjk| ă |z| ď 1u ÝÑ Dzt0u
reiθ ÞÝÑ g|bjk|prqe
iθ
and correspondingly for ak. Note that we define these maps on the outer parts of the annuli
and thus by defining them on both coordinate charts we obtain maps defined everywhere except
at the curves. Furthermore these maps are given by the identity near radius 1 and thus extend
to well-defined diffeomorphisms
φk : CkzΓk ÝÑ Cztcollapsed nodesu
ρk : XkzΘk ÝÑ Xztcollapsed nodesu
by using the corresponding parameters ak and b
j
k everywhere. Note that the different choices
of the discs b in the definition of Ψ for the gluing parameters result in different twists for the
complex structure on Ck but the maps are the same. So we can calculate in a neighborhood of
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the j-th preimage of p
ρk ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k preiθq “ ρk ˝ ukpg´1|bjk|prqe
iθq
“ ρkppg´1|bjk|prqq
ljeiljθq “ g|ak|ppg´1|bjk|prqq
lj qeiljθ
where near r “ 0 the radial component is given by
g|ak|ppg´1|bjk|prqq
lj q “ p
b
|bjk| ` rqlj ´
a|ak| “ rP|bjk|prq
where P|bjk|prq is a polynomial in r whose coefficients depend polynomially on
b
|bjk|. Thus the
map ρk ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k converges uniformly to z ÞÑ zlj on the discs for |ak| Ñ 0. This shows one
direction of the proposition.
For the other direction consider a sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks P |Rg,k,h,npT q| converging to
rC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q| in the sense of the proposition. Then we can use Theorem 13.16
from [RS06] to see that after removing finitely many elements in the sequence the surfaces
rXk,pks are biholomorphic to fibres in the universal unfolding of pX,pq. So choose discs on X
as in Section 5.1 such that pXk,pkq is biholomorphic to Xtk,ak , where ak is a tuple of gluing
parameters for the additional nodes of X and ak ÝÑ 0 as k Ñ8. We can use u : C ÝÑ X to
pull back these discs to C and by choosing the initial discs sufficiently small we can assume
that the system forms a disc structure. Denote by ρk and φk the diffeomorphisms outside the
collapsing curves. As ρk ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k converges uniformly to u on C they induce the same map
on the fundamental group of the connected components of C with the marked points removed.
Thus there exists a family of diffeomorphisms ψk : Cztcritical pointsu ÝÑ Cztcritical pointsu
such that ρk ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k ˝ ψk “ u. As these maps ψk are holomorphic since locally all the
ingredient maps are invertible and holomorphic, they extend to a biholomorphism C ÝÑ C. In
particular it follows that u has the same degree at a node as uk has on the corresponding curve.
Thus pCk, uk, Xk,qk,pkq is isomorphic to a Hurwitz cover in some family Ψλ centered around
pC, u,X,q,pq and built from this disc structure and appropriate gluing parameters bjk and ak for
source and target surface, respectively, again due to Theorem 13.16 in [RS06].1 As the sequence
ak goes to zero we have that bk goes to zero as well and therefore the sequence converges in
Oλ Ă ObMg,k,h,npT q. But since the map ObMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q| is a quotient map
this means that the sequence converges in this induced topology as well.
7.1.2. Bordered Hurwitz Covers
Next we will define the topology on the moduli spaces of bordered Hurwitz covers and their
“closed” version, | pRg,k,h,npT q| and | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|, respectively. Note that we have already
defined topologies on the corresponding orbifolds xMg˝,k,h,npT q and ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. First, we
will define a topology on | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| and then afterwards on | pRg,k,h,npT q| such that the
map glue : pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is continuous.
Definition 7.7. In the same way as in Definition 7.3 the topology on | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| will be
1At this point we cheat a little bit as it is possible that pC, u,X,q,pq was not contained in the set Λ which we
used for defining Mg,k,h,npT q. However, one can just choose a central Hurwitz cover in that set and replace
the gluing parameters zero by some appropriate values a and b, respectively.
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the finest one such that the map
ι : |ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|
is continuous.
Remark 7.8. As for the closed case this makes the map ι an open quotient map. Since
|ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is second-countable the space | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is second-countable, too, and
therefore compactness is equivalent to sequential compactness. Furthermore |ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|
is locally compact and thus | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is locally compact, too. Again we use that the
map ι is open for this statement. Notice that this means that in order to prove that a map
| rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ÝÑ Z is proper it is enough to show that it is closed and preimages of points
are compact.
Next we define a topology on | pRg,k,h,npT q|. Note that we can not just require the map glue :
| pRg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| to be continuous and then take the coarsest topology as this
would make the open sets contain the whole circle of marked points zi at a node qi. The situation
is similar to polar coordinates Rě0ˆS1 ÝÑ C where it is not immediately clear how to abstractly
define the topology on Rě0 ˆ S1 without knowing anything about the topology on R2 or the
cylinder. Notice that this toy map is not open as an open strip Rě0 ˆ p´, q touching the
boundary is mapped to a sector in C including the origin which is not open.
Recall the maps from the following diagram.
Ob pRg,k,h,npT q //
glue
))
| pRg,k,h,npT q|
glue

Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
))
Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q //
ι
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|ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ι // | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|
(7.1)
Observe that the lower horizontal line consists of spaces already equipped with topologies and
those maps are open continuous quotient maps. Now let an element
rC, u,X,q,p, zs P | pRg,k,h,npT q|
be given. We will index a subbasis for the topology on this space by choosing central points of
the neighborhoods as well as open sets in Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q and p´, q P R.
Choose a sufficiently small open neighborhood U Ă Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q such that glueprC, u,X,q,p, zsq P
ιp|U |q and an  ą 0. By sufficiently small we mean that it is contained in one chart Oλ. Note
that the data from λ contains a set of simple essential free homotopy classes of C decompos-
ing the surface into pairs of pants. This allows us to fix a point on ΓjpCq by intersecting
the unique geodesic going up the cusp which is perpendicular to one chosen boundary of the
corresponding pair of pants (or going up this cusp if C happens to have a node there) in the
hyperbolic uniformization of C. Call this point wj P ΓjpCq. Notice that we can do this for any
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rC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1s P U and we will denote the corresponding point by w1j . Now we define
UrC,u,X,q,p,zspU, q :“ trC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1s | gluepC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1q P ιpUq
and |dhyppzj , wjq ´ dhyppz1j , w1jq| ă u,
where by dhyppzj , wjq we mean the hyperbolic distance between the two points along the curve
ΓjpCq.
Remark 7.9. The point wj P ΓjpCq is used to make sense of the idea that the marked points zj
can vary slightly on their reference curve in an open neighborhood for which we need a reference
point to define parametrizations of the curves.
Lemma 7.10. The sets UrC,u,X,q,p,zspU, q define a topology on | pRg,k,h,npT q| such that the space
is locally compact and second-countable. Furthermore the map glue is continuous, closed and
proper.
Proof. The sets UrC,u,X,q,p,zspU, q clearly generate a topology as a subbasis. The space is second-
countable as Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q and R are second-countable and so we can find a countable
basis by choosing appropriate basis open sets. The local compactness also follows immediately
from the local compactness of Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q and R.
Continuity of glue : | pRg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| follows by looking at the commuting
diagram in Eq. (7.1): Suppose U Ă | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is an open set. Then for any point
rC, u,X,q,p, zs P glue´1pUq we can find an open set rC, u,X,q,p, zs P V Ă glue´1pUq by
considering a sufficiently small subset in Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q containing glueprC, u,X,q,p, zsq
and taking the corresponding set in | pRg,k,h,npT q| as in the construction of the subbasis.
Next we show that glue : | pRg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is a closed map. First notice that
both spaces are second-countable and thus we can describe closed subsets as subsets such
that every accumulation point is contained in the set and a point is an accumulation point
if and only if there is a sequence converging to this point. Now consider a closed subset
V Ă | pRg,k,h,npT q|. We need to show that gluepVq Ă | pRg,k,h,npT q| is closed, too. So consider a
sequence tr rCk, ruk, rXk, rqk, rpk, rΓksukPN with
r rCk, ruk, rXk, rqk, rpk, rΓks “ glueprCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk, zksq @k P N,
such that
lim
kÑ8r rCk, ruk, rXk, rqk, rpk, rΓks “ r rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓs P | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|.
We need to show that there exists rC, u,X,q,p, zs P | pRg,k,h,npT q| such that
glueprC, u,X,q,p, zsq “ r rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓs.
For this purpose choose a sufficiently small open neighborhood V of p rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓq (or rather
an equivalent Hurwitz cover) in Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q such that except for finitely many members
all elements in the sequence r rCk, ruk, rXk, rqk, rpk, rΓks have representatives p rCk, ruk, rXk, rqk, rpk, rΓkq P
ιpV q in the groupoid ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. Now the map glue is injective on objects except regarding
the marked points on reference curves close to punctures. In any case we can cut the Hurwitz
cover p rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓq along the hyperbolic geodesics in the free homotopy classes of rΓ or at the
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corresponding node, respectively. We can do the same thing for all the elements in the sequence
to obtain elements pCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk, zkq P Ob pRg,k,h,npT q with gluepCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk, zkq “
Ck, uk, Xk,qk,pk, zk. This is the same construction as in the proof of Lemma 6.11 and this
procedure does not yet fix the points pzkqj at punctures qj . However, after choosing an arbitrary
sequence of reference points pzkqj ’s at these punctures such that rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk, zks P V we
can pick a convergent subsequence because the corresponding S1’s are compact and we can
parametrize the ΓjpCkq by choosing a geodesic as in the definition of the topology on pRg,k,h,npT q.
Now this subsequence obviously converges in | pRg,k,h,npT q| and is contained in V and therefore
its limit is contained in V. By continuity of glue this implies that the accumulation point of
gluepVq is contained in this image set and it is thus closed.
In order to prove that glue is proper we thus only need to show preimages of points are compact.
But preimages of points are homeomorphic to products of S1’s corresponding to the nodal ΓjpCq
and are thus compact.
Remark 7.11. Indeed the map glue : | pRg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is not open. To see
this notice that a neighborhood of r rC, ru, rX, rq, rp, rΓs with a node pj contains all possible marked
points upzjq as they correspond to possible endpoints of the unique hyperbolic geodesic going up
the cusp rp2j´1 and perpendicular to the geodesic corresponding to the collapsed node. But an
open set in | pRg,k,h,npT q| might only contain a proper subset of this “circle” of possible marked
points on the reference curve.
We have now defined two topologies on |xMg˝,k,h,npT q|, one by pulling back the orbifold structure
from |ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| and the second one as a subspace |xMg˝,k,h,npT q| Ă | pRg,k,h,npT q|. These two
topologies agree because the map glue : |xMg˝,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |ĂMg˝,nd`k,h,2np rT q| is a homeomorphism
by definition and for smooth Hurwitz covers the functor glue : pRg˝,k,h,npT q ÝÑ rRg˝,nd`k,h,2np rT q
is injective on objects. This implies that the sets UrC,u,X,q,p,zspU, q are open in both topologies.
Furthermore all forgetful and evaluation maps to corresponding Deligne–Mumford spaces are
continuous by the same arguments as in Section 5.4.
7.2. Compactness of |Rg,k,h,npT q|
Now it remains to show that the obtained orbit spaces of our various orbifold categories are indeed
compact. We will show this first for |Rg,k,h,npT q| which implies compactness for |Mg,k,h,npT q|
by Lemma 7.4. It is enough to show that they are sequentially compact as these spaces are
first countable. The strategy is as follows. First we look at the sequence of complex structures
of the target surface and pick a converging subsequence. Then we use SFT-compactness at
collapsing curves in the target to extract a subsequence of Hurwitz covers converging to a
holomorphic building in the SFT-sense. We then reformulate this in terms of Hurwitz covers
and exclude various problematic cases that can happen in general. We are then left with a
subsequence converging to a Hurwitz cover already considered in our moduli spaces thus proving
its compactness.
So let us be given a sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks P |Rg,k,h,npT q| with the usual combinatorial data
denoted by g, k, h, n P N and T “ pT1, . . . , Tn, d, ν, tljuk1q. We will usually denote subsequences
again by using the same index.
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7.2.1. Picking a Converging Subsequence of Complex Structures on the Target
Surface
First, note that the sequence pXk,pkq is a sequence of stable nodal Riemann surfaces Xk together
with n marked points pk. Since the Deligne–Mumford space |Rh,n| is compact we can pass to
a subsequence pXk,pkq which converges to a nodal surface pX,pq P ObjRh,n in the sense of
Definition 7.1.
Recall from Section 3.4.1 that every closed simple geodesic and every cusp has a standard
neighborhood and all these neighborhoods are pairwise disjoint if the geodesics and cusps do
not meet. This implies that by passing to a subsequence we can assume that all the curves γik
and all cusps stay at least some fixed minimum hyperbolic distance away from each other. So
wherever the hyperbolic metric ψk˚gk does not degenerate we can investigate the behavior of the
maps uk, the geodesics of ψk˚gk, its nodes and its cusps individually. Rephrasing this means that
on the target surface X the nodes as well as the cusps cannot meet and the only degeneration
possible is the one coming from collapsing hyperbolic geodesics. Away from these curves the
hyperbolic structure converge, see e.g. [Hum97]. You can see this in Fig. 7.4.
Xk
γ2k
γ1k
p1
Figure 7.4.: The surface Xk has a two collapsing geodesics γ
1
k and γ
2
k as well as a cusp p1.
Each of them has their collar or cusp neighborhood, respectively. By passing to a
subsequence we assume that their lengths are uniformly bounded from above such
that their collar and cusp neighborhoods, respectively, are pairwise disjoint. This
means that the images of these neighborhoods around the cusps and nodes in X are
also disjoint for all k P N.
In total we have the following Proposition 7.12.
Proposition 7.12. Given a sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks P |Rg,k,h,npT q| there is a subsequence
denoted again by rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks and a nodal surface pX,pq together with a finite set of
closed simple curves γik Ă Xk for i “ 1, . . . ,m and maps φk : Xk ÝÑ X such that
• the maps φk map each γik to a node in X,
• the maps φk|XkzŤmi“1 γik : Xkz
mď
i“1
γik ÝÑ Xz
mď
i“1
φkpγikq are diffeomorphisms of nodal surfaces
and we denote their inverses by ψk,
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• the unique complete hyperbolic structures of finite area gk on the punctured Riemann
surface Xkztnodes, marked pointsu induced by Jk are such that ψk˚gk converge in C8loc to
g on Xz
˜
mď
i“1
φkpγikq Y tnodes, marked pointsu
¸
and
• the curves γik are geodesics of gk.
Remark 7.13. So, in the hyperbolic picture we see curves degenerating to nodes on the target
surface. Next we will describe this as stretching-the-neck and thus apply SFT-compactness. All
other compactness phenomena then have to be excluded on the domain C.
7.2.2. General SFT Compactness in Neck-Stretching Sequences
Neck-Stretching
In this chapter we will discuss the SFT compactness theorem and necessary changes as well
as definitions from Cieliebak–Mohnke [CM05]. There are two generalizations from that paper
that we will need in our case: First, we will allow to glue in arbitrary sequences of increasingly
thinner cylinders instead of their fixed sequence and secondly we will allow for changing almost
complex structures away from the neck-stretching region.
Definition 7.14. A closed stable hypersurface M of a closed connected symplectic manifold
pX2n, ωq is a closed submanifold of X of codimension one such that ωM :“ ω|M is a stable
Hamiltonian structure, i.e. ωM is a closed 2-form of maximal rank n´1 and there exists a 1-form
λ on M with λ|kerωM ‰ 0 and kerωM Ă ker dλ everywhere.
Now let pX2n0 , ωq be a closed connected symplectic manifold, M Ă X0 a closed stable hypersurface
and λ the corresponding 1-form on M . We fix a parametrization of a bi-collar neighborhood
of M by r´, s ˆM for some  ą 0 such that ω “ ωM ` dprλq, were r P r´, s. Now we pick
a sequence of tamed almost complex structures tJkukPN on pX0, ωq such that their restriction
Jk|M to r´, s ˆM is the restriction of an SFT-like almost complex structure on R ˆM ,
defined in Definition 7.16. Furthermore we require that the sequence Jk converges in C
8 outside
r´, s ˆM to an almost complex structure J on X0zr´, s ˆM .2
Definition 7.15. The Reeb vector field R on M is defined by ωM pR, ¨q “ 0 and λpRq “ 1.
Furthermore we define the CR-structure ξ :“ kerλ.
Definition 7.16. A SFT-like almost complex structure J on pX0, ωq for a closed stable hyper-
surface M with a chosen stabilizing 1-form λ on M and a fixed bi-collar r´, s ˆM Ă X0 is an
almost complex structure J on X0 which tames ω and its restriction JM :“ J |r´,sˆM satisfies
the following properties:
(i) JM
ˆ B
Br
˙
“ R is the Reeb vector field on M and
(ii) ωM pv, JMvq ą 0 for all v P ξzt0u,
where ξ :“ kerλ.
2This will later force us to include all collapsing curves on the target surfaces Xk in the hypersurface M .
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Remark 7.17. As is explained in [CM05] such tamed complex structures exist and the set of
tamed complex structures for a given symplectic manifold and closed stable hypersurface is
contractible. Note that we pick in fact a sequence of such tamed complex structures as we want
to allow for varying complex structures away from the neck-stretching. So we require that on the
bi-collar neighborhood the Jk are independent of k and are equal to one fixed SFT-like almost
complex structure on RˆM .
At this point Cieliebak and Mohnke introduce a sequence of modified symplectic manifolds Xk
which consist of X0 and replace the bi-collar neighborhood by r´´k, sˆM with k P N. However
we will need a more general sequence and will replace k by a sequence twkukPN Ă R` with the
property lim
kÑ8wk “ `8 and w0 “ 0 allowing for more general widths of collar neighborhoods.
Furthermore, if M “
ğ
Mν has several connected components we might choose different
sequences wνk for every ν. As this complicates the notation further we will drop the index and
treat every connected component separately.
Now we choose a sequence of diffeomorphisms φk : r´wk ´ , s ÝÑ r´, s with φ1k “ 1 near the
end points of the intervals (again, for every connected component Mν of M) and define
(i) X˚0 :“ X0zr´, s ˆM ,
(ii) M˘ :“ t˘u ˆM ,
(iii) Xk :“ X˚0 YM´\M` r´wk ´ , s ˆM ,
(iv) Jk :“
#
Jk on X˚0
JM on r´wk ´ , s ˆM,
(v) ωk :“
#
ω on X˚0
ωM ` dpφkλq on r´wk ´ , s ˆM.
Definition 7.18. To recap, given a stable hypersurface M in a closed connected symplectic
manifold pX0, ωq together with a sequence twkukPN Ă R` as above for every connected component
of M , a sequence Jk of tamed almost complex structures on X0 as well as a bi-collar neighborhood
r´, s ˆM Ă X0 the above procedure defines a neck-stretching sequence pXk, ωk, Jkq.
The “limit” object of such a neck-stretching sequence will be of the following kind. For an
integer N ě 1 define
pXν , Jνq :“
#
pX˚0 \ r´,8q ˆM \ p´8, q ˆM,Jq for ν “ 0, N ` 1
pRˆM,JM q for ν “ 1, . . . , N
as well as
X˚ :“ X0 \
Nğ
ν“1
Xν
equipped with the almost complex structure J˚ induced by the Jν . Also one can glue the
positive boundary component of the compactification Xν by adding copies of M to the negative
boundary component of Xν`1. Call this compact topological space X which is homeomorphic
to X0 and is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 7.5.
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Remark 7.19. Note that the definition of X˚ does not use a (N ` 1)-st level. This is just used
for simplifying the notation for the broken ends as the positive ends of XN are glued to the
negative ends of XN`1 “ X0.
Also notice that it is not immediately clear that this notion of convergence of the neck-stretching
sequence pXk, Jkq to pX˚, J˚q is the same as Deligne–Mumford convergence. In our case, however,
we will see that the final object does indeed arise as an actual limit of degenerating hyperbolic
surfaces in the Deligne–Mumford sense.
Furthermore we need to choose certain homeomorphisms to translate between X0 and X and to
obtain more structures on the “limits” X and X˚. To this end choose a homeomorphism
Φ : X ÝÑ X0
given by
Φpxq :“
#
x x P X0zp´, q ˆM
pφprq, yq x “ pr, yq P pRˆMqν
with a homeomorphism
φ : r´,`8s Y˘8 r´8,`8s Y˘8 ¨ ¨ ¨ Y˘8 r´8, s ÝÑ r´, s (7.2)
that is a diffeomorphism outside ˘8 and φprq “ r near ˘. Note that the domain of φ has
N ` 2 intervals because in the definition of X˚ and X we used X0 twice. Denote by φ0 the
restriction of φ to the first and last interval and by φν the restriction to the pν ` 1q-st interval
for ν “ 1, . . . , N .
We can use the map Φ to pull back ω to obtain a symplectic form ωΦ on X
˚.
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Xr´, s ˆM
Φ
X
X0 “ XN`1
X1 XNX2
φ
Figure 7.5.: This is an illustration of the map Φ : X ÝÑ X0 which will be used to relate various
constructed objects on the limit broken curve to the surface X0. Note that the ends
of the tubes in the upper figure are given by r´8,8s ˆM so the cylindrical ends
are open neighborhoods of the glued-in copy of M at the boundaries between these
tubes.
Broken Holomorphic Curves
Before stating the definition of the convergence of a sequence of Jk-holomorphic curves in a
neck-stretching sequence to a broken holomorphic curve we need to introduce various notions on
surfaces.
First, suppose we are given a stable Hamiltonian structure ωM on RˆM stabilized by a 1-form
λ. This form defines a Reeb vector field R on M for which we are given a T -periodic closed
orbit γ : r0, T s ÝÑM . Then we define
Definition 7.20. A J-holomorphic map f “ pa, uq : Dzt0u ÝÑ R ˆM is called positively
asymptotic to γ if lim
ρÑ0 apρe
iθq “ `8 and lim
ρÑ0upρe
iθq “ γ
ˆ
Tθ
2pi
˙
uniformly in θ. The map f is
negatively asymptotic to γ if the same holds with ´8 for a and γ
ˆ
´Tθ
2pi
˙
for u as the limits.
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`8´8 0
M
D
f
Figure 7.6.: A holomorphic map can be positively asymptotic at a puncture in its domain if the
images of small circles around the puncture converge to `8 in the R-coordinate and
converge uniformly to a parametrized Reeb orbit of M . Note that we have drawn
the case M “ S1 which is indeed what we need in our considerations.
Now we can define the notion of a punctured holomorphic curve in pX0, Jq.
Definition 7.21. A punctured holomorphic curve is a tuple pC, u, z, z,Γ,Γq where
• C is a nodal Riemann surface with pairwise disjoint marked points
z “ pz1, . . . , zpq and z “ pz1, . . . , zpq,
• corresponding vectors Γ “ pγ1, . . . , γpq and Γ “ pγ1, . . . , γpq of corresponding closed Reeb
orbits in M and
• a j-J-holomorphic map u : CzzY z ÝÑ X0 which is positively asymptotic to γi at zi for
any i “ 1, . . . , p and negatively asymptotic to γ
i
at zi, respectively.
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uC
X
M
γ1
γ2
γ
1
“ γ
2
z2
z1
z1
z2
Figure 7.7.: Here one can see a punctured holomorphic curve (i.e. one level of a broken holomor-
phic curve) as in Definition 7.21 in a symplectic manifold X of dimension dimX ě 4
with a stable hypersurface M . The curves in M are Reeb orbits which are the limits
of u at the punctures zi. Notice that nodes are allowed as they can be present in a
sequence of (nodal) Hurwitz covers. There is no condition on the node as X is not
a surface.
We will now define the notion of a broken holomorphic curve for the neck-stretching manifold
pX˚, J˚q. Let C be a closed oriented connected surface with a tuple z “ pz1, . . . , zkq P Ck of
distinct marked points and two collections ∆p :“ tδiupi“1 and ∆n of finitely many disjoint and
pairwise non-homotopic simple loops in Czz. We set C :“ Cä∆n where each loop in ∆n is
collapsed to a nodal point. Then we equip Cz∆p with a complex structure such that the loops
in ∆p become punctures from both sides and the collapsed curves ∆n become nodes. This way
Cz∆p is a closed oriented connected nodal Riemann surface with marked points z and punctures
δi for i “ 1, . . . , p. Furthermore we choose a decomposition of Cz∆p into disjoint surfaces
C˚ :“ Cz∆p “: C0 \
Nğ
ν“1
Cν
such that all Cν are pairwise disjoint not necessarily connected nodal Riemann surfaces with
punctures. Note that the definition of the individual Cν ’s is part of a choice. Also note that the
curves δi give us an identification of pairs of punctures on C
˚.
Definition 7.22. A broken holomorphic curve with N ` 1 levels
F “ pF 0, F 1, . . . , FN q : C˚ ÝÑ pX˚, J˚q
is a collection of punctured holomorphic curves F ν : Cν ÝÑ pXν , Jνq such that F : C˚ ÝÑ X˚
extends to a continuous map F : C ÝÑ X. It is called stable if
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(i) for 1 ď ν ď N the map F ν is not the union of trivial cylinders over closed Reeb orbits
without any marked points on them,
(ii) no component of C˚ is a sphere with less than three special points3 on which F is constant
and
(iii) no component of C˚ is a torus without any special points on which F is constant.
Remark 7.23. Note that the continuity of F implies that the number of positive and negative
punctures as well as their corresponding Reeb orbits of consecutive punctured holomorphic
curves coincide. Also, the map Φ ˝ F : C ÝÑ X0 represents a well-defined homology class
A P H2pX0;Zq. See Fig. 7.8 for an illustration. Note also that a “trivial” double cover of a
trivial Reeb cylinder is in fact a trivial Reeb cylinder itself, namely over the Reeb orbit run
through twice.
X
X0
X1
X2
C0
C1
C2
F 0
F 1
F 2
Figure 7.8.: This figure shows a broken holomorphic curve with N “ 2 levels. The black dots
are asymptotic punctures whereas the red dots correspond to marked points. Notice
that the broken holomorphic curves at each level can be disconnected and nodal.
The pair of blue dots converge positively and negatively, respectively, to the blue
Reeb orbit whereas the green ones might converge to the double of this Reeb orbit.
Convergence of Broken Holomorphic Curves
We will now state the definition of when a sequence of holomorphic curves in a neck-stretching
sequence converges to a broken holomorphic curve. Unfortunately this involves quite a lot of
additional notation that we will not need later on. This is why we put the definition of the
various shift maps and diffeomorphisms into Appendix A.2. Define the set Iν as the set of indices
i P t1, . . . , pu such that δi P ∆p is adjacent to Cν and Cν`1. Also fix cylinders Ai Ă Cz∆n with a
parametrization by r´1, 1s ˆRäZ such that t´1u ˆRäZ P Cν for i P Iν and t0u ˆRäZ “ δi.
3By special points we mean as usual either punctures, nodes or marked points.
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Definition 7.24. A sequence of punctured holomorphic curves with q marked points4 fk :
pCk, jk, zkq ÝÑ pXk, Jkq in the neck-stretching sequence pXk, Jkq converges to a broken holomor-
phic curve with q marked points F : pC˚, j, zq ÝÑ pX˚, J˚q if there exist orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms φk : Ck ÝÑ C together with sequences of numbers
´wk “ r0k ă r1k ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rN`1k “ 0
with lim
kÑ8 r
ν`1
k ´ rνk “ 8 such that the following hold:
(i) pφkq˚jk Ñ j in C8loc on C˚ztnodesu and φkpzlkq Ñ zl for l “ 1, . . . , q,
(ii) for every i P Iν the annulus pAi, pφkq˚jkq is conformally equivalent to a standard annulus
r´Lik, Liks ˆ RäZ by a diffeomorphism of the form ps, tq ÞÝÑ pσpsq, tq with Lik Ñ 8 for
k Ñ8,
(iii) fνk ˝ φ´1k Ñ F ν in C8loc on Cνztnodesu and in C0loc on Cν ,
(iv) for every i P Iν the maps piM ˝ fk ˝ φ´1k Ñ piM ˝ F converge uniformly on Ai,
(v) for every R ą 0 there exists ρ ą 0 and K P N such that piR˝fk ˝´1 ps, tq P rrνk`R, rν`1k ´Rs
for all k ě K and all ps, tq P Ai with |s| ď ρ and
(vi)
ż
Ck
fk˚ ωφk Ñ
ż
C˚
F ˚ωφ “ ωprF sq.
SFT-Compactness
Theorem 7.25 (Gromov–Hofer compactness). Let pX0, ωq be a closed symplectic manifold
and M Ă X0 a stable closed hypersurface. Assume that all closed Reeb orbits on pM,λq are
Bott non-degenerate. Let pXk, Jkq be a neck-stretching sequence as above. Let furthermore be
fk : pCk, zkq ÝÑ Xk a sequence of Jk-holomorphic curves of the same genus with q marked points
and with uniformly bounded area
ż
Ck
fk˚ ω ď E0 where we identify Xk – X. Then a subsequence
of fk converges to a broken holomorphic curve with q marked points F : pC˚, zq ÝÑ pX˚, J˚q in
the sense of Definition 7.24.
Proof. This theorem is proven in Cieliebak–Mohnke [CM05]. Also see the original version in
[Bou+03]. However, the way we set up things we need two adaptations from the Cieliebak–
Mohnke proof. Firstly, in our definition of the neck-stretching sequence pXk, Jkq the complex
structure is allowed to vary away from the neck-stretching region and secondly the “width” of
the necks is not fixed to be k but we allow more general divergent sequences wk. However, the
proof of Cieliebak and Mohnke still works with the following comments:
(i) Outside the neck-stretching area r´, s ˆM we can just apply the usual Gromov conver-
gence for varying target complex structures if they converge in C8loc as described e.g. in
[Hum97] instead of the one used in [CM05] for this region.
(ii) In [CM05] the choice wk “ k does not actually enter the calculations and was merely
chosen to simplify the notation. Notice that most of the constructions only need that
lim
kÑ8wk “ `8.
4To reduce confusion with the index k of the member of the sequence we will temporarily use q for the number
of marked points.
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X0
X1
f1k ˝ φ´1k
f0k ˝ φ´1k
f0k ˝ φ´1k
X
C
φkpz1kq
C0
C0
C0
φkpz2kq
φkpz3kq
φkpz4kq
δ1 δ
3
δ2
A1
A2
A3
∆n
Figure 7.9.: This shows most of the objects appearing in the definition of convergence on the
surface C meaning that everything is pulled back by the diffeomorphisms φk outside
the breaking curves δi. In particular the maps defined on the Cν then converge in
C8loc outside these curves as well as those corresponding to nodes denoted by ∆n.
Furthermore the definition includes statements on the behavior of the maps on the
annuli Ai as well as convergence of the symplectic area and the homology class of
the continuous map C ÝÑ X ÝÑ X0.
7.2.3. Applying SFT-Compactness to the Case of Hurwitz Covers
Now suppose that we are given the subsequence from Proposition 7.12, i.e. the sequence
trCk, uk, Xk,qk,pksukPN Ă |Mg,k,h,npT q| is such that the target surfaces converge to a nodal
hyperbolic surface X. We can add the punctures coming from the cusps corresponding to the
marked points back to the surface X and can thus regard X also as a closed nodal Riemann
surface X with marked points p P Xn. Our goal in this section is to find a description of this
convergence process as a neck-stretching sequence in the sense of Cieliebak–Mohnke as described
in Section 7.2.2 and then apply SFT-compactness as in Theorem 7.25.
First, uniformize all punctured nodal Riemann surfaces Xk to obtain hyperbolic metrics gk on
Xk. By Proposition 7.12 we have geodesic curves γ
i
k with i “ 1, . . . ,m on Xk such that their
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hyperbolic lengths lpγikq with respect to gk converge to zero. By assumption, all other lengths of
simple closed geodesics stay away from zero.
By passing to a subsequence we can assume that we can construct all surfaces Xk from X by
the usual gluing instruction in a neighborhood of the Deligne–Mumford-space of the limit curve
X. This means that on X we choose a disc structure
tpV ji , ψji qujPt˚,:u,i“1,...,m
where ψji : V
j
i ÝÑ D is a biholomorphism and zi “ Vi˚ X V :i are the nodal points coming from
the sequence tγikukPN of collapsing curves. We choose the disc neighborhoods of the nodes such
that they are isometric to p´8, ln 3
2
q ˆ S1 with the hyperbolic metric dρ2 ` e2ρdt2, i.e. such
that the boundary of the disc is a horocycle of length
3
2
in the uniformized hyperbolic metric.
The reason for the strange number of
3
2
is that we need some space between the discs used to
glue in annuli in order to interpolate the given symplectic structure with a standard one on the
annuli used in the Cieliebak–Mohnke Theorem 7.25. Thus note that there exists a larger disc
neighborhood extending the given one isometric to p´8, ln 2q ˆ S1. Also note that here S1 is
parametrized by r0, 1q.
We thus obtain a sequence of parameters in corresponding Teichmu¨ller spaces as well as complex
gluing parameters denoted by pak1, . . . , akm, τkq. Here aki P D is the complex gluing parameter at
node zi and τ
k P Q is a coordinate on the Teichmu¨ller space from Section 5.2.2 which describes
the variation of the complex structure on the nodal surface away from the node.
Furthermore we denote again the closed annulus by Apv, wq “ tz P C | v ď |z| ď wu and the
glued in cylinders by
Zki :“ pV
:
i \ Vi˚ qz
´
pψ:i q´1pB˚|aki |p0qq \ pψi˚ q
´1pB˚|aki |p0qq
¯
ä„ Ă Xpak1 ,...,akm,τkq,
where
w „ w1 ðñ w P V :i zpψ:i q´1pB˚|aki |p0qq and w
1 P Vi˚ zpψi˚ q´1pB˚|aki |p0qq
s.t. ψ:i pwq ¨ ψi˚ pw1q “ aki
and the parameters were chosen such that Xk is biholomorphic to Xpak1 ,...,akm,τkq. In the following
we will always identify these surfaces and only talk about Xk.
Our goal is now to identify the suitable objects as needed in the SFT-compactness result
by Cieliebak and Mohnke, including a symplectic surface X0 together with a closed stable
hypersurface M Ă pX0, ω0q with a bi-collar neighborhood r´, s ˆM Ă X0 where ω0 has a
standard form.5 Also we need a complex structure on X0 compatible with ω0 such that its
restriction to the bi-collar can be seen as the restriction of a translation invariant complex
structure on RˆM . Since the sequence of surfaces will be constructed by replacing the bi-collar
neighborhood by larger neighborhoods we can not use the standard hyperbolic neighborhoods of
hyperbolic geodesics and will have to construct something different.
5Note that we are only interested in finding a convergent subsequence so we are free to modify the given sequence
in finitely many members. In particular we can just add a new first Hurwitz cover with target X0.
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On the limit target surface X we first choose ω to be the unique hyperbolic volume form
compatible with its complex structure such that all marked points and nodes are cusps.6
Secondly, any complex structure Jk is compatible with ω as X is a Riemann surface. To see
this, notice that for any v P TxX the vectors pv, Jkvq form a positively oriented basis and thus
ωpv, Jkvq ą 0 for v ‰ 0 and ωpJkv, JkJkvq “ ´ωpJkv, vq “ ωpv, Jkvq shows ωpJk¨, Jk¨q “ ωp¨, ¨q.7
Furthermore the sequences aki converge to zero for k Ñ8. By passing to yet another subsequence
we can assume to start the sequence with some X1 that is isomorphic to a surface constructed
from X by using variations τ1 P Q and parameters a11, . . . , a1m such that |aki | ă e´4pi ln
3
2 for all
i “ 1, . . . ,m and k ě 1. The reason for the last number lies in the fact that we will build the
sequence Xk from X0 using a
„
´ ln 3
2
, ln
3
2

ˆS1 neighborhood in the hyperbolic parametrization.
Furthermore we restrict to a subsequence such that the twisting parameters arg aki converge for
k Ñ8, which is possible as pS1qm is compact.
Next, we define the surface X0 as constructed from X using parameters τ
0, a01, . . . , a
0
m where
τ0 P Q is arbitrary and a0i “ e´4pi ln
3
2 for all i “ 1, . . . ,m.8 This corresponds to no twisting
as arg a0i “ 0 and a cylinder isometric to
„
´ ln 3
2
, ln
3
2

ˆ S1. Recall that there are two
parametrizations
ψi˚ : Z
0
i ÝÑ Ap|a0i |, 1q and
ψ:i : Z
0
i ÝÑ Ap|a0i |, 1q
of each cylinder. However, we chose disc neighborhoods such that it is also possible to parametrize
the punctured discs V ji ztziu by hyperbolic cusp neighborhoods, i.e. by isometric maps
φji : V
j
i ztziu ÝÑ
ˆ
´8, ln 3
2

ˆ S1
with the hyperbolic metric g “ dρ2 ` e2ρdt2 where ρ P
ˆ
´8, ln 3
2

and t P S1 “ RäZ. The
conformal coordinate change
ˆ
´8, ln 3
2

ˆ S1 ÝÑ Dzt0u is given by
pρ, θq ÞÝÑ e2pipρ´ln 32`iθq (7.3)
which can be easily seen as there is only one biholomorphic map from the punctured disc on the
punctured disc up to rotations.
Since the coordinates φji are isometries we know by a small calculation that the volume form ω
on X is given by eρdρ^ dθ in the local coordinates on
ˆ
´8, ln 3
2

ˆ S1.
These choices and definitions are summarized in Fig. 7.10 and Proposition 7.26.
6Note that pX,ωq is the (nodal) limit target surface and not the “beginning” symplectic manifold used in
Cieliebak–Mohnke to construct the neck-stretching sequence. This will be constructed in the following.
7Of course the Jk are in fact the pulled-back complex structures from Xk via maps φk which are diffeomorphisms
outside the nodal points but we choose to simplify the notation a little bit.
8We will denote the neck-stretching sequence by the same letters Xk. This sequence will be built such that the
surfaces are biholomorphic to the given ones and thus we can simplify the notation a little bit.
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zi
Vi˚
rV :i
ψ:i
ψi˚
ln 2ln
3
2
´ ln 3
2
ln 2ln
3
2
´ ln 3
2
φ:iφi˚
z ÞÑ a0
z
F
Figure 7.10.: When gluing with parameter a0 we identify the two cylindrical regions according
to the colors and via the map z ÞÑ a0
z
. In order to simplify the notation a little bit
we did not give names to all the individual coordinate charts and transition maps.
However, notice that we do not modify the region between the black and green/red
circles as we need these annuli in order to interpolate the symplectic forms. As
these are the maximal disjoint cusp regions, our charts φi˚ extend to these annuli
and map them to
„
3
2
, ln 2

. Also, the transition maps obviously only make sense
on the glued surface. The gray set on the left hand side is the parametrized disc Vi˚
around the cusp zi but there exists a corresponding set V
:
i on the right hand side.
However, we drew instead the set rV :i which includes the whole cusp neighborhood,
i.e. pφ:i q´1pp´8, ln 2s ˆ S1q.
Proposition 7.26. In the hyperbolic charts pρ, θq P p´8, ln 2s ˆ S1 on the ˚-side as above we
have
• g “ dρ2 ` e2ρdθ2,
• J “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
and
• ω “ eρdρ^ dθ.
Furthermore the transition maps on the glued surface where they are defined are given by
ψi˚ ˝ pφi˚ q´1pρ, θq “ e2pipρ´ln
3
2
`iθq, (7.4)
F pρ, θq “
´
´ρ, arg a0
2pi
´ θ
¯
.
Proof. First, the conformal description together with its metric g can be found in [Bus10]. The
complex structure J is just the standard complex structure on the cylinder as the chart φi˚ is
conformal and thus holomorphic. The transition function ψi˚ ˝ pφi˚ q´1 to the holomorphic disc
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chart used for gluing needs to map ρ “ ´8 to 0 P D and the boundary ρ “ ln 3
2
to the boundary
BD “ tz P C | |z| “ 1u. This map is automatically unique up to a rotation which can be chosen
arbitrarily. It is given by
pρ, θq ÞÝÑ e2pipρ´ln 32`iθq
which is holomorphic and satisfies the boundary conditions. Thus the transition map F is given
by
pρ, θq ÞÝÑ e2pipρ´ln 32`iθq ÞÝÑ a0i e2pip´ρ`ln
3
2
´iθq “ e2pi
ˆ
´ρ` 1
2pi
ln |a0i |`ln 32`i
ˆ
´θ` arg a
0
i
2pi
˙˙
ÞÑ
ˆ
´ρ` 2 ln 3
2
` 1
2pi
ln |a0i |, arg a
0
i
2pi
´ θ
˙
.
Since we chose a0i “ e´4pi ln
3
2 we get F pρ, θq “ p´ρ,´θq or F pρ, θq “
´
´ρ, arg a0
2pi
´ θ
¯
if we
include the twisting.
It remains to calculate the hyperbolic volume form. Since for any positively oriented coordinates
px1, x2q we have ω “
a
det gdx1^dx2 we obtain ω “ eρdρ^dθ. Notice that under the coordinate
change F it is mapped to F ˚ω “ e´ρdρ^ dθ.
Before constructing ω0 on X0 we define the stable hypersurface M as
M :“
mğ
i“1
pψi˚ q´1
´!
z P D | |z| “ e´2pi lnp 32 q
)¯
In the hyperbolic chart on the ˚-side this corresponds to the circle t0u ˆ S1 as well as on the
:-side by choice of |a0i |. However, the gluing map identifying the two cylinders rotates the circles
by θ ÞÑ arg a
0
i
2pi
´ θ. The 1-form λ on this union of circles is chosen as dθ in the hyperbolic
˚-chart.
Lemma 7.27. The Reeb orbits of λ are given by t ÞÑ t ` c P RäZ for some c P r0, 1q
corresponding to the base point. Thus for every degree or winding number there is an S1-family
of Reeb orbits.
Proof. This is clear as dλ “ 0 and λpRq “ dθpRq “ 1.
In order to obtain a suitable symplectic form on X0 we need to extend the required symplectic
form on the cylinders Zi by a compatible symplectic form on the slightly larger discs on the
cusp neighborhoods p´8, ln 2q ˆ S1 such that they fit with the two hyperbolic volume forms on
both boundaries. The required form on the cylinder
„
´ ln 3
2
, ln
3
2

ˆ S1 from Cieliebak–Mohnke
is dpρλq. This will be done in the ˚-chart. By taking care of the volume form at the boundary
|a0i | we make sure that this gives a well-defined symplectic structure ω0 on X0.
The local calculations above show that we are thus looking for symplectic forms ηji P Ω2
ˆ„
ln
3
2
, ln 2
˙
ˆ S1,R
˙
for i “ 1, . . . ,m and j P t˚, :u such that
(i) close to ρ “ ln 2 we have ηi “ eρdρ^ dθ,
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(ii) close to ρ “ ln 3
2
we have ηi “ dpρλq “ dρ^ dθ and
(iii) ηi is compatible with the complex structure on the cylinder.
Note that although we need to extend the symplectic forms on both sides of the glued in cylinder,
the local calculations for the extension are actually the same in the two charts because the
coordinate change between the conformal parametrizations are given by affine linear maps such
that the pullback of dρ^ dθ is again dρ^ dθ.
Lemma 7.28. There exists a symplectic form ηji P Ω2
ˆ„
ln
3
2
, ln 2
˙
ˆ S1,R
˙
satisfying Item (i),
Item (ii) and Item (iii) from above. In particular using the chart φji we find a bi-collar
neighborhood
„
´ ln 3
2
, ln
3
2

ˆ
mğ
i“1
S1 of M as required in Section 7.2.2.
Proof. Choose a smooth function f :
„
ln
3
2
, ln 2

ÝÑ R which is constant one in a neighborhood
of ln
3
2
and equal to eρ in a neighborhood of ln 2 and is monotonely increasing. Define ηi :“
fpρqdρ^ dθ. This form satisfies Item (i) and Item (ii) by construction and defines a symplectic
form on the cylinder as fpρq ‰ 0. Also it is compatible with the standard complex structure
since this is a surface.
Now we have defined X0, ω0,M and λ. Note that ωM “ 0 as M is one-dimensional. Furthermore
we already have fixed J0 on X0 which is compatible with the symplectic structure. Now we need
to check that the parametrized bi-collar neighborhood constructed in Lemma 7.28 is indeed of
the correct form.
The bi-collar neighborhood was constructed such that ω0 “ dpρλq. Furthermore its complex
structure is given by
B
Bρ ÞÑ
B
Bθ and
B
Bθ ÞÑ ´
B
Bρ as Eq. (7.3) is holomorphic with this structure.
Thus it is translation invariant and in particular the restriction of the same complex structure
on Rˆ
mğ
i“1
S1. This complex structure is also of SFT-type, see Definition 7.16, as
• the Reeb vector field R on
mğ
i“1
S1 is given by
B
Bθ and dλ “ ωM “ 0,
• J
B
Bρ “
B
Bθ “ R and
• the CR-structure ξ “ t0u implying that the last condition is vacuous.
All in all we see that we can apply the neck-stretching procedure to this data after choosing the
following:
• A sequence of positive real numbers twki ukPN with lim
kÑ8wk “ `8 for every connected
component M i for i “ 1, . . . ,m and
• a sequence of diffeomorphisms φk : r´wk ´ , s ÝÑ r´, s such that φ1k ” 1 close to the
boundaries.
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Now we want to choose this data such that the resulting neck-stretching sequence Xk is
biholomorphic to the given sequence of target surfaces. By choosing the sequence of moduli wk
of the annuli as
wki :“ ´|a
k
i |
2pi
´ 2 ln 3
2
(7.5)
we recover the glued in cylinders Zi in Xk in the neck-stretching sequence. However, as we
cannot twist the cylinders in the neck-stretching procedure we need to include these twists given
by arg aki differently.
Recall from Fig. 7.10 that we used the ˚-side to glue in longer cylinders in the negative real
direction. Thus we do not modify the complex structure in the region
„
ln
3
2
, ln 2

ˆ S1 when
gluing in the longer cylinders, as we used this region only to interpolate between the given
symplectic structure away from the nodes and the standard one on the cylinders. Thus we
can use this region for implementing the twist coming from arg aki and put the twisting in the
variation within Jk.
For this purpose note that the holomorphic chart ψ:i : V
:
i ÝÑ D extends to a holomorphic disc ψ:i :rV :i ÝÑ Be2pi ln 43 p0q as the hyperbolic chart φ:i extends to real coordinates up to ln 2 corresponding
to |z| “ e2pi ln 43 under Eq. (7.4). We will denote this larger set pφ:i q´1pp´8, ln 2s ˆ S2q by rV :i .
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
Lemma 7.29. Using the disc structure from Fig. 7.10 at one node zi and a gluing parameter
a P D the identity map outside the gluing region extends to a well-defined biholomorphism
between Xa and
rXz´pψi˚ q´1pB˚|a|p0qq \ pψ:i q´1pB˚1p0qq¯\Ap|a|, e2pi ln 43 qä„,
where we identify
z P Vi˚ zpψi˚ q´1pB˚|a|p0qq „ w P Ap|a|, e2pi ln
4
3 q ðñ ψi˚ pzq ¨ w “ |a|
and
z P rV :i zpψ:q´1pB˚1p0qq „ w P Ap|a|, e2pi ln 43 q ðñ ψ:i pzq “ a|a|w.
Proof. We need to check that the identity map gives well-defined holomorphic maps in all the
charts. The calculations are illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
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XaZi
ψi˚ ψ
:
i
z ÞÑ a
z
|a|
1 |a| 1
id
id
|a|
1 |a|
1
e2pi ln
4
3
1
e2pi ln
4
3
ψi˚
ψ:i
z ÞÑ |a|
z
z ÞÑ a|a|z
z ÞÑ z z ÞÑ z
e2pi ln
4
3
rV :i
Ap|a|, e2pi ln 43 q
Figure 7.11.: This figure illustrates the construction of the surface in Lemma 7.29 as well as the
identifications which need to be satisfied. Note that the construction is actually
asymmetric as we glue in the longer annuli on the ˚-side whereas the twisting takes
place on the :-side in the blue–green area.
Using Lemma 7.29 we see that we can glue in the annuli as in the neck-stretching sequence
with the moduli given by Eq. (7.5) and the twisting contained in arg aki can be captured in Jk
defined outside the bi-collar neighborhood by choosing appropriate diffeomorphisms in the setup
of Fig. 7.11 outside the annulus and pulling back the complex structure. Now we can apply the
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SFT-compactness theorem Theorem 7.25 to the sequence uk : Ck ÝÑ Xk.
Proposition 7.30. The sequence uk : Ck ÝÑ Xk with the marked points qk satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 7.25. Thus we obtain a subsequence uk : Ck ÝÑ Xk which converges
to a broken holomorphic curve u˚ : pC˚,qq ÝÑ pX˚, J˚q with k marked points in the sense of
Definition 7.24.
Proof. We have seen that the sequence Xk is a neck-stretching sequence starting at pX0, ωq with
M given as above. The Reeb orbits are clearly Bott non-degenerate as they come in a one-
parameter family as we have seen in Lemma 7.27. The maps uk : Ck ÝÑ Xk are J-holomorphic
curves with q marked points. As uk is a branched covering of Riemann surfaces and thus an
actual covering of degree d outside of a set of measure zero we haveż
Ck
uk˚ωk “ d
ż
Xk
ωk ď d
ˆ
volhyppXq ` 2p3h´ 3` nq ln 8
3
˙
(7.6)
which is independent of k. This can be seen as follows. The symplectic form on X0 was built
from the hyperbolic volume form on X away from the collapsed nodes and the ωk defined
in Definition 7.18. In our construction this means that we have for every collapsed node an
additional ż
r´wk´,sˆS1
dpφkλq “ 
ż
S1
λ´ p´q
ż
S1
λ “ 2 ln 3
2
because of our choice  “ ln 3
2
and φk : r´wk ´ , s ÝÑ r´, s with φ1k “ 1 near the end points
of the intervals. Also we have the two interpolated regions from Lemma 7.28 for each node
giving an additionalż
rln 3
2
,ln 2sˆS1
ηji “
ż
rln 3
2
,ln 2sˆS1
fpρqdρ^ dθ ď 2
ż ln 2
ln 3
2
dρ
ż 1
0
dθ “ 2 ln 4
3
.
As we have at most 3h´ 3` n nodes on X we obtain in total an additional area of p3h´ 3`
nq
ˆ
2 ln
3
2
` 2 ¨ 2 ln 4
3
˙
which gives the upper bound in Eq. (7.6).
Remark 7.31. In the next section we will show that this limit curve is indeed a Hurwitz cover
of type T and that the sequence converges to this Hurwitz cover in the sense of Proposition 7.5.
Notice that as in Cieliebak–Mohnke the sequence ωk does not converge to the symplectic structure
ω on the Deligne–Mumford limit pX,ωq. However, this is not important to us as we only need
a neck-stretching sequence which is biholomorphic (and not symplectomorphic) to our given
sequence in order to apply the SFT-compactness theorem.
7.2.4. Relating Broken Holomorphic Curves with Hurwitz Covers
In the last section we have shown that there exists a subsequence of
trCk, uk, Xk,qk,pksukPN Ă |Rg,k,h,npT q|
which converges to a broken holomorphic curve u : pC˚,qq ÝÑ pX˚, J˚q in the sense of
Definition 7.24.
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Recall that the stable hypersurface M is a disjoint union of S1’s and thus every connected
component of X˚ is a non-compact Riemann surface with non-compact ends diffeomorphic to
p´8, s ˆ S1 with the standard holomorphic structure as the J from Definition 7.18 is in our
case induced by Proposition 7.26. Therefore every such cylindrical end is in fact biholomorphic
to a punctured disc and we can compactify X˚ to obtain a nodal Riemann surface X 1. This
means that we glue at each of the two corresponding positive and negative cylindrical ends a
holomorphic disc and identify the two additional points. At the moment we do not know much
about this surface X 1 but we will show that it is in fact biholomorphic to the DM-limit X of
the sequence rXk,pks. Note that the intermediate levels Xν for ν “ 1, . . . , N compactify to a
disjoint union of spheres with two nodal points and possibly marked points. This is illustrated
in Fig. 7.12.
Xν`1
Xν
Xν´1
X 1
Figure 7.12.: By doing the same construction as in the proof of Lemma 7.32 we glue in discs at
the cylindrical ends of X˚ to obtain a nodal surface X 1.
Next we do the same construction with the surface C˚ to obtain a nodal Riemann surface
C 1 such that C˚ Ă C 1 by adding these punctured discs at the cylindrical ends. We will show
that the map u : C˚ ÝÑ X˚ extends to a holomorphic map between nodal Riemann surfaces
u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1.
Lemma 7.32. The broken holomorphic curve u : C˚ ÝÑ X˚ extends to a holomorphic map
between nodal Riemann surfaces u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1 with marked points q P C 1 and upqq P X 1.
Also all preimages of nodes are nodes, it is locally surjective at nodes9 and the degree of the
holomorphic map on both sides at a new node agrees with the multiplicity of the corresponding
Reeb orbit.
Proof. As we have explained above we obtain the nodal Riemann surfaces C 1 and X 1 by gluing
in discs such that the negative cylindrical ends p´8, 0s ˆ S1 and positive cylindrical ends
r0,`8qˆS1 become punctured holomorphic discs. Note that the coordinate chart at a negative
9See Definition 2.1 for an explanation of the term.
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cylindrical end is given by
p´8, 0s ˆ S1 ÝÑ D
pρ, θq ÞÝÑ e2pipρ`iθq
and similarly for a positive end. From Definition 7.22 we know that the map u : C˚ ÝÑ X˚
is holomorphic everywhere and thus u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1 is holomorphic except at the added nodes.
As the broken holomorphic curve u : C˚ ÝÑ X˚ respects the levels we see that u is locally
surjective at the nodes. Also if we restrict it to one disc in C 1 and use the corresponding such
glued-in disc in X 1 the map u is a bounded holomorphic function on the punctured disc and
thus extends to a holomorphic one over the node. This works at all nodes and on every side.
Thus u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1 is indeed a holomorphic map between nodal Riemann surfaces.
Recall that X was the DM-limit of rXk,pks. Preimages of nodes X 1 can come either from nodes
that were already present in X and in the sequence Xk or from the procedure by gluing in discs
at the cylindrical ends. Preimages of the nodes in Xk under uk are nodes as this was a sequence
of Hurwitz covers and preimages of the latter nodes are nodes as we glued in the discs at the
cylindrical ends of C˚ as well.10
It remains to verify the statements about the degrees of u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1 at the nodes. If we write
z “ e2pipρ`iθq and fpzq “ e2pipf1pρ,θq`if2pρ,θqq then it is clear that the degree of f at 0 is the same
as the winding number of θ ÞÑ f2pρ, θq for sufficiently small ρ. This can be seen for example
by writing fpzq “ zdgpzq with gp0q ‰ 0 for holomorphic g and noting that by making |z| small
enough we have 0 R Im g and therefore we can homotope the curve gpe2piitq to a constant curve
on Czt0u which does not change the winding number. Now recall from Definition 7.24 and in
particular Item (iv) that the maps piM ˝ uk ˝ φ´1k converge uniformly on the cylinders Ai Ă C to
piM ˝u. In our case M “ S1 and thus the degrees of these maps converge to the degree of piM ˝u.
This means that the degree of u at the glued-in node is equal to the winding number of e2piit for
small enough  which corresponds to ρ very negative and thus this winding number is the order
of the Reeb orbit. Since both sides of a node come from positive and negative cylindrical ends
converging to the same Reeb orbit the corresponding nodal extensions have the same degree on
both sides.
Now we will show the following facts in this order:
(i) The sequence of source Riemann surfaces pCk,qkq converges in DM to pC 1,qq.
(ii) Any marked points q of the limit curve are such that upqjq “ pνpjq for the limit marked
points p in the Deligne–Mumford sequence rXk,pks. Also all qj are contained in C0 and
all pi are contained in X
0, i.e. the non-cylindrical components.
(iii) The degrees degqj uk cannot decrease in the limit k Ñ8.
(iv) The homology class represented by u is drX 1s.
(v) There do not exist any constant components of u1 and there exist no bubbled-off holomorphic
spheres in X 1 or interior nodes in C1, . . . , CN .
(vi) The map u : C 1 ÝÑ X 1 is a Hurwitz cover except that some nodal components of the
target might be unstable.
(vii) All critical points of u are contained in q.
10We will see later that also nodes are mapped to nodes. However for this we need to exclude bubbling.
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(viii) There cannot exist any cylindrical components in X 1, i.e. X˚ consists only of X0.
(ix) Every component of C 1 is stable as a nodal surface.
(x) The sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pks converges to rC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1s in the sense of Proposi-
tion 7.5 and rX 1,p1s “ rX,ps.
Lemma 7.33. The subsequence of source surfaces Ck converges to C
1 in the topology of
Deligne–Mumford space including the marked points qk ÝÑ q.
Proof. By Definition 7.24 we have orientation preserving diffeomorphisms φk : Ck ÝÑ C such
that pφkq˚jk ÝÑ j in C8loc on C˚z∆n. Recalling the definitions of C,C and C˚ we see that this
is precisely the definition of Deligne–Mumford convergence.
Lemma 7.34. Any marked points q of the limit curve C 1 satisfy upqjq “ pνpjq for the limit
marked points p in the Deligne–Mumford sequence rXk,pks. Also all qj are contained in C0
and all pi are contained in X0.
Proof. As u converges in C8loc away from the nodes we have upqjq “ lim
kÑ8upq
k
j q “ lim
kÑ8 p
k
νpjq “
pνpjq. Recall that we chose the bi-collar neighborhoods for the neck-stretching construction as
hyperbolic neighborhoods of a geodesic. By Lemma 3.23 such a neighborhood is disjoint from the
cusp neighborhoods around the marked points pi. Therefore the marked points p stay a distance
bounded from below away from the bi-collar neighborhoods for all k. Again by C8 convergence
of all the objects in the sequence away from the nodes and the bi-collar neighborhoods the limit
marked points p are outside the cylindrical components, i.e. in X0. Therefore the preimages q
are contained in C0.
Lemma 7.35. We have for all j “ 1, . . . , n that degqj u ě lj where q “ tqjunj“1.
Proof. This follows from the C8loc-convergence of uk ˝ φ´1k to u ˝ φ´1 away from the nodes. As
degqkj
uk “ lj for all k P N we get that degqj u ě lj .
Remark 7.36. In principle it is possible to obtain new critical points or increasing the order of
the critical points in the limit as the derivative could converge to zero. However, we will see
shortly that this can in fact not happen.
Lemma 7.37. The homology class represented by u is drX 1s.
Proof. From the uniform convergence statement in Definition 7.24 we can deduce that ruk ˝φ´1k s
converges to rus in H2pX 1,Zq. Since the maps uk were branched coverings of degree d, we have
rus “ drX 1s.
Lemma 7.38. There do not exist components of C where u is constant. Also any Cν with
ν “ 1, . . . , N has no interior nodes by which we mean nodes that do not come from cylindrical
ends. Furthermore there do not exist any bubbled-off spheres.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Lemma 7.32 that the degree of u1 at a node in C 1 is given by
the degree of the Reeb orbit that u1 converges to in the corresponding cylindrical end in C˚.
As the curves uk are Hurwitz covers and therefore do not contain constant components these
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degrees of the Reeb orbits are all non-zero. By uniform convergence they stay non-zero in the
limit and thus u1 cannot be constant on any component that has a cylindrical end.
Next we show that there can not be any interior nodes in the levels C1, . . . , CN . Suppose there
is a node z P Cν . As this node could not have been present in the sequence Ck already as it
would be contained in C0 in that case, there exist curves φ´1k pγq for γ P ∆n on Ck which are
collapsed to nodes in the limit k Ñ 8. However, the nodal Riemann surfaces Ck and Xk are
hyperbolic and uk is a local isometry. If the curves φ
´1
k pγq are collapsing then the hyperbolic
length of the unique geodesic in this free homotopy class converges to zero. But then the length
of the image geodesic in Xk also converges to zero which means that we included it in the choice
of M Ă X0. But then z is not contained in the interior of C1, . . . , CN .
The same argument also works on C0 except of course for nodes that are already present in
the sequence Ck. If there was a constant component then by Definition 7.22 it would need to
contain special points where by Lemma 7.35 and Lemma 7.32 the degree of u is greater than or
equal to one. This means there can not be a constant component. This also shows there can not
be any holomorphic spheres which are attached to C via interior nodes.
Lemma 7.39. The limit curve u is a branched nodal cover of degree d over X 1 (which might
not be X and could still contain non-stable components in form of twice-punctured spheres) and
such that the degrees of u at the two sides of each node agree. The Riemann–Hurwitz formula
in form of Corollary 2.21 thus applies.
Proof. This is clear from the last lemmata.
Lemma 7.40. All critical points of u are contained in the set q and the degrees for points
qj P q satisfy degqj u “ lj .
Proof. Since every Hurwitz cover uk : Ck ÝÑ Xk satisfies Riemann–Hurwitz we have
2´ 2gapCkq “ dkp2´ 2gapXkq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q,
abusing notation by using k twice for different things. By Lemma 7.33 and Lemma 7.37 we
know that the arithmetic genera converge in the limit and that the degree of the limit map is
still d. We therefore obtain
2´ 2gapC 1q “ dp2´ 2gapX 1qq ´
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q
as well as
2´ 2gapC 1q “ dp2´ 2gapX 1qq ´
ÿ
wPC
dwu“0
pdegw u´ 1q
since by Lemma 7.39 the limit map is indeed a branched nodal cover. Thus we obtain
kÿ
j“1
plj ´ 1q “
ÿ
wPC
dwu“0
pdegw u´ 1q “
ÿ
qjPq
pdegqj u´ 1q `
ÿ
wPCzq
pdegw u´ 1q.
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By Lemma 7.35 we see that in
0 “
ÿ
qjPq
pdegqj u´ lj ´ 1q `
ÿ
wPCzq
pdegw u´ 1q
every summand is non-negative and thus zero, concluding the proof for the degrees of the critical
points. Thus q contains all critical points of u1.
Lemma 7.41. The broken holomorphic curve u˚ : C˚ ÝÑ X˚ does not contain any cylindrical
components.
Proof. Again, since the chosen neighborhood r´, s ˆM is disjoint from cusp neighborhoods
around marked points p we see that cylindrical components of X˚ do not contain any marked
points. Thus by Lemma 7.40 the restriction of u˚ to a connected component D of the preimage
of a cylindrical component Y is an unbranched covering. Therefore its Euler characteristics is
given by χpDq “ dpu|DqχpY q “ 0 and it has at least two punctures corresponding to the ends
converging to the Reeb orbits or the nodal points, respectively. Thus D is a cylinder.
If we switch to the nodal picture by Lemma 7.32 we see that u|D is given by a degree-dpu|Dq
holomorphic map from the sphere to the sphere which has exactly two branched points which
are completely branched. From this it follows that it is a trivial Reeb cylinder which can we
assume does not exist by the Cieliebak–Mohnke compactness theorem Theorem 7.25. Thus u˚
does not contain any cylindrical component.
Lemma 7.42. Every component of the Riemann surface C is stable as a nodal surface.
Proof. Restrict u to a given smooth component D ÝÑ Y with D Ă C 1 and Y Ă X 1 which has
thus various special points. We have marked all critical points (actually all fibres of branched
points) and the target component Y is stable. Remove all marked and nodal points from Y as
well as all their preimages on D and denote these punctured Riemann surfaces D˚ and Y˚ . This
way the restriction of u becomes an actual covering and we have that the Euler characteristics
of the punctured target surface is negative. But then χpD˚q “ dpu|DqχpY˚ q ă 0 and thus D is
stable.
Recall Proposition 7.5 and that |Mg,k,h,npT q| is second countable. From this string of lemmata
we deduce the following statement.
Theorem 7.43. Any sequence trCk, uk, Xk,qk,pksukPN Ă |Rg,k,h,npT q| of Hurwitz covers
contains a subsequence which converges in the sense of Proposition 7.5 to a Hurwitz cover
rC, u,X,q,ps P |Rg,k,h,npT q|. Thus the moduli space |Rg,k,h,npT q| is sequentially compact and
therefore also compact. As ι : |Mg,k,h,npT q| ÝÑ |Rg,k,h,npT q| is proper the space |Mg,k,h,npT q|
is compact, too.
Proof. First notice that there exist no additional nodal components in X 1, i.e. X 1 consists only
of the level X0. By construction of the neck-stretching sequence this implies that pX 1,p1q is
biholomorphic to pX,pq. Thus we obtain a Hurwitz cover pC, u,X,q,pq P ObRg,k,h,npT q, where
we have abused notation by suppressing the biholomorphism pX 1,p1q ÝÑ pX,pq and we have
renamed C :“ C 1.
It remains to relate the convergence of the broken holomorphic curve to the convergence of
Hurwitz covers in the sense of Proposition 7.5. Note that C was obtained from C˚ by adding
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copies of M at the cylindrical ends in order to obtain a topological surface. The nodal surface
C was obtained from C˚ by gluing in holomorphic discs centered around the cylindrical ends.
This means that the diffeomorphisms φk : Ck ÝÑ C can be interpreted as diffeomorphisms
CkzΓk ÝÑ Cz∆p where ∆p corresponds to the newly collapsed nodes and Γk :“ φ´1k p∆pq is a
disjoint union of simple non-intersecting curves. The same argument on the target surface yields
diffeomorphisms ρk;XkzΘk ÝÑ Xztcollapsed nodesu where Θk :“ ρ´1k pMq. Notice that we had
rewritten the sequence pXk,pkq as a neck-stretching sequence and the diffeomorphisms ρk are
given by these identifications.
By construction of X and by Definition 7.24, respectively, we have that pφkq˚jk ÝÑ j on Cz∆p
and pρkq˚Jk ÝÑ J on Xztcollapsed nodesu for k ÝÑ 8. The statement in Proposition 7.5 on the
convergence of the marked points is clear. Also the C8loc-convergence of the maps ρk˝uk˝φ´1k ÝÑ u
as well as the uniform convergence follows immediately from Definition 7.24.
7.3. Compactness of ĂMg,k,h,npT q
The moduli space of bordered Hurwitz covers is not compact as the hyperbolic lengths of the
boundary geodesics can escape to infinity.11 This is why we will formulate the compactness
theorem differently in the form of a proper function. Define K :“
nź
i“1
Ki where
Ki :“ lcmtlj | j P ν´1piqu
and the lj are the local degrees of u at the points qj .
Definition 7.44. We define
rµ : Obj rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ Rn (7.7)
pC, u,X,q,p,Γq ÞÝÑ 1
2
pK1L21, . . . ,KnL2nq, (7.8)
where Li denotes the hyperbolic length of the geodesic in the free homotopy class of Γi, i.e. the
one on the target surface. If that curve is contractible then the length is defined to be zero. Note
that there are only n curves contained in the tuple Γ as they are required to bound a sphere or
a pair of pants with two marked points on X. Similarly we define
pµ : Obj pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rn
pC, u,X,q,p, zq ÞÝÑ 1
2
pK1L21, . . . ,KnL2nq,
where Li is the hyperbolic length of the boundary geodesic BiX.
Lemma 7.45. The maps pµ and rµ are equivariant and descend to continuous maps on the orbit
spaces. The pull-back of rµ to Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is an equivariant smooth map. They satisfy
pµ “ rµ ˝ glue .
11Notice that this phenomenon is already taken care of for interior geodesics as in a hyperbolic pair of pants a
diverging length of a boundary geodesic forces some other geodesic to collapse. However, if the geodesic is
exterior this collapsing geodesic is only a geodesic arc in the surface.
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Remark 7.46. Of course we could also use the tuple of geodesic lengths as a map but this
particular form will be used later in Chapter 8 as a momentum map for some Hamiltonian
Tn-action.
Proof. It is clear that the maps are equivariant because a biholomoprhism gives an isometry
between the corresponding hyperbolic surfaces and thus their boundaries have the same hyperbolic
lengths. The map rµ is continuous because the topology on | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| was constructed
from open sets Oλ Ă ObMg,nd`k,h,np rT q where we required that the curves Γ come from one
such multicurve in the central fibre of the family ΨλpOλq, see Section 6.3.1. But then it is clear
that rµ is continuous because the hyperbolic metrics depend continuously on the point in Oλ
and for a fixed homotopy class the length of the unique geodesic in this class then also depends
continuously on the parameter in Oλ.
As we build the map glue : Obj pRg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Obj rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q by gluing along the hyper-
bolic boundary geodesic it is clear that pµ “ rµ ˝ glue holds as we measure the lengths of the
same geodesics. Since glue is continuous we get that pµ is continuous. Their pull-back or rather
restriction to Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is clearly still equivariant. It is smooth in the Fenchel–Nielsen
differentiable structure as the geodesic length functions are smooth coordinate functions.
Before proving the properness of these maps we will need a slight extension of the Deligne–
Mumford compactness theorem. Consider a sequence pXk,pk,Γkq where Xk is a closed connected
nodal stable oriented Riemann surface of genus h with 2n marked points pk and a n-multicurve
Γk such that pΓkqi bounds a disc with ppkq2i´1 and ppkq2i or it bounds a disc with a nodal
sphere with those two marked points on it.12 Two such triples will be called equivalent if there
exists a biholomorphism mapping the corresponding pk and Γk onto each other keeping the
enumeration. Note that if an element in Γk bounds a disc with two marked points then we can
consider its unique hyperbolic representative in the uniformized metric such that the marked
points are cusps. We will refer to this particular curve which has a well-defined length without
mentioning it explicitly. If the curve is contractible then the length is of course zero.
Proposition 7.47 (Hummel). Given a sequence pXk,pk,Γkq as above such that the lengths
of the curves in Γk converge to some lengths pL1, . . . , Lnq, which might be zero, there exists a
subsequence converging to some closed connected nodal stable oriented Riemann surface in the
DM-sense, see Proposition 7.12, such that
(i) the geodesic representatives in Γk whose lengths do not converge to zero do not intersect
the geodesic representatives of the collapsing curves Θk Ă Xk and
(ii) additionally the diffeomorphisms ρk : Xkz
ď
Θk ÝÑ Xztcollapsed nodesu are such that
every hyperbolic geodesic representative of ρkpΓkq Ă X is independent of k.
Proof. Since the curves Θk collapse the lengths of the geodesic representatives become arbitrarily
close to zero. Therefore the width of their collar neighborhoods becomes arbitrarily large and
thus the length of the geodesics intersecting the curves in Θk becomes large. By assumption
the lengths of the curves in Γk converges and thus stays bounded. Of course if their lengths
12This is of course precisely the same data we have on the target surface of an element in Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
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converge to zero then they are included in the set Θk. This is also Corollary 4.1.2 in [Bus10]. In
particular we see that the collapsing of curves happens away from the non-collapsing Γk.
For the second statement we need to look at the proof of Deligne–Mumford compactness in
[Hum97] in more detail. First notice that if the length of a curve in Γk actually converges to
zero then the second statement is already contained in the standard formulation of Deligne–
Mumford compactness as the ρk would map this curve in Γk to a fixed node in X. So suppose a
curve γk P Γk is such that its length converges to some non-zero limit.13 In the very first step
Hummel chooses a pair of pants decomposition pY 1k , . . . , Y Nk q of pXk,pkq14 by using Bers theorem
to assume that the lengths of the boundary components of the pairs of pants are bounded
independent of k and then noting that the number of such pairs of pants decompositions is finite.
Thus he chooses a subsequence in order to be able to assume that there exist diffeomorphisms
χk : X1 ÝÑ Xk with χkpY i1 q “ Y ik . He then proceeds to perturb these maps slightly and apply
Whitneys extension theorem in order to obtain the diffeomorphisms ρk or rather their inverses.
Notice that because the length of our curve γk converges it is in particular bounded and we
can include the pair of pants bounded by γk and the two marked points in our choice of the
pair of pants decomposition tY ikui“1,...,N . By the construction in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
in [Hum97] we see that the resulting maps ρk : Xk ÝÑ X map the pair of pants bounded by
γk and ppkq2i´1 and ppkq2i to a fixed pair of pants and thus the free homotopy class of γk is
mapped to a free homotopy class on X independent of k.
Theorem 7.48. The maps pµ and rµ are proper.
Proof. Recall that we have the commuting diagram of maps
| pRg,k,h,npT q|
pµ
((
glue // | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|
rµ

|ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|
rµ
uu
ιoo
Rn
. (7.9)
Furthermore we know that all spaces are locally compact by Lemma 7.10 and because Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q ÝÑ
|ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ÝÑ | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| are all open quotient maps. Furthermore glue is proper
and so we only need to show that the rµ’s are proper as therefore pµ is proper, too.
It remains to show that rµ : | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ÝÑ Rn is proper. Consider a compact subset K Ă
Rn. We need to show that any sequence in the preimage of K under rµ : | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| ÝÑ Rn
has a convergent subsequence. So consider some arbitrary sequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk,Γks P
| rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| with rµprCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk,Γksq P K. As K is compact there exists a subse-
quence such that the hyperbolic lengths of the curves in Γk converge to pL1, . . . , Lnq. Denote
this new subsequence again by rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk,Γks.
Now we apply Proposition 7.47 to find a subsequence such that the sequence of target surfaces
pXk,pk,Γkq converges in Deligne–Mumford space to a surface pX,p,Γq with the diffeomorphisms
ρk mapping Γk to Γ. Now we can apply the SFT-compactness theorem in the same way
as in Section 7.2.3 and Section 7.2.4 to this sequence. This way we obtain a subsequence
rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk,Γks converging to some rC, u,X,q,ps in the sense of Section 7.1.1 with the
13Notice that Hummel cuts the surfaces Xk first along the collapsing curves and considers these hyperbolic
surfaces with collapsing boundaries and no internal collapsing geodesics separately. However, this does not
change anything.
14Our marked points are cusps in the hyperbolic surfaces.
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additional property that the ρkpΓkq is constant on X. It is clear from the definition of the
topology on Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q which induces the topology on | rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q| as well as
Proposition 7.5 that the subsequence rCk, uk, Xk,qk,pk,Γks converges to rC, u,X,q,p,Γs in
| rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q|.
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8. Symplectic Geometry on the Moduli Space
of Bordered Hurwitz Covers
This section describes the symplectic geometry on the various introduced moduli spaces in
order to apply Duistermaat–Heckman for obtaining relations between Ψ-intersections on Deligne–
Mumford space and Hurwitz numbers.
Recall that we have the following diagram of maps involving moduli spaces. Also recall that
these spaces are the orbifold versions, so in particular moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers are not
the real moduli spaces because we ignored some lower-dimensional strata of morphisms.
Mg,k,h,npT q
ev
%%
fgt
yy
ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT qoo
Ăev

xM˝g,k,h,npT qglueoo
xev

Mg,k Mh,n ĂMh,2noo xM˝h,nsglueoo
(8.1)
Recall that the index ˝ means that the boundaries are non-degenerate but we do not impose
any condition on interior geodesics. In contrast the index ˝ refers to completely smooth Hurwitz
covers. In Eq. (8.1) we have the usual correspondence between Deligne–Mumford spaces and
moduli spaces of Hurwitz covers, discussed in Section 5.4. In particular fgt is a smooth map and
ev is a branched morphism covering meaning it is in particular a morphism covering outside the
nodal covers. In the middle column we have the orbifolds for the moduli spaces of glued Hurwitz
covers as well as the moduli space of glued admissible surfaces, see Section 6.3.3. Note that the
curved lines are not maps but refer to a symplectic quotient construction which we will work
out in the next section. On |ĂMg,k,h,npT q| and |ĂMh,n| we will consider symplectic structures
together with Hamiltonian Tn-actions such that the symplectic quotients correspond to moduli
spaces of Hurwitz covers and Riemann surfaces, respectively, of fixed boundary length. This
will allow us to use Duistermaat–Heckman to formulate relations between certain cohomology
classes on |Mg,k,h,npT q| as well as on |Mh,n|. The corresponding situation for Deligne–Mumford
spaces was established in [Mir07]. The right hand side corresponds to the moduli spaces of
smooth bordered Hurwitz covers and Riemann surfaces. Its corresponding actual moduli spacepRg,k,h,npT q is a space where the Tn-action will be free but which is unfortunately not an orbifold,
see Section 6.3.
8.1. Symplectic Structures and Torus Actions
Recall from Section 3.3.2 that we have the Weil–Petersson symplectic structure on the Deligne–
Mumford orbifold Mg,k and by construction on the moduli space of admissible hyperbolic
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surfaces ĂMh,2n, as this orbifold is locally diffeomorphic to Mh,2n. Pulling back via ev, sglue ˝ rev
and sglue we obtain thus symplectic orbifolds
pxM˝h,n, ωWPq, pMg,k,h,npT q, ωq and pxMg,k,h,npT q, rωq.
Also we have Tn-actions on the orbifolds xM˝g,k,h,npT q and xM˝h,n by rotating the marked points
z close to the boundaries and cusps. However, we need to be a bit more careful regarding their
parametrization, so let us give more details in the following.
We define the Tn-action on xMh,n by defining it on the objects and morphisms, see Definition 4.51
for a definition. So let
pC, zq P Obj xMh,n
be a point and define rottpzq P ΓpCq for t P r0, 1qn as follows.1 First uniformize C such that all
special points are nodes and such that all boundaries are geodesics. In this metric the points zi
lie on reference curves ΓipCq close to the boundary BiC, see Section 3.4.4 for general comments
and Section 6.1 for the precise condition such that preimages of reference curves on X are
reference curves on C. Now parametrize these curves from r0, 1s proportional to arc length:
βj : r0, 1s ÝÑ ΓjpCq such that βjp0q “ zj and define rottpzq with rottpzqj :“ βjptjljF plpBνpjqXqqq,
where F : Rě0 ÝÑ Rą0 is a function fixed beforehand from Section 6.1 and thus ljF plpBνpjqXq
is the hyperbolic length of ΓjpCq. This defines a torus action as follows.
Definition 8.1. We define an action of Tn :“ RnäZn on xMh,n by
r0, 1sn ˆObj xMh,n ÝÑ Obj xMh,n
pt, pC, zqq ÞÝÑ pC, rottpzqq
and correspondingly
r0, 1sn ˆMor xMh,n ÝÑ Mor xMh,n
pt,Φ P HomppC, zq, pC 1, z1qq ÞÝÑ Φ P HomppC, rottpzqq, pC 1, rottpz1qqq.
Lemma 8.2. The Tn-action in Definition 8.1 is a well-defined torus action on the groupoidxMh,n and it is smooth on the orbifold xM˝h,n of admissible Riemann surfaces such that the
boundaries are non-degenerate.
Remark 8.3. Recall from Definition 4.51 that a Tn-action on an orbifold G is a smooth group
homomorphism Tn ÝÑ IsompGq where IsompGq are invertible homomorphisms and smooth
means that the maps Tn ˆObG ÝÑ ObG and Tn ˆMorG ÝÑ MorG are smooth.
Proof. By definition of rottpzq we see that rot1pzq “ z and thus we obtain indeed group actions
by the torus Tn on Ob xMh,n and Mor xMh,n. Notice that Φ : C ÝÑ C 1 is a biholomorphism
and therefore an isometry for the hyperbolic metrics. This means that from Φpzq “ z1 follows
Φprottpzqq “ rottpz1q.
1By ΓpCq we denote the tuple of reference curves in C which are the preimages of the reference curve in X.
Compare with Section 6.1 and Section 3.4.4.
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As the rotation of the marked points is obviously reversible the functor xMh,n ÝÑ xMh,n defined
by rott for t P Tn is indeed a category isomorphism. Furthermore it is smooth because we
pulled back the manifold structure from ĂMh,2n via the functor sglue. This means that in local
coordinates the map rott is given by Fenchel–Nielsen twists of length tj P r0, 1s around the
corresponding geodesics γj corresponding to the actual boundary components BjC in the glued
surface rC. By [WW92] this is smooth in the Fenchel–Nielsen differentiable structure on xMh,n
and in the Deligne–Mumford differentiable structure on xM˝h,n.
In a similar way we can define rottpC,X, u,p,q, zq for pC,X, u,p,q, zq P Obj xM˝g,k,h,n and
t P r0, 1sn. The only modification we need is to rescale the speeds accordingly because we
need to adhere to the condition upziq “ upzjq for i, j such that νpiq “ νpjq. To this end define
Ki “ lcmtlj |νpjq “ iu.
Definition 8.4. We define a Tn-action on xM˝g,k,h,n by
r0, 1sn ˆObj xM˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Obj xM˝g,k,h,npT q (8.2)
pt, pC, u,X,q,p, zqq ÞÝÑ pC, u,X,q,p, rott1pzqq,
and correspondingly
r0, 1sn ˆMor xM˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Mor xM˝g,k,h,npT q
pt, pΦ, ϕqq P HomppC, u,X,q,p, zq, pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, z1qq ÞÝÑ
Φ P HomppC, u,X,q,p, rott1pzqq,pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1, rott1pz1qqq
with
t1 :“
ˆ
Kνp1q
l1
tνp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Kνpkq
lk
tνpkq
˙
P Rk.
Proposition 8.5. The action defined by Eq. (8.2) is a well defined smooth torus action on the
orbifold xM˝g,k,h,n.
Proof. As the orbifold structure on xM˝g,k,h,n comes locally from a submanifold of the source
moduli space of the glued Hurwitz cover it is clear that the action is smooth. Also it is clear as
in the proof of Lemma 8.2 that Φ and ϕ are isometries and thus pΦ, ϕq is a morphism between
the twisted Hurwitz covers. Furthermore for every t the resulting functor is an isomorphism of
categories as we can just rotate backwards.
However, we need to show that with the definition of t1 in terms of t this is indeed a torus
action and that the condition upzjq “ upziq for any i, j such that νpiq “ νpjq is preserved as this
was a condition for the marked points in xMg,k,h,npT q. First notice that if t “ 1 then t1 P Nn
as lj | Kνpjq for every j “ 1, . . . , k and therefore rott1 “ id and thus we have indeed a torus
action. Secondly every BjC covers BνpjqX with the degree lj which by choice of the reference
curves remains true for those. As u : C ÝÑ X is holomorphic and thus a local isometry for the
hyperbolic metrics it preserves the hyperbolic lengths. Parametrize BνpjqX proportional to arc
length with the map β : r0, 1s ÝÑ BνpjqX such that βp0q “ upzjq “ upziq. Then
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uprott1pzjqq “ u
ˆ
βj
ˆ
Kνpjq
lj
tνpjq
˙˙
“ β
ˆ
lj ¨
ˆ
Kνpjq
lj
tνpjq
˙˙
“ β `Kνpjqtνpjq˘ “ uˆβiˆKνpjqli tνpiq
˙˙
“ uprott1pziqq
for all 1 ď i, j ď k such that νpiq “ νpjq.
We now have symplectic structures and torus actions on our moduli spaces and we want to
show that they are indeed Hamiltonian. Recall from Section 7.3 that we have defined a mappµ : xMg,k,h,npT q ÝÑ Rn. Correspondingly we make the following definition.
Definition 8.6. On xMh,n we define
µ : Obj xMh,n ÝÑ Rn
pX,pq ÞÝÑ 1
2
pL21, . . . , L2nq,
where Li is the hyperbolic length of the boundary geodesic BiX.
Remark 8.7. Of course the proofs of Lemma 7.45 and Theorem 7.48 apply to µ as well and we
see that it is a proper continuous map on xMh,n. Additionally it is smooth in the Fenchel–Nielsen
coordinates and smooth in Deligne–Mumford coordinates on xM˝h,n.
Lemma 8.8. The maps pµ and µ are momentum maps for the Tn-actions on xM˝h,n andxM˝g,k,h,npT q defined above and the Tn-actions are Hamiltonian.
Proof. First notice that both maps are smooth if the boundaries are non-degenerate and by
Theorem 7.48 the maps are proper on orbit spaces. As tori are Abelian the equivariance condition
of pµ and µ becomes an invariance condition under the group action which is satisfied as by
changing the marked points the hyperbolic length of the boundary geodesic does not change.
Thus it remains to prove invariance of ωOb under the T
n-action and dxpµ,Xy “ ´iXωOb for all
X P t.
Recall that the symplectic form is the pull-back of ωWP under the gluing map. Thus at a
point pC, u,X,q,p, zq P Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT q we can choose Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates pτi, Liq
including the curves rΓ obtained after gluing. In these coordinates ωWP has standard symplectic
form with respect to the length and twist coordinates around these curves. So in particular
ω
ˆ B
Bτi , ¨
˙
“ d
ˆ
L2i
2
˙
. Also we invariance of ωWP is well known from [Wol85]. This proves thatxM˝h,n is Hamiltonian. The calculations for pω and pµ on xM˝g,k,h,npT q are very similar. However,
notice that
ei “
kÿ
j“1
Ki
lj
B
Bzj ,
where
B
Bzj is the vector field corresponding to a rotation of the marked point zj . As pω “ pev˚ωWP
we can calculate pω `ei, ¨˘ “ ωWP ˆKi BBτi
˙
“ d
ˆ
KiL
2
i
2
˙
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showing the statement for the Tn-action on xM˝g,k,h,npT q. The equivariance follows in the same
way as on xM˝h,n.
Note that we have some more Tn-actions as explained in the following statements.
Lemma 8.9. The Tn-action above on xM˝g,k,h,npT q defines a continuous free action on pRg,k,h,npT q
where free means that it acts freely on objects.
Proof. Take the same definition as in Definition 8.4 on objects and on morphisms in pRg,k,h,npT q.
It is clearly continuous with respect to the topology as defined in Lemma 7.10. However we can
not say that it is smooth because pRg,k,h,npT q is not an orbifold groupoid. It is also clearly free
on objects.
Definition 8.10. We define a Tn-action on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q as follows. Consider
pC, u,X,q,p,Γq P Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
Keep the map u as it is and for every non-contractible curve γi P Γ change the hyperbolic
structure on pX,pq by doing a Fenchel–Nielsen twist by 2piti in the positive direction. If the
curve γi is contractible then do nothing. On morphisms we define the action in the same way as
in Definition 8.4 and Definition 8.4 by leaving the morphism map identical but changing the
domain and target by doing the same Fenchel–Nielsen twists.
Proposition 8.11. The Definition 8.10 defines a smooth Hamiltonian torus action on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
The number of contractible curves in Γ is the dimension of the subtorus fixing the point
pC, u,X,q,p,Γq. The functor
glue : xM˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
is equivariant.
Proof. The equivariance of glue is clear from the definitions of the torus actions, in fact we have
already used that argument in the proof of Lemma 8.8. The same arguments as before show that
this action is indeed a smooth Hamiltonian torus action on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. At any contractible
curve in Γ the torus action does nothing so this corresponds to a S1 fixing the point.
Note that we can now do symplectic reduction on the orbifolds pxM˝h,n, ωWP, µ, Tnq and pxM˝g,k,h,npT q, pω, pµ, Tnq
at some points
1
2
pL21, . . . , L2nq P Rną0 and 12pK1L
2
1, . . . ,KnL
2
nq P Rną0, respectively, as in Theo-
rem 4.58.2 Next we need to make sure that the evaluation maps and the symplectic reduction
behave well with respect to these reductions.
Lemma 8.12. For the symplectic orbifolds
pxM˝h,n, ωWP, µ, Tnq and pxM˝g,k,h,npT q, pω, pµ, Tnq
and the branched morphism covering pev : xM˝g,k,h,n ÝÑ xM˝h,n we have
2Obviously we chose the values at which to do symplectic reduction such that the lengths of the boundaries
agree as we have different normalizations of the momentum maps. We will denote the quotient always with an
additional rLs specifying these lengths.
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(i) pev descends to a branched morphism covering pev of the symplectic quotients xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs
and xM˝h,nrLs of the same degree and
(ii) pωL “ pev˚ωWP|L.
Proof. First notice that the diagram of functors between orbifold categories
xM˝g,k,h,npT q xev // xM˝h,n
xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq xev //?
OO
//

xM˝h,n|µ´1pLq?
OO
xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs xev // xM˝h,nrLs
(8.3)
exists and commutes. The vertical arrows correspond to full subcategories and quotients by the
torus action as defined in Theorem 4.58, respectively. The horizontal functor on the bottom is
well-defined.
Next we show that this functor pev : xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs ÝÑ xM˝h,nrLs is a branched morphism
covering and has the same degree as the original pev. So consider some pC, u,X,q,p, zq P
Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT q. Recall from the proof of Theorem 5.48 that we chose coordinate neighborhoods
on the Teichmu¨ller space of the smooth components of X as well as discs for parametrizing
the opening of all the nodes in the source surface C. We will now choose the coordinates
on the Teichmu¨ller factor such that they include the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates around the
curves Γ from gluepC, u,X,q,p, zq P Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q. As these curves are not collapsed by
assumption the twist and length functions are smooth and we can complete this multicurve
to a maximal one in order to obtain coordinates. Also we will use the same Fenchel–Nielsen
coordinates around pevpC, u,X,q,p, zq P Ob xMh,n. By Theorem 5.48 the map pev then looks like
D3k´3´N ˆ
nź
i“1
`rLi ´ , Li ` s ˆ S1˘ˆ DN ÝÑ D3k´3´N ˆ nź
i“1
`rLi ´ , Li ` s ˆ S1˘ˆ DN
px, l1, θ1, . . . , ln, θn, z1, . . . , zN q ÞÝÑ
´
x, l1, θ1, . . . , ln, θn, z
K1
1 , . . . , z
KN
N
¯
,
where the N discs correspond to interior nodes. Now restricting to li “ Li for all i “ 1, . . . , Ln
we obtain a slice for the torus action corresponding to the Fenchel–Nielsen twists generated
by the
B
Bθi by picking one fixed twist coordinate for every i “ 1, . . . , n. First we see that the
resulting map pev : xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs ÝÑ xM˝h,nrLs is still smooth and has the correct form in a
neighborhood of a nodal Hurwitz cover. So it remains to show that pev is a morphism covering on
the (completely) smooth part of the moduli spaces and that the degree is the same as the one of
pev : xM˝g,k,h,npT q ÝÑ xM˝h,n.
To this end recall Eq. (8.3). It is clear that restricting pev to the full subcategory xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq
remains a covering on objects and morphisms as this is the preimage of xM˝h,n|µ´1pLq under the
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functor pev. Furthermore taking a quotient with respect to the free Tn-action on both objects and
morphisms gives a locally trivializable bundle showing that pev is still a covering on the quotientxM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs. We need to show the lifting property on the full subcategory of completely
smooth Hurwitz covers xMg˝,k,h,npT qrLs.
The lifting property is easily verified from the properties of the functor ev. Consider rC, u,X,q,p, zs P
Ob xMh˝,nrLs and ϕ : pX,pq ÝÑ pX 1,p1q P Mor xMh,nrLs.3 There exists a morphism pid, ϕq :
pC, u,X,q,p, zq ÝÑ pC,ϕ ˝ u,q, ϕppq, zq in xM˝g,k,h,npT q which is mapped to ϕ under pev and
spid, ϕq “ pC, u,X,q,pq and gives a morphism rC, u,X,q,p, zs ÝÑ rC,ϕ ˝ u,q, ϕppq, zs inxM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs with the same properties.
This shows that
pev : xMg˝,k,h,npT qrLs ÝÑ xMh˝,nrLs
is a morphism covering and therefore
pev : xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs ÝÑ xM˝h,nrLs
is a branched morphism covering. Regarding the degree we can see that it does not change
when passing to the symplectic quotient as follows. The restriction to the full subcategoryxM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq does not change the degree. By taking quotients with respect to the free S1-
action we do not change the number of preimages of an object in ObMh,n or their automorphisms
as the evaluation map is also equivariant.
It remains to calculate the symplectic volume forms. However, pωL is the unique form on
Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs such that its pullback under pi : Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq ÝÑ Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs
is equal to pω|pµ´1pLq. By Eq. (8.3) we have
pi˚ pev˚ωWP|L “ pev˚pi˚ωWP|L “ pev˚ωWP|µ´1pLq “ p pev˚ωWPq|pµ´1pLq “ pω|pµ´1pLq
and therefore
pωL “ pev˚ωWP|L.
8.2. Bundles and Ψ-classes
8.2.1. Complex Orbifold Vector Bundles over the Moduli Space of Closed Hurwitz
Covers
In this section we define two complex orbifold vector bundles E and F which are direct sums
of complex orbifold line bundles and whose first Chern classes will be needed later. These
3Note that taking the quotient with respect to the torus action on Ob xM˝h,n is the same as forgetting the marked
point. On Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT q however, the equivalence class still remembers some information about the relative
differences between choices of the marked points z in the fibre over upzq. This issue will lead to Lemma 8.43.
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Chern classes are certain kinds of Ψ-classes over moduli spaces.4 Recall from Section 4.2
that a complex orbifold vector bundle over Mg,k,h,npT q is a manifold E together with an
anchor piE : E ÝÑ ObjMg,k,h,npT q that is a complex vector bundle as well as an action
µE : MorMg,k,h,npT qs ˆpi E ÝÑ E satisfying the usual group action axioms and which acts
linearly on the fibres.
Thus we make the following definition.
Definition 8.13. Define the complex orbifold vector bundle E over Mg,k,h,npT q by
E :“
ğ
λPΛ
Oλ ˆ Ck
piE : E ÝÑ ObjMg,k,h,nptq
pb, zq ÞÝÑ b
µE : MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆpiEE ÝÑ E
ppb, pΦ, ϕq, cql jh n
PMpλ,λ1q
, pb, zqljhn
POλˆCk
q ÞÝÑ
ˆ
c,
´`
D0ρ
c
j
˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq¯kj“1
˙
, (8.4)
where the map ρbj : D ÝÑ Cb is defined below.
In order to define the chart ρbj notice that b P Oλ contains a choice of decomposition of Cb into
pairs of pants as well as a uniformized hyperbolic metric on Cb such that the marked points qj
and cusps are nodes. In turn this hyperbolic metric defines a unique collar curve ΓjpCbq with
the length F p0q close to qj , as was described e.g. in Section 6.1. Notice that there are exactly
two hyperbolic geodesics γ on this pair of pants going up the cusp qj and perpendicular on the
geodesic boundary components or going up these cusps if they happen to be degenerate. For
each of these curves there exists a unique point m P ΓjpCq X γ. For both choices there exists a
unique biholomorphism ρbj : D ÝÑ Cb onto the disc bounded by ΓjpCq such that ρbjppjq “ 0 and
ρbjpmq “ 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.1.
Notice that we can make this choice for ρcj and ρ
b
j independently, so we fix this by requiring that
Φpmbq “ mc where mb is the intersection point of ΓjpCbq with the chosen geodesic going up the
cusp qj which is perpendicular to one of the boundary components of the hyperbolic pair of
pants.
Lemma 8.14. E as defined in Definition 8.13 is a well-defined complex orbifold vector bundle
and a direct sum of complex orbifold line bundles.
Proof. Before proving the properties of a complex orbifold vector bundle we need to make sure
that the action of G on E stated in Definition 8.13 is well defined. The issue is that we have
defined two different charts ρbj coming from the two possible choices of boundary geodesics of
the pair of pants specified by λ. Note that in D the real axis connecting 0 and 1 is a fixed point
set of an anti-holomorphic involution and therefore geodesic, see Section 6.2.1. Recall that a
hyperbolic pair of pants can be cut into two isometric hyperbolic hexagons by cutting along the
4We say “kind” of Ψ-classes because there are different notions due to compactification differences of Deligne–
Mumford space and moduli spaces of J-holomorphic curves. However, as it will later turn out, due to the fact
that we mark enough points, these will actually coincide in our case.
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qj
0
1
D
Cb
m
ΓjpCbq
φbjm1
´1
Figure 8.1.: This figure illustrates the definition of the map ρbj : D ÝÑ Cb used in Definition 8.13.
unique geodesics perpendicular to the pairs of boundary components (or going up the cusp).
The isometry is a reflection with respect to these cut geodesics which include the two possible
choices γ and γ1 from the definition. This shows that that on D the image of the other possible
choice of m1 “ ΓjpCq X γ1 is the point ´1. This in turn proves that ρbjpzq “ ρbjp´zq for z P D is
the other chart. But then we see that
`
D0ρ
c
j
˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq “ ´ `D0ρcj˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjp´zjq
“ `D0ρcj˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq
which shows that the map µE does not depend on that choice.
Next we show that E is indeed a complex orbifold vector bundle. First we notice that piE :
E ÝÑ ObMg,k,h,npT q is indeed a complex vector bundle and the action MorMg,k,h,npT q on the
fibres is indeed C-linear. It remains to show that µE : MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆpiE ÝÑ E is smooth
and satisfies piEpg ¨ eq “ tpgq, idx ¨e “ e and g ¨ ph ¨ eq “ pghq ¨ e for all suitable e P E and
g, h P MorMg,k,h,npT q.
From Definition 8.13 it is clear that
piEpµEppb, pΦ, φq, cq, zqq “ piEpc, z1q “ c “ tpb, pΦ, φq, cq
where z1 is an abbreviation for the long expression in Eq. (8.4). Secondly we have idb ¨e “ e as
in Eq. (8.4) Φ is given by the identity. And thirdly we have g ¨ ph ¨ eq “ pghq ¨ e because this
is true for the underlying morphisms on Mg,k,h,npT q and in the C-part the two middle charts
cancel out. This remains true even if the two maps are defined with different choices for the
map ρcj as we obtain always an even number of factors of ´1.
The smoothness of µE can be shown as follows. As the map µE is linear on fibres it depends
smoothly on that coordinate. For the dependence on the complex structure represented by
the point b P Oλ we notice first that the uniformized hyperbolic metric depends smoothly on
b in a neighborhood of a cusp pj . Since the curve ΓjpCq is determined by a length condition
as well as the solution to a first-order ordinary differential equation whose coefficients depend
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smoothly on b we see that the curves ΓjpCq depend smoothly on b. We choose a sufficiently large
coordinate chart around pj and consider everything in C. The curves ΓjpCq bound contractible
neighborhoods of 0 which might depend on b. The chart ρbj is then the unique biholomorphism
from this neighborhood on the unit disc after rotating the neighborhoods such that the point m
which might depend smoothly on b points e.g. in the positive real direction. This way we obtain
a smooth family of Jordan curves in C such that 0 is contained in the interior and which are all
contractible. In [Car12] it is shown that for one parameter families of such neighborhoods of
zero with a small additional assumption the corresponding Riemann mappings converge in C8
on compact sets to the Riemann mapping of the limit neighborhood.5 This shows that the map
b ÞÑ
´`
D0ρ
c
j
˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq¯kj“1
is C8 in all directions and thus a smooth map of b P Oλ which is used for the charts of Mpλ, λ1q.
The bundle E is a direct sum of complex orbifold line bundles because the bundle piE : E ÝÑ
ObMg,k,h,npT q is a trivial bundle and the action µE acts diagonally on the fibres.
We do need another similar bundle called F . This bundle will be essentially the bundle of
Ψ-classes for the marked points on the target, so in particular it will have rank n instead of rank
k.
Definition 8.15. Define the complex orbifold vector bundle F over Mg,k,h,npT q by
F :“
ğ
λPΛ
Oλ ˆ Cn
piF : F ÝÑ ObjMg,k,h,nptq
pb, zq ÞÝÑ b
µF : MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆpiFF ÝÑ F
ppb, pΦ, ϕq, cql jh n
PMpλ,λ1q
, pb, zqljhn
POλˆCn
q ÞÝÑ
´
c,
´
pD0ηci q´1 ˝Dpbiϕ ˝D0η
b
i pziq
¯n
i“1
¯
,
where the map ηbi : D ÝÑ Xb is defined in the same way as before only that we use the reference
curve ΓipXbq and the pair of pants decomposition contained in λ for the target surface.
Lemma 8.16. F as defined in Definition 8.15 is indeed a well-defined complex orbifold vector
bundle and a direct sum of complex orbifold line bundles.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 8.14.
Remark 8.17. Unfortunately it turns out that the orbifold vector bundle E can be a bad
bundle (i.e. not a good one), see Definition 4.25 for a definition. The problem is as follows:
Suppose we have an automorphism pΦ, idq : pC, u,X,q,pq ÝÑ pC, u,X,q,pq on the completely
5The assumption is that the sequence of domains bounded by the curves converges versus its so-called core. This
core is the largest domain G such that any closed domain contained in G˚ is contained in all but finitely many
members of the sequence of domains. Convergence means that any subsequence has the same core. This is
satisfied if the boundary curves converge.
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smooth Hurwitz cover x “ pC, u,X,q,pq. Then according to Section 5.3 a neighborhood of
this point x P ObMg,k,h,npT q is described by a neighborhood of X in its Teichmu¨ller space
whose complex structures are then pulled-back via u to complex structures on C. It is then
clear that pΦ, idq also gives an automorphism of all the points x1 close to x in ObMg,k,h,npT q.
This is because we did not modify the maps u or Φ and thus everything still commutes and u is
holomorphic by construction.
Thus pΦ, idq is contained in the ineffective morphisms MorineffMg,k,h,npT q and it is also an
automorphism of x and therefore it needs to act trivially on the fibres of E if the bundle was good.
Looking at the definition in Definition 8.13 we see that the action of pΦ, φq P AutMg,k,h,npT qpxq on
C is given by multiplication with the so-called rotation number of Φ at zj in the j-th component.
It is clear that there exist morphisms with rotation numbers different from the identity, as
any non-trivial automorphism needs to have a non-trivial rotation number and from examples
we can see that most cases for Hurwitz numbers do have automorphisms. Therefore these
automorphisms exist on most moduli spaces and the bundle E will be bad.
Note that this does not contradict the fact that every stable Deligne–Mumford orbifold except
M2,0 is reduced as the complex structures of C admitting Hurwitz covers are actual submanifolds
of the corresponding object manifolds of the source Deligne–Mumford orbifold. This means
that it is possible for an automorphism to be effective on a neighborhood of the whole Deligne–
Mumford space but when restricted to the constructed submanifolds it acts as an automorphism
everywhere in an open set. This is precisely what happens here.
Furthermore note that the bundle F is actually good. The reason is that for the target surface
we use a neighborhood of X in the full target universal unfolding. But since only M2,0 and M1,1
are non-reduced there are generally no ineffective morphisms on the target Deligne–Mumford
orbifold. The special case h “ 2 and n “ 0 is of no concern to us as in that case the bundles do
not even exist. This means that if we have an automorphism pΦ, φq P AutMg,k,h,npT qpC, u,X,q,pq
then it never extends to automorphisms in a neighborhood of pΦ, φq except if φ “ id. But in
that case it acts trivially on the fibre of the bundle F .
Remark 8.18. The vector bundles E and F define vectors of Chern classes c1pEq P H2p|Mg,k,h,npT q|,Qqk
and c1pF q P H2p|Mg,k,h,npT q|,Qqn as was explained in Remark 4.48. In the case of F this is done
directly via Chern–Weil theory on the bundle whereas in the case of E we have to go through
some extension of the bundle to a good one as was described in [Sea07] and in Remark 4.48. Note
that in our case we do not have to pass to the vertical tangent bundle because E is naturally the
pull-back of a Ck-orbifold bundle on Mg,k which is reduced for all parameter cases of interest
except g “ 1 and k “ 1. Thus this extension is a good bundle and the Chern class of E is given
by restricting the Chern–Weil Chern class of this good bundle over Mg,k. In any case we can do
our calculations as if the Chern class was defined via Chern–Weil theory. The local calculations
just need to be done on the extended bundle and then pulled-back afterwards.
Notice that there exists of course also a corresponding bundle on Deligne–Mumford space.
Definition 8.19. We denote by Li˚ ÝÑ ObMh,n the i-th tangent line bundle over Deligne–
Mumford space Mh,n with objects and morphisms defined by universal unfoldings Uλ for λ P Λ
which were used in the construction for the Oλ for the moduli space of Hurwitz covers. It is
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defined by
Li˚ :“
ğ
λPΛ
Uλ ˆ C
piL˚i : Li˚ ÝÑ ObjMh,n
pb, zq ÞÝÑ b
µL˚i : MorMh,nsˆpiLi˚ Li˚ ÝÑ Li˚
ppb, ϕ, cq, pb, zqq ÞÝÑ
´
c, pD0ρci q´1 ˝Dpbiϕ ˝D0ρ
b
ipziq
¯
,
where the map ρbi is defined as above at the marked point pi of X at b “ pX,pq P ObMh,n.
Remark 8.20. Note that with this transition map this line bundle is in fact the dual of the
usual line bundle which has the cotangent space at a marked point as a fibre. It is a good bundle
as again Mh,n is reduced for all interesting cases of parameters and the fact that it is an orbifold
bundle at all can be proven exactly in the same way as for Lemma 8.14.
Definition 8.21. The i-th ψ-class on Mh,n is defined as
ψi :“ c1pLiq P H2p|Mh,n|,Qq
for Li ÝÑ ObMh,n.
8.2.2. Relating Various Ψ-Classes
Lemma 8.22. The complex orbifold vector bundles E and
kà
j“1
fgt˚ Lj are isomorphic as complex
orbifold vector bundles. Furthermore F and
nà
i“1
ev˚Li are isomorphic as complex orbifold vector
bundles.
Proof. Recall that ev : Mg,k,h,npT q ÝÑMh,n and fgt : Mg,k,h,npT q are homomorphisms and we
can therefore pull back the orbibundles, see Definition 4.27 for a definition and some discussion.
In particular the pulled-back bundles are given by
ev˚Li “ ObMg,k,h,npT qevˆpiLi,
µev˚LippΦ, φq, pC, u,X,q,pq, pX,p, zqq “ ppC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1q, pX 1,p1, z1qq,
fgt˚ Lj “ ObMg,k,h,npT qfgtˆpiLj ,
µfgt˚ Lj ppΦ, φq, pC, u,X,q,pq, pC,q, wqq “ ppC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1q, pC 1,q1, w1qq,
where pΦ, φq : pC, u,X,q,pq ÝÑ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1q is a morphism in Mg,k,h,npT q and z1 and w1
are given by
z1 “
´
D0η
X 1
i
¯´1 ˝DpXi ϕ ˝D0ηXi pzq and
w1 “
´
D0ρ
C1
j
¯´1 ˝DqCi ϕ ˝D0ρCj pwq.
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Note that by definition of the orbifold atlases and the evaluation functor we have that the data
in λ is preserved and thus the maps ηi and ρj on Mg,k,h,npT q,Mg,k and Mh,n correspond to
each other. Therefore the obvious maps
‘ni“1ev˚Li ÝÑ F
ppC, u,X,q,pq, ppX,p, ziqqni“1q ÞÝÑ pC, u,X,q,p, zq and
‘kj“1 fgt˚ Lj ÝÑ E
ppC, u,X,q,pq, ppX,p, wjqqkj“1q ÞÝÑ pC, u,X,q,p,wq
are clearly Mg,k,h,npT q-maps and smooth bijective fibre maps and therefore orbibundle isomor-
phisms.
Now we will relate the Chern classes of the two orbifold vector bundles E and F over Mg,k,h,npT q.
We want to express c1pF q in terms of c1pEq inH2pMg,k,h,npT q,Qq. We will discuss in Remark 8.32
that we can also just look at the torus subbundles and compare their vectors of first Chern
classes.
Relating Chern classes of E and F will be done in three steps: First we switch to the summand-
wise unit-vector subbundles E˚ and F˚ which are torus principal bundles and have the same first
Chern classes. Then we define a n-dimensional torus subbundle of E˚ corresponding to those
unit tangent vectors at the qj which correspond to the same unit tangent vectors under u. And
thirdly we see that there is a map from this subbundle to F˚ by just pushing forward these points
via the Hurwitz cover u. This map will be a fibrewise covering of every circle summand. Note
that we cannot describe this as a subbundle of E by identifying tangent vectors that are mapped
to each other under u because the qj might be critical points.
Definition 8.23. Consider a Hurwitz cover pC, u,X,q,pq P Oλ ĂMg,k,h,npT q. Then for every
j “ 1, . . . , k we can define the map ρj : D ÝÑ C and ηνpjq : D ÝÑ X as in Definition 8.13.
Now we define maps rρj and rηνpjq from S1 Ă C to ΓjpCq and ΓνpjqpXq, respectively. By
D0ρj : C ÝÑ TqjC we obtain a tangent vector to qj for every point in S1. This tangent vector
in turn corresponds to a unique hyperbolic geodesic going up the cusp qj which intersects ΓjpCq
perpendicularly. Now rρj maps a point in S1 to this intersection point. The same construction
gives a map rηνpjq : S1 ÝÑ ΓνpjqpXq. These maps are obviously homeomorphisms.
Definition 8.24. We define the torus bundles E˚ and F˚ in the same way as in Definition 8.13
and Definition 8.15 but using pS1qk Ă Ck as a fibre.
Lemma 8.25. The subsets E˚ and F˚ are indeed T k- and Tn-orbifold principal bundles, respec-
tively.
Proof. We need to check that the µE- and µF -actions restrict to the pS1qk-subbundles. This is
because for pΦ, ϕq : b ÝÑ c the map ρcj ˝ Φ ˝ ρbj : C ÝÑ C is a biholomorphism of the disc fixing
zero and therefore a rotation. But then its differential at zero is also a rotation thus preserving
S1. This argument works for ηi, too, of course.
Definition 8.26. Define the subset E˚1 Ă E˚ as follows. A point pb, zq P Oλ ˆ pS1qk Ă E˚ with
b “ pC, u,X,q,pq and z “ pz1, . . . , zkq P pS1qk is contained in E1 if and only if
prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρjpzjq “ prηνpiqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρipziq (8.5)
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for all i, j P t1, . . . , ku such that νpiq “ νpjq.
Proposition 8.27. The subset E˚1 is a Tn-principal orbibundle over the orbifold groupoid
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
with respect to the following Tn-action on E˚1. We define Ki :“ lcmtlj | νpjq “ iu for i “ 1, . . . , n
and set
Tn
ιÝÑ T k
pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθnq ÞÑ
ˆ
e
2pii
Kνp1q
l1
θνp1q , . . . , e
2pii
Kνpkq
lk
θνpkq
˙
.
This way, Tn acts on E˚1 and on Mg,k,h,npT q˙E˚1. In particular this action is free on Mg,k,h,npT q˙
E˚1. Also this orbifold principal torus bundle E˚1 is a sum of circle bundles.
Proof. We need to check the following things:
(i) E˚1 is a Mg,k,h,npT q-space,
(ii) Tn acts smoothly and freely on E˚1 and
(iii) E˚1 ÝÑ ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn is a principal Tn-bundle splitting as a sum of S1-bundles.
To see Item (i) we calculate for
g “ pΦ, ϕq : b :“ pC, u,X,q,pq ÝÑ c :“ pC 1, u1, X 1,q1,p1q
whether it preserves the condition Eq. (8.5). Notice that from the argument in the proof of
Lemma 8.25 we see that ρcj ˝ Φ ˝ ρbj : C ÝÑ C is a rotation and thus its tangent map equals the
map under the obvious identification T0C – C. As all involved maps are holomorphic and thus
preserve angles this rotation agrees with prρcjq´1 ˝ Φ ˝ rρbj : S1 ÝÑ S1. In the same way we have
prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ rηbνpjq “ pD0ηcνpjqq´1 ˝Dpb
νpjq
ϕ ˝D0ηbνpjqpzjq on S1.
prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρcjpg ¨ zjq “ prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρcj ˝ pD0ρcjq´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq
“ prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρcj ˝ prρcjq´1 ˝ Φ ˝ rρbjpzjq
“ prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ u ˝ rρbjpzjq
“ prηcνpjqq´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ rηbνpjq ˝ prηbνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρbjpzjq
“ prηcνpiqq´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ rηbνpiq ˝ prηνpiqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρipziq
“ prηcνpiqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ Φ ˝ rρbipziq
“ prηcνpiqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρci ˝ prρci q´1 ˝ Φ ˝ rρbipziq
“ prηcνpiqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρci ˝ pD0ρci q´1 ˝DqbiΦ ˝D0ρbipziq
“ prηcνpiqq´1 ˝ u1 ˝ rρci pg ¨ ziq,
where we have used νpjq “ νpiq. The compatibility conditions of the Mg,k,h,npT q-action and the
projection in Definition 4.19 are immediate from the fact that E˚ satisfies them.
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For Item (ii) we need to show that ι : Tn ÝÑ T k is an injective smooth Lie-group homomorphism.
It then defines automatically a smooth free action of Tn on E˚1. Since Tn is compact the action
is properly discontinuous and the quotient map E˚1 ÝÑ E˚1äTn is a Tn-principal fibre bundle.
However, by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.8 the map ι is injective and it is
clearly a smooth Lie group homomorphism.
Recall that ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 “ E˚1 and therefore E˚1 ÝÑ ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚
1
äTn is a
Tn-principal bundle. Notice that Tn acts freely on
MorMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 “ MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆpiE˚1
by acting on the second factor. We thus have a smooth Tn-action on Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 and we
can form the quotient orbifold category Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn.
For Item (iii) it remains to check that Morg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn acts diagonally via fibrewise
equivariant maps on E˚1 in the sense of Definition 4.19.6 However, all the pointwise properties are
clear as they are satisfied by the action of Mg,k,h,npT q on E˚1. The fact that Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚
1
äTn
acts on the fibres by rotations can again be seen in the same way as above in the proof of
Lemma 8.25. Thus the bundle also satisfies Definition 4.21 as rotations are equivariant maps
with respect to the torus actions which are also rotations. Therefore we have a Tn-principal
orbibundle which clearly splits as a direct sum of S1-principle orbibundles.
Before discussing how E˚1 relates to F˚ let us investigate the maps prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρj a bit further.
Lemma 8.28. We have
prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρjpzjq “ e2piiαj ¨ zljj ,
where e2piiαj “ prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρjp1q depends only on j and zj P S1.
Proof. Notice that rρj : S1 ÝÑ ΓjpCq maps a point e2piiθj with θj P r0, 1q to a point of distance
ljF p0q on ΓjpCq in the positive direction from the point ρjp1q P ΓjpCq by definition of the
map, rotational symmetry of a cusp neighborhood and because ρj is holomorphic and thus
conformal. The map u is an isometry and maps ΓjpCq to ΓνpjqpXq and thus maps an arc-length
parametrized curve to an arc-length parametrized curve, see Lemma 3.25. We can repeat the
argument for rηνpjq : S1 ÝÑ ΓνpjqpXq to see that this arc of length ljF p0q is mapped to an angle
e2piiljθj . However, as we chose the reference points on ΓjpCq and ΓipXq independently there
might be an additional constant rotation depending on j corresponding to the angle between
prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρjp1q and 1. All in all we see that the maps are given by
prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρjpzjq “ e2piiαj ¨ zljj .
Remark 8.29. Notice that the angles αj are non-zero because we did not require any relation
between the choices for the reference points on the curves ΓjpCq and ΓipXq. In particular one
could fix this by requiring that the points on ΓjpCq are preimages of ΓνpjqpXq. In any case we
6Note that the Tn-action on MorMg,k,h,npT q˙ E˚1 does not actually modify the morphism of Hurwitz covers but
identifies the families of morphisms corresponding to the same Hurwitz covers with different marked points z.
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still have that points in E˚1 are well-defined, they are just “twisted” within the torus T k by these
angles.
Proposition 8.30. The map Θ : E˚1 ÝÑ F˚ defined by
Θpb, pz1, . . . , zkqq :“
´
b,
´
prηiq´1 ˝ ub ˝ rρjpzjq for j s.t. νpjq “ i¯n
i“1
¯
on E˚1 X pOλ ˆ T kq together with the homomorphism
pi : Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn ÝÑMg,k,h,npT q
rpb, pz1, . . . , zkqs ÞÝÑ b
rpb, pΦ, ϕq, cq, pb, pz1, . . . , zkqqs ÞÝÑ pb, pΦ, ϕq, cq
is a Tn-principal orbibundle morphism with the Lie group homomorphism
β : Tn ÝÑ Tn
pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθnq ÞÝÑ pe2piiK1θ1 , . . . , e2piiKnθnq.
The homomorphism pi is a full morphism covering of degree K :“
nź
i“1
Ki.
Proof. Recall from Definition 4.23 that we need to show the following properties:
(i) the map Θ is a well-defined smooth Tn-equivariant map E˚1 ÝÑ F˚ with Θpg ¨xq “ βpgq¨Θpxq
for g P Tn and x P E˚1,
(ii) the induced map on quotient spaces is the same as piOb,
(iii) the diagram
Mor
ˆ
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
˙
sˆpiE˚1
piMorˆΘ

µE˚1 // E˚1
Θ

MorMg,k,h,npT qsˆpiF˚
µF˚ // F˚
(8.6)
commutes and
(iv) the functor pi is a morphism covering whose morphism map is surjective when restricted
to automorphisms.
Now let us check Item (i). By Definition 8.26 this map is well-defined. It is smooth by the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.14 since the Riemann mapping chart depends smoothly
on the smooth family of reference curves. For the equivariance we can calculate in the i-th S1
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summand of F˚ for g “ pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθnq P Tn and j such that νpjq “ i
Θpg ¨ pz1, . . . , zkqqi “ prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρj pιpgq ¨ zjq
“ prηνpjqq´1 ˝ u ˝ rρj ˆe2piiKilj θizj˙
“ e2piiαje2piiKiθizljj
“ e2piiKiθiΘpz1, . . . , zkqi
“ βpgq ¨Θpz1, . . . , zkqi.
The map Θ on ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn “ E˚
1
äTn maps rb, pz1, . . . , zkqs to b which coincides
with piOb and thus we have Item (ii).
Furthermore the diagram in Eq. (8.6) commutes because the maps are given by
ΘpµE˚1prpb, pΦ, ϕq, cq,pb, pz1, . . . , zkqqsq “ Θ
ˆ
c,
´`
D0ρ
c
j
˘´1 ˝DqbjΦ ˝D0ρbjpzjq¯kj“1
˙
“
´
c,
´
prηci q´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ u ˝ rρbjpzjq for j s.t. νpjq “ i¯n
i“1
¯
and
µF˚ ppiprpb,pΦ, ϕq, cq, pb, pz1, . . . , zkqqsq,Θpb, pz1, . . . , zkqq “
“ µF˚
´
pb, pΦ, ϕq, cq,
´
b,
´
prηbi q´1 ˝ ub ˝ rρbjpzjq for j s.t. νpjq “ i¯n
i“1
¯¯
“
´
c,
´
pDoηci q´1 ˝Dpbiϕ ˝D0η
b
i ˝ prηbi q´1 ˝ ub ˝ rρbjpzjq for j s.t. νpjq “ i¯n
i“1
¯
“
´
c,
´
prηci q´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ rηbi ˝ prηbi q´1 ˝ ub ˝ rρbjpzjq for j s.t. νpjq “ i¯n
i“1
¯
,
where we have used the same calculations as in the proof of Proposition 8.27.
It remains to prove that pi is a morphism covering and surjective when restricted to automorphism
groups. However, it is clearly a smooth functor and also a finite covering on objects and morphisms
as preimages of sufficiently small neighborhoods U are given by U ˆ TnäβpTnq for open U in
ObMg,k,h,npT q and U Ă MorMg,k,h,npT q. The lifting property is clear as any pΦ, φq : b ÝÑ c
in Mg,k,h,npT q defines a morphism rpb, pΦ, φq, cq, pb, pz1, . . . , zkqqs in MorMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚
1
äTn.
The same argument shows that the surjectivity when restricted to automorphisms as any
automorphism pΦ, φq : b ÝÑ b in Mg,k,h,npT q defines an automorphism
rpb, pΦ, φq, bq, pb, pz1, . . . , zkqqs P MorMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚
1
äTn.
By definition of Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn there are no morphisms between the elements in the fibre
over an object in Mg,k,h,npT q and thus the covering has degree K “
nź
i“1
Ki.
Corollary 8.31. The map pi :
ˇˇˇˇ
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
ˇˇˇˇ
ÝÑ |Mg,k,h,npT q| is a topological cover-
ing of degree K.
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Proof. Proposition 8.30 and Lemma 4.43 imply that pi is a topological covering on orbit spaces.
It is easy to see that an element b P ObMg,k,h,npT q has K preimages under piOb which are
pairwise not identified and thus pi has topological covering degree K.
Remark 8.32. From Section 4.5.1, Remark 8.18 and general knowledge about connection forms
on S1-principal bundles from e.g. [Che77] a rational Chern class of a T k-bundle pi : E˚ ÝÑ
ObMg,k,h,npT q in Chern–Weil theory is defined as the cohomology class of an invariant 2-form
α P Ω2pMg,k,h,npT q,Rkq such that its lift to E satisfies pi˚α “ i
2pi
dA, where A is a connection
1-form on E. So let us pick such a form A P Ω1pE, tq satisfying7
(i) Apvq “ v @v P t,
(ii) Ag.ppDpg ¨ vq “ Appvq @p P E, v P TpE and g P Tn,
where v denotes the vector field corresponding to the Lie algebra element v P t – iRn. Note that
this definition gives the Chern class of the complex vector bundle E whose unit-torus bundle is
given by E˚, too.
Using Proposition 8.27 and Proposition 8.30 we can now relate the Chern classes of E and F .
Proposition 8.33. The Chern classes of E,E1 and F satisfy
c1pE1qi “ 1
Ki
pi˚c1pF qi and (8.7)
c1pE1qi “ 1
dKi
ÿ
j“1,...,k
νpjq“i
l2jpi
˚c1pEqj , (8.8)
where the index i or j denotes the i-th or j-th component of the Chern class vector, respectively.
Proof. Notice first that by Remark 8.32 and Remark 8.18 we can prove this by showing the
equivalent equalities for the Chern classes of the corresponding T k- and Tn-bundles.
For Eq. (8.7) pick a connection 1-form A P Ω1pF˚ , tq as in Remark 8.32 and define
A1i :“ 1KiΘ
˚Ai.
Notice that we have the bundle map
E˚1 Θ //

F˚

ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
piOb // ObMg,k,h,npT q
(8.9)
which satisfies
Θpg ¨ pq “ βpgq ¨Θppq (8.10)
7Here, t denotes the Lie-algebra of the Lie group, in our case t “ iRk.
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for g P Tn, p P E˚1 and β : Tn ÝÑ Tn as in Proposition 8.30. We need to check that A1 “
nÿ
i“1
A1ie1i
satisfies both equations from Remark 8.32 with the standard basis te1iuni“1 of Rn. We calculate
Ki ¨ pA1iqg¨ppDpg ¨Xq “ pAiqΘpg¨pqpDg¨pΘ ˝Dpg ¨Xq
“ pAiqβpgq¨ΘppqpDΘppqβpgq ˝DΘpg¨pqβpgq´1 ˝Dg¨pΘ ˝Dpg ¨Xq
“ pAiqΘppqpDΘpg¨pqβpgq´1 ˝Dg¨pΘ ˝Dpg ¨Xq
“ pAiqΘppqpDppβpg´1q ¨Θ ˝ gq ¨Xq
“ pAiqΘppqpDpΘ ¨Xq
“ pΘ˚AiqppXq
for X P TpE˚1 where we have used again Eq. (8.10). The second equation can be checked as
follows. Here, v “
nÿ
i“1
vie
1
i P t and
vp “ ddt |t“0 expp2piitvq ¨ p “
d
dt |t“0
ˆ
e
2pii
Kνp1q
l1
tvνp1q , . . . , e
2pii
Kνpkq
lk
tvνpkq
˙
¨ p
such that for p “ pb, pz1, . . . , zkqq P E˚1
pA1qppvppqq “
nÿ
i“1
1
Ki
pAiqΘppqpDpΘ ¨ vppqq
“
nÿ
i“1
1
Ki
pAiqΘppq
ˆ
d
dt |t“0
Θpb, pe2pii
Kνp1q
l1
tvνp1qz1, . . . , e
2pii
Kνpkq
lk
tvνpkqzkqq
˙
“
nÿ
i“1
1
Ki
pAiqΘppq
ˆ
d
dt |t“0
´
b,
´
e2piiαje2piiKivitz
lj
j for j s.t. νpjq “ i
¯n
i“1
¯˙
“
nÿ
i“1
1
Ki
pAiqΘppq
˜
nÿ
i“1
KivieipΘppqq
¸
“
nÿ
i“1
1
Ki
pAiqΘppqpKivieiq
“
nÿ
i“1
viei “ v.
As Eq. (8.9) commutes and therefore pi˚˚
E1pi
˚c1pF˚ qi “ Θ˚pi˚˚F c1pF˚ qi “
i
2pi
Θ˚dAi “ i
2pi
dA1i, this
proves Eq. (8.7).
Regarding Eq. (8.8) notice that the map  : E˚1 ãÑ E˚ is equivariant in the sense that for g P Tn
and p P E˚1 we have
pg ¨ pq “ ιpgq ¨ ppq
which is the only fact that we needed in the first half of showing Eq. (8.7). Thus Aj |E˚1 “ ˚Aj
still satisfies the invariance condition for a connection form by the same calculation. Therefore,
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if we define
A1 :“
nÿ
i“1
1
dKi
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
l2jAj |E˚1e1i P Ω1pE˚1, tq
this form A1 satisfies pA1qg¨ppDpg ¨ Xq “ pA1qppXq for all X P TpE˚1. It remains to check the
other relation. To this end, we first calculate the Killing fields of the Tn-action on E˚1 in terms
of those of the T k-action on E˚. We get for e1ippq “ ddt |t“0 exppte
1
iq ¨ p with the standard basis
te1iuni“1 of Rn and p P E˚1
Dp ¨ e1ippq “ ddt |t“0pexppteiq ¨ pq
“ d
dt |t“0
ιpexppteiqq ¨ ppq
“ d
dt |t“0
ιp1, . . . , e2piit, . . . , 1q ¨ ppq
“ d
dt |t“0
¨˝$&%e2pii
Ki
lj
t
νpjq “ i
1 νpjq ‰ i
‚˛k
j“
¨ ppq
“
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
Ki
lj
ejppq,
where tejukj“1 is the standard basis of Rk. We therefore have
A1ppe1lppqq “
nÿ
i“1
1
dKi
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
l2j
kÿ
m“1
νpmq“l
Kl
lm
pAjqppemppqqe1i
“
nÿ
i“1
1
dKi
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
l2j
kÿ
m“1
νpmq“l
Kl
lm
δjme
1
i
“
nÿ
i“1
1
d
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
ljδile
1
i
“ e1l
which proves the other condition by linearity and thus A1 is a connection 1-form for E˚1. Notice
that the ι-equivariant map  gives a commuting diagram of Tn-principle bundles
E˚1
piE˚1 
 // E˚
piE˚

ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
piOb // ObMg,k,h,npT q
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and therefore we have again pi˚˚
E1pi
˚c1pE˚qj “ ˚pi˚˚Ec1pE˚qj “
i
2pi
˚dAj “ i
2pi
dAj |E˚1 which proves
Eq. (8.8).
Combining Proposition 8.33, Lemma 8.22 and Definition 8.21 we obtain Corollary 8.34.
Corollary 8.34. The various Ψ-classes satisfy
pi˚ev˚ψi “ 1
d
kÿ
j“1
νpjq“i
l2jpi
˚ fgt˚ ψj
in H2
ˆ
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn,Q
˙
for every i “ 1, . . . , n.
8.2.3. The Limit L Ñ 0
We will now discuss how to understand the limit L ÝÑ 0 of
pµ´1pLq

“LÑ0” //Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1
xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs “LÑ0” //Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
by defining a family of orbifold isomorphisms
ΞL : Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 ÝÑ xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq
for every L P Rną0. This ΞL will depend continuously on L and be Tn-equivariant for the
corresponding Tn-actions and will allow us to compute the limits LÑ 0.
Recall that a point in ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 is given by a tuple
pb, zq P Oλ ˆ T k
satisfying Definition 8.26. Furthermore, recall that we defined a function F : Rě0 ÝÑ Rą0 fixing
the lengths of the reference curves. Another choice was a set Λ of central Hurwitz covers with
additional data used for defining the Hurwitz deformation families Ψλ for λ P Λ. As we will now
consider the categories Rg,k,h,npT q as well as rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q we will distinguish the sets Λ andrΛ and the families Ψλ : Oλ ÝÑ ObRg,k,h,npT q and rΨλ : rOλ ÝÑ Ob rRg,nd`k,h,2np rT q, respectively.
Furthermore we will include another choice with every λ P Λ as follows.
Via λ P Λ we have chosen for every i “ 1, . . . , n one interior pair of pants on Xλ including the
degenerate boundary BiX. Pick one interior boundary component of such a pair of pants and
intersect the unique geodesic perpendicular to that boundary geodesic and going up the cusp
BiXλ with ΓipXλq. We denote this intersection point by mi. Now choose one preimage m1j of
mi under u
λ on every ΓjpCλq for all j “ 1, . . . , k such that νpjq “ i. We will use these points
to define maps rηi : S1 ÝÑ ΓipXνq and rρj : S1 ÝÑ ΓjpCνq as in Definition 8.23. Note that
this defines corresponding maps for any admissible Hurwitz cover close to pC, u,X,q,pq as the
construction for mi only depends on ΓipXq and the choice of one boundary of the interior pair
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of pants. By passing to a small enough neighborhood in the moduli space of Hurwitz covers
we also obtain a well-defined choice of preimages m1j which are close to the corresponding ones
on the central Hurwitz cover. This is because the gluing construction on Cλ in Section 5.2.2
actually gives a map from the boundary of the disc structure on Cλ to the boundary of the
glued-in annulus. See Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3 for an illustration.
rηi
rρj
rρj1
uλ
Xλ
Cλ
pi
qj
qj1
mi
S1
S1
S1
m1j
m1j1
ΓipXλq
ΓjpCλq
Γj1pCλq
Figure 8.2.: This shows the Hurwitz cover pCλ, uλ, Xλ,qλ,pλq P ObMg,k,h,npT q or rather its
image under glue ˝ ι, together with the additional choices in λ. The points mi and
m1j are used as reference points on the reference curves such that we can measure
hyperbolic distances from an origin. Notice that the pairs of pants on the left hand
side are not mapped onto each other, as a degree-lj preimage of a pair of pants
cannot be a pair of pants.Thus we can do the geometric construction for mi P Xλ,
but not at the same time for m1j P Cλ.
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p2i´1
p2i
ΓipXq
ΓjpCq
Γj1pCq
zj1
zj
m1j
m1j1
mi
upzj1q “ upzjq
u
θj
θj1
Figure 8.3.: In this figure one can see the Hurwitz cover ΞLpb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq or rather its
still glued version. Notice that the twisting in the construction is arbitrary as we
cut the cover anyway. However, we still mark the point zj P ΓjpCq which would
correspond to a Fenchel–Nielsen twist of θj by following the reference curve for the
correct hyperbolic distance.
Lemma 8.35. The functor
ι : Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 ÝÑ pRg,k,h,npT q
given by
ιObpb, zq :“ pC, u,X,q,p, z1q
ιMorppb, pΦ, ϕq, cq, pb, zqq :“ pιObpbq, pΦ, ϕq, ιObpcqq
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is well-defined, fully faithful and injective on objects. It is continuous on orbit spaces. Here the
tuple z1 is defined as
z1j :“ rρjpzjq
and pC, u,X,q,pq :“ Ψλpbq for b P Oλ and the Hurwitz deformation family Ψλ.
Proof. The condition on the points in E˚1 from Definition 8.26 is precisely such that the points
z1 satisfy upz1iq “ upz1jq for all i, j such that νpjq “ νpiq. Therefore, ι is a well-defined functor.
Continuity on orbit spaces is also clear as we used the same type of construction to define the
topology on | pRg,k,h,npT q| in Section 7.1.2. The injectivity on objects is due to the fact that rρj is
bijective.
It remains to notice that for any b, c P ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 the map
ι : HomMg,k,h,npT q˙E˚1pb, cq ÝÑ Hom pRg,k,h,npT qpιpbq, ιpcqq
is bijective. However, this is again obvious as the notion of morphisms in both categories is the
same, namely a pair pΦ, ϕq acting in the obvious way on the marked points on Γ and on pS1qk,
respectively.
Remark 8.36. Notice that this means that objects in Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 define elements in
Ob ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q by gluing nodal spheres to the marked points, i.e. we obtain a functor
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 ιÝÑ pRg,k,h,npT q glueÝÑ rRg,nd`k,h,np rT q.
This glued surface has of course the obvious contractible loops Γ as induced data but it has
forgotten the points in the fibre of E˚1. Nevertheless, we can use it to define the functor ΞL.
We will choose the set rΛ defining the orbifold structure on ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q such that it includes
gluepιpλ, zqq for any λ P Λ. Notice that glue ˝ι forgets the point z, so this statement makes sense.
Definition 8.37. For any sufficiently small L P Rną0 we define
pΞLqOb : ObMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 “ E˚1 ÝÑ Ob xM˝g,k,h,npT q|xev´1pLq
as follows. For every pb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq P Oλ ˆ T k satisfying Definition 8.26 we choose a
point pgluepιpbqq, y1, . . . , ynq P Oλ ˆ Dn – rOrλ such that the hyperbolic length of Γi on X of
pC, u,X,q,p,Γq “ rΨrλpgluepιpbqq, y1, . . . , ynq is Li for i “ 1, . . . , n. See Remark 8.38 for a few
comments on the yi. We then cut the Hurwitz cover along Γ and mark the point zj on ΓjpCq at
a hyperbolic distance of ljF pLνpjqq ¨ θj from m1j in the positive direction. We define this Hurwitz
cover with marked points z as ΞLpb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq.
On morphisms we can define
pΞLqMor : MorMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 ÝÑ Mor xMg,k,h,npT q|xev´1pLq
in the same way by mapping ppb, pΦ, ϕq, cq, pb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqqq with pb, pΦ, ϕq, cq PMpλ, λ1q
first to the same morphism in Mprλ, rλ1q Ă Mor ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q and then to the unique morphism
starting at ΞLpb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq agreeing with pΦ, ϕq outside the gluing region and then
restricted to the cut surface. Here we use Proposition 5.11.
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Remark 8.38. The role of the py1, . . . , ynq P Dn is as follows. As we have glued pairs of pants to
the marked points we turned these marked points into interior nodes. Thus we need n complex
gluing parameters in order to define a smoothened Hurwitz cover. By [HK14] we know that
there is a homeomorphism to Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates on a small enough neighborhood of
0 P Dn (hence why we restrict to sufficiently small L). We can therefore fix these Fenchel–Nielsen
coordinates by using the prescribed parameters L P Rną0 for the lengths of the target surface and
arbitrary Fenchel–Nielsen twists. The reason the twists do not matter is because we immediately
afterwards cut the cover along these geodesics. The py1, . . . , ynq are just the complex gluing
parameters such that the corresponding hyperbolic geodesics have the prescribed lengths. We
will not actually need their precise values.
Also note that the letter Γ is used here in two different ways. The multicurve Γ is only used to
remember where the boundary was inside of the glued surface. So in our case we can replace it
mentally by their hyperbolic geodesic representatives. In contrast the curves ΓjpCq are reference
curves which are in a collar neighborhood of the corresponding boundary geodesic.
Remark 8.39. See Fig. 8.3 for an illustration. Furthermore notice that the points y1, . . . , yn P Dn
are not uniquely determined by just fixing the hyperbolic lengths as we would also need to
fix the Fenchel–Nielsen twist around those curves. However, as we cut the surface along these
curves we do not need to specify this twist. Instead we add it later by marking the points zj
correspondingly.
Proposition 8.40. For every L P Rną0 the functor
ΞL : Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚ ÝÑ xM˝g,k,h,npT q|xev´1pLq
is well-defined and a Tn-equivariant orbifold isomorphism and therefore descends to an orbifold
isomorphism
ξL :
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚äTn ÝÑ xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs.
Proof. Notice that by definition the target surface of ΞLpb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq has boundary
lengths L. The condition for the elements in E˚1 yields the condition for the marked points inxMg,k,h,npT q. Regarding the morphisms
ΞLppb, pΦ, ϕq, cq, pb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqqq
we see that a biholomorphism is an isometry of the induced hyperbolic metrics and therefore
maps the curves ΓjpCbq to ΓjpCcq and also preserves lengths along these curves. From this it
follows that ΞL is indeed a functor.
For the smoothness of Ξ notice that we fixed the lengths of the boundary geodesics and that the
marked points z depend smoothly on pb, pe2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθkqq. Also the Hurwitz cover depends
smoothly on the parameters b as the map is actually the identity in coordinates, since we use
the same pair of pants decompositions and disc structures to define the orbifold structures on
Mg,k,h,npT q, xMg,k,h,npT q and ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q.
The functor ΞL is bijective on objects as we have chosen corresponding Λ and rΛ and because all
Oλ and rOrλ are small enough such that the Hurwitz deformation families are injective. Therefore
we can recover unique gluing parameters and marked points from the surfaces. Recall for this
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argument that λ and rλ both contain pair of pants decompositions as well disc structures and
marked reference points m1j used for calculating distances along the reference curves. Bijectivity
on morphisms is the same argument together with Proposition 5.13.
It remains to check the Tn-equivariance. Let t “ e2piiα1 , . . . , e2piiαn P Tn. Multiplication by
ιptq P T k rotates θj ÞÑ θj ` Kνpjq
lj
ανpjq and thus moves the marked point zj on ΓjpCq by a
hyperbolic distance of ljF pLνpjqq
Kνpjq
lj
ανpjq “ F pLνpjqqKνpjqανpjq. Recalling the definition of the
torus action on xM˝g,k,h,nrLs from Definition 8.4 we see that this is the same as a rotation by
rotιptqpzqj “ βj
ˆ
Kνpjq
lj
αjljF pLνpjqq
˙
“ βjpKνpjqF pLνpjqqαjq,
where βj : r0, 1s ÝÑ ΓjpCq is a parametrization by arc length, showing that ΞL is equivariant.
Lemma 8.41. We have
lim
LÑ0 ξL˚rpωLs “ pi˚rωs
in H2
ˆ
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn,R
˙
, where
pi : Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn ÝÑMg,k,h,npT q
is the projection from Proposition 8.30.
Proof. From Proposition 8.40 we obtain isomorphisms
ξL˚ : H
2pxM˝g,k,h,nrLs,Rq ÝÑ H2 ˆMg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn,R˙
for every L P Rną0. Notice that we have the following diagram
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1 ΞL //
η

glue ˝ι
**xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq

glue // ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
pi

ξL // xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs
Mg,k,h,npT q
F
AA
where F just glues a standard sphere Hurwitz cover of the correct type to the punctures in the
same way as in Section 6.2.1. However, the diagram does not commute. The only commuting
parts are the Ξl ´ ξL-square in the middle and the outer square. The horizontal map in the
upper triangle
glue : xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq ÝÑ ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
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has a disjoint image from glue ˝ι. It is enough to check that the pullbacks of these forms to the
total spaces of the Tn-bundles satisfy
ΞL˚rpω|pµ´1pLqs LÑ0ÝÑ η˚pi˚ω,
because the pull-backs are injective.
Notice that F is actually symplectic. The orbifold ĂMg,nd`k,h,2np rT q is equipped with the
(target) Weil–Petersson symplectic structure since it is locally diffeomorphic to Mg,nd`k,h,2np rT q
and we can use Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates to see this. The horizontal glue-functor satisfies
glue˚ rω “ pω|pµ´1pLq because of the commuting diagram in Eq. (8.1). Thus it is enough to show
that
glue ˝ΞL ÝÑ glue ˝ ι
for LÑ 0. However, this is clear from the construction.
Proposition 8.42. We have for the vector of rational first Chern classes
c1
`ppµq´1 pLq˘ :“ c1 ´xM˝g,k,h,npT q|pµ´1pLq ÝÑ xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs¯
P H2
´ˇˇˇ xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLsˇˇˇ ,Qn¯
the limitA
c1
`ppµq´1 pLq˘J ^ pω3h´3`2n´|J |L , rxM˝g,k,h,npT qrLssE
LÑ0ÝÑ
B
c1pE1qJ ^ pi˚ω,
„
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
F
(8.11)
for any multi-index J P Nn.
Proof. Using the isomorphisms
ξL :
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚äTn ÝÑ xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs
we see ξL˚c1
`pµ´1pLq˘ “ c1pE1q because it is covered by a Tn-principal bundle isomorphism ΞL
and
pξLq˚
„
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn

“ rxM˝g,k,h,npT qrLss.
Thus A
c1
`ppµq´1 pLq˘J ^ pω3h´3`2n´|J |L , rxM˝g,k,h,npT qrLssE
“
B`
ξL˚c1
`ppµq´1 pLq˘˘J ^ pξL˚pωLq3h´3`2n´|J | , „Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTnF
“
B
c1pE1qJ ^ pξL˚pωLq3h´3`2n´|J | , „Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTnF .
By Lemma 8.41 this converges to Eq. (8.11).
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Lemma 8.43. We have deg pev “ K ¨Hg,k,h,npT q for pev : xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs ÝÑ xM˝h,nrLs.
Proof. Notice that we can repeat the construction from Definition 8.37 for ΞL to obtain an
orbifold isomorphism
ρL : Mh,n ÝÑ xM˝h,nrLs
by adding a trivial pair of pants, doing the usual gluing construction with specified lengths L
but arbitrary twisting and then cutting along the corresponding hyperbolic geodesic. This gives
a well-defined orbifold homomorphism which we can make an isomorphism by choosing the sets
Λ correspondingly. In total we have the following commuting diagram
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
ξL //
pi

xM˝g,k,h,npT qrLs
xev

Mg,k,h,npT q
ev

Mh,n ρL // xM˝h,nrLs
where the horizontal functors are isomorphisms and the vertical ones are morphism coverings of
degrees K,Hg,k,h,npT q and deg pev, respectively, giving the result.
8.3. Applying Duistermaat–Heckman
Now we are in a setting that we can apply the earlier statements on the various bundles.
First recall the Duistermaat–Heckman theorem for the Tn-action on xM˝g,k,h,npT q at the valuepµ´1pL0q.8
Lemma 8.44. By using Duistermaat–Heckman for the symplectic reductions of the Hamiltonian
system pxMg,k,h,npT q, ωq to xMg,k,h,npT qrLs we see
rpωLs “ rpωL0s ` 12
nÿ
i“1
c1
`ppµq´1 pL0q˘i ¨Ki `L2i ´ pL0q2i ˘ (8.12)
in H2
´xMg,k,h,npT qrLs,Q¯ for any L,L0 P Rn close enough.
Theorem 8.45. We have
K ¨Hg,k,h,npT qVh,npLq “
ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
L2αl
2pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l2pβνpkqqkk
p2dq|α|β1! ¨ ¨ ¨βn!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q! ¨
¨
A
rωs3h`n´3´|α|fgt˚ ψ1pβνp1qq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fgt˚ ψkpβνpkqqk , rMg,k,h,npT qs
E
,
(8.13)
8Recall that pµ´1pL0q corresponds to geodesic boundary lengths of Lo P Rn.
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where Hg,k,h,npT q P Q is the Hurwitz number, Vh,n “
ż
xMh,nrLs
pω3h`n´3L
p3h` n´ 3q! the Weil–Petersson
volume, ψj P H2pMg,k,h,npT q,Qq the Ψ-classes on the moduli space of closed Hurwitz covers
and K “
nź
i“1
Ki.
Proof. Recall that pωL “ pev˚ωWP|L and that pev is a branched morphism covering due to
Lemma 8.12 and thusż
Mg,k,h,npT qrLs
pω3h`n´3L “ żMg,k,h,npT qrLs pev˚ωWP3h`n´3L
“ pdeg pevq ¨ ż
Mh,nrLs
ωWP
3h`n´3
L
“ K ¨Hg,k,h,npT q
ż
Mh,nrLs
ωWP
3h`n´3
L
using Lemma 8.43.
Integrating Eq. (8.12) to the power of 3h` n´ 3 over xMg,k,h,npT qrLs we therefore obtain for
the left-hand sideB rpωLs3h`n´3
p3h` n´ 3q! , rxMg,k,h,npT qrLss
F
“
B pev˚rωWP|Ls3h`n´3
p3h` n´ 3q! , rxMg,k,h,npT qrLss
F
“ KHg,k,h,npT q
B rωWP|Ls3h`n´3
p3h` n´ 3q! , rxMh,nrLss
F
(8.14)
and for the right-hand sideB rpωLs3h`n´3
p3h` n´ 3q! , rxMg,k,h,npT qrLssE “ ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ˆ
1
2
˙|α| KαpL2α ´ pL0q2αq
α!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q! ¨
¨
A
rpωL0s3h`n´3´|α|c1 `ppµq´1 pL0q˘α , rxMg,k,h,npT qrLssE
“
ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ˆ
1
2
˙|α| KαL2α
α!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q! ¨
¨
B
rpi˚ωs3h`n´3´|α|c1
`
E1
˘α
,
„
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
F
(8.15)
where we have used Proposition 8.42 for the limit L0 ÝÑ 0. Denote the index set Ii :“ tj P
t1, . . . , ku | νpjq “ iu for which we see by using Corollary 8.34
c1pE1qαii “
˜
1
dKi
ÿ
jPIi
l2jpi
˚ fgt˚ ψj
¸αi
“ 1pdKiqαi
ÿ
βiPNIi|βi|“αi
αi!
βi!
ź
jPIi
l
2pβiqj
j pi
˚ fgt˚ ψjpβiqj .
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Thus we obtain for the expression in Eq. (8.15)
ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ˆ
1
2
˙|α| KαL2α
α!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q!
C
pi˚rωs3h`n´3´|α|
nź
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi ,|βi|“αi
αi!
βi!pdKiqαi ¨
ź
jPIi
l
2pβiqj
j pi
˚ fgt˚ ψpβiqjj ,
„
Mg,k,h,npT q ˙ E˚1äTn
G
“
ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ˆ
1
2
˙|α| L2α
α!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q!d|α|
C
rωs3h`n´3´|α|
nź
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi ,|βi|“αi
αi!
βi!
¨
ź
jPIi
l
2pβiqj
j fgt
˚ ψpβiqjj , rMg,k,h,npT q
G
,
where we have used Corollary 8.31.
Note that the multi-indices βi are indexed by the elements of Ii, thus pβiqj only exists for those
j such that νpjq “ i. In the following intermediate step we denote by pI1qrjs the j-th element of
I1. Then we can see
nź
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi ,|βi|“αi
αi!
βi!
ź
jPIi
l
2pβiqj
j fgt
˚ ψjpβiqj “
“
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
α1!
β1!
l
2pβ1qpI1qr1s
pI1qr1s fgt
˚ ψpβ1qpI1qr1spI1qr1s ¨ ¨ ¨ l
2pβ1qpI1qr|I1|s
pI1qr|I1|s fgt
˚ ψpβ1qpI1qr|I1|spI1qr|I1|s ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
αn!
βn!
l
2pβnqpInqr1s
pInqr1s fgt
˚ ψpβnqpInqr1spInqr1s ¨ ¨ ¨ l
2pβnqpInqr|In|s
pInqr|In|s fgt
˚ ψpβnqpInqr|In|spInqr|In|s
“
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
α!
β1! ¨ ¨ ¨βn! l
2pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l2pβνpkqqkk fgt˚ ψ1pβνp1qq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fgt˚ ψkpβνpkqqk ,
because in the second line each j P t1, . . . , ku appears in one of the Ii’s, namely the one such
that νpjq “ i.
Now we can write
K ¨Hg,k,h,npT qVh,npLq “
ÿ
αPNn,
|α|ď3h`n´3
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
L2αl
2pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l2pβνpkqqkk
p2dq|α|β1! ¨ ¨ ¨βn!p3h` n´ 3´ |α|q! ¨
¨
A
rωs3h`n´3´|α|fgt˚ ψ1pβνp1qq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fgt˚ ψkpβνpkqqk , rMg,k,h,npT qs
E
,
where we denoted the Weil–Petersson volume of xMh,nrLs by Vh,npLq .
Remark 8.46. This equation relates Hurwitz numbers, Weil–Petersson volumes and certain
integrals of Ψ-classes over the moduli space of Hurwitz covers. We will apply the following
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corollary of Theorem 8.45 in the next section.
Corollary 8.47. We can rewrite Eq. (8.13) in degree |α| “ 3h` n´ 3 as
K ¨Hg,k,h,npT qVh,npLqr3h` n´ 3s “ÿ
αPNn,
|α|“3h`n´3
ÿ
β1PNI1|β1|“α1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
βnPNIn
|βn|“αn
L2αl
2pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l2pβνpkqqkk
p2dq3h`n´3β1! ¨ ¨ ¨βn!
A
ψ1
pβνp1qq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψkpβνpkqqk , Dg,k,h,npT q
E
,
(8.16)
where Vh,npLqr3h`n´3s denotes the homogeneous part of the polynomial of degree 3h`n´3.
Remark 8.48. Recall from [Mir07] that Vh,npLq is a polynomial in L whose coefficients are
given by Ψ-intersections on Deligne–Mumford space. Thus we can rewrite Corollary 8.47 as an
equation between pure Ψ-intersection numbers and Ψ-intersection numbers with the Hurwitz
class. As the former numbers can be easily computed e.g. by using Mirzakhanis recursion
relation for Weil–Petersson volumes we can deduce concrete equations for the Ψ-intersection
numbers of the Hurwitz class. However, this particular conclusion from Theorem 8.45 we could
have also obtained directly from Corollary 8.34 on pull-backs of Ψ-classes without applying
Duistermaat–Heckman.
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9. Applications
This section calculates a few concrete examples for Theorem 8.45. Note that the equation
involves Hurwitz numbers, Weil–Petersson volumes of moduli spaces and pairings of the Hurwitz
class with ψ-classes on the source moduli space. These pairings seem to be most difficult to
understand, so we will calculate Hurwitz numbers with the help of a computer and deduce the
Weil–Petersson volumes from the McShane identity.
9.1. Recollections and Weil-Petersson Volumes
Recall that we denote by
Vh,npLq :“
ż
Mh,nrLs
ω3h´3`nWP
p2piq3h´3`n
the Weil–Petersson volume of the moduli space of bordered Riemann surfaces. It can be calculated
explicitly via Mirzakhanis recursion relation in [Mir07]. As the combinatorial calculations become
somewhat involved rather quickly we calculated the volumes via a SAGE/Python program whose
source code is also included in Appendix A.3.
Also recall from Section 2.2 and Section 5.4 that we have Hurwitz numbers Hg,k,h,npT q and
standard Hurwitz numbers HhpT1, . . . , Tnq which are related by a factor of K corresponding to
the number of possible enumerations of the fibres, i.e.
K :“
nź
i“1
dź
u“1
p#t1 ď j ď k | νpjq “ i, lj “ uuq!
Also we denote by
Dg,k,h,npT q “ fgt˚rMg,k,h,npT qs P H6h´6`2np|Mg,k|,Qq
the Hurwitz class. Another combinatorial term appearing is K “
kź
j“1
Ki where
Ki “ lcmtlj | νpjq “ iu.
9.2. Examples
In the following examples the numbers at the symbols stand for the index of the corresponding
marked point. The degree of the Hurwitz cover at qj , i.e. the integer lj will be drawn with an
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obvious pictogram. This means that the map ν : t1, . . . , ku ÝÑ t1, . . . , nu can be read off from
the diagram by following the arrow.
9.2.1. The Case g “ h “ 0, k “ 4, n “ 3, d “ 2
Assume the branching profile looks as follows:
d “ 2
g “ 0
h “ 0
1 2 3
4
1 2 3
Computer calculations show that H0p2, 2, 1`1q “ 1
2
as well as K “ 2! “ 2 and thusH0,4,0,3pT q “ 1.
There is one Hurwitz cover with two automorphisms. Furthermore, we have K “ K1 ¨K2 ¨K3 “
2 ¨ 2 ¨ 1 “ 4 for the factor corresponding to the least common multiplies.
We also have V0,3pLq “ 1 and dimMg,k,h,npT q “ 6h´6`2n “ 0, i.e.D0,4,0,3pT q P H0p|M0,4|,Qq –
Q is just a 0-cycle on |M0,4| – CP 1 and Theorem 8.45 or rather Corollary 8.47 becomes
x1, D0,4,0,3pT qy “ 4
and therefore
D0,4,0,3pT q “ 4rpts.
9.2.2. The Case g “ 1, h “ 0, k “ 4, n “ 4, d “ 2
Now we consider the branching profile
d “ 2
g “ 1
h “ 0
1 2
1 2
3
3
4
4
Computer calculations show H0p2, 2, 2, 2q “ 1
2
as there is one Hurwitz cover with two automor-
phisms, one of them the identity and the other one the sheet change. Together with K “ 1 we
get H1,4,0,4pT q “ 1
2
.
We have V0,4pLq “ 1
2
p4pi2 ` L21 ` L22 ` L23 ` L24q. Also, in degree |α| “ 1 in Eq. (8.16) only one
of the β1, . . . , β4 can be nonzero and thus equal to one. As l1 “ l2 “ l3 “ l4 “ 2 we obtain
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K “ 24 “ 16 and thus
4
4ÿ
i“1
L2i “
4ÿ
i“1
L2i 4
4
xψi, D1,4,0,4pT qy
“
4ÿ
i“1
L2i xψi, D1,4,0,4pT qy
and therefore xψi, D1,4,0,4pT qy “ 4 for i “ 1, . . . , 4 by comparing coefficients of the polynomials.
9.2.3. The Case g “ h “ 0, k “ 10, n “ 4, d “ 4
Now we consider the following branching profile:
d “ 4
g “ 0
h “ 0
1 2
1 2
5
3
8
4
3
4
6
7
9
10
Computer calculations show that H0p3, 2`1`1, 2`1`1, 2`1`1q “ 4 with four Hurwitz covers,
none of which have non-trivial automorphisms. As K “ p2!q3 “ 8 we have H0,10,0,4pT q “ 32.
Here we have K “ 23 ¨ 4 “ 32 and V0,4 “ 1
2
˜
4pi2 `
4ÿ
i“1
L2i
¸
. Since |α| “ 1 we can instead sum
over the index of the component of α which is one instead of zero. Then we obtain
512
4ÿ
i“1
L2i “
4ÿ
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi|βi|“1
L2i l
2pβ1q1
1 l
2pβ2q2
2 l
2pβ3q5
5 l
2pβ4q8
8
8 ¨ 1 xψ
pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψpβνp10qq1010 , D0,10,0,4pT qy
“ 2L21xψ1, D0,10,0,4pT qy`
` L22
ˆ
1
2
xψ2, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ3, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ4, D0,10,0,4pT qy
˙
`
` L23
ˆ
1
2
xψ5, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ6, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ7, D0,10,0,4pT qy
˙
`
` L24
ˆ
1
2
xψ8, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ9, D0,10,0,4pT qy ` 1
8
xψ10, D0,10,0,4pT qy
˙
for D0,10,0,4pT q P H2p|M0,10|,Qq implying e.g. xψ1, D0,10,0,4pT qy “ 256 from comparing the
coefficients in front of L21.
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9.2.4. The Case g “ h “ 0, k “ 8, n “ 4, d “ 3
Next we assume the branching profile looks like
d “ 3
g “ 0
h “ 0
1
2
1 2
3
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
Again, computer calculations show that H0p2` 1, 2` 1, 2` 1, 2` 1q “ 9
2
as we have five Hurwitz
covers, four of which have only the identity as an automorphism and the fifth one with two
automorphisms. Since K “ 1 we have therefore H0,8,0,4pT q “ 9
2
.
Also we see K “ 24 “ 16, Ii “ t2i´ 1, 2iu and V0,4 “ 1
2
˜
4pi2 `
4ÿ
i“1
L2i
¸
. Thus
36
4ÿ
i“1
L2i “
4ÿ
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi|βi|“1
L2i l
2pβ1q1
1 l
2pβ2q3
3 l
2pβ3q5
5 l
2pβ4q7
7
p2 ¨ 3q1 ¨ 1 xψ
pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψpβνp10qq1010 , D0,8,0,4pT qy
“ L21
ˆ
2
3
xψ1, D0,8,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ2, D0,8,0,4pT qy
˙
`
` L22
ˆ
2
3
xψ3, D0,8,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ4, D0,8,0,4pT qy
˙
`
` L23
ˆ
2
3
xψ5, D0,8,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ6, D0,8,0,4pT qy
˙
` L24
ˆ
2
3
xψ7, D0,8,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ8, D0,8,0,4pT qy
˙
for D0,8,0,4pT q P H2p|M0,8|,Qq which shows for example x4ψ1 ` ψ2, D0,8,0,4pT qy “ 216.
9.2.5. The Case g “ h “ 0, k “ 11, n “ 5, d “ 3
The next example takes place in a higher dimension than before and is the same as Section 9.2.4
with an added trivial fibre. Assume the branching profile is
As usual computer calculations show that H0p1` 1` 1, 2` 1, 2` 1, 2` 1, 2` 1q “ 9
2
which is
expected because we have of course the same Hurwitz covers as in Section 9.2.4. However, we
now have K “ 3! “ 6 and therefore H0,11,0,5pT q “ 27.
Here we have K “ 1 ¨24 “ 16 and V0,5r2s “ 1
8
5ÿ
i“1
L4i ` 12
5ÿ
i,j“1i‰j
L2iL
2
j as is seen by the calculation
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d “ 3
g “ 0
h “ 0
1
2
1 2
3
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
5
in Appendix A.3.3. Therefore
432
¨˚
˚˝1
8
5ÿ
i“1
L4i ` 12
5ÿ
i,j“1
i‰j
L2iL
2
j
‹˛‹‚“ ÿ
αPN5|α|“2
ÿ
β1PNt1,2,3u|β1|“α1
ÿ
β2PNt4,8u|β2|“α2
ÿ
β3PNt5,9u|β3|“α3
ÿ
β4PNt6,10u|β4|“α4
ÿ
β5PNt7,11u|β5|“α5
L2α4pβ2q4`pβ3q6`pβ4q8`pβ5q10
62β1!β2!β3!β4!β5!
C
11ź
i“1
ψ
pβνpiqqi
i , D0,11,0,5pT q
G
,
where D0,11,0,5 P H4p|M0,11|,Qq.
Expanding this expression with the help of a computer shows that the right hand side contains
for example the following summands
L41
ˆ
1
72
xψ21, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 172xψ
2
2, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 172xψ
2
3, D0,11,0,5pT qy `
` 1
36
xψ1ψ2, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 1
36
xψ1ψ3, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 1
36
xψ2ψ3, D0,11,0,5pT qy
˙
`
` L42
ˆ
2
9
xψ24, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 19xψ4ψ5, D0,11,0,5pT qy `
1
72
xψ25, D0,11,0,5pT qy
˙
`
` L22L23
ˆ
4
9
xψ4ψ6, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 1
9
xψ5ψ6, D0,11,0,5pT qy ` 1
9
xψ4ψ7, D0,11,0,5pT qy`
` 1
36
xψ5ψ7, D0,11,0,5pT qy
˙
` . . .
This proves for example that xpψ1 ` ψ2 ` ψ3q2, D0,11,0,5pT qy “ 3888 and similar formulas by
comparing the coefficients in front of L41 and simplifying the polynomial of Ψ-classes.
9.2.6. The Case g “ h “ 1, k “ 4, n “ 2, d “ 2
Assume the branching profile looks as follows:
In this case K “ 1 and V1,2pLq “ 1
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`
L41 ` 2L21L22 ` L42
˘` pi2
12
pL21`L22q` pi
4
4
as is calculated in
Appendix A.3.2. Also we have H1p1` 1, 1` 1q “ 2 using a computer program which shows that
there are four Hurwitz covers having each two automorphisms. Notice that this case corresponds
to an unbranched two-fold covering of the torus by a torus so you can actually write down these
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d “ 2
g “ 1
h “ 1
1
2
1 2
3
4
covers explicitly. Since K “ p2!q2 “ 4 we obtain H1,4,1,2pT q “ 8 and thus
1
24
`
L41 ` 2L21L22 ` L42
˘ “
“
ÿ
α1,α2PN
α1`α2“2
ÿ
β1,β2PN
β1`β2“α1
ÿ
β3,β4PN
β3`β4“α2
L2α11 L
2α2
2
16 ¨ β1!β2!β3!β4!xψ
β1
1 ψ
β2
2 ψ
β3
3 ψ
β4
4 , D1,4,1,2pT qy
“ 1
16
„
L41
ˆ
1
2
xψ21, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` xψ1ψ2, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` 12xψ
2
2, D1,4,1,2pT qy
˙
`
` L21L22 pxψ1ψ3, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` xψ1ψ4, D1,4,1,2pT qy `
`xψ2ψ3, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` xψ2ψ4, D1,4,1,2pT qyq`
`L42
ˆ
1
2
xψ23, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` xψ3ψ4, D1,4,1,2pT qy ` 12xψ
2
4, D1,4,1,2pT qy
˙
,
where D1,4,1,2pT q P H4p|M1,4|,Qq. Thus we have e.g. 4
3
“ xpψ1 ` ψ2q2, D1,4,1,2pT qy.
9.2.7. The Case g “ 1, h “ 0, k “ 6, n “ 4, d “ 3
As in Section 9.2.4 we have V0,4pLq “ 1
2
˜
4pi2 `
4ÿ
i“1
L2i
¸
. However with the parameters above
we have two possible subcases of distributions of critical points.
The Subcase t3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1u
Assume first that the branching profile T looks as follows:
d “ 3
g “ 1
h “ 0
1 2
1 2
3
4
3 4
6
5
Computer calculations show H0p3, 3, 2` 1, 2` 1q “ 2 because there are two Hurwitz covers with
just one automorphism and as K “ 1 we have H1,6,0,4pT q “ 2.
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Then K “ 32 ¨ 22 “ 36 such that
36
4ÿ
i“1
L2i “
4ÿ
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi|βi|“1
L2i l
2pβ1q1
1 l
2pβ2q2
2 l
2pβ3q3
3 l
2pβ4q5
5
61
A
ψ
pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψpβνp6qq66 , D1,6,0,4pT q
E
“ 3
2
xψ1, D1,6,0,4pT qyL21 ` 32xψ2, D1,6,0,4pT qyL
2
2`
`
ˆ
2
3
xψ3, D1,6,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ4, D1,6,0,4pT qy
˙
L23`
`
ˆ
2
3
xψ5, D1,6,0,4pT qy ` 1
6
xψ6, D1,6,0,4pT qy
˙
L24,
where D1,6,0,4pT q P H2p|M1,6|,Qq. This implies e.g. xψ1, D1,6,0,4pT qy “ 24 as well as x4ψ5 `
ψ6, D1,6,0,4pT qy “ 216 by comparing coefficients in front of L21 and L24, respectively.
The Subcase t3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1u
Assume now that the branching profile T 1 looks like
d “ 3
g “ 1
h “ 0
1 2
1 2
3 4
3 4
6
5
Here, computer calculations show that H0p3, 3, 3, 1 ` 1 ` 1q “ 1
3
because there is only one
Hurwitz cover with three automorphisms and since K “ 6 we have H1,6,0,4pT 1q “ 2. Note that
this is the same as Section 9.2.8 but with one added trivial fibre.
Then we see K “ 27 such that
27
4ÿ
i“1
L2i “
4ÿ
i“1
ÿ
βiPNIi|βi|“1
L2i l
2pβ1q1
1 l
2pβ2q2
2 l
2pβ3q3
3
61
A
ψ
pβνp1qq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψpβνp6qq66 , D1,6,0,4pT 1q
E
“ 3
2
xψ1, D1,6,0,4pT 1qyL21 ` 32xψ2, D1,6,0,4pT
1qyL22 ` 32xψ3, D1,6,0,4pT
1qyL23`
` 1
6
pxψ4, D1,6,0,4pT 1qy ` xψ5, D1,6,0,4pT 1qy ` xψ6, D1,6,0,4pT 1qyqL24
where D1,6,0,4pT 1q P H2p|M1,6|,Qq implying for example xψ1, D1,6,0,4pT 1qy “ 18.
9.2.8. The Case g “ 1, h “ 0, k “ 3, n “ 3, d “ 3
This is a somewhat special case as we are looking at a target sphere with three punctures and
therefore a target moduli space consisting of just a single point without automorphisms. Let us
consider the following branching profile anyway
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d “ 3
g “ 1
h “ 0
1 2
1 2
3
3
Computer calculations show that H0p3, 3, 3q “ 1
3
as in Section 9.2.7 because there is one Hurwitz
cover with three automorphisms. Since K “ 1 we have H1,3,0,3pT q “ 1
3
and K “ 33 “ 27.
We therefore have V0,3pLq “ 1 and as in Section 9.2.1 we get for D1,3,0,3pT q P H0p|M1,3|,Qq – Q
that1
D1,3,0,3pT q “ 27 ¨ 1
3
rpts “ 9rpts.
This can be interpreted as follows. It implies that ev : M1,3,0,3pT q ÝÑ M0,3 is an actual
morphism covering as there cannot be any nodal Hurwitz covers and dimM1,3,0,3pT q “ 0.
Therefore M1,3,0,3pT q is a disjoint union of points with finite automorphism groups such that
their inverses add up to
1
3
. As there was only one Hurwitz cover with three automorphisms this
means there is only one such point with an automorphism group with three elements.
In this particular example one can also see the result slightly differently. If there is one Hurwitz
cover then it has at least three automorphisms from permuting the sheets cyclically. As S3 has
six elements it would be possible there are two Hurwitz covers with each six automorphisms.
However, pick a small disc close to one of the branch points in a standard neighborhood as in
Lemma 5.2 and consider its three disjoint preimages. Any automorphism of the discs has to
biholomorphically map these discs to themselves and needs to extend to a map fixing the critical
point. This means there cannot be an automorphism fixing one of these discs as this would need
to be the identity.
9.2.9. Hyperelliptic Curves of Genus 2
Consider the case g “ 2, d “ 2, h “ 0 such that k “ n “ 2g ` 2 “ 6 and l1 “ . . . “ l6 “ 2. This
is the case of genus-2 hyperelliptic surfaces. Denote the marked points such that the marked
points are related by ν “ id. We can calculate the usual factor K “ 26 “ 64 and because of
Ii “ tiu we have βi P Ntiu – N and thus βi “ αi. Then Eq. (8.16) reads
64 ¨H2,6,0,6V0,6pLq “
ÿ
αPN6|α|“3
L2α
p2 ¨ 2q3
26
α1! ¨ ¨ ¨α6! xψ
α1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψα66 , D2,6,0,6pT qy
1Deligne–Mumford spaces are connected as Teichmu¨ller spaces are connected and nodal curves in Deligne–
Mumford space can be smoothened to smooth curves.
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Now we have to understand what D2,6,0,6pT q P H6p|M2,6|,Qq is. One might think that because
every genus 2 surface is hyperelliptic the map fgt : |M2,6,0,6pT q| ÝÑ |M2,6| should be surjective
and thus the image of the fundamental class should go to some multiple of the fundamental class
(ignoring compactification issues). However, a quick dimension count shows that this cannot
be and in fact the map fgt records the position of the critical points. But given a hyperelliptic
surface C, the critical points are the Weierstrass points which are uniquely determined by the
underlying source curve, thus it is not possible to prescribe the curve together with the position
of the critical points. In fact, composing fgt with the map to |M2,0| forgetting the marked points
is surjective.
However, we have H0p2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2q “ H2,6,0,6pT q “ 1
2
as K “ 1. This is easily seen by looking
at the combinatorics as S2 only has two elements, by using a computer program or by noticing
that a hyperelliptic surface has precisely one non-trivial automorphism which corresponds to the
map interchanging the sheets of the two-fold covering over S2. A computer program then shows
V0,6pLq “ 1
48
6ÿ
i“1
L6i ` 316
ÿ
i,j“1...6
i‰j
L4iL
2
j ` 34
ÿ
i,j,k“1...6
i‰j‰k
L2iL
2
jL
2
k`
` 3pi
2
2
6ÿ
i“1
L4i ` 6pi2
ÿ
i,j“1...6
i‰j
L2iL
2
j ` 26pi4
6ÿ
i“1
L2i ` 244pi
6
3
.
This gives in the highest order
2
3
6ÿ
i“1
L6i ` 6
ÿ
i,j“1...6
i‰j
L4iL
2
j ` 24
ÿ
i,j,k“1...6
i‰j‰k
L2iL
2
jL
2
k “ 16
6ÿ
i“1
xψ3i , D2,6,0,6pT qyL6i`
` 1
2
ÿ
i,j“1...6
i‰j
xψ2i ψj , D2,6,0,6pT qyL4iL2j `
ÿ
i,j,k“1...6
i‰j‰k
xψiψjψk, D2,6,0,6pT qyL2iL2jL2k.
So for example we have xψ31, D2,6,0,6pT qy “ 4.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Overview of Moduli Spaces
Notation Name and Description
Rg,k Deligne–Mumford space:
Equivalence classes of stable nodal closed connected curves of
genus g with k marked points.
tpC,qq | C stable cx. curve of genus g,q P Ckz∆u
pRg,k Moduli space of admissible Riemann surfaces:
Equivalence classes of stable nodal connected Riemann surfaces
C of genus g with k enumerated boundaries or cusps together with
a marked point on a reference curve ΓipCq close to each boundary
component or cusp BiC.
tpC, zq | C admissible Riemann surface, zi P ΓipCq @ 1 ď i ď ku
rRg,k Moduli space of complex surfaces with a multicurve:
Equivalence classes of closed stable connected nodal surfaces C
of genus g with k P 2Z enumerated marked points q together with a
k-multicurve Γ such that q2i´1 and q2i are either on a sphere component
and one corresponding element of Γ is contractible or they are contained
in a disc bounded by a curve in the multicurve.#
pC,q,Γq | C cl. stable nodal surface,q P Ckz∆,Γ a multicurve
whose elements bound pairs of pants with q
+
Table A.1.: This table shows the objects of the groupoid categories corresponding to moduli
spaces of surfaces. The morphisms are always the natural ones. Note that in pRg,k we
allow boundary components as well as degenerate boundary components, i.e. cusps.
In contrast rRg,k and Rg,k contain only closed surfaces. These categories correspond
to those used by Mirzakhani in [Mir07]. The orbifold groupoids Mg,k, ĂMg,k andxMg,k were constructed in [RS06] and the gluing idea is contained in [Mir07]. Thick
diagonals are denoted by ∆, i.e. ∆ Ă Xn is the subset tpx1, . . . , xnq | D i, j : xi “ xju.
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Notation Name and Description
Rg,k,h,npT q Moduli space of closed Hurwitz covers:
Equivalence classes of holomorphic maps u : C ÝÑ X with closed nodal
complex curves C of genus g and X of genus h of type T where all
branched points and their preimages are marked and enumerated.
tpC,X, u,q,pq | C,X closed stable nodal Riemann surfaces of genus
g, h, respectively, u : C Ñ X hol., sat. T,q P Ckz∆,p P Xnz∆u
pRg,k,h,npT q Moduli space of admissible Hurwitz covers:
Equivalence classes of holomorphic maps u : C ÝÑ X with ad-
missible complex curves1C of genus g and X of genus h of type T where
all branched points and their preimages as well as boundaries and their
preimages are marked and enumerated together with one marked point
zj per boundary component or cusp on C such that upzjq “ upziq if
νpiq “ νpjq.$’&’%
pC,X, u,q,p, zq | C,X adm., u : C Ñ X hol., sat. T,q P Ckz∆,
p P Xnz∆, zi P ΓipCq @ 1 ď i ď k, upziq “ upzjq
@ i, j s.t. νpiq “ νpjq
,/./-
rRg,k,h,npT q Moduli space of closed Hurwitz covers with a multicurve:
Equivalence classes of holomorphic maps u : C ÝÑ X with closed
complex curves C of genus g and X of genus h of type T where all
n P 2Z branched points and their preimages are marked and enumerated
together with a multicurve Γ on X such that consecutive pairs of marked
points on X are either on a sphere component and there is a contractible
curve in Γ or they are contained in a disc bounded by an element in the
multicurve.$’&’%
pC,X, u,q,p,Γq | C,X cl. stable nodal surface, u : C Ñ X hol.,
sat. T,q P Ckz∆,p P Xnz∆,Γ a multicurve
whose elements bound pairs of pants with p
,/./-
Table A.2.: This table shows most categories used in this thesis that include maps. Note however
that the usage of R means that these are the general categories and written are the
objects only. The morphisms are always (pairs of) maps between objects preserving
everything. The corresponding orbifold categories will use an M and have far
fewer objects and morphisms. The hat and tilde symbols correspond to the ones in
Table A.1.
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A.2. Definition of Convergence to a Broken Holomorphic Curve
In this chapter we will give the definitions in order to understand convergence of sequences of
J-holomorphic curves in a neck-stretching sequence to a broken holomorphic curve as stated
in Definition 7.24. We follow again Cieliebak–Mohnke in [CM05]. First suppose we are given
sequences of numbers
´wk “ r0k ă r1k ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rN`1k “ 0
such that rν`1k ´ rνk Ñ8 as k Ñ8. The map ¨ `R for R P R is defined as
Xk ÝÑ X˚0 YM´\M` r´wk ´ `R, `Rs ˆM
x ÞÝÑ x`R :“
#
x x P X˚0,
pr `R, yq x “ pr, yq P r´´ wk, s ˆM.
Then we define
Xνk :“ X0 YM´\M` r´wk ´ ´ rνk , `´rνks ˆM for ν “ 1, . . . , N,
X0k :“
”
´wk
2
, 
ı
ˆM YM` X˚0 YM´
”
´, wk
2
ı
ˆMä´´wk
2
, x
¯
„
´wk
2
, x
¯
and using the maps fk : Ck ÝÑ Xk we also define
fνk : Ck ÝÑ Xνk
z ÞÝÑ fνk pzq :“ fkpzq ´ rνk
for ν “ 1, . . . , N as well as
f0k : Ck ÝÑ X0k
z ÞÝÑ f0k pzq :“
$&%fkpzq fkpzq P
”
´wk
2
, 
ı
ˆM Y X˚0,
fkpzq ` wk fkpzq P
”
´wk ´ ,´wk
2
ı
ˆM.
1See Definition 3.1.
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MMX˚0
X˚0
0
0
R
R
¨ ´ r1k
´wk ´  r0k r1k
´r1k´wk ´ ´ r1k r0k ´ r1k ´ r1k
Figure A.1.: This shows an example of the shift maps ¨ ` rνk . Note that for every k and ν
we define a map such that the points rνk are shifted to zero. The points r
ν
k will
then be chosen to correspond to a sequence of values for which the corresponding
holomorphic curve fk splits and develops an asymptotic puncture. Thus in the
shifted picture this takes place at the real coordinate zero. Similarly the maps f0k
are defined using shifts such that again the splitting happens at real coordinate
zero.
We denote the projections on RˆM by
RˆM
piR
{{
piM
##
R M
.
Also we choose a sequence of diffeomorphisms φk : r´´ wk, s ÝÑ r´, s with φ1k “ 1 near the
boundaries. Then we define shifts of these diffeomorphisms by
φνk : r´´ wk ´ rνk , ´ rνks ÝÑ r´, s
z ÞÝÑ φνkpzq :“ φkpz ` rνkq
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for ν “ 1, . . . , N and
φ0k :
”
´wk
2
, 
ı
Y
”
´, wk
2
ı
ä´´wk
2
„ wk
2
¯ ÝÑ r´, s
z ÞÝÑ φ0kpzq :“
$&%φkpzq z P
”
´wk
2
, 
ı
,
φkpzq ´ wk z P
”
´, wk
2
ı
.
Last we assume that lim
kÑ8φ
ν
k “ φν in C8loc for ν “ 0, . . . , N where φν is the diffeomorphism
defined after Eq. (7.2).
A.3. Calculations of Weil–Petersson Volumes
A.3.1. The Recursion Relation of Mirzakhani
Before stating the McShane identity let us define a few functions. In the following, Vh,npLq is the
Weil–Petersson symplectic volume of the moduli space of bordered Riemann surfaces of genus
h and n boundary components of lengths Li for i “ 1, . . . , n. We will also need the functions
Hpx, yq :“ 1
1` exppx`y2 q
` 1
1` exppx´y2 q
and mph, nq :“ δh,1δn,1. Then we can define
Aconh,n :“ 12
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
xy
Vh´1,n`1px, y, L2, . . . , LnqHpx` y, L1q
2mph´1,n`1q
dxdy,
Adconh,n :“ 12
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
xy
ÿ
aPIh,n
Vh1,n1`1px, LI1q
2mph1,n1`1q
Vh2,n2`2px, LI2q
2mph2,n2`1q
Hpx` y, L1qdxdy,
Bh,npLq :“ 2
´mph,n´1q
2
nÿ
j“2
ż 8
0
xpHpx, L1 ` Ljq `Hpx, L1 ´ Ljqqˆ
ˆ Vh,n´1px, L2, . . . ,xLj , . . . , Lnqdx,
where Ih,n :“ tph1, I1q, ph2, I2qu is the set of ordered pairs with I1, I2 Ă t2, . . . , nu and 0 ď
h1, h2 ď h such that I1 and I2 are disjoint and I1 Y I2 “ t2, . . . , nu, h1, h2 and ni “ |Ii| satisfy
2 ď 2hi ` ni for i “ 1, 2 and h1 ` h2 “ h. Then the McShane identity is given as follows.
Theorem A.1 (Mirzakhani). With the definitions as above it was proven in [Mir07] that one
has B
BL1L1Vh,npLq “ A
con
h,npLq `Adconh,n pLq ` Bh,npLq (A.1)
as well as the initial conditions
V0,3pLq “ 1,
V1,1pLq “ pi
2
6
` L
2
24
.
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Remark A.2. This result allows to compute recursively arbitrary Weil–Petersson volumes
Vh,npLq. In particular the volumes are polynomials in L allowing us to deduce Corollary 8.47
from Theorem 8.45.
A.3.2. Calculation of V1,2pL1, L2q
As there is no pair of pants bounding BX1 such that its complement is a disconnected stable
surface the recursion relation for V1,2pL1, L2q has no Adcon-term and reads
B
BL1 pL1V1,2pL1, L2qq “
1
2
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
xyHpx` y, L1qdxdy` (A.2)
` 1
4
ż 8
0
x
`
Hpx, L1 ` L2q `Hpx, L1 ´ L2q
˘
V1,1pxqdx, (A.3)
where Hpx, yq “ 1
1` ex`y `
1
1` ex´y and V1,1pL1q “
L21
24
` pi
2
6
. It can be shown that
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
x2i`1y2j`1Hpx` y, tqdxdy “
“ p2i` 1q!p2j ` 1q!
i`j`2ÿ
k“0
ζp2kqp22k`1 ´ 4q t
2i`2j`4´2k
p2i` 2j ` 4´ 2kq!
and ż 8
0
x2i`1Hpx, tqdx “ p2i` 1q!
i`1ÿ
k“0
ζp2kqp22k`1 ´ 4q t
2i`2´2k
p2i` 2´ 2kq! .
Using these equations we obtain for A.3
B
BL1 pL1V1,2pL1, L2qq “
“ L
4
1
48
` pi
2
6
L21 ` 745pi
4 ` pi
2
24
ˆpL1 ` L2q2
2
` 2
3
pi2 ` pL1 ´ L2q
2
2
` 2
3
pi2
˙
`
` 1
96
ˆpL1 ` L2q4
4
` 2pi2pL1 ` L2q2 ` 28
15
pi4 ` pL1 ´ L2q
4
4
` 2pi2pL1 ´ L2q2 ` 28
15
pi4
˙
“ 5
192
L41 ` 132L
2
1L
2
2 ` 1192L
4
2 ` pi
2
4
L21 ` pi
2
12
L22 ` pi
4
4
.
As the argument on the left hand side is zero for L1 “ 0 we can integrate this equation without
an additive constant and obtain
V1,2pL1, L2q “ 1
192
`
L41 ` 2L21L22 ` L42
˘` pi2
12
pL21 ` L22q ` pi
4
4
.
A.3.3. Calculation of V0,5pLq
Notice first that there is no Acon-term because there is no pair of geodesics bounding a pair of
pants with a boundary component such that the complement is connected (because this would
have to have genus ´1). The disconnected sum consists of volumes V0,3 which are equal to one,
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the sum however counts ordered pairs of decompositions into disconnected surfaces (again by a
pair of geodesics bounding a pair of pants with a specified boundary component), of which there
are six. Therefore we obtain
Adcon0,5 pLq “ 62
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
xyHpx` y, L1qdxdy,
“ 31
6
F3pL1q
“ 1
8
L41 ` pi2L21 ` 1415pi
4.
The sum over pairs of boundary components and their bounded pairs of pants is somewhat
longer and is given by
B0,5pLq “ 1
2
5ÿ
j“2
ż 8
0
xpHpx, L1 ` Ljq `Hpx, L1 ´ LjqqV0,4px, L2, . . . ,xLj , . . . , L5qdx
“ 1
8
pL42 ` L43 ` L44 ` L45q ` L21p32pL
2
2 ` L23 ` L24 ` L25q ` 8pi2q`
` 1
2
L41 ` 12
5ÿ
i,j“2
i‰j
L2iL
2
j ` 3pi2pL22 ` L23 ` L24 ` L25q ` 18pL
4
2 ` L43 ` L44 ` L45q,
where we have usedż 8
0
x3Hpx, L1 ` Ljq “ 1
4
pL1 ` Ljq4 ` 2pi2pL1 ` Ljq2 ` 28
15
pi4,ż 8
0
xHpx, L1 ` Ljq “ 1
2
pL1 ` Ljq2 ` 2
3
pi2
as well as many simplifications. Integrating (A.1) with respect to L1 and dividing by L1 we
obtain
V0,5pLq “ 1
8
5ÿ
i“1
L4i ` 12
5ÿ
i,j“1i‰j
L2iL
2
j ` 3pi2
5ÿ
i“1
L2i ` 10pi4.
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B. Source Code for Calculations of Hurwitz
Numbers
The following SAGE/Python code was used to calculate the standard Hurwitz numbers
HhpT1, . . . , Tnq used in Chapter 9 and defined in Section 2.2 via the combinatorial descrip-
tion in Section 2.4.
import i t e r t o o l s
de f ca l cu la t e hurw i t z number s (h , p r o f i l e ) :
##### Parameters
# Profile is given by a tuple of tuples where the outer tuple enumerates the
marked points of the target surface and the inner tuples are (ordered)
degrees of critical points in that fibre. h is the target genus.
##### Preparations
# Other parameters calculated from the profile.
n = len ( p r o f i l e )
d = sum( p r o f i l e [ 0 ] )
# Symmetric group acting on the fibres.
G = SymmetricGroup (d)
e = G. i d e n t i t y ( )
# Initialize variables for results.
hurwitz number = 0
p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s = [ ]
common conjugacy c lasses = [ [ ( ) ] ]
automorphisms = [ ]
##### Find all Decompositions
# This loop goes over all possible (n+2h)-tuples of elements in G and first
checks whether they have the correct (admissible) cycle type. If yes it
then verifies if the tuple satisfies the correct equation and saves it to
"possible_decompositions". This algorithm ignores some obvious
optimizations.
f o r group tup le in i t e r t o o l s . product (G, repeat = n+2∗h) :
admi s s i b l e = True
f o r i in range (2∗h , n+2∗h) :
i f Permutation ( group tup le [ i ] ) . c y c l e t y p e ( ) != p r o f i l e [ i´2∗h ] :
admi s s i b l e = False
i f admi s s i b l e == True :
r e l a t i o n = e
f o r k in range (h) :
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r e l a t i o n = r e l a t i o n ∗ group tup le [ 2∗ k ] ∗ group tup le [ 2∗ k+1] ∗
group tup le [ 2∗ k ] . i n v e r s e ( ) ∗ group tup le [ 2∗ k +1] . i n v e r s e ( )
f o r k in range (n+2∗h´1 ,2∗h´1,´1) :
r e l a t i o n = r e l a t i o n ∗ group tup le [ k ] . i n v e r s e ( )
i f r e l a t i o n == e :
p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s . append ( group tup le )
##### Sort all Decompositions into Common Conjugacy Classes
# Loop goes through all found decompositions and sorts them into common
conjugacy classes.
i=0
j=0
whi l e i in range ( l en ( p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s ) ) :
j=0
N = len ( common conjugacy c lasses )
a s s i gned = False
whi l e j in range (N) :
i f p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s [ i ] in eva l ( ”gap . f u n c t i o n c a l l ( ’ Orbit ’ , [ gap
. SymmetricGroup (d) , common conjugacy c lasses [ j ] [ 0 ] , ’ OnTuples ’ ] ) ” ) :
common conjugacy c lasses [ j ] . append ( p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s [ i ] )
a s s i gned = True
j = j + 1
i f a s s i gned == False :
common conjugacy c lasses . append ( [ p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s [ i ] ] )
automorphisms . append ( gap . f u n c t i o n c a l l ( ’ S i z e ’ , [ gap . f u n c t i o n c a l l ( ’
S t a b i l i z e r ’ , [ gap . SymmetricGroup (d) , p o s s i b l e d e c o m p o s i t i o n s [ i ] , ’
OnTuples ’ ] ) ] ) )
i = i + 1
##### Remove Dummy Conjugacy Class
de l common conjugacy c lasses [ 0 ]
##### Calculate Hurwitz number
f o r a in common conjugacy c lasses :
hurwitz number = hurwitz number + 1 / i n t ( automorphisms [
common conjugacy c lasses . index ( a ) ] )
##### Return Result
re turn hurwitz number , common conjugacy classes , automorphisms
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